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DEPAIOMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

11' (IA; gton, September 25, 1919.
SIR: I am transmitting herewith for publication a bulletin of

thv Bureau of Education the report of a survey of tke schools of the
city of Memphis. Tenn., made under my direction. r am asking that
it be printed in the following seven parts:

l'art 1. Chapter I. An Industrial and Social Study tf Mem-
phis. .

Chapter II. School Organization, Supervision, and
Finance.

Chapter III. The Building Problem. ;-

Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schools.
Chapter II. The High Schools.

Part 3. Civic Education.
Part 4. Science.
P4rt 5. Music..
Part 6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics, and Girdening.,
Part 7. Health Work.

Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OP THE INTERIOR.

P. P. Currorr,
. Commissioner.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE.

INTRODUCTION.

Tn April, 1919, at the request of the Board of Education of
Memphis, Tenn., the United States Commissioner of Education sub-
mitted the conditions on which the Bureau tf Education would make
a survey of the public school system of that city. These conditions,
us stated by the Commissioner of Education, follow :

(1) Tbat the board of education, the superintendent of public schools, and
all other public officers and teachers connected with the schools will give me .
and the persons detailed to make the survey their hearty cooperation, to the
end that the survey may be made rifest effectively and economically.

(2) That the survey committee be permitted to find the facts as they are,
end, in so far as may seem advisable, to report them as they are found.

(3) That the findings of the survey committee and such recommendations
for the improvement of tad schools as nray seem to be desirable may be pub-
lished as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education at the expense of the Federal
Government for distribution, first, among the citizens of Memphis and, second,
among students of education throughout the country.

(4) That the necessary expenses of the survey, including expenses for
travel and Subsistence for employees of the bureau detailed for this work, and
the honorariums and expenses of the one or more additional persons whom it
nifty- be necessary to employ to assist in the work will be paid by the board of
education, It is understood, however, that the board will not be obligated for
expenses beyond 0,900.

It is my purpose to begin the survey on or before May 12 and to have tb,p
field work of it finished in June. The final report will he submitted and printed
as early as possible after the let 10 July. Such portion as nfay be needed by
the board In determining their building policy for next year will be submitted
as much earlier than the 1st of July as possible.

On May 5 the commissioner was notified that all the conditions
named had been agreed to. To assist him in making this study the
cuimuissioner appointed the following commission;

THE SLIMY COMMISSION.

Frank F. Bunker, Specialist in City School Systems, Burwell of Edsoation,
director of the survey:

Tliamaa Alexander, Professor of Elementary Education, Peabody College for.
Teacher*, Nashville, Tenn.

William T. Bawden, SOcia/lat OS Vocational Education, Bureau of Edsioation.4.e
Hiram Byrd, Specialist is Hialth EdualiiOni United States Pablic Health

.fiervice. .
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11 1iner W. Christy, Supervisor of Industrial Education, Public Schools. Cin
cinnati, Ohio.

Fletcher B. Dressler, Specialist in School Architecture, Sanitation, Buildings,
and Equipment, Bureau of Education.

Arthur W. Dunn, Specialist in Civic Education, Bureau of Education.
Will Earhart, Supervisor of Music, Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alice Barrows Fernandez, Specialist in Social and Industrial Problems, Bureau

of Education.
Florence C. Fox, Specialist in Primary Grade Education, Bureau of Education.
Ada Van Stone Harris, Director. of Elementary Practice Teaching, Public)

Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Carrie A. Lyford. Specialist in Home Economics, Bureau of Rthication.
F. A. Merrill, Specialist in School and Home Gardening, Bureau of Education.
John L. Jtandall, Specialist in School and Home Gardening, Bureau of Edu-

cation.
Willard S. Sinai!, Specialist in School Hygiene and Physical Education, Bureau

of Education.
.Cvorge H. Twins, Professor of Secondary Education and State High School

Inspector, Ohio State University.

The field work began May 12 and was completed -June 7, except
that two members of the staff remained two weeks longer.

While the time for the examination of conditions was short, the
schools closing for the year on June 13, nevertheless, through careful
organization Of the work and through frequent meetings of the staff
for the discussion of every phase of the problem, definite and pOsitive
conclusions in which all concurred were quickly reached. Although
the commission as a whole considered every important activity of the
work of the system, each meml ,n was assigned to the particular field
of his interest. The reports of the members of the commission were
organized by the director of the survey and transmitted to the Com-
missioner of Education for his approval. The report is issued in
separate parts for general circulation.

Titr. PARTS TO BE ISSUED.

Part. 1. Chapter I. An Industrial and Social-Study of Memphis.
Chapter II. School Organization, Supervision, and Fi-

nance.
Chapter HI. The Building Problem.

Part 2. chapter I. The Elementary Schools.
. Chapter- II. The High Schools.

Part 8. Civic Education..
Part 4. Science.
Part 5. Music.
Part 6. Industrial Arts; Home Economics and Gardening.'
Part 7. Health Work.

This study of the Memphis schools is intended to be a study of
policies. and of praaicsa; not of' penions; TheNicanniis.sion has con-.. 'Jr



INTRODUCTION. T.

sciously avoided either praising or blaming, crediting or discrediting,
individuals. The matter of placing an estimate upon the value of
the services which individuals are rendering is the duty of local au
thorities ; it falls outside the province of the survey commission and
has not Veen attempted.

The commission desires to express its appreciation of the. courtesy
and consideration Amin its members by citizens of Memphis, the
members of the board of educationc the secretary's office, the super-
intendent and hiS clerks, and the entire school corps. Without ex-
ception, all cooperated to make the investigation as thorough and as
efficient as the time would permit.

A special word of appreciation is due the mana gement of the
Young Men's Christian Association for providing office rooms and
equiPment for the staff, without charge, and to the local company
handling the Buryough's Adding Machine, which very kindly loaned
one of these machines to the staff.

A summary of conclusions and kecouuueudations will be found at
the end of each chapter.

';`,':;',....;74---",.:;.q:;1.;!.%..;.,7-rv-,.4:17..--
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CHAPTER I. TIIE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

CONTENTS.I. The kindergarti.n. 11. Tbe /Srlmari tiradesThe child's Interests repre-
sented in the course of study ; units of intehat in the child's environment; reading; a
plan for phonics; spelling; language t arithrhetle; geography ; the problem-prbject attack,
111. The grammar gradeshistory teachillg; geography teaching; arithmetic teaching;
the alms of arithmetic ; a minimum alurse; the results of the Courtis test In arithmetic;
results of the stone reasoning test; reading, language, and literature; results of the
silent reading test; grammar In the elementary schools; teaching spelling; results of the
Ayres' spelling test ;enusic; nature study ; industrial arts; vision of teaching staff; home
study ; examinations; time schedule; daily program; school excursions; sch.00l equipment;
discipline; suainiaiy of observations and recevnmraidationa.

I. THE KINDERGARTEN.

The kindergarten is no longer an experiment in education, but is
. an integral of all progressive school system in this country. Ac-

1916,1,228 cities have public-schoo kindergartens, and alritogt every
?cording to reports received by the ureau of Education for the year

State in the Union has permissive kindergarten legislation. -

The inclusion o,f the kindergarten in progressive. school systems
is based on the ktodern conception of education as a process of de-

4,-

velopment father\ than it system of mechanical training. The im-
pulses and instincts and interests of the young child form-the basis
for the 'course of ?study, rather than instruction from books which
conies lateilin his \school life. Ideas are necessary to '15nderstand
books; ideas are gained throtkh the senses, our first, teachers. The
kindergarten opens the child's eyes to the world about him through
exclusions and visits, to the blacksmith's shop and observation of
other workers. The child gains skill with his hands by learning to
use many kinds of material. His-ear is trained through songs and
response to the piano in games and rhythmic activities. By meansa
of stories and oral conversation. he enlayges_his .stock,of ideas and
increased his Vocabulary; and in all these kindergarten activities he
is gaining power of attention, habits of -obedience, practice in e.x-

'. pression and ability to work in a group. These habits and skills aye
basic in all school work, and thus the kindergarten forint the transi-
ttitan tn from the home to the organized work of the school. ."..

The highest percentage of retardation, is in the first ,grade in :
schools all over the country. The natural inference is that children
in the fit grade hat, been placed too quickly in a highly organized
situation. In :Buffalo, N. Y., SO ninny cliii(4en .had- to,repeat the
work of the first grade, that it, was found" necessary to remedy this

o
. 9
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condition, and as a ,result, kindergartens were opened in all ele-
,mentary schools. .,

A study of the, effect of the kindergarttn in les,eningthe number
of repeaters Was made. by a committee: appointed 'in 1915, orthe
supetintendents and school hoards ltirattich of the Michigan State
Teachers' Association, reported by Berry.' In 19 towns without a
kindergarten the percentage of Tepeaters,'all grades considered, is
28.7 per cent greater than in the 75 towns having kindergartens;
while in the first grade, taken by itself, the table-shows Hint the per-
centage of repeaters in the towns having no kindirrgartens -exceeds
the towns having the kiindefgarten 4 69.5 per cent.

The annual report of the board of education of Louisville, Ky.,,
1 916-17, contains a recent study made in two schools of that city :

Two studies of the tend.10 prevent rettirda--
ti0n1 were made in two schools of the city At which there WM; been kindergar-
tens for a period of ears sufficient to o''1 the progress of the child from the
kindergarten through the eighth .grade. These studies involved 959 children.

Salixbury school Iludv--.Imonarp, 1917.
.

Total number of -children -in school L 525
Total number of children who have hail kindergarten training 170

.Total number of children who falled__t. 36
.T,tal number of children who had kintlirt,tvt en training who Palled 5
Total number of children who are retarded

a.
197

Y Total mtmber of children who have had kindefgartee training and are
retarded 29

,AVerage difference in ages from 1-13 through-3-A &tide, five months.
Conclusions of Salisbury :

32per cent of the number present attended kindergarten.
7 per cent of the number of children belonging
3 per cent of the children who lied kindergarten training fulled.
31 per. cent of.the enrollment are 4etarded.
5 per cent of tile kindergarten-trained are retarded.

jF

' Isaac Shelby school atudyPcbruary, 191.7: q

Total number of children in rreliool 434
Total number of children who had kindergarted training 235
Total number of children who failed 61
Total number of children who had kindergarten training %%hefailed 12
Total number of children who are retarded 112
'otal number of children who have had kindergarten training and are re- ,

tarded 89a- - 00
Average difference in ages from 1 --B titrough 8-A grade, 4.6 months.
Conclusions for Isaac Shelby :

54.1 per cent of the number present attended kindergarten.
. 14 per cent of the number belong' failed.

5 per cent of-the kindergarten cl dren failed.
25.8102 cent of the enrolitnent I e retarded. .
'12.3 per cent of the kindergart children are retarded.

e ,

I.
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Conelu.sions for both studle4:
The kindergiirten tends to prevent retardation.
The kindprgarten child is more apt to remain hi school.
The kindergarten l Id Is less liable to fail. .

The kindergarten training Is quill on the average to a gain of between four
t and live months of Aehoot life.

The foregoing studies are significant, for they indicate that the..
0 kindergarten is an important factor in reducing repetitionin succeed.-

Mg grades anal especially in the first 'grades: It exercises this in-a
fluence, doubtless both directly and indirectly; directly in the sense .
that. such training tends to fit a. child for quickly." finding ymself "
in the usual work of the school ; and then indirectly by, eepmg chil-.

dren out of the first grade until they are movematu While t he
kindergarten helps to solve the problem of retard on, this is not

;the primary reason for its becoming a part o ? .every school system;
there are values which do not lend themselves to statistical formula-.
tion. The kintierdarten i concerned with the spirit and content of
.education, 'and its object i to help the child live his life to the full
in the earlier stages of dev lopment which are recognized as the most
important years of the child's life. The way a child begins schtiO1 is .

. of great significance, and the kindergarten has proved its value as the
introduction to organized .education. Every child should have the
advantage of kindergarten education.

II. THE PRIMARY GRADES.

In examining the course.of study in the primary schools of Mem-
phis. during a series of observations in their classrooms, a wide varia-
tion becomes apparent in the outline the work as printed and' dis.
tributed to the teachers and.the schoolroom practice. Allifost
without exception the suggestions for the -lower grades arc ignored
anal other. material and procedure substituted for them.

This deviation from the course of study has not strengthened the
work'of the school, since the best of the original course has been.lost
and many of its defects given prominence. Any course of study
may easily become'" a mere scrap of paper" unless it is vitalized by
thesuperviior and the teacher through their initiative. Perhaps the
most pertinent qu,estion we can Ask concerning the primary schools of
Ide.mphis is, How may the primary teacher take the present .cottrse..,
of study and connect its educational principles with the child's inter-
ests in such a way that it will become it vital force iii his developOnt-.,
.rather than the basis for Iserilisof drills in.formal

ss
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.. THE PRIMARY CHILD'S. INTERESTS REPRESEtTED IN THE COURSE
OF STUDY.

READING.

Units of Interest from the child's environment used as a basis of script'
vocabulary.

Board reading based upon. units of interest covering subjects. taught in the
(primary) grades.,

Definition and explanation of difficult .wods by teacher, followed by prac,
tical 'use In stfttltices by pupils.

LANGUAGE.

Language is the expression of thought In spoken and written words: In the
first grade children should speak their own thoughts and reproduce orally
stories told by others.

. .

:The primary teacher- must encourage children fo talk about the things in
which they are most interested. viz: Pets, toys, games, pictures, holiday, etc.
If possible the object should be before the class.

Reproduction stoiieeshould be short and within the comprehension of the
class.

Poems to he memerized: A more or less critical' Interpretation should be
attempted before equipng seetions in be memorized.

Dramatization: The teacher may choose from the lists of Oral Reproduction
Stories selections' whieh she'wishes to have dranmtized.

Reproduction stories should be short and should center around one'leading
teacher should tell the story first, and after an open discussion by

pupils Andteacher the children should tell it. .

,NoTE:Picture stories, itatuts, stories, and poems fully outlined for each
t month of the first th'ree years of school.

morns! A T. ARTS.

Let us not lose sight of the fact that the prime object Is, better education
for the child the development of a keen Industrial intelligence, the awaken,
ing of interest in work, and a feeling of sympathy for the workers. of the
world.

During the past live years the advantage of industrial exercises as methods
of educationlots been fully demonstrated and the Memphis schools have been
well equipped u;Ith sand tables, scissors, rulers, construction charts, etc., and
practically all the teachers have" become quite familiar with the processes, and
full of the spirit of teaching the regular studies through band work.

NoTE: MOIR drawing, paper folding, clay modeling, weaviing,- fay outlined
for each of111 first three years of school,

S

ARITH METRO,.

Tench orally the value and Use of pint,
yard; quart, peck; day, week, month.

Measure and compare quantity and al
ruler, and measures. ;

Apply thq pupil's knowledge of number t
Make- a. price from the near groCery

,store; buy, sell, measure every article, and
to the amount of $1.

/

0.0

quart, nickel, dime, inch, foot, and

of familiar things, using tablets,

the work in Industrial arts.
d laundry., Let' the children play
ake change accurately wig rapidly
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Soft singing is the first principle in voice training. Careful attention should
given to pure and sweet quality of tone, and all harsh tones should b:'

avoided.
Individual singing should, be encouraged in all grades. The pupils should

be taught to sing with expression, clear enunciation,, correct pronunciation,
and the mean$ng of the words should be carefully explained.

GEOGRAPHY.

ItellevIng that the attention of children is most easily kept by the converse-
Lion lesson. I have in these lessons given the scope of the work rather than .
the exact language to be used. Pupils like to relate theit: experiences. En-
cimrage them to do so. A simple question will cause a child tp think. Strive
to teach him to observe and to think. Action is sure toltollow.

Provide as many pictures as practicable to illustrate the text. If properly
conducted, an excursion to observe nature is valuable.

NOTEThe mountains, rivers, soil and climate, limn products, minerals,
manufactures, cities, counties, history of the State and city are given in outline
as subjects of study fbr the geography of Tennessee.

PHYSICAL rxxsosEs.

Ventilate the room properly, avoid drsft:Stppoint window -monitors. Exer-
cising outdoors is of greater benefit to pupils than indoors; therefore move
your class outdoors for exercising as often as the weather permits.

. UNITS. OF INTEREST I/kITHE CHILD'S ENVIRONMENT.

?fat is suggested that a survey f the child's environment by the
teachers of Memphis would do uch toward solving the .problem of
better primary,schools in the community: Teachers in .a general
way are cognizant of these in crests, but from personal knowledge
they know very little. They should -acquaint themselves with sonic,
itt least, of \the industr* inil activities of their city and discover

.. what foreces lie behind the unusual prosperity and growth of Mein-
"phis. Then they i i 11 !lid Build upon these interests an .up-to-date,
progressive course of stuffy, with a definite aim for -every day of
the school year closely cOnnected with thein.., Every child in the
school is associated in some way with these interests, through his
home or his out-of-school ;life. . .

The centennial ce bration of the founding of .Memphis was in
progress at the tin the schools were inspected, arid yet, in 160
recorded 'observations in the first three grades no reference was
made to this event, excel.) as a reason for a holiday or an early dis-
niissal at the close of sch one primano room the sand table has
been utilized to represent t e sc.overy of the Mississippi River, and
while the work was well ne froin the standpoint of, technique, a
few questions brought out.t ii fact that the 'work had not taken holdquestions

. .
4
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.

of the children in a vital way. If it had been used as a basis fbr
reading and language, for the measuring of sizes and distances, as
a'motive for the different modes of expression, cutting, drawing,'
painting, modeling, and draw tization, it would have become an.
educational asset both to th and to their teacher.

The teacher will fin undant material for lessons in history and
geography all about the city of Memphis and its environs upon which
to base her reading and language. The De Soto Mound, from which
the great discoverer, first viewed the Father of Waters, is one of the
most interesting)historicai relics of which a city may well boast.
The fact that it was used by the Federal Army during the Civil War
EIS a fortress adds much to its historical value. It stands to-day. as
they left it, excavated,-in the center, find the redoubt thrown up, a
wonderful monument. boili'.tq an earlier and to a later. peiiod of
American history. Starting frinn this milestone, what lessons might
be taught the child of the 'history of his country,what ideals of
patriotism might be inculcated:and what appreciation' of the civic
forces which shape and mold the destiniet" of our Republic might
be cultivated. 4,

The library museum has a co llection of Ihdian rolies, taken from
a mound a few miles south of Memphis and presented, to the city by
Mrs. Mason, which. ii one of the finest collections of its kind in the

- country. The librarian is well Infitalited regarding the _various types.
of pottery represented by this'iroup and oan give valuable informa-
tion 'to any teacher who desires to utilize this material in her class-
room.

Some of the,hest American literature that has been written deals
with this localitOand: an earlier period of Memphis history. No
more vital study ttotilctbe madeth from the standpoint of classic
English, and from that of thery value; than the all-absorbing
narratives of Torn Sawyer 'and. Huckleberry Finn as set forth 'by..
that :inimitable .writer _of histcirical .fiction, Samuel L. Clentolis,

know as Markawain.
The subject of cotton hone of'vital intesest to the people of Mem-

.

. phis, -and* subject .coulkoffer greater possibilities to the teacher
'who searching for suggestive material to use in the primacy
school._ The cultivation-1.10 growth' of cotton and its manufacture
into cofton. cloth, its useand economic value to the people ot.the
South, as well as to thVyabole world, 'might well form the basis of a
series ia 'studies inInattoTal science, hiatory, literature, and indus\rial

. and domestic science through all...the giittles of the school. The by-
`;"products of cottOwthe oil and the'inial and their manufacture; offer

$chi material for- lessons' in .01712;he. and 4,nrhiciitAal science in .pre-
?vocatroniI schools. ,The domestic:products and their substitution for^
moh matartitln, cottalene for lit(' and Westion oil for olive
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oil, afford the domestic-science teacher an, excellent opportunit' to-
baSe her work upon the " units of interest in' the child's environ-
ment.",

In geography, the river which flows by the city and spreads at
the feet of the children of Memphis tells a wonderful stn-ry of run-
ning water. Building on this bank, and wearing on that, cutting a
channel here, and piling up a sand bar there, it changes its course so
frequently from one river bed to another and interferes so seriously
with the commerce of Memphis that the Government spends millions
of'dollars each year throw ing up defenses' to hold the water to its
accustomed course.

How nnehof this material wasused in the grades in the Memphis
schools? might well be asked. It is thepurpose of this report to sug-
gest its use in connection with the various subjects of study which
will be reported in detail in the following pages.

1. READING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES.
.

Primary reading is tau41ght throughout the first three grades in the
. sante general way. The leSsons are based upon the Haliburton

Readers. the Primer, and the First and Second Readers. There were
48 recorded observations made M. this snbject, in these grades, 31 in
the first grade, 10 in the second, and 7 in the third: Only one lesson
in the first grade was a development lesson from.the bladtboard, and
this was based upon word study and not upon-subject matter.; In the
Until grade one class only was using the library boas as a text in

R
reading. ,

The method used in these lessons wits uniform in all grades and

41'

was mechanical in the extreme.' The class formed in -,:pon the
floor and read in regular order.down the line, one pupil reading a
paragraph and .tie next pupil folloWing, round and ,round the class
until the selection had bee compk,Ced. Wheueval'a child came 0 a .
word he could not pronou ce, which..occurred frequently, in all
grades, three alternatives wer open to,him; He was told to spell thh
word, or the teacher spelled it 'for him! or the teacher or.another
pupil told him -whit the word wag. Therewas no use made of*
phonies as a means of acquiring. vocabulary in any feailing lessont
observed. 1..0!

Only four lessons, out of 6g observations in first -grade work, Were
given to the subject of phonics, and these were used as bases for the
spelling rather Mali for the reading lesson. This sows how little
attention this essential eleMent in the i'eading process is.rficeivinkin
the Memphis schoOls. The course of study calls fbr a long-drawn-out 4
and 'desultotY plan of phonetic training, extending through thrtiir

opeark of itkettaction in reading, which, were it pUt into .elect,
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prove ineffectual as far as any real service to the subject of reading
is concerned. In the first'year the consonant sounds are to be taught,
in thafsecond the long and short sounds of the vowels, and in the third

. year the application} Qf the sounds learned to the pronunciatipu of
difficult words. How futile this scheme of teaching phonics becomes,
and how wholly inadequate, can readily be seen. The vowel sound in
any word is its essential element, without a knowledge of which the
child is powerless to build even one word of his reading lesson, yet
this element is not taught until the second year. Again, in the appli-
cation of phonics lies its idne, and this is deferred until the. third
year. It is evident that the tfiachers of Memphis .liave nei'-er used a
real " sound " method of phonies. which may account for the disre-
pute into which this valuable aid has fallen and the lack of knowl-
edge shown by the teachers of its value.

It is urgently recommended that a definite system of phonetics be
adopted in the primary schools of Memphis, and that it be followed
each day by the teacher with persistent effort until the reading in the
lower grades is lifted to a higher level and the pupils have acquired.
that independence and initiative in this subject which they now so
seriously lack.

A PLAN FOR TEACHING PHONICS.

. The following plan for the teaching of phonics is one of the hest
that has been formulated and is submitted here as a suggestive out-
line for the Memphis schools.

Teach the 45 sounds, which are the essential elements in the English
language and apply them immediately to the reading lesson. It
should take a pupil three or four months to master them, and then he
will be able to 'Make out for himself any phonetic work in the early
reading books. .

1. Teach the sounds of single letter:
Teach the short sound of the vowel, n, in combination ivlih the final eon-

lonants, t, p, b, d, g, m, and n, in words like cat, cap, cab, bad, bag, dam, man.
..,Teach the short s&nds of the vowels o, u, e, and 1, In the same way ; then the
intial consdnants, c:f, j, t, r,'e, wtend y, In words like can, fed, hat, jug, keg,
let; and the final consonants, 4, es, and y, in wordsdike ax, tell, loss; my.

°- 2. Teach combinations of letters- representing giggle sounds or closely blended
sounds, like die following: The long sound of the vowels 'to words' like mate,
hide, note, tube, and mete. Teach thecontbinationa ce, ge, ek, cb, In words like
the following: face, cage, tack. rich, chick, Shore. Teach ieb; eh, in words
like Mittel; ship, cash.. Teach wh: th, If. words like which, thick, this. Teach
eeiItet. al, ty, ea. aw, RH, oa, oi, oy, ow, a% in bee, mbo, sail, say, eat, caw,
haul, oak, oil, boy, mow; ou,.ew, ie, et, as in out, few, pie, field..

3. Teach single sounds or blend* fid diphthong* t ar, er, k, or, we antr, ant.
lag, ink, ong, tins, n , as in arm, her, sir,. nor. fur, tang, hank,.

dllintatt, sunk; , wr;Ign, as to qulte,!ifecIte, knee.. Teach die,. all, alk,ald,
41001, as In falletalk halt, balditallm. Teach nit, lad, Al&,
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ought, aught, as in high, bold, colt, find, wild, eight, bought, caught. Teach w
before the letter a, as in was, and the blends bl, cl, ft etc., in words like black,

fly ; ble, as In table and similar words; lag, as in hiding; tion, as in
nation; and Rion; as in mansion.

TER ART OF READING.

Another phase of the reading process, and the ultimate aim of all
our training, is the art of reading, the s'reading for knowledge/bay
appreciation. This aim is reached by oral exercises in reading for
the expression of thought and the cultivation of fluency and ease

, in reading, and by silent reading for the appreciation of what is
read. "Everywhere have I sought peace," says the blessed Thomas
a Kempis, " and have found it nowhere, save in a corner with a book,"
which well expresses what this term " reading' for appreciation"
means.,

Very little of this type of reading is done in any of our schools and
noneof it, so .far as observed, in those of Memphis. The teacher's
aim for teachingreading must be changed be)ore we can hope for'
better readers in our schools. It must be changed from a1purely me-
chanical requirement to one a social nature. From askirig,." How
many pages haw beeh read ?" " How many words have been mis-
pronounced? " the pertinent inquiry must be, " What are' the chil-
dren getting from the books they are reading? " "Are they forming
ideas as they read from the content of the. reading matter? " or, "Are
they forming images of words, with no thought behind them?"

Too much an noebe said in,condemnation of this latter mode of
reading. The child forms the habit of calling words, as he looks at
the printed page, in these early years, which will stultify all his later
reading. When he Comes to read. his history, his science, his litera-
ture, Currentevents, or his daily newspaper, he must use a conscious
effort to get back of the words on the page to the meaningwbecause
he has not been trained to do this,. and he will all his life -be at a
disadvantage in any kind of reading which he undertakes.

Why is it that 41ke primary teacher invariably emphaaizes this for-
mal, meehanical type' of reading and ignores the real business
reading? Perh&ps 'She .thinks, she hopes,, thatprtefliency in one
will carry over 1Qto the other. But this is not so. Any number of
investigations and tests in this

be quite wiableto understand what he is reading. Children do not
. able to call any word' in his reading book from cover to cover, and still

falbject iefutithis. assumption. one
these abilities does not-transfer into the other. A pupil may be

read ease and fluency, they to" not understand, appreciate, and
enjoy reeding matter by instinct. They inusebe taught_ to acquire
this skill justas they must be taught to recognize and to know words.

143557° 20-1---2 ,
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From the first reading lessons in the, primer to the supplementary
materia the third grade, the ability to read for thought should
be cul va d. There are many ways in which this may be done, but
it is roccomplished by emphasizing the form of the text in
reacting and ignoring the content. The recorded comments of the
teaehers in these grades as they were invariably given in the reading
recitations are witness to the fact that the thought of the selection
Alas not referred to or noticed in any way. There wak no effort on
the part of any teacher observed to determine what the child was
thinking. as he read. Her -comments had to do altogether with the
formal side of the process, as the following report from two of these
lessons will show, since they are (mite typical of all the reading, as
judged from the observation of 48 classes.

The following is a verbatim report of a read* lesson in the first
grade, with the Haliburton Primer as a basis:

Teacher. Now we're going to stand up and hold our book correctly. Alma
read.

Alma. (Hesitates.)
Teacher. His
Alma.: His name is Bun. (Hesitates.)
Teacher. Bun has not,
Alma. Bun has not a ip spot on 'him.

BTeacher. Bun, three Buds, go ahead.
Alma. Bun, Bun, Bun, here is an apple.
Teacher. Take it up, Ebner.
Elmer. (petitates.)
Teacher/How,
Elmer. How white he is.
Teacher. Take 4t up, Ruby.
Ruby. A pin. (Hesitates.)
Teacher. Pan, pan. Turn over and take it up. Hold the book correctly.

Jennie, take it up.
..-.Mimi.. (Hesitates.) .

Teacher. You and Max,
Jennie. You and Max aan.make it

Another report taken at random from the observation 'records on
reading shows how general this method has become in the primary
schoOls.

Pupil. (Reads.)' Jit is arace's.hea.
eacher. (.Spells.) J, e, t, Jet. What Color 18 Jet?. Whatsolor is Grace's! hen?

(To class.) Tell Mtn,
Class. (In concert.) jet.
Pupil. kliegi(ates.)
Teacher, Nett, see it- you can read it' West Pupil. (Hesitates.).
Teactier. .1ohgehad too much parade yeaterda,y, didn't you, John?
John., (gee )
3'eooller..

411

fi
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Pupil. Sha Is a
Teacher. Tell him the word
Class. (In" concert.) Mother.
Pupil. She is a mother hen.
rani/. Grace skid, " Come raid see Jet's chick*"
Teacher. Whitt dkl We say about that little mark over a word? Apostrophe.

All say it in concert.
Class shouting. Apostrophe!

The teachers are not wholly re'sponsilife for this formal type of
reading. They apologized frequently for the mechanical nature of
the readhig exercises by explaining that the preparation for the
yearly examinations made the drills imperative, as the children were
to be examined in those particular books, and must know them thor-
oughly.' In many of the reading classes the children read too well,

as judged by the ordinary standards of the schools, and investigation
revealed the fact that the selection had been memorized, and that the
pupils read as,vell with their books closed as with theta open. If a
child was asked to give the thought of die paragraph that had been
read by another pupil, he invariably repeated the text, word for
word, as it was folThd in the book.

UNITS OF INTEREST IN TILE CHUM'S ENVIRONMENT AB A BASIS FOR

READING.

Suppose a reading lesson is given to this grade that is based upon
seine interest in the child's environment. Take the subject of cot-
ton. for instance. The teacher stands at the bhickboard, chalk in
hhild, and the)lesson proceeds as follows:

Of

THE STORY OP COTTON. (MONTH OF APRIL IN TENNESSEE.)

Teacher. How many pupils In this class have been out in the country re-

Cent Iy?
Pupils. (Responding with hands raised or tel. the reply.) I have, I went

Lust week, etc. 4

Teacher. What did .you see, Jennie, as you drove along the road!
Jennie. I\saw a 'tanner plowing. 1

Teacher. Why wits he plowing, John?
John. .So he could plant higseeds.

et Teacher, What-kind of Seeds do you think he Intended to plant?
Pula Corn or cotton.
Teacher. Let us talk about the cotton seeds he plants In his field. How

many of the class have seen cotton seeds?
Class. (Hands raised.)'
Teacher. (Showing a handful of cotton seeds to the class.) Tell ree when

these seeds grew on the cotton plant.
.Pueii.They grew. In the seed pod.
readier. %Oat was on the sepia before they were, cleaned!
Papjl. Cotton was on aside,
Teacher. Why did the seeds have cotton arpund theint

--ft
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Nora. Here is a point of departure for several units of lessons:
I. The teacher may take up the use of cotton to the plant and a detailed

lesson on the dissemination of seeds may follow. The_outline froth the Com-mittee of Ten is a good one to use in this connectionseeds that fly, seeds
that sail, seeds that fall, and seeds that stick.

2. The subject of grosith of cotton in the field and its cultivation, the plant-ing, hoeing, thinning, cultivating, and finally the harvesting of the cotton- crop.3. The use of the seed, its manufacture into oil and meal, and some of the
economic values of the products may be introduced here, and worked out in
detail in the number classes. 4

4, The use of the cotton fiber, its manufacture into cotton cloth, and spine
-of its economic values, wages in a cotton mill, etc.

5. The history of the cotton plant, Its migration from India, and its pre-historic use as found in the ruins of ancient cities.
6. Geographical areas in which cotton is grown and climatic conditions

wider which it thrives.
The topics for these lessons are given below, and should be selected with

reference to the grades in which they are given:
How Nature Plants the Cotton Seed! .

Dissemination of seeds.
How the Farmer Plants the Cotto Seed.

Modern ietkods of planting cotton, development of.
Hoeing Cottuln In a Field.

Boys and girls at 'work in u cotton field.
Cultivating Cotton.

Modern methods of cultivating cotton, development of.
Picking Cotton.

The skill required in picking cotton. Why by hand?
Weighing Cotton.

Modern,methods, contrasted with primitive.
Ginning Cotton.

Ell Whitney and the cotton gin.
Sending Cotton Away to the Mill.

Transportation, by river and by raiL
Selling Cotton. lir

Claming cotton, and cotton markets.
Cottonseed Oil.

. Its use, and method of 'manufacture.
.C,p,ttonseed Meal.

. . Its use and its manufacture.
.How My Gingham Dress is Made.

Pilmitive spinner and weaver from India. 'Cotton mill in the United States.
Where the Cotton Plant Grows.

Sea-Island cotton and Tennessee cotton contrasted.
How the Aztecs Used Cotton. .

How Martini Washington Wove Cotton at Mount Vernon.
Where' De Soto Found Cotton When He Discovered the Mistdssitopi River.

The tesillari as she develops these leesons,'shOuld use the question
method; and should draw out the answers to her questions from'the
pupils M a snontaneous and n manner. Where items of in-

. iormation arenegeleary, she should supp)ytthem, in story fOrm if pos-
sible, bifOre she begins to formulate. the sentences in the rearing
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lesan, Two elements \ should be in the teacher's mind, limited .

voulary and repetition, as she works with the class in the forma-.
tion of sentences.

HOW THE FAIENIER PLANTS IIIS COTTON SEEDS.

plows The farmer plows the ground.
horrows The fernier harrows- the ground.
plants The farmer plants his cotton seeds.
plaids The farmer plants his cotton seeds with a planter.
Is like The planter ,is like a buggy.
is drawn The planter is drawn by a horse.
has The planter has a sent.
sits The farmer sits on the seat.
drives The farmer drlves the horse.
has The planter has a box..
Is full The box Is full of cotton seeds.
drop The cotton seeds drop from the box.
drop The cotton seeds drop onto the ground.
ore planted The Cotton seeds are planted.

Ph rale c.reciae. Phonic exercises.

The farmer p 1 ow a a ee d s p1 a n t .1,

the ground cows needs. slants
his cAtton seeds r ow at deeds .chonts
with a planter bows f ee d a pants
like a buggy mows heeds r a n t . s

by a horse
on the seat-

`from the box.
onto the ground
11 buggy
of cotton seeds.

V .

144 1 ke dr aw n .
II 1 ke Cur aw n

111 I ke d ow n
p 1 ke f aw n

str I ke 1 ow n

IlletDINGINCIE-PRIMART GRADER.SEAT WORK

All the observations of seat work in the first grade pni,nt to the

f..sitsbitsfitshitslite

fact that this forp of activity is confined wholly to the building of
words with letter cards: In the first school visited the pupils in the
first' and second division were working at their seats building letters
with these .cards, which were being copied from lists of 50 words
on the blackboard; evidently representing -'a review of the term's
vocabulary. ,

A soon as the children came to school in the morning they began

this work with the lette'r cards. They worked, without change or
rest, on this form of seat work from 8:30 to 10:30, and then were

. ,-

This
. . .

excused for recess. I his gate the teacher of the room an opportu-
nitylo continue uninterruptedly the reading lessoni of the lower

- group, and save her the trouble of preparing material from day to
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day that would be new and interesting to the pupils and progressive
in its nature.

A more deaerening process than this can hardly be imagined. when
one considers the monotony of the daily repetition of this activity.
These children hpd outworn, long ago, all We educative value of this

- exercise, and were only marking 'time to relieve the teacher of re-
sponsibility.

It has been reported that $2,000 was spent on this equipment of
letter cards by. t e. school board of Memphis, while the number of
reading books in e classes was so limited that no class was fully
supplied, and no ex a copy found in any room with which to supply
a visitor.

The, word-building exercise, so often repeated, leads to careless
habits and to defective impressions of word forms. A record was
made of the finished work of a 1-1 class, which shows conclusively
how faulty their visualization must have been; as they seemed to be
perfectly satisfied withthe results of their attempt to copy 10 words
from thit Wckboard.

Lesson in wordbuihling in a first-grade class.

. Words.

stop
hall
toss
bounce
catch
dog

4 boy
girl
11111

me

tqt:o adssi

loss tos
. ownce Lounce
catch last
cog
i.y

o y

O0N girl
run run

Pupil's work.

IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX.

stop .

(1°°P(Mt
oeh
cat

PP(of
FIY
ctr

stole

Foe/
Lame
ocatch
gop

c
girl
run

pa

LOSS
dounoe
loCatCEI
peg

r
rim
em -

sdtios
.

toss
dame
cat
dog
bod

run

stop
doll
tone
dounoe
locetah

stop
ball
toes
pbunce
catch

crisIst

eaUcl.N
coneLVE
AkTeFN

.
This record of nine pupi s is quite typical 'Of all the work of the

class. About one -third of the worils,attempted are correctly repre-
sented by the cards. Capitals were used indiscihninately, and letters
were frequently inverted. This is not an exaggerated idstanw of
the effect which a long-continued use of these cards has upon a class
pf children in the first grade. The fault lies with the teacher, and
her failure to prepare, from day to day, a variety of activities for
seat work which shall be educative and' shill provide in some way

. for the exercise of the child's initiative.

2. SPELLING IA THE PRIMARY GRADES.

When a child has learned to pronounce all the words in his reading
Jew% he has mastered only part of it, as has beep already pointed
out. Be must further. II% uire _the abili,t_yy to undrstand sentences.
This is also ,true of the s mg lesson. a child has leaknegi to



spell a list of words he N wsacquired:only part of the poer needed .

to spell correctly. He must learn to 'spell these words in sentences,

one of these abilities dosnatdiecetsarily transfer to the other, except,
and he must be trained definitely in this latter requirement. For
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as Dr. Wa llen has denknstrated in his investigation of the subject,
attention is given to the meaning of the word and to its use in sen-

tences when the word lists are being taught. This is what he says:
" If t e olum drill includes much emphasis uwon meaning and
considera le dictation practice, we may-no;turally expect that the
results will transfer to composition- work,, and," he, adds, "this is
exactly what the tests showed."

Qhis fundamental principle of teaching spelling was aptly illus-
tiited in the case of a little girl who took thstandard test in spell-
kr in the fifth grade in the Memphis schoolt. Her mother said:

." Alma stood 100 in her spelling ;test, and only 85 in her history
eiaminstion, because she misspelled so many words. She can spell
her regular spelling lesson from the book perfectly, but she

s to writc.a letter it is full of misspelled words of tha.-iimplest
ki

'lie same connection must be Made here as in the reading lesson,
the connection between the siglit word, the spoken word, iiid the idea
which the word represents. When a child learns to spell from visual-

1
izing the word, and the sound of the word is ignored, often no trans- .

fer is made from the sight word tolle spoken word. The child de-
pends upon the mind's eyelo help him out if he is in doubt about the
spelling of a word. In other words, he sees the page of the book, the
list of words, the relation that one word in the list has to the position
of another, if he learns his lesson in this way. Then when he comes
to use those words in another setting, in a diffiorent relation one to the
other, his memory fails him and he has nothing to fall back upon.
',Suppose he learns to spell by the sounds of the letteiti in the word,

then a slow pronunciation of the word suggests to him its letters and
their regular order, in the *ord. " But," sonic one says, " how about
the phonetic words that do not follow the regular sounds in the
word? " It true,- phonetic words require special drills, but they,
in turn, folloW.definite rules which the child soon comes to recog-
nize, and the slow pronunciation of even these words suggests stune
of their letters to the phonetically trained ear: And phonetic words

do not need emphasizing. Most ttacliers give drills indiscriminately-
upon all words alike, ere that the pupils already 'know and those
that, are phonetic, as well as those that. require especial attention
What a 4/aete pf time f There are only 18 per cent of the words in
the English language that are not phonetic, and those alone to
be emphasized ill any spelling lesson as far as the letters in. the words
are concerned./ '
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Let us insist upon the sound of flic rs in spelling, let u9' be
sinethat back of the sight is the sound, that the one suggests the
other, And that a close connection is mane between the one and the
other. Then let us see to it that brick of both the sight and the sound
in the child's mind is theidea which the word represents. Let the
column drill include much emphasis.upon meaning. Then the sub-

ject of spelling will be shorn of its difticaties and will become a
' social factor in the child's life. Then a child that can pass 100. per

tent in his column test will not drop to 85 percent in another sub-
ject because he can not spell "even the simplest words" when they
lire used in sentences.

3. LANGUAGE IN THE PRIMARY GRADES.

There were 15 recorded observations in language made in the pri-
mary grades, and these were of .the same mechanical nature its the
lessons in reading, geography, and arithmetic. Memory exercises
in language in the piimary grades are so unusual that they demand
especial attention in thisqeport.

One of these lessons wall recorded as follows:
Teacher. Tell me the namest of the months that are not abbreviated. %Vhat

does it say in the language book about March and April?.
Pupil. It says they can be, but its better not to.

What she (('lass does not ansteer.)
Teacher. You didn't listen. (Class responds.)
Teacher. Use ti sentence and a contraction in that sentence. What Is a I.

contraction?
Pupil. I'll go home.
Teacher. It I were going to write the word " won't," how, would Lowrite the..contraction? (Pupil writes on the board.
Teacher. Tell me a sentence spokento a perSbn.
Pupil. Mary, hate you your lesson?
Teacher. 11'here would you put the comma?
Pupil. After the word Slag.
Teacher. (live a sentence That has a person's name addressed in the middle
the sentence:

Pupil. Ate you ready, Mary; to pi to school?
Teacher. Wliere would you put the colliding?
Pupil. Before and after the person's name.
Teacher. Marie, go to the bofird atutwrite a sentence with a person addressed
thentitklle. James, put the person at the end. (Pupil writes: Merlon, Is

this a fine school day?)
Teacher. Why comma? What is. Marion? You may tell me, one word in

Which you use a hyphen. What does, the little rule In the language book say?
Whitt kind of word tail not be divided? 'How many rules have you learned

ut capitals? I dm going to ask some one to give me three, and some one
else three etc.

This slesson does not. need einninkiL it sneaks hip itself The soh%7 r,lent pritnaiy janguage has* been en fnlly dieeuesed .in books _of
r:p.sicholOgtalld PedagOgy, been taught so many yearn In the'
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normal schools of Tennessee and elsewhere that this departure
from establislipd precedent is most unusual.

Primary language exercises .should be oral in their nature and
should train for fluency and ease in speaking, just as oral reading
should do in reading. The bases for these lessons should be stories.
and poems in the best literature, detail4d narratives it the history of
iu'imitive peoples, and informal conversations in nature study le,-

. sons. The language -ex'ereise should Jie free and spontaneous as tiw
pupil reproduces the story or talks. familiarly with his. teacher.
Formal grankniazt) tsven. of the simple type given in the Memphis
schools, shoultPbe'erreCi un a later year.

<,.. The primary Teachers of Memp should be given a detailed out-
line- for use in, then' -language classes and a definite time allotment ..
for the langupge period. Tffen they should religiously fill that
period with,,soine language4exercise each day of the school. year.
.This work requires tenacity of purpose, careful .preparation, and a.
vivtl, forceful presentation on the part of the teacher. It requires a
sympathetic attitude, one that will inspire the children to give, un-
consciously and simply, their own versions of the stories, poems,
narratives, and experiences which they have gained from the Jan-
gunge period. These exercises should never take the form of memory
-drills, requiring the pupil to repeat like a parrot the rules of Written
composition from a book, and to reproduce. verbatim, the printed
text of a story. These are the points to be emphasized: .A definite
outline; a steady purpOse; and a continuous program., These are .

the first essentials in the training of little children- in; the art of oral
expression. Outlines for this work are offered from many sources,
but the spirit of the teacher is the motive rower that shall make
the work effective.

,

ti '4. ARITHMETIC IN. THE. PRIMARYGRADES.
_

' Arithmetic is a logical subject and:Ilends itself quite naturally to
a logical development,,For this reason, often, the allstract--the
formal, the drill elementis overemphasized, 'and'thelsecond phase
of the subject, its social 'relationship, which should ive especial
attention in the primary grades, is omitted entirely. true in
the Memphis schools. In all the #imary grades the ren- were
adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing in-abstract computa-
tion of numbers without reference to the use that children iEahe of

. number in the everyday affairs.of '
In the 40 recorded observations of arithmetic lesions in the first

three grades all were of the sarne',generaT type, and in every room
visited the blackboard gave eoniincing evidenct of the mechanical
work being done in the subject of arithirietic. The board was filled
with series after series of examples to be worked by classes in their
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seats, and half of the pupils in the room 'were laboriously engaged in
this process. For the first, and second grades a series of this kind was
set for a copy :

2/10 5/10 1/9 4/12

4 7 3 2

X3 X0 X3 X6'

11 12 9
___- 9 8 6

4 0

+5 +5 +9

. - 118

1

+1 '

3/12

6

.X1
3

X4

'4/12

2
X4

2
X2

12

7-.1

6
+5

98

'2
+8

. 129
c:,

7
+4

83

1/2 of 0= 1/2 of 4= 1/2 of 2=

Count to 50:

2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 6 5'

.6 6,8'

7 7 7

1a 1 1
4

'2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4, 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

7 7, 7

8 8
9 9 9, 9 9

ba,

10 710 10 10 10 10

1/2 of 8=

1 1

I

r

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4

5 5% 5

6 6 6 '

7

9

10 10 10'
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Often when a class had_finished writing this lesson on pads...tf
paper, the number boxes were passed and they we're required to build/
the series with their number cards. In this way the study of number
as an ,oral exercise was wholly eliminated and the power that is
gained from oral expression, which should be especially emphasized
by teachers in these grades, was lost to the children. through a dis-
proportionateproportionate mount (ff Nvritten work in number.

The recitations in number wera dell exercises lid the ain of the
teacher was toscultivate rapidity and accuracy. One of the third-
grade exercises illustrates the general .prabedule throughout the
schools, as it is given below:

Teacher. Now you're going to show *Miss - how beautifully you (lin
answer. Anna, is that the way to behaIt,? We have to make u hinuivecj, every
one In this class. How many are 64 phis 8?

(Pupil makes two attempts and fails.)
Teacher. Hands behind you: see to your toes.
(Pupil makes a third attempt.)
Teacher. What did you'say It was?
(Pupil tries the fourth time and fifth time and then gircS it up.)c
Teacher. Lucile, tell hi in.
Lucile. 64 and 8 are 7.2.
Teacher. 14 and 8?
Pupils. (Answering.in order, down the tine.)

44 and 8 are 52.
33 and 8 ure 41,.ete.

Teacher. Hands behind you.
Pupils. 27 and 11 are 38.

46 and 8 are 54.

Here the visitor asked the children 'New they got their answers
and various methods were reported. Some Coxnted onrtheirfingers,
as they rather Shamefacedly admitted. Others added by the rule of
tens, as in the example, 40 and 8.. are 54. One little girl explained
her {process in this way : " Forty-six and 4 are 56, and 4 more are 54."
None of the children were using the'thethod taught by the.
naniefy, the addition of units and. tens in examples of this kind,
which di6covery caused' her to excliim with some velleineace, "These
children have been trained all the way up, and they; ought to know it,
but this class 'won't say -what! "

In marked'contrast to this recitation was one observed in the first
grade where a distinct effort was made bythe teacher to make con-!
trete the extremely formal and abstract material she was required to
teach.

. 'Teacher. Tell me something that intik, 10. 46

Pupil. 9 and 1. 8 tZft%2. 2 and 4:
Teacher. 6 and what aka 107 *8 and what? 9 and what? Take away 7

from 10.
(Pupil fails.)
Teacher. If I had 9 eggs In one. nest an took 1 away, how many would be

left? Make me..a little story about it

.1 I.
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If I had 10 apples and gave 1 to John how many would I have left? Tell me
that In a story. -

How mane twos In 10? Suppose I had 10 pencils, and put 2 in a box, how
many boxes would I need to hold the,10 pencils?

NOTE: Here the teacher drew on the board the boxes and the two pencils In
each box as the pupils dictated to her.

Teacher. How many boxes did I have? How many pencils In each? Let's
put that down as a number story. (Writes on the board: 5 times 2 pencils
are 10 pencils.)

Suppose it were apples; or pennies: 5 times 2 apples are 10 apples. (Draws
picture and writes: 5 times 2 pennies are 10 pennies.)

Suppose I have a bank and put 10 pennies In It. (Draws a picture of a bank
with 10 pennies in it.) Count, how many pennies I have in the bati.. 1 bank

. .and 10 pennies. 1 times 10 pennies is 10 pennies.
Teacher. (Gives a rericw.) 2 times 5 apples.? 5 ti s 2 pencils? 10 times

1 penny? 1 times 10 pennies? 2 times 5 &liars? 1 times apple? 5 times
2 boys?

These are the new things we have learned this
5 times 2 Is 10. 10 times 1 is 10. 1 times 10 is 10.

This is not an ideal way to teach numbs to children of the first
grade, but is perhaps the best a teacher co d do working under the
handicap of the requirement for her gra e. As has been already
pointed out on another page of this repo t, the course of study in
arithmetic recommends all application of these principles to various.
social uses with which the.children are already familiar. In the mat-
ter of practical application, for instance, it suggests the following:

Teach orally the .value and use of pint, Tart, nickel, dime, inch, foot, and
yard; quart, peck; day, week. and month.

Measure and compare quantity Ad size of familiar things, using tables,
ruler, and meastires.

App0 the pupil's knowledge of number to the work In Industrial arts.
Make a price list from the nearest grifery and laundry.
Let the children play store; buy,- sell, measure every article, and make change

rapidjy and accurately to the amount of $1.

How this important phase otthe subject of number in the primary
grades has been allowed to drop into innocuous desuetude and a sys-
tem of abstract drills on formal arithmetic has been permitted to
take its place is difficult to understand. It is recommended here that
the present course for the first and second grades in abstract number
be carried over to the third grade, and that much of the work now
done in the third be left until the fourth year. .

For the help of those telichers who have asked for some definite
suggestions on this subject the following outlines are given:

OUTLINE FOR NUMBER WORK IN PRIMARY GRADES.

First step.Let the children count objects In the schoolroom, on the grounds,
In the fields and woods, at home, and everywhere, until they can count a few
hundred with ease, and have gained distinct and- laspng "number concepts. Let

ming: 2 times 5 is 10.
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them also measure and weigh till the ordinary units of measure and weight are
thoroughly known. Let them find sums and differences of numbers of real
objects by counting. In the same way let them divide smaller numbers into
equal grodps, and put the groups together again.

Ike not attempt Britten or oral; arithmetic nor the usual learning of tables
until a sufficient amount of this work has been done by the children. It will
be, as It so _frequently Is. a waste of time and breitth.

. .
Secovel step.After having developed the number sense and formed definite

concrete number concepts, the next step is to learn to count by tens; and this
ould be so thoroughly done that the ct4(.1 will ever after picture to himself

nu fibers arranged in groups of tens, the tens into larger groups of tens, or hun-
drei these into groups of ten hundreds, etc.

Thi step. Haying learned to count us indicated in the first and second
steps. I next step is to learn to write figures.

Fourth tcp.--.1-invIng learned to count by ones and by tens and to write
numbers, a d having (lone a large number of concrete problems in addition,
subtraction, si nparison, multiplication, division, and fractional parts, counting
by ones of unit ones of tens. and ones of hundreds, using counters when neces-
sory (It usually will he necessary at this stage), the children are ready to begin
to learn those facts of combination and separation which will enable them to
do their problems much more easily and rapidly than they have been able to do
by the slow proce" of counting by ones. The nexl step (fourth step) is to learn
the 36 additive facts. (Those factteused in addition, subtraction, and com-
parison.)

Fifth .step. Having mastered the 3e facts in addition, the next step gonsists
merely in the application of those facts in the solution of peaWars in addition,
subtraction, and comparison, or problems of difference.' These will also give
practice in counting and writing by tePe,.and will fix the process in mind. The
problems should be as practical as possible. dealing with things and conditions
familiar to the children rather than going beyond their experience or the
powers of their imagination, which last is conditioned upon their experience. .

Grouping these principles In school grades:
First gradeSteps one and two. Second gradeStep thr(k.. Third grade,

Steps four and five.
Activities which hold number values that snap be used as illustrative material

for concrete work in arithmetic in primary grades arc suggested at follows:-
Number envies. Playing store. Measuring pupil's height, Wright, and

strength. Records of birthdays. Records of daily temperature. Weather re-
ports. ,Measurit g involved In working out certain projects, like building a farm
01 a town on the sand table.

b. GEOGRAPHY IN THE THIRD GRADE.

In every third-grade room in the month of May in Mem.phis one
may see op the blackboaid a detailed map of the State of Tennessee.
This map is drawn in outline, in all degrees of accuracy, depending
upon the teacher's proficiency. The mountains, the rivers, and some
of the principal cities are designated. On the ltoardin another part
of the room is a list of questions on the geography of Tennessee,
which the pupils are answering in written language'at their desks.
These* questions are uniform and give evidence of the fact that this
work is directed by some one outside the corps of the grade teachers.
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The recitation in geography is conducted generally by the ques-
tion-and-answer method, the children having been prevered for the
recitation by memorizing the questions and answers. One of these
lesson's is reported as foVows:

Teacher. What State do you live in, Grace?
Pupil. The United- States.
Teaoher. Nat.
Pupil. Tennessee.
Teacher. What kind of a woe is Tenne:;see?
Pupil. It is a noun. --

Teacher. What is it the name of?
Pupil. The country.
Teacher. How In-any States in the United States?
Pupil. Forty- eight.

a Teacher. We want to find out where Tennessee IS in the United ptates ; Gpr-
trude, locate Tennessee.

Pupil. Southeast part of Tennessee.
Teacher. Clara, locate Tennessee.
Pupil. In the southeastern part of the United States.
Teacher. Tennessee is In the southeastern part of
Pupil. Tennessee is in the southeastern part of the United States.
Teacher. It is one of the ,United Stales. Everyone say that together.
Class (in concert). Tennessee is in the southeastern part of the United

. States. It is one of the United States.
Teacher. You're not keeping together.
( Class in
Teacher. How long Is Tenne:see?
Pupil. It is 100 miles long.
Teacher. How wide is it?
Pupil. 100 miles wide.
Teacher. Then how long is it? It is longer than wide, Isn't it
Pupil. 400 miles long. ,

Teacher. How much longer thau wide?
rupil. It is ope-fourth.
Teacher. Next.
Pupil. It is 300 miles longer.
Teacher. Class.
Class (in concert). It is four times as long as it is wide.
Teacher. Now we want to name the States that touch Tennessee: Begin.
Class (in concert). Kentucky, Virginia, North Carolina. Mississippi, Georgia,

Arizona, Arkansas, Missouri.
Teacher. Name them in order, name the States north of TdAbessee, etc.
(Class responds.)
Teacher. Cot:rect. Bow many-States north? South? East? West?
(Class responds.)
Teacher. Bound Tennessee. All together.
(Clads responds.)
Teacher. What river separates Arkansas and Tennessee?

, Class (in concert). Missile:1pp! River.
Teacher. What lies east?
Cass (is concert). 'Great Smoky Mountatnt
-i'eaohor. What separates Topmast) into three parts?
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Class (In concerts). Cuniberland Mountain*, Tennessee River separates Ten-
nessee Into three parts.

NOTE.The teacher goes to the board and sketches in the map of Tenuestee.
Teacher. What separates the middle from the west?
Class (in concert). The Tennessee River. -
Teacher. What separates the east fromthe middle?
Class (in concert). Cumberland Mountains.
Teacher. What do you mean by natural divisions?
Class (in concert). Different parts.
Teacher. That will do for to-day.
Even a cursory reading of this report discloses the fact that no

thinking was going 'on in this class during this recitation. It is
doubtful if the children connected the river, which lay just outside
the door of the schoolroom, with the answer to the question, " What
river separates Arkansas and Tennessee? " The work of this river,
its importance to the people of Memphis, and to the continent of
America, would be topics of vital interest to all of these children.
The great resources of Tennessee. why the eastern part of Tennessee
differs from the middle and western part, is important for the chil-
dren to know and understand. Little is gained, undoubtedly, in
these first lessons in geography -front lessons of this kind. It is to be

. questioned whether an isolated map of any State should be the basis.
of study in beginning geography. An erroneous impression is made
which majobecome a permanent one later, and the pupil may always
see his State when he thinks of it.. as the outline drawing he has so
often observed on the board. First, impressions; we are told, are apt
to be lasting ones, and the child should be led to think of his State as
he thinks of a beautiful landscape situated in the heart of the eastern
portion of his country .with a wonderful diversity a mountains and
plains; rich in natural products; watered by many rivers; wealthy in
fertile farms and prosperous cities; these should be the impressions ''
formed in the child's mind, and memory exercises should find no
place in these early lessons in geography.

6. THE PROBLEM-PROJECT ATTACK IN TEACHING PRIMARY
GRADES.

Within the recitation itself a change is imperative in the presenta-
tion of the subject matter. There should be an effort made to moti-
vate'the lessons given and to create a real demand for the activities,
which shall appeal to, the pupil as well as to ihe teacher.

This problem-project attack in teaching, so called by Dr. Kil-
patrick, of Columbia, names a method 'which has been used in the
kindergarten since its beginning. It is emphasized at present in the
upper grades in the teaching of geography. Unfortunate, indeed,
for' the primary school that it 'has not been able to borrow from the
kindergarten one of the best of its educational assetsthe purposeful
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act in.reading. Imagine,a cl of children in our primary school
reading for a purpose other than by the command of the teacher.

Yet, years ago, in the old Cook County Normal School, Col.
Parker insisted that the purposeful act be the motive power in every
unit of instruction. Children of every grade contributed toward the
problems and helped with their solution. They recounted their ex-
periences and these became the basis of their work in reproduction.
A walk through the park, a visit to the museum, the discovery of a
bird's nest, a tale of knight or hero, a piece of woodwork in the
sloyd room, any or all of these supplied the motive for their reading,
writifig; drawing, or modeling, and created a demand for many forms
of expression. They were eager to write their experiences for others
to read, they delighted in reading that others might hear.

To discuss the value of this mode of attack wipuld be superfluous
here. Superficial motives have been used in the primary school
almost ex'clusively, largely because the play of personality is more
appealing to little children than to adult ptipils. Numberless de-
vices which hold a fictitious interest are used throughout the day by
primary teachers to excite and hold the pupil's attention. Unfor-
tunately, through our attempt to disguise the real problem from him
we are in danger of losing his respect when he comes to a realizing .
sense of our duplicity.

The teachers of Memphis will be interested in afillperimeni in
Teachers' College which demongtrates the possibility of cream a
genuine demand for reading'in a class of kindergarten children.
Eight projects wre used upon which to base the lessons. They are
legitimate demands for learning to read, made upon the child by his
environment in the kindergarten. The first is to mark the chairs
and lockers, and the demand that every child shall know his own ;
the second is to tag the boxes of colored crayon; the third, the
printing and reading of signs about the grounds and buildings;
fourth, learning to read the titles of the pictures in the child's kin-
dergarten boOki fifth, pasting titles under the pictures in the Mother
Goose book after learning to read them; sixths 'reading the titles of
pictures on the reflectoscqpe before the pictures are flashed upon the
4een, and, seventh, completing the couplets of two lines of a rhyme
after they have been cut apart. These projects are suggestive t) the
primary teacher who is seeking to teach reading by the problem -
project method.

The building of the farm on the sand table is a project which has
been frequently used in primary and kindergarten schools as a cen-
ter of interest in the chili, program. Such a study is rich in sub-
ject matter. From the art side it offers a wide field of selection. It
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possesses also a broad historical background and a voluminous literary
content and presents numberless opportunities for the presentation

Hof problems in nature study.
The activities of the farm are varied and suggest many projects%

for the, primary grades. These farm problems make an especial
appeal to the child because his larger interest in life lies in the mat-
ter of feeding. A close connection is easily formed between ibis
interest in ale consumption of food and the activities which proluce
it, and this affords excellent material for the problem-project type of
instruction.

A similar project, the building of a town on the sand table offers (

an oppoitnity for concrete lessons in civic life through a study of
the problems which the child must meet in his everyday experience.
The town government, the laws of conduct in public places, and many
of the facts conce;sliitirt drainage, sewerage, and sanitation may be.
impressed by mea . mode of teaching. Wholesome forms of
recreation may be suggested, and ways and . means pointed out by
which children in a town may help to beautify and improve its ap-
pearance, and to make it a plc ant place in whidi live.

whochoosing
of a profession.* trade, or an occupation by a child

who assumes sonic of the responsibility of.the character he repre-
sents, even in play, must lead him to appreciate the service which
the order members of his community render to the people with whom
they live.

Projects of this kind, the farm and the town, have a many-sided
value for the pupils and teacher in the primary school. They be-
come a power in ethical training, they motivate the work of the
school along the line of altruism, they unify the interests and vitalize
the activities within the schoolroom wherever they have been used.
It would be quite impossible in recitations of this kind to separate
the information lessons from their social bearings, and the acquisi-
tion of modes of skill from their relation to the social uses to which
they may. be put.

Something more than educational conventions should interest us
as primary teachers. Something more than the three R's should be
required of us. Accumulation of information,? Yes, but closely.
connected with the-activities of life. Acquisition of modeS of skill?
Yes,.but always the realization of their social uses. Brogler than
the schoolroom and wider than the school yard must be our plat-
form: It must include the town and the country, the'home, the shop,
and the store and all that makes the child's environmot.. Come.
us live with our children. Let.us together learn to dg by 'loin, and
let us learn to: live byliving.

148507° 20-7-43
.

'
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III. THE GRAMMAR G1ADES.

1. THE TEACHING .OF HISTORY.

History instruction in the Memphis elementary schools amounts
to little more than a memorization of the textbook and is apparently
for the sole purpose of passing the final examination.

Frequently the surveyor followed tlie child through a recitation
and the child would repeat the words almost verbatim and without
very much understAnding. One little girl said, " don't know what
it means, but I can recite it," when called upon in the fifth grade to
explain the.Missouri Compromise. The textbook used in this grade
contains some excellent biographical material, but some rathdr diffi-
cult material as well, which the teachers, as a rule, have yet failed to
neglect. They say they must teach it all for the examination. how-
ever, the examination questions failed to reveal that it was as neces:
sary as the teachers thotight. Suffice it to say that children of the
fifth and sixth grades can not understand institutional and legisla-
tive history,Apecially when it is never explained adequately. Many
of the teachers both Pn the white and Negro schools did 'not under-
stand thoroughly what they were teaching and seemed on the whole
to be limited to the information contained in the text. There w46
few teachers, who, disregarding the textbook to a. certain extent,
were really teaching the children how to read and think in history,
by presenting to tbein problems which challenged the child.ren's
interest.

Throughout the'grades the work in history failed to coined with
current happenings. Would it not greatly increase the interest in
history if present-day 'American and world history be taken into
consideration to lend interpretative vela to 'events in our past
national life? During'one week of the survey the Memphis Cen-
tennial was celebrated. In no class visited by the surveyors was the
remotest; mention made of ale most interesting liitory, of the city.
History that is worth while ought tq interest. the child and his
teacher in the present. .

There seemed to be. no sense of evaluation ah the treatment of
topics, one fact apparently being as important as the other. The
questions of the teachers were intended to get as accurate a repro-
duaion of the texkiliipossible. The questions in many instances
were not suited to tfirage or ability of the class.

History is a social study if it is anything. N' subject in the entire
course of study offers as rich opportunities for interaction of the
schoolroom group as does history. Moral questions are ever present
in real history and civics instruction. :Such queitions open up to
the dui wide fleldssfor diaeuealon and debate.'

.,
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inThe lives of Lincoln, Edison, Jackson, Lees and Franklin are
literally alive with situations that call forth judgments by the chil-
dren as to the great moral virtues which these lives portray. Ques-
tions of civic importance can not be avoided' by any individual.
These are the centers around which to build the history instruction.

When history instruction is limited to finishing a book or covering
so many pages, one may be certain that the great, abiding historical
values and civic ideals are 'being neglected. When civic instruction
is found only in the eighth grade, one may be sure that the pupils,
are getting civic information rather than civic training. .

What is it that the teachers in Memphis are not doing that they
could do to make history and civics training a vital factor in the
lives of the future citizens? The teachers need a more social and
civic attitude toward public affairs. The teachers need more his-
torical and civic information. One cannot be a great musician with-
out knowing music. The teachers need to utilize more concrete ma-
terial, current events. daily papers, magazines, local history, and

`. )
Civic questions of local and national interest.

THE COURSE OF STUDY.

Thgpresent course of study in history in Memphis is as follows:
History stories from grades one to four; American heroes, fifth

ade; Tennessee history, sixth grade, as the regular reatling work
of that grade; American history in the sixth and seventh grades,t,respectively. The provision for his in the first six grades is en-
tirely inadequate and, ought to be rganized. History as such
should receive more emphasis in the fourth grade, and the sixth
grade hktory ought not be so 'difficult as it now is.

We propose the, following general outline Is suggestive of the
biis along which the history course should be reconstructed, but it
ought not be considered as a complete outline but merely indicative:

Primary' Grades.Thanksgiving Day ; Christmas;. birthdays of
Washington, Lincoln, Lee; Flag Day; Decoration Day; stories of the

organized very simple forts; Columbus.
local conittnity; State celebrations; early settlers and pioneers,

',
The treatment of these stories should be almost entirely oral, and

correltited with theoral language work.
Fourth grade.,--De Soto's march across the Southerd States-and

his discovery of the Mississippi; De Soto Park ; Robertson, tho
founder of Nashville; John Sevier, the first' governor of Tennessee;
Daniel Boone; John. Smith; Ogelthorpe and founding of Georgia;
Darr Crickett in Tennessee and Texas; Sam Houston, in Texas and

. Tennessee; Ls Sate on the. lower Mississippi; Raleigh in the Caro-
linlis; Biertiille ill Louisiana.
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Fifth grade.--Lincoln's early life; Washington's' early life; Co-
lumbus's discovery. of America ; John C. Fremont and the Rocky
Mountains; Lewis and Clarke Expedition; Hudson's voyage in the
Half Moon; Cortez and Pizarro; Discovery of gold in California;
Rogers Clarke and Northwest Teriltory; Hennepin; La Salle;
Champlain; additional history of Tennessee.. r

Throughout the fourth and fifth grades. European history stories
should be woven into the course in history or in the .reading. .The
following list is suggestive: King Alfred; William Tell; Robin
Hood; David; Regulus; Cincinnatus; Douglas and Bruce; Roland
and others. .

Sixth yrade.European Beginnings and American Colonial Per-
iod: The more important discoveries and explorations largely from.
a biographical point of view ; Virginia plantation life; Massachusetts
and growth of self-government; Dutch in New York; Peter Stuy-
vesant; Tennessee in the Revolutionary War; William Penn and
Pennsylvania; Benjamin Friinklinand Philadelphia; Monteal and
Wolfe; general survey of coldnies in 1763. .,

During this year it is recommended that a text of European 'his-
tory. be used coyering such representative heroes. and topics as:
Romans and Greeks, Alexander, Caesar; Charlemagne, Crusades,

Puritans, Cromwell, Charles L
Seventh grade.Period from Revolution to Civil War: The work

of the seventh grade is to be built around important movements, but
linked as closely as possible to some striking figure in American-his -
tory; Samuel Adams, Patric A Heitry, an4 events leading up to the

i,Revolution; .Declaration of lependen0 and Thomas JefferSon;
several important campaigns in the Revolution; Washington at
Valley Forge; Franklin in FrancerJohn Paul Jones and the Ameri-
can Navy; Greene and Marion; Treaty of 'Paris; Expansion of terri-
tory during -thr Revolution; acquisition of Kentucky, Tennessee and
the Northwest Territory; Hamilton and the Constitutional Louisiana
Purchase; growth of industry in America ; Jackson and dethocracT;
slavery; iipansion'of united States to 1800; progress of invention;
Tennessee history from admission to 1860. .

During. the seventh and eighth years contemporary 'European
Ai.

.characters and events ought to be brought in at opportune times..
Among these should be: Fretierick the Great; Napoleon: Lafayette;,
Lord Clive; French Revolution; Watt; Victoria; Cavour ; Bismarck;
Franco- Prussian War; ,Colonization of.' Africa and Australia; the

.

recent-war. .

Eighth grade.Moderh, American Psriod: Lee, Lincoln, and Civil
War Reconstruction; Tennessee since 1860; Railroad development;
electrical -invention, Edison, Morse, Field, Marconi.; territorial

. .
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growth since 1860; America's foreign policy; the tariff; the Great
War and America's Policy under Wilson.

The civics wokk should be very cloiely correlated with the history
throughout the school, but particularly so in the eighth grade, inas-
much as civics has become more of a formal subject by that time.

(See chapter on Civic Education.)'
As indicated in this outline, history in the elementary school must

remain largely biographical. even though in the upper grades a
chronology must be more or less developed and certain phases of in-
stitutional and developmental history must be made clear.

A textboOk built on the biographical plan, supplemented by a large .

variety of supplementary historical readers, is essential in the fourth
and fifth grades. In the sixth grade an elementary Americth his-
tory arranged in somewhat a chronological order, together with a
text on European stories, is desirable. the seventh grade and
eight grade an advanced text, written from an unprejudiced point
of view and organized on the basis of large topics, shouliM avail-
able. A Tennessee history text ought to be in the hands of the chil-
dren fp the sixth through the eighth grade. Alltof.the history of
Tennessee ought not he packed into one year.

Last, but probably most important of all, current history`and
events should he taught every day in every grade, from the fourth up,
if not earlier.

By reading the paragraphson the geography course of study one
may see the parallelism between the topics in history and geography
running through grades three to six and to a large extent through
the seventh and eighth. This,close correlation makes not only4or a
better understanding of each subject, but also for a great saving of
time on the part of the children and teacher.

2. THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY.

1Vith one or two exceptions all the lessons observed in geography
were review lessons in preparation for the final examinations. They
were 'either reviews of definite pages in the textbook or,..ljtudy of
final examination questions given in preceding years.

Name and locate a large city on Thames River.
London le located. on the Thames River, It is the largest elty in the.workl.

and is noted for Its historical buildings. It has many manufactures, a fine
harber,'and-ls noted for commerce.'

Name and locate the capital of France.
Paris is,the capita) of France.. It. pas a good harbor. It has new fakliona,

laced, silk, jewelry, historic buildings. The tomb of Lafayette is there. -It is
14 the northwestern part of France. 411

What is spaia noted for?
Spain is noted for exPort of ollVe oil, grapes, %vine, and cork.

1
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The above questions and answers were given in a class in geog-
raphy.

First of all the answers accepted indicate that the child's informa-
tion.on the points raised is meager and uninteresting and point 'con-
clusively to the fact tat the child's chief aim has been to mastei, the
words of the textbook, which is itself most scant in vital, rich geo-
graphical material. The impression is gained that the class of facts
that the child is required to retain is of very little value. A child
soon reaches the point when he can recite on such a question as,'" For
what is Paris. noted?" without really knowing anything at all about
it, for aklmost any great city has manufactures, fiimous buildings,
good commerce,' lace, and so on. A study of Spain or some indus-
tries of Spain ought to result in a greater fund of knowledge than
merely the statement that " Spain is noted for olive oil, grapes, wine,
and cork," and a few other such stereotyp7d sentences.

Although somewhat handicapped in making valid conclusions by
the fact that in a month of visiting we saw little otier ,thaii review,
the results shown by the pupils' responses show the method employed
in teaching is largely memorization of the textbookinaterial. We
found by listening to the children with thr textbook before us that
the information given back by them was very similar and some-
times identical to the words of the book. This would not be entirely
bad, if the book were interesting and rich in information.

A STENOGRAPHIC LESSON IN GEOGRAPHY.

The following lesson, given in a seventh grade, was stenograph-
ically recorded for purposes of illustration:

Teacher. Name the countries.
Pupil. China and India. .
Teacher. We are speaking of Europe.
Pupil. Italy, France and Germany, betNeen Spain and in Switzerland.
Teacher. Any other country?
Pupil. Russia, Spain, and Portugal.

10.

Teacher. Where do we had another highland thallcompares next in height
to this highland?

Teacher.

Next to the Alpine?
Teacher. Yes. The range itself?
Pea The Pyrenees.
Teacher. locate It.
Pupil. The Pyrenees are In the northet'n part of Said. No; they are in the

eastetiontrt of France. In the 'southern part of France.
Teacher. They help to form part of a boundary?
Pupil. yes; boundary between Spain and France.
Teacher. We should expect then that they. would he an; inconvenience to

those two countries, torrning-a boundary between them.' In what way would
it he an inconvenience?

Pupil. They couldn't get froifi One country to the other: .
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Teaoher..That would be especially inconvenient for Ifutiding railroads?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher. How have they avoided this inconvenience?
Pupil. Digging tunnels.
Teacher. They didn't h to do that everywhere, did they?
Pupil. No; they gO by er. , -
Teacher. Yes; but can u explain how they get around the mountains?

Can anyone explain?
Pupil. They go around. There is . a lowland where the- railroads can be

Teacher. 'Where have they another highland?
Pupil. The Ural NiountaIns. -

Teacher. What do you know about the height of those mountains?
Pupil. You mean how high they are?.
Teacher. Yes. I don't mean the number of feet but as compared with other

highlands. -
Pupil. They are not so high.
Teacher. They amount to little more than hills?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher. Ilave they any valuable mineral products?
Pupil. They have gold. They are very rich In gold,
/Teacher. Then we have other highlands farther toward thee north. What are

they? You are likely to forget those because. they are separated from the

Pupil. The northern partI mean the western part of Sweden, the Norway

and Sweden peninsula.
Teacher. They tare liable to be overlooked because they are separated from

tbe mainlano. 110w are they separated?
Pupil. By the North Sen.
Teacher. It separates what countries? It separates Norway from what

country?
Pupil. From England.
Teacher. But these are separated front ainla Europe by what sea

tifr

Pupil. Caspian Sea. No, the Black Sea. The Baltic Sea, and Gulf of Bothnkt.
Teacher. We find that these mountains are esileclally valuable for what

product?
Pupil. I don't know.
Teacher. Can you tell me, John?
Pupil. No. I don't know.
Teaaiier. Does any one know Not a mineral prothutt.
Pupil. They are' especially yalimble for lumber.
Teacher. Yea, the Norway As are sq familiar to is tbacthey have gotten

Bite literature. When a poet wants to speak of a man as verf large or Powerful
or tall,,he says " As tall as a Norwegian pine." A little farther to the north1.4
the Balktin States we find a range of mountains that shut off a plain. Whtit

is that?
Pupi/Cche Carpathian Mountains.
reaeher. What is the plain they partly inclose?'
Papa The plain of Hungary.
Teacher. This plain Is-Inclosed or bordered by what river? ,

Pupil. It is that river in Austria-Hungaryt*e Danube.
recto/ler: As this river comes from these mountainsthe Carpathian MOun-

talnsWe would,expect some sort of natural scenery here. Can you deact.The
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.!'Pupil. Natural scenery? ,Z

Tiacher. Yet!, where the river winds its way through the mountains.
Pupil. It has many .pretty waterfalls.
Teacher. What is it called where a river goes through?
Pupil. A pass. Where the river goes through theie mountains It makes pretty

colors. That might he natural scenery.
Teacher. It has a mime of its own. Nobody cap give it?

111
Pupil. A pass or a canyon.
Teacher. Lees see If you can find out. Look It up and. lilt's see how nannywill remember and tell us to-morrow. This river flows into what sea?

'Pupil. Into the CaspienSea.
Teacher. No.

6 Pupil. The Black Sea .

Teacher. Describe its entrance?
Pupil. How do you meat? Tell hog it goes. in the direction it runs%Teacher. Well, you can tell that, but that wasn't what I wanted.
Pupil. It runs sort of southeast and turns and koe:w west. I don't know whatyou mean?
Teacher. Can you help him, Mail?
Pitpil. It flows
Teacher. What is meant by the "delta " of the river?
Pupil. Itis sediment.
Teacher. Couldlef you have told me that Without so ninny questions then?
Pupil. I thought you meant the way It went in. If a river goes real fast it

takes the sediment down, and if it slows up it 'drops it.
Teacher. The river stretches out in little branches and the mountain sceneryin the Alpine highland compared with our Rocky Mountains how?
Pupil. It is not as.beautiful.
Teaches. Why do you say that?
Pupil. Because it is not In America,
Teacher. People who have been there and who have, been to the Rockies saywe have just as imposing scenes in the Rocky Mountains as they have inEurope, then why do we want to go to the Alps?
Pupil.. Because it is historical; where Napoleon catried his army; and onaccount of the history and because of the old things that have been there J,longer.
Teacher. It is more clOsely associated with history, is that it?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher. We find another range of mountains farther south; what are they?
Pupil. Tlier thnicasust. In the southeaitern part, of Russia, and separatingRussia from Asia Minor.-,
Teacher. Onn'you,nutne a iligh peak there? .

Pupil. Mt. Everest.
Teacher. HoW does it campare with the Alpi?

. Pupil. It is the highest peak in the Caucasus. It is Wither than any other inEurope.
Teacher. We haven't been so muchconcerned until lately about Russia, have

. .we, land the countries in Westerp Asia? Can you describe the surface of the
peninsula of Italy? Whit mountains have we there?

Pupil. The Apennines, they come down the center, and therlvare river valley&It is.kind of,solgh. The Apennines are the principal mountains.
Tosailef.' Into What.seiCdoes this peninsula extend/
Itspi4.The iteetterriaew ,.:
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Teacher. We And it intlosing what little sea?
Pupil. The Adriatic.
Tow her. We find an interesting peculiarity in these mountains in Italy,

different from the oti#T mountains of Europe. What is It? They have some
peaks that are familiar as whitt?

Pupil. Volcanoes.
Teacher. Can you name one or two of these volcanoes? I know you can. name

one.
Pupil. Vesuviy.
Teacher. It is near what city?
Pupil. Near Rome.
Teacher. No.
Pupil. Near Naples.
Teacher. Can you tell us about the history of Vesuvius? -
Pupil. A long time ago it had all eruption and buried several cities, .and

during 1906 it had another eruption and hurled some more. This lava was so
deep that they couldn't dig the cities up again so they built new cities on top
of them.

Teacher. Since 1906?
Pupil. No;.after these other cities had been buried.
Teacher. Can you tell us about when the othei eruptid was?
Pupil. It was before Christ. No; it was a little bit after.
Teacher. It was 79 A. 1). Can you gice us the name of the cities?
Pupil. No.

. Teacher. Maud?
Pupil. P-o-Jn-P-e-double-I and Herculaneum..
Teacher. These cities were buried for so lopg that they built other cities over

them. Why did they want to dig them up?
Pupil. There were tine statues there andiky wanted to keep them.
Preacher. It was not so much the value of the things themselves was. It? It

was the historical value, wasn't it?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher. Alit off the. foot of Italy there are other volcanoes. Can you name

them?
Pupil. One of the volcanoes is. Popocatepeti.
Teacher.'No ;.you have that mixed with South America. How does Vesuvius

compare in heUt with Popocatepeti? Popocatepeti is higher, isn't it? How
mach higher? Can't you give the figures?

Pupil. No.
Teacher., Itis about twice as high.... ;ittnie the two most important rivers

on this peninsuln? Y
as

Pupil: The Po and the Tiber.
TeachertVe have a city that is just off the coast of Italy7-that is, out in the

sea. WhIrt Is that?
Papif. Venice. -
Teacher. \%' have a city across the Adriatic that is receiving a great deal of

notice What is that city?
Pupil. Fiume. .

Teacher. Can you describe the surface of the Spanish. Peninsulathat in-
cludeS Mao what other country?

Porttigal.
reaAci. .Describe the surface?
?spit A is rely rough lb the eastern and northern part.
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Teacher. In what direction do the rivers flow, most of them? Into what
waters?

Pupil. Into the Mediterranean. Some of them flow Into the Bay of Biscay.
Teacher. In What direction Is that?
Pupil. North.
Te6chet. Most of the rivers flow into the Mediterranean. Now tell us about

the slope.
Pupil. It slopes southeast.
Teacher. Describe the climate of this peninsula, John.
Pupil. It Is high.
Teacher. Describe the climate.
Pupil. Isn't it. warm, or inure like our Southern States? Many people

there to visit because it ls so warm.
Teacher. Yes ; it is pleasant there most of the year. What do you know

about the rainfall?
Pupil. it is plentiful. No; It is not either.
Teacher. It is rteher scanty. We (Intl them growing what things?
Pupil. Grapes, olivel, some grains.
Teacher. Most of these countries grow grain to live on, don't they?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher, At the tip of this peninsula we find this almost adjilning what

continent?
Pupil. Afrfca.
Teacher. What is the point that is nearest to Africa?
Pupil. The Strait of Gibraltar.
Teacher. A strait is not a point of land is it? Ne

Pupil. No; it is a body of water. :
Teacher. This strait connects what waters?
Pupil. The Atlantic.
Teacher. This point of land is what?
Pupil. The rock of Gibraltar.
Teacher. We would expect it to helong to what nation?
Pupil. To Spain; but it don't.
Teacher. But it does bel ig to Engttpul?
Pupil. Yes; England b t Spain all to pieces and took it away from them.
Teacher. The lowland of Europe extend over what countries, Ella? We

have spolfen of only one reat
Ptipil7I don't know. The plains of Hungary.
Teacher. Most of the plains of Europe are where?

°Pupil. In Austro-Hungary and Russia and extending across Wales.

Pupil. Across eastern *nee and eastern Germany.
'Teacher. John?

Teacher. Northern Germany?
Pupil. Yes.
Teacher. What about the little country adjoining' France-and Germany?
Pupil. Belgium.
Teacher. What about that auriace? Are there plains?
Pupil. Yes.

COMMENTS ON THIS TYPE OF TEACHING.

`We have introduced this stenographic lesson to show where the
emphasis in teaching in geography is placed. We have introduced
it to show the type of review that takes up two months of every year. .
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This lesson illustrates the character of the course of study. We
merely wish to ask a series of questions.' Are these facts ,interest-
ing? Are they worth while? Have most of these facts any bearing

' upon the needs and interests of the child? Is this sort of a result
indicative of real teaching? We must answer negatively.

There are some few teachers, however, who develop, the geo-
graphical principles inductively and stipplement the test by outside
material. The majority, hOwever,' will say, "We haven't time for
anything but getting ready for the examination."

The trouble is not alone in the textbook. Very few of the teachers
have had training in geography of such a character as to make good
geography teaching possible. Since this is the case many of them
stick closely to the text for the reason that there is very little else
for them to do.

Many teachers subscribe or have copik of the National Geographic
Magazine. and other good geographical material in the way of pic-
tures, post cards, maps, while some schools have sets of stereographic
views. On the whole, the teachers have not sufficient equipment to
do good geography work. We have in mind several excellent tach-
ers of geography who in spite of all they can do, have only the Wo s t
meager equipment. The board' of education should supply in some
way better globes, maps, industrial exhibits, stereopticonsl stereo-
graphs, moving pictures, and supplementary readers in quantities
sufficiently large as to allow each child in a room to have a book.
There should be geographical readers and reference- books in every
school library.

There is. much material which each school can antught to collect
for itself. There might be in each school-supply' room a cabinet
with boxes, one for etiA big and important topic in geography,
where all information, cards, pictures, bulletins, clippings, and the
like might be assemblecVTeachers and pupils alike can collect this
material for any and all sources. Take, for example, a topic like
" Our national parks." a subject .which affords rich opportunity for
development of geographical principles. There can be obtained in
railroad offices and from the United States Government a Vast amount
of authoritative information in the form of bulletins and guides.
There are many other such opportunities.

There seemed to be in the geography teaching as a whole too
little correlation' with the home community and the events of the
day, Which would. serve to vitaliFe the work. A child will not work
actively or think intelligently if he is not interested. It did not seem
that the children In tha'geography classes were realty anxious or de-
sirous of learning the facts.' The greatest fault in the teaching of
the subject was the want of a real motive. If the teachers were only
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to seize on the rich mine of geographical material in Memphis and
surrounding country, the geographical changes and topics of the day,
the attitude of the children would be revolutionized, to say nothing
of the richer knowledge that would accrue.

In view of.the fact that there is such a rich field for geographical
study, physical, commercial, and industrial in Memphis. it ought to
be possible for the teachers by means of frequent. Iv ellfplanned ex-
cursions to acquaint the children with their ,immediate environment.
These excursions do not necessarily need to serve geography alone.
but at the same time furnish ideas for the study of history and civics,
or elementary science. The composition work can also be allowed
to grow out of them. A school schedule should- be flexible enough to
permit the teachers to thus vitalize their school activities. It is
necessary to caution against excursions without plan or intention.,

Good geography instruction not only furnishes a child with a mass
of useful and interesting facts, but can afford one of the best oppor-
tunities possible for constructive thinking on the part of the child.
If geography is approached from the inductive point of view, it will
not be long before many children will acquire an inquiring attitude
of mind toward the subject. and will be able so-n to think rather well
about ordinary observations.

There are several pamphlets which would he of great service to the
schools" Memphis, its Advantages. Resources, Opportunities,"
issued by the chamber of commerce, and "The call of the alluvial
empire," by Southern Alluvial Land Association. These bulletins
deal with the location of Memphis, its raw materials, transportation
facilities, contributory territory, labor, factories, water supply, banks,
streets, lumber, cotton and cottonseed oil, furniture, flour, and many
other topics.

A number of times it was observed that children were reciting
geography without a rr in the room or without reference to the
maps in their hooks when it was really necessary to have a map be!.
fore them. The teachers, on the whole, apparently do not use map
sketching as means of illustrating t..e work. The children as well
ought to have more training in slitching maps to illustrate their
recitations. Many teachers require map drawing and making of
product and relief maps. Just how this is developed could not be
observed, but.the results were good.

As a general thing, there is no organic relationship between the
course_ of study in geography and that iii history. On very few
occasions was there observed any historicaLsetting or fact attached
to the study of a place ot a country,. This lack of correlatiOn is
just as evident in history as in geography. This condition of affairs.
as a gene* .practice ia. inexcusable .
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In conclusion. the chief objection to geography in Memphis now
is that it is chiefly a memorization of unimportant facts, whereas it
ought to be an active inquiry into rich geographical topics, both close

at home and elsewhere.

THE COURSE OF STUDY IN GEOGRAPHY.

Thi3 present course of study in Memphis is based largely upon the
material found in the Frye Geography Series. The home'geogfaphy
of the third grade is based upon a text prepared.byllocal teachers....
The course is organized as follow's:
v Third grade: Home geography.

Fourth grade: Introduction to geographical forms and North A.merIca.
Fifth grade: United States (first semester) ; Europe and Asia (secoild earn=

ester). .

Sixth grade: United States.
Seventh grade: Pacific States, Canada, Mexico, South .merica, (first seism.

ter; Earepe, Asia (second semester).
Eighth grade: Europe, Africa, Australia (first semester) ; physical and com-

mercia l LA., gra pl y (second semester).

It can he said safely that the aim of the teachers is to teach the
content of the textbook with little effort to add supplementary ma-
terial. The final examination is limited strictly to the subject mat-
ter of the text, and for this reason little attempt in general is made
to emphasize supplementary material.

The thought side of geography is neglected. The children are ex-
'peeted to memorize what the book gives and are not required ordi-
narily to go further thrill that. The subject matter of the course
lx'ars little relationship to the interests and needs of the child.
Geography is a mass of dry, disconnected, unrelated facts.

SUGGES'lloNS FOIL A NEW COURSE.

Home geography. The majority of good geography teachers of
to-day recognize that home geography in the third and fourth
grades well orgnized, and well taught forms the foundation of all
later work. The units selected for study should be selected ,upon
basis of geographical soundness; each unit should have direct geo-
graplical bearing. At the same-time these units should be so chosen
as to permit of close correlation with local history. -History and
home geography shoUld be carried on hand in hand. It is also.ad-
visable-to begin in an el meotary way the study of the world as a
whole by.means of a glo and maps.

The subject matter, if p hle, ought to be based entirely upon
.th^ direct- observation and rienco of: the, children, excursions
WIT used when necessary.

7, v.
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We are suggesting a list of topics that the schools in Memphis
could treat with ease and with great profit. The prinMples upon
which these topics are selected are that in general certain social nits
and earth units are necessary to a complete understanding of g
raphy in its broad sense as the relation of two great subjects trth
and man.

A visit to the city market ; visit the booths foe fish, egg , butter,
etrawberries, meats. Find out how these products are brought to
the market, prices, sanitary conditions, delivery, advantages of a
market.

A visit to the MissiSsippi River; what the boats bring; the
wharves; the rise and fall of the river; the levee; the boats; the gen-
eral effect of the water upon the banks, the bluffs.

A visit to Front Street, a bakery. flour mill, a garden, a hardware
store, the school vicinity, city hall, the city parks, the post office,
meat market, a house in the process of construction, lumber yard.

Tiler() are any number of topics that could be cited, but we have
given enough to indicate the lines upon which the course should be
built. A textbook is not at all necessary if the teachers are thor-
oughly alive to the advantages which Memphis offers for this sort of
work.

Intermediate and upper grade geography.A course in geography
which does not make clear to the child the fundamental prin-
ciples in geography can scarcely be called geography. By the time
the child has finished the elementary school he should have clear
ideas upon the earth as a globeform, size, motion, latitude, longi-
tude, seasons, zones, day and night. clin'tte, temperature, rainfall,
winds, waves, tides, ocean currents, plains, plateaus, mountains, rivers,
glaciers, volcanoes, and the dike. This Can not be gotten by a mere
memorization of the first few pages of the ordinary geography, where
such material is customarily presented. The approach should be
*Ade more from the social or human aspects of geography, although
thf t need to be an invariable rule.

We are, ore, suggesting certain largo units of study which
involve not only the man's relationship to the earth, but which bring
out by means of application the physical principles of geography as
well. The outline offered permits of close correlation with the course
suggested in history and also with the suggestions for elementary
science and nature study.

Fourth grade.The Mississippi River, cotton raising, sugar plan-
tation, fruit raising in Florida and Georgia, oil wells in Oklahoma
or Texas, granite and marble in, Tennessee, tobacco, coal mining
Kentucky and. West Virginia, yellow-pine industry in Memphis,.
water power in Southern States.
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Fifth grade.Wheat raising in Central States, lumbering. in
Maine or Oregon, national parks (Yellowstone or Yosemite), irriga-
tion in the West, corn, steel mills around Pittsburgh, the Great
Lakes, forest preserves, gold mining in California, Chicago as a
market..

.Cixt,h and seventh grades.The Panama Canal; the island of
Cuba: coffee raising in Brazil; rubber industry and automobile trade;
cal tle raising in Argentina; silver mining in Peru: Alagka; transcon-
tinental railways of Canada; hunting in Canada; fishing in New-
foundland; North and South America as continents; shipbuilding in
Scotland; Alps, the playground of Europe; grape production in
Italy; cork industry in Spain ; the Danube; Rome,. capital of the
world; silk culture in France; canal systems of France and .Ger-
many ; London as a historic city ; the plains of Russia; the Trans-
SiberianRailway ; rug mknufacture in southwestern Asia; Constan-
tinople; the Nile River: diamond mining in South Africa; the
Sahara; handwork among the Japanese; tea culture in China; the
Himalua ; sheep industry in Australia.

Eighth grade.A good, vigorous course in physical. commercial,
and economic geography to be a summarization and extension of the
work of previous years. For example, the cotton industry could
he studied intensively, with stress laid upon the various phases of
geography involved.

The above list of suggested topics is not meant to be exclusike but
merely- indicative of the point of approach that we beljeve necessary
to give children a thorough, worth while, interesting body of
knowledge in geography which will be of immediate and future
value to them.

The course is similar in point of attack to the course in history
and to a certaifi extent parallels it. Teachers often ask this question:
" Does such a course cover the ground ?" " Will it teach place
geography ? Will it teach weather, river systems, and the like?"
We answer most decidedly in the affirmative. We wish to cite
merely one example. A sixth grade under our observation this year ,

took up the ,study of the grape industry in the Mediterranean coun-
tries as one of the chief sources of livelihood of the peoples in those
countries. Here are some of the questions they had to answer:
What is the method. of propagating grapes in Italy and Fraecet.
Is it the same here in Tennessee? How is it done in California? --'
In New York? What kind-of climate does the industry require?
How are grapes cultivated? What are the products, made from
grapes? How are they shipped? What is the Value of the crop?
All the ways hrough the study comparisons were made between
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Italy and America with respect to the industry. Rivers, cities,
oceans, districts, States, weather, climates, wind, rainfall, hail, and
snow all had tb be discussed in order to arrive at the desired aim
and always discussed with some object in mind, not a mere
memorization of facts and a routine answering of questions in the
text.

3. THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC.

THE PRESENT COURSE OF STUDY.

The course of study in arithmetic in the Memphis schools is
virtually the Stone-Millis Alithrnetic series of texts, with a few
eliminations. But for these few exceptions the children are re-
Haired to solve practically every problem and example in the books.
The method of presentation is largely that given by the text.

The course as now followed is good enough, perhaps, as far as
arithmetical principles/are concerned, but the problem material is
mostly a"thing apartirom the child's experience and activities. A
child can not think actively or well' about situations which he does
not understand. We saw an eighth-grade girl solving a problem
of this nature: "A derrick 45 feet in height' is held in place by three
steel cables reaching from the topof the derrick to stakes in the
ground 38 feet from the base of the derrick. Allowing 10 feet of
cable for fastening, how much steel cable is required?" 'The arith-
metical principles involved were good, but the girl had no conception
of a derrick. The teacher cwild have made it clear, or she could have
developed the same princTle in counection with some situation
fanliliar or useful to the girl.

There seems to be an absolute refusal of the teacher to use problems
from the daily lives of the children, even when the problems would
illustrate the arithmetical principles involved. Because vital con-
nections are not made, children rarely ever see the real value of
nanny number processes. We make suggestions below with refer-
ence to the vitalization of the problem material..

The outstanding feature of the course, as now given', is the rela-
tively small amount of oral arithmetic. Inasmuchits a vast portion
of a person's number experiences are not written, it is very evident
that oral arithmetic ought to have a much mole prominent place
in the course than is now -the case. To iarease the oral work would
mean. an enormous saving of time and an important increase in the
child's everyday efficiency.

. Till Ante (w Tun STUDY or Annitawnc.

1. To giVe the pupils the knowledge of those arithmetical. facts
and fundamental proceisses necessary Oa interpret and solve the
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problems met by every person in doing the world's work and to
develop skill in using them.

To develop in the child power to reason accurately in the face
of as complicated data as will be likely to occur in the problems
met in everyday life.

3. To develop skill, rapidity, and accuracy in the use of numbers
required in the ordinary business transactions and practical affairs
of life.

4. To satisfy the child's felt need for a knowledge of the laws
of nunlber and to aid him in interpreting the quantitative relations
of life. f

Having briefly stated the general aims to be attained by the course
of study in arithmetic, seems desirable to sketch in a brief way
a mininialcourse without which a child can not meet the quantitative
situations of his environment or successfully handle the arithmetical
ti.slis which confront almost everyone in the daily routine of life.

A MINIMUM COURSE SUGGESTED.

A minimum course should coyer the following topicti
I. The fundamental operations with whole numbers and fractions,

both common and decimal. The denominators of common fractions
limited to those found in usual business practice. Decimals limited
to three or font' praces. Relationships of common. to decimal, frac-
tions.

2. Problems: Only those of comnion occurrence in the lives of
every individual. (a) To find the fractional part of a number. (b)
To find what fractional part one number is of another. (c) The
same as (a) and (0 with reference to decimal fractions. Per-
centage as involved in these two types of problems. (d) To find
the.cost or amount of any number of articles, given the cost or value
of one, three, a dozen, or a hundred. (e) Simple ratio and pro-
portions.

3. Percentage and its applications. (a) The first and second cases
of percentage. as indicated in 2 (a) and (b). (b) Cenimon busi-
ness applications of percentage; interest at ordinary rates for year
alai nonth, and for usual periods of days; commission and broker-
age, commercial discount ; profit and loss; taxes and insurance, first
and second cases only of percentage applied to these prokems.

4. Business forms; bills, receipts, drafts, checks, mo i. orders,
deposit slips, bank books, express and freight bills, parcel post,
postal savings, and the like.

5. Denominate numbers involving problems of actual conditions.
(a), Linear measure: In foot, yard, rod, mile, kilometer, meter. (b)

148557 °. 20-4
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Square measure: Square inch, foot, yard, rod, mile; acres, sections
township. (c) Cubic measure: Cubic inches, feet, yards. (d) Dry
measure: Pint. quart, gallon, peck, bushel, crate, barrel, hogshead,
and any other local measures. (e) Liquid measure: Half-pint,
pint, quart, gallon, barrel andsany other local measures. (f) Weight
measure: Ounce. pound. ton, hundredweight. bale, and other local
weights. (g) Time measure: Second, minute, hour, day, week,
month year, decade, century.- (h) Money: Cents, dollars, pounds,'
francs. (i) Mensuration: Computation of areas of triangles and
common rectangular figures. Volume of common rectangular solids.
(j) Miscellaneous: The meaning of the equation, square root.

The above course is only the minimum, but.we feel that every
essential arithmetical need of the ordinarNindividual can be met
by it if the outline be properly interpreted. It is possible to give
other topics anditriore difficult problem material in those topics men-
tioned to the more gifted children.

It remains for those who make the course 'of study in arithmetic
to allot the parts of the aboN'e outline to the various grades, ac-
cording to the needs and ability of the children involved. The above
outline is not a course of study. It is merely a suggestion for a
guide in the formulation of a course of study. The course of study
itself must indicate with exactness what topics are to be given in
each grade; the intensity with which a topic is to 1:1, developed ; the
standards of efficiency expedted each year and other similar ques-
tiods.

'PROBLEMS BASED ON FAMILIAR SITUATIONS NEEDED.

It was our feeling that the problem material of the arithmetic
course in Memphis is dead as far as the child's interest was con-
cerned. We have, therefore, suggested certain activities which
contain vital arithmetical stuff which will not only 'salve to motivate
the arithmetic itself but other subjects, such as civics: geography,
and manual arts as well. ,,ak

Type Kt-A-ileitis of familiar situations should be suggested to the
child for the formulation of problems, the solution of which will
appeal to his interest and create a desire for further study of the
mathematical side of his daily contacts. In the arithmetical work
of gll grades the lege part of the period should be devoted to
the application of the principles of arithmetic in oral and written
concrete problems. Children fail oftener in the interpretations of
mathematical situations than they do in the manipulations of ab-
stract numbers. Not more than 25 per cent of the period should be
devoted to ahstract drill which should be short, ;snappy and varied.

4IP
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The following topics offer a suggestion list upon which type prob-
lems may be formulated : ,

The child and his games.
The child and his play.
Purchasing articles at the store and in marketing.
Cost of recreation trips to the4 parks, moving pictures,. theaters, lectures,

and other public amusements.
Comptiting a child's earnings and savings in running errands, selling papers,

doing work at home and for neighbors, etc.
The cost of his clothing:
Family budget,.inconie, cost of family marketing, other expenses such as

clothing, house furnishings, fuel, rent, fire and life insurance, telephone, light,
car fare, church, contributions to charity, etc.

Computing individual and class scholarship records.
Computing cost of schoolroom supplies, Janitor's supplf6s, and other ex

pusses of the school plantcoal, light, labor, etc.
Keeping of the family accountspayment of bills, family checking account,

faintly hank savings account, deposit slips, interest.
Economy of cash purchases and In large amounts. How much can be saved.
Various tradesmen's expenses.
Measuring a garden; expenses connected with gardening; market value of

the products of gardening; net profits.
Cost of keeping a horse and buggy; the upkeep of an automobile.
Expenses 'Of a vacation trip.
Telephone and telegraph rates.
Water rate's.
Taxes on home and public property.
Study of the postal systemstamps, special delivery, registered mall, money

order, parcel post, postal savings, etc.
Thrift Stamps, War Savings Stamps, Liberty Bonds (interest on same).
Cost of public improvements, street pavements, lighting, etc.
Distances by trolleoy, steamship and by rail between different goints with

comparisons of rates and schedules.
City and Uptted States Government expenses. Different forms of revenue.
Problems in manual arts.
Gardening.
Trades-of community.
'Menus. 4441

THE COURTIS TEST TO SHOW SPEED AND ACCURACY.

The most widely used test for judging of the efficiency of schools
ana classes hi- the operations, of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division with integersig tliat devised by Dr. S. A. Cohrtis,
of Detroit. By testing thousands of children of all grades and in
all types of schools throughout the country, he has formulated a
standard of attainment in both speed and accuracy by which other
schools can be rated.

The series consists of four tests printed on a four-page folder, one
test to each page. Twenty -four examples of equal difficulty are'



mul-
tiplication, and 8 minutes for the division test. Within these re-
spective
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-given in each. A time limit is set for each test, 8 minutes for the
addition-test, 4 minutes for the subtraction, 6 minuted for the mul-

time liwits each pupil tested is required to solve as many
examples as he can. The papers are then marked for the number

iattempted (sved) and for the number which are correct (accuracy).
In order that all tests may be standardized, no credit isgion for

,
examples incomplete partially correct. A full descliption of
this test and its use can be found in Monroe, De Voss acid Kelly,

11,

" "Educati1 Tests and Measurements 17. The following are
sampleoWcises of the four tests, the ornaining examples of each

Iare of equal difficulty: . .

Test No. 1.Addition (8 minutes).
927 297 136 486 384 176

379 925 340 765 477 783
756 473 988 52 4 881 097

a 337 983 386 140 266 200
924 315 353 ', 812 . 070 366
110 661 , 904 466 241 851
854
965

794
177

547
192

355
834

796II '850
535
323

344 124 439 587 229--

a

277 837
445

88682 1592)
594 603
481 118
778 781
849 756
157 222

-953 525

Ton No. 2.Subtraetion (4 minutes).
1153647 41 67298125 W2057352 113380036

80195261 29346861 *689037 ' 4255(1810

Test No. 3. Multiplication (6 minutes).

8876 9245 7368
93 86 74

2594 6495
25 - 19

Test No. 4./Mision (8 minutes).
87)14467 88)(50372 94)67774 25)9750

This series of tests was given to pupils of the fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grades of the Bruce, Hill, Lauderdale, Merrill, itiver-"N
side, Roselle (white kichools); and Grant, Kortrecht Gramma and .\
La Rose (colored schools). The tests were given to 1,577 white
children and 500 Negro children, 2,077 children in all. The schooli
seleCted were generally distributed thloughout the city.
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The rate of speed.
ADDITION ATTEMPTS (TIME, 'EIGHT MINUTES). .

53

Grades.

WI.Ite:
VIII
VII .
VI . di.
V

Negro:
V1111
VII.
VI
V

Whit) and Negro:
VIII .
VII
Vi
V

c... i ,o
`o' I

260
363...
413
5.33

38
128:
149..
185 ,

306..1
411
582
718

1 2
1

1 .
..

121

1'
4'

-15.
1

1 .

3.
' 1 5

27

, 3

3
4

5
29

14

23

3
13,,
19
52.I

1

9
12
34
7

17
27
42

10

61

5

12
37
54

1191101

33'
271

421

IN
RC
81'

161

6

28
54
70

21
21
32

32
75
91

144.

7

33

7

70

16
23
1

4
76

101

)1

77

56

1

24
7

55141
4053
9250N
83

I9 0111

1

374122
47 29,25
4626,17
30161 4

8 61 2
4 3! 1

2 1,..
.

45 24
35 117

18
3217 4

1

1213

711
3
2

3 1

i'.
. ...,2 ..............
71
3 3
8 3
5 12:

I

14 1616

7 3
3 2
2 1

; 2..

...............

7, 3
3, 2
21 1...........J......

2..
;

7

4 i.......
.. ..........

I

..

4 2..........
I

1 19

.. 1

....

........
....

1

......

I

. ..

.

.,
.11.......

...
1

222324

. ...

. ..
...
.

...
.

....
.. ....
.....

a-
I
:A

9.
8.
7.6
36

6.2
6 I.. .
5.3

8:
7.
7.
.W

7 et
9-0=

11.6
1110
-N8
8.6

10.9
9 8.
8.6

11.6
10.9
9.8
89

S '11TRAUTION ATTEMI TS (TIME, FOUR MINUTES)

White:
VIII
VII
Vi
V

Negro:
VIII.
VII.
VI
V

White and Negro.
VIII
VII
VI
V

207
362
413
533

11.'

14
185

305....
400
562
718

1 1

1..
3..

.

1

1 4
0 2

,.
21
4

1

13

1
2
8

17

3
0

,14

...
11
1

1

1

14
181

31

6
13

1
1

11

1
16
24
64

5
31
73

1

2 3

4
23
39
96

4
25
53

108

4
22
10
18

47
63

126

4
48
61

1

6
16
17
16

1

6
7

1161046

19
59
92
82

6
26
1

2211

253
856

110

4136
55444

44 422621
51 33

7..
3-6

1 17
12

4
61
5137
45181

3
24

1 3

3
6 5

11 14
6 7

36 3532'1
50 DWI

3511

.1 14
19) 6
1111

21 5

11..
11

1 3
51

7

7,6

1010 7
3 11 4
5 21....
2 2 ..

I .,..I....I.................3 2 2............
I 1, 1

1

11 10; 7
3 1; 4
8 4; 2.,
3311

1 ....
.. ;.

..

1 ....
9 9
1 ...
....

1

3 5.......
. , ...

.

....
6.......

.

......

.. ..

......

..

2..
..

I
1 12.012.9

9.6111.1
8.4110.1

.. 7.261 9.0

11.812.4
1,0111.1

. 51110.2

. 6.5 9.0

111.612.1
. 8.011 1
. 8.4'10.1

7.1 9(

MI LTIPLICATION ATTEND TS (TIME, SIR MINIPTE13

White:
VIII
VII
VI
V

Negro:
VIII -
VII , ...
VI
V

White and Negro:
VIII,
VII
VI
V

268....
361....
413
5.13

11881

152..
1

:106
4 ( 4 )

565....
71

....
. 5

1 .....i
.
2

1..
2 . .

7

4
..1
"T
11 49

6
6' 11
5 24

. 2
1 : 11

81.38
16, 7

1

16
36
73

33
8

.1

5
93

64
125

3
21

48

57

173

22
61
85

106

3
16
15
19127

77
1

125

31
61
79
N

6
26
33

87
112
116

1

2837
51
67
31

'6
121310
91711

2,4

344644
6359502376
7647
34.31

41
46 4021
30D
213 5

3

7

61

24
1111

1

3 2311,10.
13
2

9 1

4 2
3

2 5
1..

141231210

7
1

ft 1
2 ....1..j............

1 ......
I I!
1...
1 ..1....1..:.....

7 2
3..
2....,

5' 2 8-
11..1 V.

.
P....II-, ...

, ,

5 2 0
2 . . 1

1,..'..'..
2 .....

-

..
..

1 ....
1 ....

1..

4 ...
. . 1

1....

...

...
.

.

.

..

I

....10.1
1 .. 8.010.2
.. 1 6.9

.. ....! 9.0115
.... 7.2

....., 7.

. 1 1 5.

. 9.. . ..
. I..; 7.

. 1' 6.
.. 1, 1, 5.

1

11.5

.

10.2
9.1
7.5

11.3
10.2
9.1
7.5

DIN ISION ATTEMPTS (TIME, EIGHT MINUTES.

White:
. VIII

VII
VI
V

Negro:
VIII-
VII
VI
V

White and Negro(
VIII ,.1,306. VII
VI
V

288_
j300

413
5 3 3

1
1 182
' 185

4

71

i

..
1;4
4 9

12 3 3
i1.....

24
21
944

1

1i.....
3
621

2171

..
1'
34
9 3

I:
1

41

27
53

134i150

41.3
25;44
57;89'

117,131

-1
2

251

20 43
331 32

61

50 84
88'132

163

16

81

8
I
1

22

I
89

91
61
51
2 7

6
16
14

67
65

36
31
31
1

6
5
9

3
36

45
55.0
-
11

6
6
7

22
5131
602
e

2

.1 3
3 . .

I

2

2918,

7

611919
416

1

3

.. .

' 4'16
2 I

'
6 11 .....................

1 ..........::..........

9
8 I
2.,

..

7 4
2.1

2

7 4
21
..

1 I................
.

1 1

- ....

.. .

.. .

....

.. ..
.......

.......

..

....

8. '
6.
6.
4 1

4.

8.810.7
5.
4.9

10.7
9.6
6.3
6.1

8,3

9.6
8.2

a
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,
Degroe of acouraoy.

ADDITION TEST-PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY.

Grades. Total
PIPe-

,..
9 per

cent
correct.

50 per
cent

correct.

60 per
cent

correct.

70 per
cent

correct.

80 per
'cent
correct.

90 er
cent

correct

100 per
cent

correct.

Median
emu-
racy.

Stand-
and

median.

White: r

VIII 268 4-4 44 46 49 41 20 24 70.0 70.0
VII 863 80 Cl 55 57 .1: 10 31 68.8 75.0
VI 418 115 68 60 58 66 9 37 64.0 73.0
V 533 204 76 80 49 53 5 66 59.2 70.0

Negro:
VIII .

16 12 2 2 4 1 1 52.5 76.0
VII 128 45 23 23 8 17 12 54.2 75.0
VI 149 52 18 21 16 21 3 18 62.3 73.0
V 185 53 24 25 24 28 31 66.4 70.0

White and Negro:
VIII 306 60 56 48 51 45 21 25 67.9 76.0
VII 491 125 90 78 65 80 23 31 63.9 75.0
VI 562 167 86 81 74 07 12 55 63.4 73.0
V 718 257 100 105 73 SI 5 97 60.1 70.0

SUBTRACTION 'TEST-PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY.

White:
V I H 267 13 12 30 51 70 50 41 84.0 87.0
VII 362 46 24 38 61 98 32 65 81.5 88.0
VI 0413 72 45 69 59 78 22 68 73.5 85.0

553 163 55 77 74 98 5 62 688.4 83.0
Negro:

VIII 38 9 6 4 9 6 2 2 70.0 87.0
VII 128 se 19 22 10 10 4 7 54.2 88.0
VI 149 54 25 22 24 14 3 7 54.4 85.0
V 185 106 29 22 13 9 6 43.9 9.0

White and Negro:
VIII 305 22 18 34 60 76 - 52 43 82.5 87.0
VII 490 102 43 58 71 108 36 72 75.9 86.0
VI 562 126 70 01 83 92 25 75 69.3 85.0
V 718 268 84 99 87 107 5 68 60.8 43.0

MULTIPLICATION TEST-PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY.

White: .
VIII 268 19 22 42 57 65 29 34 75.9 81.0
VII 561 59 45 53 47 83 15 59 75.1 SO. 0
VI 413 106 51 62 51 74 6 63 64.0 78.0
V 190 67 77 56 76 1 66 61.3 75.0

Negro:
VIII 12 3 8 7 7 1 65.0 81'0
VII 128 52 19 19 18 16 1 3 56.3 80 0
VI 152 67 *' 22 22 14 14 2 11 64.0 78.0
V 185 99 14 15 17 24 1 15 47.2 75.0

White and Negro:.
VIII 306 81 25 50 64 72 29 35 77.8 81.0
VII 489 111 64 72 65 99 16 82 89.7 80. 0
VI 365 173 73 84 65 88 ,I1 74 64.4 78.0
V 718 289 91 92 73 100 2 51 58.6 75.0

DIVISION TEST-PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY.

White: .
VIII 268 'II 15 18 24 66 29 106 90. 3 91.0
VII 360 53 18 33 42 72 12 180 84.7 90.0
VI 413 103 44 53 29 60 2 122 72.4 87.0
V 633 226 70 00 38 34 105 55.8 77.0.

Negro: -
VIII 38 10 2 6 6 6 6 4 72.0 91.0
VII . 128 54 23 13 14 14 10 54.8 90.0i
VI 152 59 16 21 17 16 1 23 83.4 87.0
V . e 186 98 28 8 11 11 29 47.4 77.0

White and Neirr
VIII $ot 21 17 24 29 71 84 11Q 88.7 91.0
VII 488 107 41 46 66 86 12 140 78.9 90.0
VI 566 102 80 74 46 76 3 146 66.2 87.8
V....1r 718 824 96

,
68 49 43

.
134 63.6 77.0
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Memphis schools compared.

THE ADDITION TEST.

IComparLson ofeamedian scores-Compared also with general standard medlansl

Oracles. Examples.

White schools. Negro schools.
dg

gi

3 k

a

:40 .-1

Examples attempted 7.6 A9 8.2 9.3 10.3 11.3 7.8 11.6V II I.. ...... percentage correct 67.2 72.3 70.0 58. 7 70.0 76.0 62.5 75.0
Examples attempted 8.3 8.9 & 4 R. 8 7.8 8.4 8.3 7.0 5.5 10.9.VII Percentage correct 63.0 70.0 74.7 56. 2 es. 0 67.5 53.6 83.3 60.0 75.0
Examples attempted 4. 12 6.6 7.6 7.8 7.9 7.4 5.8 6.3 8.1 9.8

VI Percentage correct 113.9 59 1 63.R 60.0 68.2 72.8 52.0 71.5. 61.0 73.0

V
Examples attempted 6.0
Percentage correct 61.5

6.4
58.3

8.3
61.0

& 4
57.5

6.8
52.8 SC 2

6.5
68.7

4.7
75.8

5.3
67.7

8.6
70.0

THE SUBTRACTION TEST.

Examples attemptedVIII Percentage correct
14.7
84.7

10.9
85.3

11.6
83.8

11.0
78.5

12.0
86.0

11.9
85.6

8.8
60.0

12.9
87.0

Examples attempted. 9.4 8.5 9.6 10.5 9.7 10.3 8.4 8.3 8.4 11.6VII Percentage correct 83.2 813 85.2 79.3 75.6 77.5 48.8 85.0 54.2 88.0
Examples attempted 8.7 5.5 8.7 & 6 18.5 R.2 4.5 8.8 10.2 10.3VI Percentage correct 78.2 65.8 80.0 71.4 70.0 80.0 .58.0 61.5 56.0 85.0
Examples attempted 6.9 6.9 7.7 7.2 8.56 8.4 4.4 7.3 8.2 9.0

V Percentage correct 73.6 84.7 75.0 66.2 46.9 66.7 44.4 42.1 44.6 83.0

THE MULTIPLICATION TEST.

VIII.: *****
Examples attempted 10.3
Percentage cor1ect. 76. 4
Examplin attempted. I7.7

,

9.0
80.9
7.0

10. 8
82.8
8.3

8.3
83.5

ft. 6

11.0
72.5
8.8

10.0
78.5
8.9

9.0
65.0
6.8 ,7.0 8.0

11.5
81.0
10.2VII Percentage correct . 71.0 71.6 80.0 71.6 74:2 73.8 56.7. 60.0 50.0 145.0

Examples attempted & 9 3.8 7.4 7.5 7.7 6.9 . 5.8 7. 1 9.1
VI Percentage correct 65.8 57.5 76.4 65.3 69.0 80.0 55.6 42.5 61.1 78.0

vP.... D'a'n'nP,17."temPt'
.

6t 74 62.5 67.0 61.8 51.6 SA: 3 611 36.05 41..? 775.:

THE DIVISION TEST.

VIII.

vn
VI

V

1 IE. xamptalesgeattempted
correct

1E samples attempted
Parentage

attemptedI

Percentage correct
I Exempla attempted.
1 Percentage correct

9.3
87.6
7.2

85.5
5.8

77.5
3.9

60.6

7.8
87.6.
5.1

78.9
4.2

57.9
3.8

45.6

9.2
91.2
6.1

100.0
4.9

85.8
3.7

74.2

9.4
98.0
8.0

83.6
5.6

67.6
4.2

53.8

8.4
88.8
6.1

81.8
5.7

76.8
4.8

19.4

'10.3
100.0

8.0
78.3
5.2

82.0
4.1

65.5

7.Z
72.5
4.6

53.1
4.1

51.6
3.1

63.3

4.3
43.7
4.0

63.3
1.8

34.6

3.6
62.0
C 7

65.0
4.0

46.6

'10.7
91.0
9.0

90.0
8.1

87.0
. 6.1

77.0

ow
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Memphis in comparivn.

ADDITION.

Oradea.

General .,.,,,,j8
standard. " """'

Boa-
ton

San Fran-
risco.

Columbia, 8. C. Memphis.

The sys-
tem.

No-
p048.

The sys-
em.

whi las. Ne-

lillig
1 t

I 11111111
.W

.

.11_
1 II

___,.._

1

..4o.<11
i

j

10.975.18.111.010011
9.8'73.0,7.110.010010
&tale. o &owl

17-
8011.974.8

7010.374.1
9 70

, 1

8.97.6
6.8 .5

6.0 8

1.74.78.064.06.0
14.78.067.05.9

.07.464.05.2
23.38.4161.44.6

.3
7
1

7.5

18 .9
7.763.9
7.2 4
S.9 1

9

.5

9.070.07.852.5
8.216.36.258.2
7.664.06.162.3
6.358.25.366.4

..---
V111 11.676.018.81101C413H._

I

[SUBTRACTION.

I .

viii.112.9,117.0111.213.0,101.132.0901/.....912.5,7.661.74.71,11..06.osa.3n.6n.se.mas4.0R.&70.0
V11 111.6.0. 0
Vt 110.3,85.0
V i 9.0183.0

1

I

9. 0
8.
7.4

la 0100:11. 0111012.5.85.

9.0,100 9.0180
1

L I I. 1..' I

1110. 77.563. 114. 78.0,67.05. 955.
84.2

9.1;826 7. 515. 856. 213. 34.461. 414. 6
1 1

7

47. 5

8.975.916.8
8.469.3181
7.1 013. 6

9.681.57.054.2
8.473.5&45fl

.31, 7.766.41543.8
1

4

YU LTIPIACATION.

yin
VII
VI
V

1

11.561. 0
10.2180.98.110.0,70110.
9.1,78.07.19.011001
7.171

1

9.3;170110071.
1

9.08010.8
8.6, 8.1101 7.0718.666.9

1 1

76.0
.0
7

1

8. 07. 0,'63. 614. 5
6. 77.571. 21a.68.3;76.3
89,6.41610 .28.6101.74.3
4.55.657.53.

i

.8,65.15.8158.

266.7
1

0
5.9150.0

6
. .

9.9177.37.710.178.99.0
7.860.7
&964.44.4
5. ,58.63.5

1

.4 8.075.17.2
6.9680
6.1/61.3

.

.8

0
t8..3

0
7.3

DIVISION.

VIII 10.791.09.711010011.0V
VII 9.890.08.610.010010.090
VI 1287.07.1
V 1177.04.7

1

6.0100
6.0100

.

8.080
6.070

9.61 F0.21

8.1180.3

4.7167.0

1 1 1 18.66.732.75.57.2,86.34.563.3
6.56.584.18517.48894.560.0

2.74.357.62.55.069.0 342.7
1 1 1 1

8.6E8.77.8
5.97894.7
4.96&23.3
3.851.510

8.990.37.772.0
6.784.74.451.3
5.272.4
4.155.82.9

360.4
7.4

THE SPEED OF MEMPHIS CHILDREN.

Reference to the tables which give the results for the median num-
ber of .problems attempted will show the children in the Memphis
schools very deficient in speed when compared with the general
standara median which has been obtained by testing thousands of
children throughout the United States. (See Monroe, Educational
Tests and Measurements, pp. 38-40.) Are have separated the Negro
and white children, so that it can not be said that the deficiency in
speed is due to deficiency in the Negro children.

Addition--In addition processes the children .of the fifth, sixth,
and seventh grades, white schools, fall below what ordinary fifth-
grade children have obtained in other cities, while the eighth grade
of the white schools fail to exceed the general standard median of
the sixth grade. In the Negro schools none of the.four upper grades
retch the general standard median of the fifth grade.
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Subtraction.The fifth and sixth grades in the white schools
failed to reach the general standard of the fifth grade, while, the
seventh grade barely exceeded tfie standard of the fifth grade, and
the eighth grade a little more than excelled the standard median
of the seventh grade. In the fregro schools none of the four upper
grades reached the general standat'd median of the fifth grade.

Multiplication. The fifth and sixth grades, white schools, failed
to reach the general standard of the -fifth grade, while the seventh
grade barely exceeded the general standard of the fifth grade. and
the eighth grade failed to reach the general standard of the seventh
grade. Only the eighth grade of the Negro schools exceeds the
general standard median of the fifth grade, and then not sufficiently
to equal the general standard of the sixth grade.

Dithian.The eighth grade of the white schools falls below the
seventh grade general standard, while the seventh grade barely ex-
ceeds the general standard of the fifth grade. The sixth and fifth
grades both fall below the general fifth grade standard. The Negro

'fifth, sixth, and seventh grades are all inferior to the fifth grade
general standard, while the eighth grade is not quite up to the sixth
grade standard.

ACCURACY AND EXAMPLES CORRECT.

Not only are the children in the Memphis schools deficient in.
speed, but they also stand very low in accuracy. In other words.
they attempt fewer problems than the. average children of their
respective grades Ind are less accurate than are the children, of
other school systems, even though they attempt a fewer Dumber of
examples. For example, eighth-grade children finder the general
standard attempt 11.6 examples Out of 24 with an accuracy score of
70 per cent, thus averaging 8.8 examples correct, while Memphis
eighth-grade children attempt 8.8 examples with 67.7 accuracy score
and only 5.9 examples correct as an average, which is not as large a
number of examples correct as a fifth-grade child should do, accord-
ing. to the general standard. It seems reasonable to expect an
eighth-grade child in Memphis to solve as many examples correctly
as a fifth grade child in San Francisco, but at the presentitime he
is not able to do it. We' are somewhat inclined to believe that it is
not entirely the child's fault.

In subtraction again the children of the upper grades in the Mem.
phis schools fall down sadly in accuracy: The average number of
examples correct for the eighth grade is less than the gequal stand-
ard for the seventh grade, while the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades
all fall below the general standard for examples coma by the fifth
grade.
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In multiplication the situation is even worse. The average num-
ber of examples correct for the Meniphis schools in any of the upper
grades except the eighth falls below the general standard for the
fifth grade, while the average number ofoxamples correct for the
eighth grade is only slightly better than the sixth grade.

In division the average number of examples correct for the eighth
grade is somewhat better than the sixth grade general standard.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh grades do not exceed the general stand-

ard of the fifth grade.
Reference to the table in which the Memphis school system is

compared to the general standard, obtained by testing thousands of
children all over the United States,. and the Boston standards, ob-

tained by several years' use, and the results found in the San Fran-
cisco and Columbia, S. C., surveys, will show that the arithmetic
situation in Memphis as 'far as fundamental operations are con-
cerned compares badly with all except the schools of Columbia,
S. C.

We have also made a comparison Of the schools which were tested
and the results are presented for the benefit of teachers in those
schools. In not more than three or four instances did any class
exceed the median accuracy or median speed for its grade. This
situation should be a subject for reflection for all teachers concerned.

The situation in the Negro schools is particularly bad. A close
study of the results will show that there is a very wjde range of
variation in the accomplishment of the different schools both in
speed and accuracy which can only result. from inefficient super-
vision and poor classification of children. For example, the Bruce
School children in the eighth grade did not attempt so many exam-
ples in addition as children in the sixth. In the Hill School the
*umber of examples attempted by the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades
is practically the same in each grade.

SNAPPY DRILLS NEEDED.

Drill, properly conducted and continuously carried on, is an ab-
solute requirement for speed and accuracy in_the arithmetical opera-
tions. A motive for drillias, a thorough understanding of the steps
involved in the drill polcess, regular, frequent short repetitions with
a maximum of attention focused on the drill, with enough variation
of drill matetial to avoid any monotony are the most important prin-
ciples upon which to base effective drills. In a month of observa-
tion only a very few drill lessons carried out along those lines were
observed. We believe that it is good practice to begin almost every
arithmetic lesson with. a good, snappy drill, which, if possible, is
connected in some way with the day's work. Not enough of this type
of activity is found now in the Memphis Whools. Four or five min-
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utes each day spent in this way is the most economical expenditure
of time that can be devised.

In this same connection, as has already been said, there is practi-
cally no oral or mental arithmetic in the upper and intermediate
grades. Just why this should be so is not quite clear. The teachers
urge that there is not time for it. As a matter of fact there is not
time enough to do anything else than give a large percentage of the
time to oral work. Too much written work, too much analysis, and
too much labeling of every figure on the board or on paper take a_
great amount of unnecessary labor and time. Problem analysis apd
written- solutions are All right to fix the process involved in mind,
but when the process is once mastered, oral solutions, without a de-
tailed analysis, are permissible and desirable. Very frequently chil-
dren were obse* writing out long anaylses of problems which
would have been easily solved mentally with a great saving of time.

Many of the teachers realize the weakness of the oral work. Some
urge that separate periods be assigned for mental arithmetic and for
written arithmetic. This is not at all necessary nor wise. In any
of the modern textbooks there are many oral problems, and further,
many of the 'problems labeled "written" permit of oral or partially
Aral solution. It is frequently advisable to require children to carry
the solution of a problem as far as possible orally and write only
those operations which are necessary.

A REASONING TEST IN ARITHMETIC.

Although no very scientific standards for reasoning ability in
arithmetic have been developed, the Stone Reasoning Test is used
more'than any other test of this nature. The test is printed here.

(Solve as many of the following problems as you have time for ; work them
in order as numbered:)

1. If yu buy 2 tablets at 7 cents each and a book for 65 cents, how much
change should y411 receive from a two-dollar bill? (1.0.)
, 2. John sold 4, Saturday Evening Posts at 5 cents each. He-kept one-half the
money and with the other half he bought -Knday papers at 2 cents each. How
many did he buy? (1.0.)

3. It James had 4 thnea as much money as George, he would have $16. How
much money. has George? (1.0.)

4. How many pencils can you buy for 50 cents at the rote of 2 for 5 cents?.
(1.0.)

5. The uniforms for a baseball nine cost $2.50 each: The shoes cost $2 a pair.
What was the total coat of uniforms and shoes foi'the nine? (1.0.)

6. In the schools of a certain city there are 2,200 pupils; one-half are in the
primary grade, one-foUrth in the grammar grades, ontuelghth In the high school,
and the rest in the night schoOl. How many pupils are there in the night
school? (1.4.)

7. If 31 tone of.coal cost $21,what will 5} ton* cost? (L2.)
S. A new dealer bought some 'magazines for $1. He sold them for $1.20

gaining 5 cents en esti magazine. How many tnagazinett were there? (IA.)
4
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9. A girl spent one-eighth of her money for car fare, and three times as
much for clothes. HI& of what she had left was 80 cents. How much money
did she have at first? (2.0.)

10. Two girls receive $2.10 for making buttonholes. One makes 42, the other
28. How shall they divide the money? (2.0.) 4

11. Mr. Brown paid one - third. of the cost of a building; Mr. Johnson paid
one -halt the cost. Mr. Johnson received $500 more annual rent than Mr.
Brown. How much did he receive? (2.0.)

12 A freight train left Albany fin' New York at 0 o'clock. An express train,
left on the same track at 8 o'clock It went at the rate of 40 miles an hour.
At what time of day will it overtake Me freight train if the freight train stops
after it has gone 56 miles? (2.0.)

The time allowance is exactly 15 minutes. The problems are
graded in difficulty, each problem having a score value commensui.ate
with its difficulty. No credit was allowed for partially correct or
partially complete answers.

OBSERVATION8 ON THE STONE REASONING TEST._

Stone has recently issued the following standards of accomplish-
ment in speed and accuracy in the reasoning test :

Eighty per cent or more of fifth grade pupils should reach or exceed a credit
score of 5.5 with 75 per cent accuracy.

Eighty per cent or more of sixth grade pupils should reach or exceed a credit
score of i3.5 with 80 tier cent accuracy.

Eighty per cent or more of the seventh grade pupils slfould reach or exceed
n credit score of 7.5 with 85 per cent accuracy.

Eighty per cent of eighth grade pupils should reach or exceed a credit
score of 8.75 with 90 per cent accuracy.

Judged by these standards, the Memphis schools did poorly. The
average (approximitely equivalent to the median for a large number
of pupils) or 50 per cent of the fifth grade reached a score of 3.3,
with an average accuracy of 45.7 per cent.

Only 50 pet' cent of the sixth grade pupils reached a score of 4.8
with an average accuracy of 54.5 per cent.

Only 50 per cent of the seventh grade pupils reached a score of
6.1 with an average accuracy of 64.9 per cent.

Only 50 per cent of the eighth grade pupils reached a score of
7.5 with an average accuracy of 71.1 per cent.

ThN comparison does not put the Memphis schools in a particu-
larly good light. However, when Memphis is compared with other
cities; where the same test has been given and the results calculated
in the same way, we find that the -average credits per pupil in the
fifth grade are higher than in any city compared except Salt Lake
City. ThiA is true, also, for the sixtk grade and seventh grade. The
average credits in the eighth grade are exceeded by the average of
the eighth grades in Butte, Mont., and Salt Lake City.

The Study of the: scores of individual schools and grades will be
very v.sluable-to the teachers. When comparisons, are made of dif-
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ferent schools and grades in average credits, examples attempted
and accuracy, a wide variation is found, indicating lack of super-
vision.

The following table shows the range of variabiky. Supervision
should do a great deal to eradicate the differences and raise the gen-
eral average or attainment :

Results of the rrasoninn tests in white ichools.

Schools and grades.
Number

of
pupils.

Total
exam-
ples at-

tempted.

Total Per-
exam- centage Total

pies oor- of ac- credits.
rect. curacy.

Bruce:
Grade V
Genie VI
Grade VII- Grade VIII

Total
Church Home: Grade V

Cummings:
Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

Total
Gordon:

Grade V
Grade VI.
Grade VII
Grade VIII...,

'fetal
Guthrie:

Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

Total
A. B. Hill:

Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

Total

Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

Total
Lauderdale:

Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

Total
Leath:

Grade V
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VIII

114 683
53 384

101 88.3
60 457

410
243
7413
336

63.1 442. e.
63.2 2.54.4
5K6 546. t
77.9 397.2

Average
credits

Pee
pupil.

Average
exam-
ples at-
tempted

Per
pupil.

Average -
exam-

[Jrper
pupil

3.8
4.8
5.4
6.5

5.8
7.2
8.5
7.6

3.5
4.6
5.0
5.9

328 1 2,369
5 33

73 502
64 562
42 400
27 232

1,512
3

63.8 1,638. 3..5 7.2
.91 3.0 .18 6.6

4.6
.8

211 42.0
258 45.9
194 48. 5
142 61.2

VO. 2
226.6
222. 2
164.6

3.0
4.
5.3
6.1

6.8
R.7
9.5
&5

3.0
4.1
4.6
5.2

208 1,696

57
46
34

SOS _t7..at 893.

370 147 39.7 15e.2
282 180 61.0 , 185. 3
323 1811 I 57.5 1 - .212.2
237 144 60. 168.4

162 1 1,192

40 214
55 379
64 558
37 333

637 , 53.2 701.6

4.3

2.7

6. 2
6.6

8 2 3.9

0.5
5.7
9.5
9.4

3.6

4. 7.3

106 45.2 107.6
2441 64.9' 2:32.0
341 80.2 364.4
222 68.2 235 2

198====
105

75
59
44

2.6
4.6
£7
6.9

2.6
3.5
5.4
5.7

3.9

3.8 26
6.8. 4.4
&7 5.3
9.0 6.0

1,506 913 60.6 983 2 5.0 7.7 4.6....... ...b.,.....
691 751 40.6 24,5 . s 2.7 6.6 2.6
453 233 t 30. 2 237.8 3.7 6.0 8.4

330
237 1 61.1 i 263.0 4.4 7.1
226 66. 4 ; 250.5 5. 7 7.S

4.4
5.1

420

233 1,894

76 483
RI 621
70 6116
53 e. 547

1.019 33.5 1.057.4 3.7 6.7 3.6

237 53.2 272.1 3.5 6.3 3.3
399 '64.2 424.6 5.2 7.4 4.9
379 55.1 436.1 6.2 9.6 & 4
378 69.1 444.8 8.0 9.9 6.8

292 2,339 1.413 60.4 1,577.7 56 &2I 5,0--,-,:................. ==,.............= ..... ammzrzw,Ice=a.
17 33. 46. 8 159. 6 2. 8 8. 9 2. 8
SS 640 376 5 &7 417.4 7.1 11.0 6.6
83 515 402 76.0 416.2 4.8 6.0 4.6
71 546 403 73.6 437.0 6.1 7.7 58

272 2,040 1,339 65.6
EMS. E.4.11=14c1=ilea .1217toss

59 408 191 46.8
57 594 *303 51.0
40 399 211 52.8
38 349 206 50.0

1,430.2 3.2 7.6 4.9

202.0 & 4 9 2
360.8 6.3 10.&

8.
4 5.3

240.2 6.0 .30.0 8.3
212.3 6.0 9.9 6.9

Total 191 1.750 911 52.0 1,0158
Lath Orphanage: 1 asq-mom SimegtaMeili INNIftplel.../.........

Grade V.
Orade VI 7- 33 21 63.6 2240 8.0 4.7Grad o Vll 5 37 23 810 261,0 6.0 7.4

5.3 9.1 4.7mmaasolp44

TOW

8.6
. 4.6

0 626 674.0 3.9. . 5.3 0- . 114
orweirst Nor werrams amosionia onsomirot
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Results of the reasoning tests In white schools-Continued.

Schools and grades.
Number

o1
pupils.

Total
eXaM-

plea at-
tempted.

Total
exam-

ples cor-
rect.

l'er-
oentage

of act-
curse)!

Lenox:
Grade V 27 139 84 60.4
Grade VI
Grade VII 43

33 228
312

144
216

0.3. 2
69.2

Grade VIII 27 225 188 83.5

Total 130 904 63,2 69.9
Madison Heights:

20 145 09 44.0Grade V
Grade VI 74 520 2.52 48.4
Grade VII 41 398 2.52 63.3
Grade VIII 31 313 182 58. 1

Total 106 1,379 755 54.7
Maury:

92 509 270 .553.0Grade V
Grade vI 68 547 299 54.0
Grade V 07 562 375 66.7
Grade VI 45 4(13 269 60.7

Total 272 2,021 1,213 60.0
Merrill:

62 419 248 59. 1Grade V
Grade VI 70 490 307 62.11

Grade VII 44 370 240 64.s
Grade VII 28 226 181 80.0

Total 1,50.5 976 .64.8
Peabody:

50 377 136 30.0Grade V
Grade VI 62 462 246 53.2
Grade VII 44 331 227 68.5
Grade VIII 39 334 24.5 78.3

Total 201 1.504 854 58.7
Pope: T80 492 217 44. 1Grade V

Grade VI 67 557 303 54.3
Grade VII 35 288 184 63.9
Grade Vtil 13 120 100 83.3

Total 195 1,457 804 55.1
Riverside:

99 681 316 46.4Grade V
Grade VI 49 403 224 55.5
Grade VII 33 280 170 00.7
Grade VIII 17 150 101 67.3

Total 198 1,514 811 53.6
Roselle:

52 344 192 55.8Grade V
Grade VI 41 340 198 58.2
Grade VII 53 406 eas 75.1
Grade VIII 39 r 385 279 72. 4

Total IV 974 -66.0
Smith:

60 690 228
00 005 249

249 161

33.0
41.1
64.6

Grade V
Grade VIIVII
Grade VIII 26 285 200 70.01

Total 183 1,820 838 45.7
Boondent =I

44 329 166
1121,S0=11=

47.4Grade V
Grade VI 39 893 206 62.2
Orada VII 36 389 cla 84.3
Grade VIII 30 2,311 . 10 50.4

Total 145 1,423 877 81.6
St. agesism=v=....-=ea

1lb
amplassr

63.9brads V 28 172
Grade VI 49 369 212 59.0
Grads VII 86 260 171 e&6
Grids VIII 22 212 143 67.4

Total 1,012 Egg 69.5

Total
credits.

Average
credits

Per
pupil.

Average
exam-
ples at-

tempted
per

pupil.

Average
exam-

plea
right per
WP

84.8
152.2
291.0
210.8

3. 1
4.6
5.4
7.8

079.4 5.2

75.0 4.7
M4.6 3 8
293.0
213.8 871

6.1
6.9
7.2
R3

6. I

3.1
4.3
5.0
7.0

4.9

7.4 3.4
7.0 3.4 oe
9.7 6.1

10.1 6.9

860.4 5.2 8.3 4.5

283.4 3.0
323.4 4.7 8.0
416.6 6.2 8.4
319.4 7.1 8.9

1,342.8

2,11 2
320.8
288.4
217.0

4.9 7.4

4.1 6. 7
4.6
8.5 8.4
7.7 8.0

1. 090. 4 5.3

130.0
261.4
250.2
207.

2.3
4.2
5.7
7.4

929.2 4.6

7.3

6. 7
7.4
7.5
8.5

7. 4

; 3.0
4.4
5.6
5.9

_

4.4

0.4

4.8

223.4 2.8 0.0
332.4 4.9' 8.3
169.4 4.8 8: 2
105.0 8.0 9.2

/ 4
4.0
5. 1
6.3

4. 2

2.7
4.5
5.2
7.7

.330. 2 4.2 7.4

333.6
246.4
168.8
117.4

4. 1

3.2 6.8
5.1 -- 1. 2
5.7 8.5
6.9 8.8

3.2
4.5
6.L
0.0

888.2 4.4 7.6

197.0 3.8 6.6
2084 5.0 a 8
35.1-8 7.6
325.4 111 9.8

1,034.6 5.9 s.o

4. 1

3.7
4.8
5.7
7. 1

5.2

251.2
778.4
183.8
252.4

3.6
4.6

10.1

10.0
10.0
&6

11.4

945.8 6.2 10.0
M1=1113=. 0111IIN

167.0 4.1 8. 2
233.0 6.0 10.1
404.0 11.9 10. 8

7.1 215.4 10.3

1 3
4. 1
5.5
8.0

4.0

3.9
5.2
9. 1
0.2

1,019.4 7.0 0.8

93.8 8.3 0.1
225.4 4.6 7.8
190.6 6.3 7.4
163.0 7.5 9.6

0.0

4.0
4. 3
4.8
6.5

673.0 4. 7.4 4.8
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Results of the reasoning test in Negro schools.

Schools and grades.
Number

of
pupils.

Grade V
Grade VI

Total Total I Per-
exam- exam- ! oenfage
pies at- pies cor- 01 ac-

tempted. rect. curacy.

Total
credits.

Average
Average. exam-
credlIs plea at-

per :tempted
pupil. I per

pupil.

Average
exam-

plea oar-
rect per
Pura.

18 152 128 84.2 140.6
10 89 77 86.5 88.1

Total 28 241 205 85.0 228.7

Carnes:
Grade V 52 387 ; 177 , 48. 2 1198.6
Grade VI 47 339 184 I 54.3

4
194. 2

,--... 0
Total *--40 7011 381 51. 1 384.8

Charles:
Grade V .
Grade VI

9
5

Total 14 135

Grant:
Grade V 43 ! 212
Qrade VI 18 I 79
Grade VII 84 I 442

1Grade VIII 39 211

Total ..

7411 141111

120 ! 88..8

115
24

226
III

=1:1171=

54.2
30.3
51. 1
52.6

7.8 8.4 7.1
8.6 8.9 7.7

8.0 8.6 7.3

3.6 7.0 3.4
4.1 7.4 3.9

92.4
59.0

151. 4

115.0
244: 0
213. 8
114.13

3.9

10.2
11. 8

10. 8

7. I 3.6

9.5 8.2
9.8 9.2

===
2.b

13.5
2.5

184 944

Greenwood:
Grade V 43 746
Grade VI 26 153
Grade VII 22 186

Total 91 : 505

il(londlke:
tirade V
Grade VI

Total

is

476 50.4 687.4===., 3.7

9.6 8.5

2.6
4.41 1.3
5.2 I 2.7
5. 4 ! 28

5.1 2.6.

168 67.4 166.6 3. 8 5.7 3.8
106 60.2 110.8 4.2 5 8 4.1
148 79.5 170.4 8.0 8.4 6.7

420 73.5 453.8
1.2172:C CMECCIMM. :..==112

4.9 8.4 4.4
MIES.,== rs=11=M:1=1.

41 492 237 48.9 266.8 6.2 12.0 6.8
33 1 295 185 82.7 243.0 6.2 8.9 1 6,6

74 787 422 63.6 461.8 6.2 10.0 5 7

Kral rtcht Grammar:
Grade V...:,. 47
Grade VI ....

43Grade VII ...: 11

470
430
110

2.111=2=t

96
130
54

20.4
30.2
49.0

98.2
133.2
57.4

7===Oar

2.0
3.1
b. 2

=N. =1:1==1
10.0 I 2.0
10.0 I 3.0
10.0 . 5.0

Total 101 , 1,010 280
am.= lelois=ese amillc===

Kortrecht I Ugh:
Grade VII 74 837
Grade VIII 88 1 1,038

'rota)

bl ROC e
Grade V
Glade VI
Grade VII

Total

Porter:
Grade V 48
Grade VI 24
Grade VII

,

24

162 I 1,875i-=
606
892

1,498

26.1 288.8=======. 2.8 10.0 2.6

95.1 842 0 I1.3
83.9 1, 172.7 13.3

al. 3 2,014. 71, ,12.4
E:==1:=INZ

8.6 8.1
11.7 10.0

112 799 293 36.6 30.2 ,,,. 2.7
65 OD 221 46.0 227.2 3.2
32 182 92 50.6 89.2 1 2.8

200 1,461 606 41.4 621.6 I 2.9
ics=maaa illsCfelm IIIC:== sminie

Total

Virginia Avenue:,
Grade V
Grde VI
Graade vp

Total

480
240
240

177
418
140

36.8
49.1'
58.3

96 960 435 45.3

10.3 9.2

7.1 2.6
, 7.1; 3.4

6.63 2-9

6.9, 2.9
MENICIallm7 liffl-Tactee

201.0 4.2
118.0 4.8
146.0 6,0

4.8

10.0 , 3.7

110.. 0)1 t.

10.0! 4.7

64
67
13

280
244

61

52
127

43

18.5
52.0
70.4

52.0
127.0
43.0

0.8
2.2
3. 8

222 37.9 222.0 1.6

4.31 0.8
4.8 2.2
4.7 3.3

1.6
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ilemphis schools compared in average examples per pupil attempted and right.
WHITE SCHOOLS.

Gradee.

Bruce
Church Home
Ctuumings
Gordon
Gut brie
A. It. 11111

Lauderdale
Leath
Leath Orphanage
Lenox
Madison Heights
Maur
Merrill
110°4
Pope
Rozelle
Riverside
Smith
Samvdtty
St. l'a0r

V.
I

VI.
1

VII.
I :

Average number.. Average number. Average number.

At-
tempted. Right 'LtemApttad-. Right'

Right.
ItemAritted.

1

5. s
6.6
6.54
6. 5
5. 8
6.6
6.3
5.11
6. 9

6.1
7.4
5.5
6.7
6.7
6.0
6.6
614
10.1)

8.2
6.1

3. 5
.6

3.0
2.6
2.6
2.6
3.3
2.8
3. 2

3. 1
3. 4
3.0
4. it
2. 4
2. 7
3. 7
3. 2
3.3
3.9
4.0

7.2

8. 7
5.7
6.
0. 0
7.6

II.
10. 4
4. 7
0.9
7.11

8.0
7.0
7.

8.3
8,3
8.1

10.0
10. 1
7.3

4.6 5

4.2
3.5
4.4
3.4
1.9
6.8
5.3
3.0
1.3
3.4
4,4
4.4
4.0
4.5
4.14

4.5
4. 1
5. 2
4.3

9.5
9,5
54.7

7. 1
9. 8
6.0

10.0
7. 4
7. 2
9. 7
h. 4
h. 4

7. 5
S. 2
7. 6
8. 5
14.5

10.
7. 4

5.0

4.6
b. 4
5.3
4. 4
5. 4
4.6
5. 2
4.6
6.0
6. 1
5.8
5.5
S. 1
5.2
5. 7
5. 1
5.3
9. 1
4.14

Average num 1

At-
tempted.

7.6

15.5

9.4
9.0
7.5
9.9
7.7
9.9

8. 3
10. 1

14.9
11.0

8 5
9. 2
9.
8.

11.4
10.3
9.6

VIII.

,

2.1

.2
5.7
6.0
5. 1
6.
5.6
5.9

7.0
5.9
5.8
6 4
63
7.7
7. 1
6. 0
'4.0
1. 2

6.

NEGRO SCHOOLS.

Cell w ell.. , 8.8 7.1 K9 7.7

Cat nos 7.0 3.1 7.4 3.9.

Claulte 9.5 8.2 9.8 9.2

Grant 4.9 2.6 4.4 1.3 5.2 2.7 5.4 2.9

Greenwood 3.7 3.8 5.8 4. 1 14.4 6.7 ......... ....
E m ireeilt Grammar 10.0 2.0 10.1) 3.0 10.0 5.0

Kortrecht High 8.6 8.1 11.7 . 10.0

Klondike 12.0 6.i4 89 6.6

La Rose 7.1 2.6 7.4 3.4 5.6 2.9

Porter 10.0 3.7 10.0 4.9 10.0 5.8

Virginia 4.3 0.1 4.3 2.2 4.7 3.3

Memphis schools compared in average accuracy Old a veray! credits.
WHITE SCHOOLS.

Name.

Oradea.

V. VI. VII. VIII.

A ver-
age

acme.
racy.

iver-
creagta

Aver-
age

80MI-

Bruce
Church Home
Central High
Cummings... V.
()onion
Guthrie
A. II. 11111
IdlewIld
Lauderdale
Leath
Lenox
Madison Heights
taendeir,

Open X1r
Paataxly
P099

N Ber4116.
L Alvend46

Smith.
Snowdon.

- .

83.1
.9

.3.8
2

42.0
39.7
45.2
40.6
M./
46.8
46.14
00.4
46.0
63.0
50.1

3.0
2.7
2.6
2.7
3.6
2.8
3.4
3.1
3.7
3.0
4.1

36.0
44.1
55.0
46.4

'.310
414
63.9

2.3
2.8
3.8
3.9
3.6
4.1
3.3

63. 2

A ver-

cr:Sts.

4. 8

Aver- Avr.
sge age

aCcu- credits.racy.

Aver-
age
AMU.
racy.

V

8.6

age

46.9
61.0
84.9
26.2
64.2
59.1
61.0
63.2
48 4
85.6
62 6

56.6 6.4

4.3 414.5

3.6 57.5
4.6 60,2
3.7 61.1
6.2 56.1
7.1 78.03 52.8
4.6 66.2
3.15 63:3
4.7 86.7
4.6 64.8

63.2
64.3
664
56.5
41.1
62.2

.10.0

4.2 606
4.9 44.9
6.0 76.1

00.7
64.6
64.3
63.6

6.1
tO
6.0
4.6

5.3
6.2
5.7
4.4
6.2
4.8
6.0
5.4
7.
6.2
6.5

77.9

61.
00.7
66.2
6K 4
89.1
73.5
59.0
83.5

66.7
80.0

00.1.1.
8.6

.9
5. 7
8.0
6.1
6.0
7.8
6.0
7.1
7.7

6.7
4.8

6.3
11.2
4.3

73.3

72.4"
67.3
70.0
00.4
07.4

7.4
&O
&11
0.9

10.1
7.1
7.6
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Memphis schools compared in average accuracy and average credits-Continued.
NEGRO SCHOORS.

Name

Oradea

V. VI. VII. VIII.

Aver-
age

accu-
MC).

Aver-

crtilts.

Aver-
age

accu-
racy.

Aaver-

creEts.

Aver-
age

SCCIJ-
raCy.

Aver-

c r e:rtet s

A vet-

arge
tri

racy.

4

age
credits.

Caldwell 84.2 7.8 86.. 8.9
Carries. 48.2 3.6 54.3 4. 1
Charles 86.0 10.2 83.9 11.6ant 54.2 2. 5 30,3 13.3 51. 1 2.5 62.6 2.9Greenwood 67.4 3.8 69.2 4.2 79.5 8.0Kortrecht Grammar 30.4 2.0 30.2 3.1 49.0 6-2Kortrecht High 95.1 11.3 86.9 13.3Klondike 48.9 6.2 62. 7 6.2
La Rose 36.6 2. 7 46.0 3.2 60.6 2.8Pon er
V i ruin ia.

36.8
18.5

4.2
s

49. 1
52.0

4.6
2.2

Mt 3
70.4

6.0
3.3

Variability in grades.

Grades. Examples
at tem pted.

Example,
correct.

Average
accuracy,

Average
credit.

Fifth grade
Sixth grade
Sevebth grade
Eighth grade

3.7-12.0
4.3-11.0
4. 7-10. 8
5. 4-11. 7

0.6- 8.2
1.3- 9.2
2.7- 9.1
2.8-10.0

0.9-9i.0
30.3-83.1
48. 5-95. 1
52. ti-M. 9

0.2- 7.8
2.2-11.8
2.6-11.3
2 9-13. 3

Summary.

i
Orndes.

Number of pupils. Total examples
attempted.

Average exam-
plea attempted

per pupil.

110 d
41I..,

Total examples
correct.

-

g ; Eii g
A

a

. a A

d

co
g t

Fifth grade
Sixth gradh
Seventh grade
Eighth grade

1,211
! 108i

962
670

4

1271

1,688
1,436
1,122

797

8,023
b, 832
8,05
5,999

3,531
2,3981
1,838
1,249

11,6177
11,
9,91

1

7,248i

6.6
7.9
a 3

7. !it
7.3
7.1

.

6. 8
7.5
0.1
9 0

1,
4,898
5,115
4, 53

1,51
1,21
1,30916484
1,

5,305
6,116

5,156

Grades.

..

Average exam-
ples correct
per pup I.

Average accuracy. Total credits. . A voyage
credits

A....

Z ' Z I.
co P V

Z
a
o)

riftligrade
Sixth olds
Seventh grad
SIghth grads

3.1
4.3
5. 3
6.1

3.1
3.
6.
7.

Al
4.,3.
5.2
64

434
56.4
83.6
01 3

'42. 2
60.8
70.4
812

46.7
64.5
64.9
71.1

3,916.6
6,616.3
6,924.9
4,766.0

1,515.2
1,6056
1, SC. 0
1,237.31

6,041.3
7,021, a
7, 403 7
8,062.3

ma
3.2
4.9
5. 2
7.1

3.4
.4.6
6.0

10.1

3.3
4.6
61
7.0
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bfempliis compared with other cities in average credits per pupil.

Cities.

V Oracle. VI Grade. VII Grade. VIII ;rode.

-a
0a.

-V

.a0.
a -;
.071'.

:., E.

a
0
P.

tiS

p .

1111 WTI

a 0
O a
p

-.:

0
0.

a

1,-.

a.
..., 16
00 aya aas0.
1..

a.0
O.

....

a.
0 6:
55 6
e
ei: P.

,-..

:

Janesville, Wis. (15,000 population)
Hints, Mont. (40,000 population) ,
Salt Lake City sr
Ban Francisco
Columbia, S. C.:

White pupils
Negro pupils
Entire system

Memphis:
White puplik
Negro pupils .1).
Entire system

2.40
.2. 20
3.70
2.85

1.89
2.44
4.03
2.40

3.0
1.2
2.3

3.2
3.4
3.3

3.40
3.90
0,40
6.52

2.96
4.24
6.46
4.06

5.0
2.6
4.4

4.9
4.5
4.8

5.50
5.80.
8.80.
5.40

5.20
5. II
8. MI
4.96

8.3
3.4
5.6

5.2
6.0
6.1

6.3
7.7

10.5
8.8

6.44
7.83

10.44
6.43

5.4
3.2
4.9

7.1
10. 1
7.5

REASONS FOR THE POOR SHOWING IN ARITHMETIC.

It is rather difficult to account for the poor showing made- by
Memphis. It can be safely assumed that the native intelligence of
the children or Memphis is equal ko that of any other city. Theri3-
fore, we must look elsewhere for the explanation. The poor results
in reasoning may be due to poor teaching, poor textbooks, too ,diffi-
eat problem material, too many changes in teaching staff, and epi-
demics which force: children out of school.

The textbook used in the schools is the Stone-Millis series, And,
as observed before, the course of study used is practically the text-
book itself, both as to content and as to method of presentation. It
is generally recognized as a good textbook, as textbooks go. It con -'
tiaus excellent drill and problem material. It is a mistake, how-
ever, to swallow the text whole. The author of the book has to
include in it all the topics and problems which all sorts of edueators
demand in order to sell the This ought to be kept in mind by
those in charge, of the schools. It is not necessary even to solve
all the problems in the book, as now apparently is the plan. The
children have to solve so many problems that they. have no time
to . master the thought processes involVed.

Much of the problem material is foreign to the experience of the
ebild. He deals with problems involvin areas, machines, build-
ings, and all sorts of things of which s no conception. In other
words, the child can nob really read e problems. This aids in mak-
ing thinking impossible.

The observation of. classes led to dip conclusion that there was
wide variation in attempts to make the work in arithmetic concrete.
Many teachers insisted on the children building up new concepts
on ehe basis of direct experience with the objects which were being
counted, measured, or calculated. Ma teachers, however, were
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neglecting the concreting of the ideas which the children were trying
to grasp. In the elementary school objectiveness in teaching can
scarcely bg emphasized too much in the begitning of any new topic.

In number situations the first essential in thinking a problem
through is the ability to read well enough and intelligently enough
to understand the conditions of the problem. The children ought to
have more opportunity to read and explain the conditions-lof prob-
lems-before they begin the solutions. There seemed to be too little
readingreal readingof problems by the children themselves.

-Many of the classrooms in Memphis are not equipped. for good.
arithmetic teaching. There is very great need of yardsticks,_ tape-
lines, liquid and dry measure, scales and weights, geometrical' solids
and apparatus, and other things of this nature. There is another
type of material which is easily obtainable which would fileilitate
much of the arithmetic. There ought to be on hand for the chil-
dren's use all sorts of sale slips, deposit 'slips and blanks, bank books,
bills of sale, monthly statements, telegraph blanks, money-order
blanks, checks, drafts, and other common commercial papers.

As suggested in several other places, the arithmetic in the Mem-
phis schools would be much more stimulating if the children had

rses in manual training, cooking, sewing, drawing, and garden-
ing, n which the children could find practical application of and
n; for the arithmetical facts which they acquired.

Many of the teachers from bveranxiety to have the children "get"
th roblem have developed the habit of interfering and aiding
throu ut the solution of problems. Having once given the child
a good roblem, it is essential for learning how to think to require
the chil to thinkand to think for himself. %This is the commonest
fault of all teachers everywhe're.

There does not seem to be a conscious effort on the part of teachers
generally to train the children to think.

Ihr

4. THE TEACHING OF READING, LANGUAGE, AND LITERATURE.

THE SILENT READING TEST.

To tart the reading ability of the children in the elementary schools
of Memphis, the Standardized Silent Reading Tests, Form 2, de-
vised by Walter S. Monroe, were given. This test, which given
here to indicate its character, is a test of both speed and compre-
hension in reading. The test was given in, all white and colored
schools in grades 8 to 8, inclusive.

GRADES 3, 4, AND 5.

City State Date
Pupil's name- Age ______ Grade
School-_ %%Ober
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DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING ins TRIM

After telling the children not tp open the papers, ask the children on the .

front seats to distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil
in the class. Have each child fill in the blank space at the top of this page.
Then make clear the following:

INSTRUCTIONS TO BE READ BY TEACIIPOI AND PUPILS TOGETHER.,

This brief test is given to see how quickly. and accurately pupils can read
silently. To show what sort of test it is, let us read this:

I am a little dark-skinned girl. I wear a slip of brown buck-
skin and a pair of soft moccasins. I live in a wigwam. What
kind of girl do you think I am?

Chinese French Indian African Eskimo
The answer to this exercise is " Indian," and it is to be indicated by draw-

ing a line around the word. The test consists of a number of exercises like
this one. In some of the exercises you are told to draw a line around the
word which is the right answer, or'to mark it in some other way, and in some
you are to write out your answer. If an exercise is wrong it will not count,
so it-is wise to study each one carefully until you know exactly -what you
are -asked to do. The number of exercises which you can finish thus in the
minutes will make your score, so do them as fast as you can, being sure to
do them right. Stop at once when time is called. Do not open the papers
until told, so that all may begin at the same time.

The teacher should then be sure that each pupil has a good pencil or pen.
Note the minute and Recond.by the watch and :ay, BEGIN.

ALLOW 'EXACTLY FIVE MINUTES.

Answer no questions of the pupils which arise from not understanding what
to do with any given exercise.

When time is up, say irroa and then collect the papers at once.
No. 1 (Rate value 9; comprehension value 1.1).
The little red hen was-in the farmyardwith her chickens, when she found

a grain of wheat. "Who will plant this wheat?" she said.
Draw a line under the .word which tells where the little red hen was.

barn chicken house feed bin farmyard
No. 2 (Rate value 9; comprehension value 1.1).
Nowhere ip the world do the children have so many good times as in Japan.

They are allowed to play anywhere, and there are all sorts of toys and games
for their amusement.

Are the children of Japan happy? Answer with " Yes" or " No."

No. S (Rate value 6; comprehension value 1.8).
I have red, yellow, and blue flowers In my hand. If place the red and

yellow flowers on the chair, which color do I still have in my hand? '

No. 4 (Rate value 7; comprehension value 1.4).
A donkey, a cat, and a dog ..went for a walk. After a long time they came

to a farmyard. A rooster stood on the gate,.crowing and screaming.
Where was the rooster?

-------- -------
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No. 5 (Rate value 5; comprehension value 1.4).
Ruth and Frank were two little children who lived In the country. They

were happy, healthy little people.
Where did Ruth and Frank live?

No. 6 (Rate value 5; comprehension value 1.5).
The teacher told James to buy a book, pencil, tablet, and Glaser. He bought

the book, tablet, and eraser, but forgot the others:
Which did he forget?

No. 7 (Rate value 11; comprehension value 1.7).
The door opened and in came^a dog. Tlie mice jumped off the table and ran

into the hole in the floor. The poOr little Country Mouse was so frightened!
What frightened the dice?
Draw a line under the word that tells what it was that frightened the mice.

boy woman cat trap man dog wind

No. 8 (Rate value 9; comprehension value 1.8).
The wolf put his paws on the windows. When the goslings saw the white

feet they thought it was their mother. They opened the door, and In came
the wolf.

Matt did the goslings think it was at the door?
wolf father chicken dog mother

2.3).
Here the conversation was interrupted by the approach of a small one-horse

buggy to the inn. A well-dressed, gentlemanly luau sat on the seat, with a
colored servant driving.

Dow many people does it tell us were in the buggy?
11/

No. 10 (Rate value 7; comprehension value 2.1).
"The golden rod is yellow,

The corn is turning brown,
The trees In apple orchards

With fruit are bending down."
Draw a line under the season of the year you think is pictured In this stanza.

autumn spring winter summer

No. 11 (Rate value 14; comprehensiodvilrie 2.4).7
The western part of_the United Stu/es was not settled till much later than

the eastern. The discovery of gold quickly drew many settler to California,
p and, as the search for the precious metal was carried farther, the entire. West

soon became explored pad settled.
Draw a line under. the one word In the paragraph above that tells what

It was that caused tI4 western part of the United States to be settled.
No. 12 (Rate value 5; comprehension value 2.5).
Eggs and chickens are seen at Easter time In many countries, but the hare

Is more often seen in Germany than in any other country.
In what country do they have the hare at.Eastert

.......
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No. 13 (Rate value 8; comprehension value 2.6).
In one corner of the cabin stood a bed, covered neatly wi't a snowy spread,

and by the aide of it was a piece of carpeting of some considerable size.
What was it that stood in one corner of the room?

No. 14 (Rate value 10; comprehension va e 2.8).
On the ground the apples lie

In piles like jewels shining.
And redder still on old stone walls

Are leaves of woodbine twining.
What time of the year Is pictured? If spring, draw aHne under " winter."

If not, draw a line around the right season. .

spring summer ,fall winter

No. 15 (Rate value 10; comprehension value 3.5).
If we had no more birds In the summer than we have in winter, we should

suffer very much froni insects. We could not raise fruit, vegetables, or grain,
for the insects would eat it all.

Draw a line under the word that tells what the birds destroy.
Winter fruit grain insects summer

Oaa.m.:1 6, 7, AND 8.

The directions forgiving the test were the same as for the 3, 4,
and 5 grades. The questions follow:

No. 1 (Rate vakie 9; comprehension value 2.0). --
Mrs. Bird was a timid, blushing little wonian/' abOut 4 feet in height, and

with mild blue eyes, and a peachblow complexion, and the gentlest, sweetest
voice in the world.

How tall . was Mrs. Bird?

No. 2 (Rate value 7; comprehension value 2.1).
Carbon dioxide Is injurious to people. Plants give off carbon 'dioxide at

night and take it up In the daytime. '
Is it a good plan to have plants In the room where you sleep?

No. 8 (Rate value 18; comprehension value 2.7).
EverYone hates a tattler. The tattler Is the object of disgrace on any play-

ground. But everyone respects a truth-teller when wrong has been done. A
little girl of 9 was brought into court as a witness to tell all she knew of a
crime that had been committed.

Will she be disgraced if she tells what she knows? Answer " Yes" or
"No." \

No. 4 (Rate value 14; comprehension value 2.8).
England is the southern and Scotland is the northern part of the island

called Great Britain. England is larger than Scotland, and the land Is much
richer, and produces better crops. Scotland is full of hills and wilderness,
which bear no corn, and afford but little food for sheep or cattle.

From reading the above paragraph in which country would you think there
would be the most people?
c. England Scotland

-w

a
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No. 5 (Rate value 11; comprehension value 3.2).
The caravan, stretch out upon the desert, was very picturesque; In mo-

tion, however, it was Ike a lazy serpent. By and by its stubborn dragging
became intolerably I some to Balthosar, patient as he was.

Place a line un r the word which tells in what respect the caravan re-
sembled a ser t.

color length motion size

No. 6 (Rate value 19; comprehension value 3.3).
Si It was the garden-land of Antioch, with not a foot lost to labor. Even the

hedges, besides the lure of shade, offered passers-by sw,,t promises of wine
and clusters of purple grapes. Over melon patches, and through apricot and
bg tree groves, and groves of' oranges and limes, the whitewashed houses of
the farmers were seen.

Draw a line under the word given below that tells what ihige of land this
was.

barren hilly productive infertile 'desert

No. 7 (Rate value 16; comprehension value 3.7).
Down swept the chill wind from the mountain peak,
From the snow five thousand summe
It carried a shiver everywhere
From the unleafed boughs and paitures bare;
The little brook heard it and built a roof
'Neath which he could house him winter-proof;
All night by the white star's frosty gleams
Ile groined his arches and matched his beams.

Draw a fine under the word that you think the brook might. build a roof of.
shingles paper grass ice wood

No. 8 (Rate value 12; comprehension value 3.7).--,
Judah walked to the .pllet's quarter. So absorbed was he in thought that '

he scarcely noticed the shores of the river, which were surpassingly beautiful,
vitli orchards of fruits and vines.

If he is interested In the beauties around him, put a line under beautiful;
If these beauties have no interest for him, put a line under shadow.

beautiful . shadow

No. 9 (Rate value 14; comprehension value 3.8).
Her couch was dressed with here and there some winter berries and

green leaves, gathered in a spot she had been used to favor. "When I die,
pat near me something that has loved the light, and had the sky above it
always." Those were her last words.

Draw a line under the word that names what the girl had loved most,
pretty clothes nature money candy to play

No. 10 (Rate value 18; comprehension value 4.0).
As a race, the Indians.have withered from the land. Their arrows are

broken, their council-fire has long-since gone out on the shore, and their war
cry is fading to the untrodden West. Slowly, and sadly they climb the distani
mountains, and read their doom in the setting sun. They must soon hear the
roar of the last wave which will settle over them forever.

Draw a Une under the word which you think tells best how the Indiana
feel.

happy angry excited
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No. 11 (Rate value 8; comprehension value 4.1 ).-
Blow, blow, thou winter wind,
-Thou art not so unkind

As man's ingratitude ;
Th tooth is not so keen,
Because thou art not seen

Although thy breath be rude.
In the above paragraph with what is the wind compared?

A
No. 12 (Rate value 11; comprehension value 4.6).-

. In front the purple mountains were rising up. a distant wall. Cool snow
gleamed upon the summits. Our horses ,suffered bitterly for water. Five
hours we had ridden through all that arid baste without a pause.

Draw a line under the word below that tells what kind of a country these
people had 'been riding through.

mountainous swampy desert forest.'

No. 13 (Rate value 10; comprehension value 4.7) .-
Tracking was very difficult. As there was total absence of rain, It wasnext

to impossible to distinguish the tracks or two-days' date front those most
i-Rcent upon the bard and parched soil. 9 .

Draw n line under the.word below that tells what it was that %ride tracking
difficult.

mud snow drougth rocks

Results of the reading feat tabulated.
[Median scores -Rate and comprehension.)

W HITE- SCHOOLS.
a
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Grades.

4
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Brunt
Church Home
Cummings ...
Gordon
Guthrie
A. B. Hill
Idlewild
I.auderdalo
Leath
Leath Orphanage
(Amos
Madison Heights
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raab,dy
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Riverside
Rt Salle
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7
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Results of the reading test tabulated-Continued.
NEGRO SCHOOLS.

Grades.

IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.

-
o

o

a S.
0

Caldwell
Carnes
Charles Avenue
Grant
Greenwood
Klondike
Kortrecht Gram-

mar
IA Rose
Porter
Virginia Avenue

77 3 12.

it 63..12.

67. 3 13.

123.5 20.
122.1 16.

4 89. 8.

9 81.01165
92- 31& 5

176023.41 5 36. 35.
4 78.1 13.4 51. 8 9.
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Certain schools and individual grades had to be excluded for
various reasons. It is our belief that the results are reasonably
dependable in spite of the fact that the teachers who gave the
tests had had little experience in giving tests of this sort. The
results were checked as closely as possible.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS.

White achoole-Comprehemion.-The third grades as a group are
just a little above the general standard; the fourth grades are below
standard, but not far below ; the fifth grades just reach fourth-
grade standard; the sixth grades reach a score, half way between
fourth and fifth grade standards; the seventh grades fail to reach
sixth-grade standard; while the eighth grades fail to reach seventh-
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grade standard. On the whole, each grade is about a year behind
,what it ought to do.

White schools Rate. Each group of grades exceeds the standard

for the grade.
Negro schools Comprehension. The Negro schools are above

standard only in the third grade. They excel the white schools in
the third and fifth grades only.

Negro schoolsRate.:As in the white schools, the Negro schools
excel the standards for each grade and exceed the white schools in
the third, fourth, and fifth grades, but fall behind the white chil-
dren in the upper grades.

The entire symtentComprehension.
Memphis grades.

Standard grads.

Tlij. ___.Reached

Fourth Below Fourth.

Fifth Reached Fourth.

Sixth r Slightly above _Fourth.

ith _Equals _Fifth.

h -Slightly above

he entire system Rate. The reading rate in the third, fourth,
and fifth grades seems normal, while in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades far above the standards.

On the whole, the children. seem to read too fast and too super-

ficially. Many of the schools appear to have attained far better
results in silent leading than others, largely because some of the
teachers practice silent reading with the children while others do
not. The results show a most imperative demand for supervision
and adequate instruction upon the proper method in reading.

Calling words rapidly is not reading.

METHODS USED IN TEACHING READING.

The prevailing custom in the reading recitation is to have the.
"children. stand on the floor. around or at the side of the room. They
lean against the wall and appear lifeless and uninterested. They
read in turn around the class, often one child "going above" an-
other because of the failure of a child to pronounce or call a word
correctly. Many children were noted "counting down the line" in
order to discover their number that they might select the paragraph
Chid would be likely to fall to them, devoting themselves to the silent

_reading thereof in order that they might read their assignment well.
`There is no questioning on the part of the teacher to bringout the
thought or beauty of the-selection' reftil, nor effort made to discover
the comprehensive understanding of the children regarding what
is read.. There is no work of commendation to encourage the pupil

in his effort to:read well. Comments such as "John, read," "
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ginia, next"; " That word in the second line is magnificent, not
magnificence. You must be more careful about your words"; " If
you watched your pauses, you would read better "; " You must.Study
harder on your reading at home"; " We went over all these new
words yesterday ; you ought to know them"; "Who noticed a mis-
take"; "Any criticisms," etc., were so common that the rare excep-
tion foond where children were reading for joy, appreciation, and
understanding leads us to believe that little or no thought is given
to the aims and purposes of teaching reading, nor to the mahods of
instruction.

Reading over the lessons with the children and teaching them to
pronounce the difficult words in order that they may take their books
home and return to school the next day to iced the selection, "call
the words," is not teaching children to read but heating them read.
Dull grind upon, words will not make good readers in any sense.
Interest is fundamental.

As has been pointed out, the mastery of the mechanics of reading
must he secured in the lower grades. From the fourth grade on
through. the elementary schools the conscious effort of acquiring the
art of reading in the primary grades has been expanded into the
search for information and a cultivation of beauty, appreciation,
and discrimination between good and bad literature. 'The reading
period is the teacher's opportunity 1,o open the doors of the children's
minds to the richness and beauty of the finer things of life as
expressed in song and story.

THE IMPORTANCE OF READING.

Reading is beyond comparison the most important of the conven-
tional school exercises, not only because it provides the key for ad-
vancement in other departments of school in gaining information, -

but because it.is the key to the world's great literature and acquaints
us with-the master minds in all fields of knowledge. " Reading is
interpreting symbols, imaging the ideas, and thinking the thoughts
symbolized."

From the fourth grade through the sixth the main work is to. pro-
vide such material, and motive, that reading is still a delight. The
exercises which are assigned during the petiod should be as varied
in character as are the demands which are made upon the reader,
both in and out of school.

Both oral and 'silent reading. procedures should be continued
from grades four through six by the assignment of independent
study at the seats. For example, outlining on the blackboard,
through a series of questions very definite things to be discovered

'or determined in silent reading? which during the recitation period
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should be used for testing thought; getting thought discussions and
reproduction of the text, for quickening the readings pace; fortest-
ing retention content; and for oral reading.

The material should be mainly .literary, though much should also
correlate with'civics, histiry, geography, nature study, and hygiene:
In addition to a good basal text, there should be required the reading
of, at least, two sets of supplementary readers for each of these
grades. Books to be read for the joy and pleasure of reading.
These books should be continued stories. For example, such stories
as "Heidi," Kingsley's " Water Babies," "The Viking Tales,"
"Robinhood," " Two Years Before tht Mast," " The King Arthur
Tales," " Evangeline," and the like. The readers now assigned to
these grades are not of such a character as to stimulate an interest
in reading or a desire to read.

In grades seven and eight, emphasis in the reading period, should
be upon the reading tind study of literature, poetry, and prose.
This type of literature evolves the necessity of a teacher of breadth
and culture, possessing a sympathetic spiritone who can catch the
author's feeling as well as comprehend his thought. Children in
these years can be led' to appreciate phases of sentiment in selections
read, by first reading selected short passages froln a long selection.
For example, the cheerful sentiment as expressed in the .first line of
Whittier's "To a Barefoot Boy"; the humorous in Conper's "John
Gi:pin's Ride "; the tender feelings of Tennyson's " Smeet and
Low "; a thrill of, patriotism in Mataulay's " Horatitts "; the dril-

l' matie appeal pf Shakespeare's " Julius Caesar "; and the serious
thought of the earlier stanzas of Gray's "Elegy Written in a
Country Churchyard."

Children should not be required or expected to read and reread- a
school reader. The rereading of a book should come from the im-
pelling interest in the story, which prompts the desire. Skill and
power in reading is acquired by rending many books.

The reading lesson, of all the lessons of the day's program, should
be a pleakure and not a task. It should always be reading to get- at
the. thought and spirit of what is reada careful and sympathetic
study of the selection.

THE 'MACRON; PREPARATION.

Careful preparation of the. reading ,lesson on the jpart' of the
teacher is as important as careful preparation for gig- history les-
son. She must carefully study the selectiop that she may became
aoquAnted with its beauty; and she must know the difficulties which
her pupils will encounter. She mist know the words that arernew,
the familiar words in unfamiliar. Meanings, the phrases that are-
puzzling, the peculiar customs ,and institutions not found in the-

.
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child's\own experience, and the 'situations and conduct that chal-
lenge and bewilder the child's own ethical. judgment. She must
know how to overcome all of these and along what road she will
lead her pupils in the mastery of them.

We recommend that the teachers make a study of a few of the
fine books that have been written on the subject of reading, such as
Huey's " Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," Klapper's " Teach-
ing Children to Read," and Briggs' -and Coffmhn's "Reading in
Public Schools."

It will be helpful to teachers of every grade if they can answer
affirmatively each 'of the following questions:

1. Do you make caref0)reparation for your reading recitation?
2. Do you know all oc, the)new and difficult words and word groups in the

lesson, and have you a plan for the development of the same?
3. Do you insist upon the standard jai your recitations which will bring

a permanent result for example, (a) silent reading for thought getting;
(b) oral reading (and oral reprodueNons) for thought giving?

4. Dqryoulinsist upon the good expression of every thought read?
5. Do you' question fgr expression?
6. Do you insist on good, clear, distinct.enunciation and pronunciation?
7. Do you tu'k with your pupils about the story at the close of the reclta-

tlo often calling attention to the beautiful passages in the lesson?
8. Do you have occasional sight-reading lessons for testing your pupils'

power?
9. Do you have daily phonetic and vocal drill for ent ciation and pro-

nunciation?
10. Are, your pupils Intelligent readers?
11. Cnn your pupils read anything of equal grade as intellig tiy as they

do their own readers?
12..Are your pup113 able to reproduce selections read, connectedly?

ENUNCIATION AND PRONUNCIATION.

We recommend that more attention be given to the glaring weak-
ness in the ability of children to enunciate clearly and pronounce
clearly and distinctly the spoken word, which is a general weakness
of the American people. Pupils should have daily practice in repeat-
ing elementary sounds, also in pronouncing the consonant combina-
tions composed of these sounds. Without clear and distinct articula-
Cion there can be no correct pronunciation. This fault can only be
corrected by continuous drill exercises, which will make for correct
habits. Faulty enunciation may be due to some defect of the vocal
organs. Faulty pronunciation to carelessness or igriorince, pure and
simple. To correct these errors should be the object of a definite
period of the day, for they are serious defects.

Faulty articulation may arise from several causes: (a) The-omis-
sion of a Sound (histry for history); (b) the use of more sound
than is necessary (ca'Ow for cow); (c) substitution of ,the Wrong
sound (jilt for just).
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A well-greded scheme for phonetics, including exercises for drills
in articulation, enunciation, pronunciation, and open tone, would

greatly imprbve the reading in the schools. This should be built'
upon the system of phonics developed for the lower, grades.

THE NEED FOR TRAINING IN THE USE OF LANGUAGE.

The'aim or object of language instruction in the earlier years of
school isnot to give the children a technical knowledge of grammati-
cal construction, but to train them to facility, accuracy, forcefulness,
and elegance of expression in oral speech and in writing, to cultivate a
discriminating taste as to literature, and the ability and tendency'
to read good books with intelligent appreciation.

The fundamental reason for teaching language, insisting upon its
proper use, rests upon the intimate relation of thinking and expres-
sion. Cleft, and accurate thinking and clear and accurate expression
are mutually dependent, hence, it must follow that the power to think
clearly and logiCally is very imperfect when expression is imper-
fect.

English language composition is the most impottant subject taught
in our schools because it is the basis of all thinking; and conse-
quently of all subjects of knowledge. It should be cultivated to as
high a degree as possible for the purpose of thought training and
organization, and in order that we may have the power of communi-
cating our thoughts and feelings to our fellow beings.

How does a child naturally learn to use language? At first alto-
gether and always chiefly by sheer imitation. There is na other
way than this. Vocabulary is a matter of memory., The "art of
language consists in using the remembered vocabulary in artistic and
effective combinations, and such combinations are for the most part
imitatior s."

Language is a habit. The child learns to talk by adopting for his
own vocabulary and style the colloquial speech which he hears.

THE VALUE OF FACILITY IN ORAL SPEECH.

Of the two phases of language work, oral and written composition,
.bral speech and conversation are the more important to the majority of
the children of the public schools. The best gift with which we can
send children into active life is the ability to talk intelligently and
entertainingly. There in too much writing and too little talking
demanded in the schools.' To stand on one's foot and tell what.one
knows is as valuable as it is rare, for in a country like ours, gov-
erned by the people, the value of the power to express thought
can hardly be overestimated. People convene in caucuses, mass
meetings, church meetings, school meetings, commercial clubs, county
conventions, etc.,. to confer upon questions of vital inteebst to the
individual, the family, and the State. How often, at such gating.-
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ings, a person who has intelligent and well-defined views and who

fairly burns with a desire to make his opinions known is compelled
to remain silent because he has not acquired the art of spealgiitg in
the presence of his peers upon subjects with which he is perfectly
familiar.

Oial exercises should be planned so as to afford opportunities for
vigoreus and interesting expression. By such exercises there may
be obtained much practice in good style and sentence construction so
that many of the mistakes and weaknesses commonly seen in written
expression can be anticipated and prevented. The literature, read-
ing, history, geography, nature study, games, and activities, demand
from the pupil extended and connected speech. In these subjects the
topical recitation should be practiced, the children talking from
an outline.

The telling of stories and anecdotes is instructive and affords a
wholesome amusement. At times as an application of silent reading
or thought getting, stories in literature and history (after proper
preparation) may profitably be read independently by the pupils
and reproduced in informal short talks to the class. Reports on ho
reading, on traveling, or on adventure are also interesting. Individua
contributions of stories new to the class, putting the pupil in the po-
sition of an actual story teller, also stories of personal experience of
interesting happenings at school, at home, and on the street, cultivate
not only the imagination but are aids to the development of good

literary style.
The description and explanation of games, objects of nature study,

places, persons,-and the operations and processes of agriculture and
manufacturing industfy, so far as the grade workoffers opportunities,
are strong stimuli for oral expression.

There should be patriotic stories read and told in connection with
the celebration of holidays. The dramatization of suitable stories and
poems and the presentation Of simple plays, based on literature and
history stories that the pupils themselves have composed, should be
encouraged.

In oral exercises whether the pupil is talking ftom notes or without
notes he should be led to keep to his subject and to proceed clearly
and coherently. In all oral work and particularly in the telling of
stories note the natural parts of a subject as.in'struction toward good
planning and paragraphing. Often in the retelling a stories differ-
ent parts at times should be given by different pupils. Throughout .
the year, in conducting the oral English lessons, there should be kept
in mind the specific needs of the pupils.

HKBIT DETERMINES THE TORM OP SPOKEN LANGUAGE.

In the earlier stages. of a child's learning language, miles are in-
effective. With advancing maturity and logical powers' they become*
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increasingly more important as clinching and putting into conven-
ient and condensed form the principle and language customs that
have already been demonstrated and imitated by the learner. Onlye

when they record experience are these rules of great valuea fact
that should bear directly on our method of teaching.

The first essentials in teaching language to children are good
models to imitate and good thought to express with the desire to
express it.

Before a child comes to school his models are chiefly the oral speech
of the family mitt his playmates. Among the members of any chiss
enteriNg schools there are wide differences of vocabulary both in ex-
tent and character. In the first few years of the school life the teach-
ing of language is mainly incidental, and undoubtedly for this very
reason especially. effective. The source of a new vocabulary and the
materials from which to draw for the development of a new vocabu
lary are vast, the range of experiences which may be.grouped or
classified as personal, social, and industrial as well- as all the sub-
jects of the school curriculum contributing to this end.

We may bend every effort to the breaking point to eliminate ob-
jectionable words, 'phrases, and idioms, and to secure clearness of
expression for the purpose of clearness and accuracy of thinking,
we may possibly give a sort bf veneer to the language
drill-on Correct models, but we shall develop no permanen

b
ower in

the use of language, without coming to a full 'realization that, (1) the
mere form of correct apd elegant English is of no value if there is
lio thought in it, and, 12) also we must believe to the knowing point
that if written language is forced before there is sufficient mastery
of the oral, that the result is arrested development; (3) and foremost
and above all, we must not ask the pupils to think on an empty mind.

We may-drill parrot-like on correct forms, we may emblazon our
blackbotirds with: them to appeal to the sense of sight, we may fill
in blanks with the cOrrect:word, until the trick seems automatic, we
may call for original sentences from barren ground until the verbs,
" go," " see," and " to be '.' are threadbare, we may have dictation work
and copying by the page, we may teach the kinds of sentences and the
parts of speech, but when it comes to the actual eve4flay living ex-.

perience our pupils are going to talk with their spinal',cords instead
of their brains, they are going-to do tilt which habit in their real
'(not school) life has fastened upon them and they are going-to say
blowed for blow, me for 1, and aint got no for have no, hatie went for
/lave gone, etc. - ,

Vurthermore,- these incorrect forms belong to spoken language, and
it ever overcome' it must be bffiestablishing right habits in spoken
language.-
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The great majority of people have less use for written language
than is generally supposed. Everyone needs spoken language, the
\humblest laborer as well as the professional man, and the speech is
not only a criterion by which his social qualities may be determined.
but an index to his character. an index to his thinking. Spoken
language is easier to correct and of,more consequence to the average
person.

The amount of oral language wiitIr in the Memphis schools should
beincreased until it stands three to one. So intimatels the reciprocal
relation of spoken and written language that after a correct oral form
has been acquired the correct written form will usually follow.

If no attempt is made to force technique upon pupils befilre it is
needed, teachers will find their work better, the difficulties reduced
in number and easily classified. As difficulties arise and 'definite in-
struction is required, such instruction should be given in definite
lessons and repeated until the points are made perfectly clear and
right habits started.

John Locke expressed an important principle when he said, "What
you think it is necessary for children to do. settle in them by 'indis-
pensable practice." Imitation, practice, and habitnot rules, form-
ulas, and definitionsshould be in the mind of the teacher of Eng-
lish. " It is constant use and practice wider never-failing watch and
corrections that make good writers and speakers." By the above
means 'the English in any school may be made effective, and effective
English work in one school makes possible such.work in all schools.

GRAMMAR IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Grammar is too greatly emphasized in the Memphis schools.
Grammar looks to words and their classification. It has its place
in the high school and college but as a part of practical education.
such as is intended to be given in the elementary school it has but
little place. However, throughout the grades many facts regarding
the structure of language can be taught incidentally, but anything
approaching a systematic study of the generalizations Of grammar
should certainly be deferred to the upper grades at least.. The fol.,
lowing outline comprises all that the staff would recommend for the
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.
BUM prude:

1. landsof sentencesas to nee drill in construction of sentences.
2. Nounscommon, proper,

(a) Number.
(b) Gender.

8. PrononnsPersonaL Much drill for ear .training on ruch forms as
"It is I," " Itja he," " If I were you, I would go."

t Verbs---recosnise;ruse in sentences.
1486,0-20 0
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Sixth grade7Continaed.
5. Adjectivesrecognize; use in sentences ; use of articles a-an.
6. -Adverbsrecognize; use in ,sentences.
1. Distinguish between adjectives and adverbs.
8.-Prepositions and prepositional phrases.
9. Conjunctionsrecognize; illustrate.

10. Interjectionsrecognize; illustrate.
11. Expletivesrecognize; illustrate.

Severith grade:
L The noun.

(a) Definition or test.
(b) Classes common and proper; study of capitalization.
(c) Inflections or properties.

(1) Gendeldrill on correlatives in gender.
(2) Person.--drill In use of comma with first person.
(3) Numberdrill on formation of plurals.
(4) Casepoints to be emphasized. Case and case rein-

lation. Formation of possessives. Syntax.
2. The pronoun.

(a) Definition or test.
(b) Classification. e

(1) Personal--drile on declension and syntax. Use of compound
personal.

(2) Relative.
(3) Interrogative drill on expressions similar to, the following :

"To whom are you speaking?" " Whom did you see 't "
(4) Adjectivedrill on use of this, that, these, those.

3. Points for special study on the pronoun.
(a) Declension.
(b) Case and case relation..
(c) Syntax.

4. Clause's as to use.
(a) Adjectivethe relative pronoun; declension, case. and case rela-

tion to be taught in connection with the adjective clause.
b) Adverbial.
) Noun.

de:
St Sentences as to form.

(a) Simple.
(b) Compound.
(0) Complex.

2. Verbs as to useIntransitive, copulative, transitive.
3. Complements..

(a) Attribute, object, factitive.
(6) In connection with the complemenfs teach the case relation of

nouns and pronouns; also the use of adjectives with the attri-
bute and factitive.

4. indirect object (objective or dative case). Teach case and case rela-
tion to Indirect object

5. Study of prepositional phrase.
0. Participles qnd Infinitives.
7. Special study of uljective, adverb,rpteposition, conjunction, and inter.

jectIon.
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THE TEtiCHING OF SPELLING.
THE AYRES 81.81.1.,ING TEST.

In testing the spelling ability of the children of the Memphis
schools the Ayres
of 1,000 words
and books. The
as determined by
each grade,: each
which the grade
words, each grade
thousandsof child
'had averaged 73
Second Grade.
1. Nine.
2. Got.
3. Spring.
4. Stone.
5. Fall.
6. Put.
7. Monday.
8. Take.
9. Its.

10. Sold.

Sixth Grade.
1. Often.
2. Total.
3. Examination.
4. Niarriage.
5. Opinion.
6. Witness. I
7. Theater.
8. Supply.
9. Course.

10. Doubt

Spelling Scale was used. The scale is made up
ost commonly used in correspondence, business,
ords are arranged in groups in order of difficulty
tests given in _84 cities. Ten words wer6 given
't being selected from the group of words upon
verage for 84 cities was 73 per cent. In other
n Memphis was given. a spelling test upon which
en in the United States in corresponding grades
r cent. The tests used are as follows:
rd Grpde. Fourth. Grade. Fifth Grade.

1 Ca tch. 1. Eight 1. Sometimes.
2 Able, 2. Aboard. 2. Period.
3. Fell: 3. Restrain. 8. Firm
4. Soap. 4. Population. 4. Crowd.
5. Express. 5. Figure. 5. Itelative.
6. Table. 6. Everything. 6. Serve.
7. Road. 7. Farther. 7. Due.
8. Power. 8. Knew. 8. Ledge.
9. nother. 9. Fact. 9. Information.

10. hurch. 10. !Public. 10. Present.
Seventh Grade. EIghttroGrade.
1. Meant. 1. Organization.
2. Distinguish. 2. Emergency.
8. Assure. 3. Appreciate.
4. Probably. 4. Sincerity.
5.,Responsible. 5. Athletic.
6. Difficulty. 6. Extretne,
7. Develop.' 7. Practical.
8. Material. 8. Proceed.
9. Senate.- 9. Cordially.

10. Agreement. 10. Character.
*4

Results of spelling test in white schools.

Bch cap and grades. Hoye. Words.
correct.

Pet

pt.

Glib.
correct.

mot
correct.

pTuoptit. wTord2°Ial

oorreot
cvreft

correct.
.

Bruce School: .
a

Grade II 45 354 796 38 774 73.2 SO 628 78.0
Grade III 41 335 81.7 33 294 80.0 74 629 M.0
Grade IV 33 263 4.3 34 312 01.7 67 577 88.1
Grade V 66 463 84.1 66 564 80.7 120 1,027 85.0
Grids VI , 45 341 75.7 45 369 82.0 90 710 78.8
Grids VII 48 353 73.9 51 420 83.0 99 775 77.0

32 233 I 72.8 28 222 93.0 00 455 . 76.0Grade VIII

290
---,-

2.346 78.4 291 2, 466 84.0 500 4, all 81:3Total
Church Home:

==.... - 1===1111

Grade II 3 26 35.0 3 28 93.0 0 64 90.0
Grade III 3 20 IMO 8 76 93.0 10 96 96.0
Grads IV 1 8 80.0 10 90 la 0 11 98 80. 0
°HMV 3 42 84.0 6 42 84.0
Grade VI
Grade VII ...... ... - ..

..Grade VIII

Total 8 64 90.0 X 228 95.0 39 . 280 90.0
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Results of spelling tests in white schools- Continued.

Schools and grades. Boys. Wordscorrect. Percent
correct.

Olrls. Words
wired.

Per
correct

Totalppas.
Total
words

correct.
Percent

correct.

Gum mlnits.73chool:
Grade 11 43 321 74.6 33 222 67.3 76 543 71.4
Grade III 37 334 90.2 40 343 86.2 77 679 88.2
Grade IV 14 276 83.0 36 276 76.6 70 632 78.8
Grade V 32 221 69.0 40 306 76.5 72 527 73.2
Grade VI :3 182 79.1 38 331 87.0 61 . 513 81.0
Grade VIII 17 136 '80.0 26 218 83.0 43 354 82.0
Grade VIII 9 62 91.0 18 172 96.0 27 254 94.0

Total. 196 1,552 79.5 231 1, 1,870 80.9 426 3,422 83.3

Gordon School:
Grade II 21 172 82.0 18 160 89.0 39 332 84.0
Grade III 27 258 95.0 30 283 94.0 57 641 94.0
Grade IV 33 253 76.0 25 188 75.2 S8 441 76.0
Grade V 26 204 78.0 31 256 82.0 57 459 81.0
Grade VI ' 14 116 82.0 32 280 87.0 46 396 86.0
Grade VII 14 121 SO. 0 20 163 86.0 34 284 83.0
Grade VIII 9 67 74.0 17 137 81.0 26 204 760

Total 144 1,191 8277 173 1, 486 84.1 317 2,667 83.8

leGuthr4col:
---

0 I 46 335 70.2 45 371 82. 4 91 On 766
39 317* 81.3 38 278 73.1 77 696 77.0

Grsdo 33 223 68.0 .. 29 201 69.3 62 426 60.0
Grade 17 118 69.0 18 141 78.0 33 250 74.0
Grade VI 22 160 72.7 31 244 78.7 33 404 76.0
Grade VII 35 256 73.1 26 217 83.4 31 473. 77.0.
Orade VIII .. .... ..... . . . . ....

Total 182 1,402 72. 9 187 1, 452 77.6 379 2,864 75.3

A, B. Rill School:
Grade II 63 328 61.9 33 340 64.1 106 668 63.0

,Grade III 45 332 73.7 56 471 84.0 101 803 79.0
Grade IV 32 198 60. 9 56 381 68.0 88 579 65.6
Grade V 63 389 73.0 51 385 75.0 104' 774 74.3
Grade VI 32 203 63.0 37 274 74.0 69 477 69.0
Grade VII 21 124 59.0 38 252 66.0 50 376 63.7
Grade VIII 19 131 68.0 26 192 73.0 45 323 71.0

Total 253 1, 705 66. 8 317 2,295 72.0 672 4,000 70.0

Idle% Ild Sabra
Grade II . 36 267 74.3 36 322 84.7 74 589 79.5
Grade III 30 232 77.0 36 810 88.5 65 642 FM 4
Grade IV 24 179 74.5 26 187 71.9 50 368 73.2
Grade V 34 236 75.3 39 312 A0.0 73 568 77.8
Grade VI 46 334 74.7 37 301 81.3 83 615 76.1
Grade VII 28 217 77.5 42 310 73.8 70 627 . 75.2
Grade vm 29 226 76 0 26 217 -Kt. 5 55 443 815

Total 227 I, 711 75.8 243 1, 959 80.6 470 3, uro 78.1

Lauderdale School:
Grade II 49 413 84.0 54 480 83.7 105 893 A5.0
Grade III 37 325 S7.8 43 347 39P.3 130 722 90.0
Grade IV 48 987 76.5 44 347 77.9 92 714 77.6
Grade V 39 323 82.8 58 477 82.2 97 800 82.4
Grade VI 61 405 79.4 38 333 87.6 13 738 82.9
Grade VII' 32 241 75.3 66 460 81.8 V 601 79.4
Grade VIII 22 163 69.5 45 379 Si. 2 67 532 79.2

Total 278:. 2,227 80.1 330-- 2,865 84.4 617 5,090 82.4

Leath School: IP

Grade II 39 288 74.1 34 240 70.6 028 72.3
Grade III. 39 272 69.7 34 286 77.6

,73
73 638 73.7

Grade IV U 273 71.8 64 . 435 80.5 92 708 764
Grade V 32 233 32.9 27 203 76.1 59 466 79.0
Grade VI 28 223 80.8 30 237 79.0 68 462 79.6
Grade VU 17 129 76.0 SO 176 80.0 39 105 78.2
Grade VIII 12 97 SO. 5 .23 186 M. 8 85 283 83.8

Total 7375 1,647176T 224
..........................-

1,743'
==11.19=Sliaas

77.8 429
11101111====ameftseloapi

3,990 76.6

1
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Renal of spelling teats in White schools--ContInned.
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_

Schools and grader. Wordscomet
Per
oent

Cana.
Obis. Wordscorrect.

Per
Cent

correct.
Totalpupils.

Total
words

correct.

Per
cent

correct.

Leath Orphanage:
Grade II 3 20 96.0 2 15 75.0 6 44 88.0
Orade III 4 '85 90.0 2 19 95.0 6 54 00.0
Grade IV 1 3 90.0 7 66 83.0 8 64 80.0
Grade V
Grade VI 1 9 90.0 6 52 86.6 7 61 67.0
Grade VII 8 39 78.0 6 39 73.0
Grade VIII

Total 81 96.0 22 181 22.2 31 282 64.5---
Lenox School:

Orade 1I r 30 no 78.6 13 107 82.3 43 346 83.4
Grade Ill i. 22 180 82.0 18 151 83. 0 40 331 83.0
Grade IV 72 136 62.0 10 74 74.0 32 210 66.0
Grade V 13 80 60.0 14 121 83.0 27 201 -70.4
Grade VI 16 137 65.6 20 186 90.3 35 223 89.7
Grade VII 20 181 W. 5 21 186 88.6 41 367 89.5
Grade VIII p 64 58.2 21 154 73.3 32 218 68.1

Total. 134j 1,017 75.8 117 979 60.6 251 1,996 79.5

Madison Iletghts School:
Grade n 12 112 93.3 25 226 90.4 37 339 91.3
Grade III 58 291 99.1 21 197 81.8 54 488 90.8
Grade IV - 18 148 62.2 14 120 96.7 32 268 60.8
Grade V 21 167 79.5 16 129 90.0 37 - 295 60.0
Grade VI 27 123 43.5 22 107 49.0 49 230 47.0
Grade VII 20 145 72.5 21 174 82.3 41 819 77.6
Grade VU! 13 97 75.0 18 161 90.0 31 268 85.0

Total 144 1,083 75.2 137 1,113 89.2 281 2,196 78.1

Maury School:
Grade U . 35 273 79.0 40 340 86.0 75 613 81.7
Grade III 37 320 86.4 38 339 89.2 75
Grade IV 42 369 87.8 28 226 90.7 70 695 95. 0
Grade V 51 389 76.2 38 319 83.9 89 708 79.6
Grade VI 24 180 76.0 43 363 86.4 ea 543 82.1
Grade VII 32 . 250 79.1 34 285 83.8 66 635 81. 0
Grads VIII 19 146 75.0 27 215 79.0 46 361 78.0

Total 240 1,927 60. 2 247 2,0877 $4.8 487 4,014 C. 4

/drill School:
......./S=2= .91.17if

Grade n 44 337 79.6 32 231 72.2 76 668 74. 7
Grade III .39 308 78.9 30 263 87.6 69 671 82.7
Grads IV 42 356 94.8 '37 299 80.9 79 665 82.9
Grade V 30 262 79.3 31 272 87.7 67 554 82.7
Grade Vi 39 315 60 .7 31 247 79.7 70 662 80.2
Grade VII 22 179 81.3 82 182 79.1 45 361 80.2
Grads VIII 7 57 61.4 22 185 $4.0 29 242 Kt. 0

Total 229 1.834- - 60.0 .206 1, 679 81.5 4.1.3 3,613 80.7.
,711111111 =2

Poabody School:
Grade II 42 256 60, 9 41 279 69.0 83 535 84.4
Grade m 30 250 93. 3 30 267 99.0 60 617 86.1
Crvie IV 38 2.57 67.6 33 252 7.3 71 309 71.1
Cr. 20 150 76.0 34 226 66.1 54 875 69.4
0 29 196 67.6 35 275 78.6 64 471 73.6
Gnu e VII. 24 209 82 .0 20 155 77.5 44 364 82. 7
Grade VIII. 18 140 77.7 22 188 55.8 40 328 32.2

Total 201 1,458 72.5 216 1,641 76.3 416 8,099 74.6

Pope School:
Grads II 33 243 73.6 39 281 72.0 72 624 72.7
Grade M 46 395 86.8 32 284 86.7 73 679 *7.0
Grade IV 88 292 78.8 38 292 76.8 76 564 78.4
Grade V. 38 286 75.2 . 89 106 76.2 77 591 76.7
Grade VI 26 189 75.8 42 211 50,2 03 390 58.7
Grade VII 10 65 65.0 25 168 78.0 35 263 72.0
Grade VIII II 36 60.0 0 43 71.0 12 79 85.0

Total lid 1, 505 78.4 221 1, 604 72.6 418 3,109 73.5
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Results of spelling tests in white schools -- Continued.

Schools and grades.
I

Boys. correctWords Per
cent.

correct.
G iris. corr

Words
ect.

Per
cent

correct.
TotalIntl,

Tot al
words

correct

Per
cent

correct.

es -

Riverside School:
Grade II 54 401 74.2 40 283 70.7 94 684 72. 7
Grade III 54 442 81.8 -45 379 . 84.2 99 821 82.9
Grade IV 39 283 72.5 39 329 84.3 78 612 7s. 4
Grade V 46 358 77.8 52 421 80.9 98 779 79. 4
Grade VI. 22 191 86.6 06 218 8 48 409 85.2
Grade VII. 20 139 69.5 17 119 ",tOA) 37 258 69.5
Grade VIIL 12 92 76.6 16 122 6.2 28 214 76.4

Total 247 1,906 77,1 235 1,871 79.6 482 3,777 78.3
3.0=Zi.

Rozelle School:
Grade II 26 195 750 37 303 81.8 63 498 79.0
Grade III 21 191 91.0 24 203 84.5 45 394 87.5
Grade IV 33 246 74.5 32 247 77.1 65 493 75.8
Grade V 27 189 760 26 187 71.9 53 376 70.9
Grade VL 19 147 77.3 26 222 85.3 45 369 82.0
Grade VII. 23 182 79.1 29 219 85.8 52 481 82.9
Grade VIII. 17 136 80.0 20 170 85.0 37 306 86.4

Total 166 1,286 74.4 194 1,581 81.5 360 2,867 79.7-
Smith School:

Grade II 33 290 87.8 36 278 77.2 69 568 82.3
Grade III 12 100 Kt. 3 16 140 87.5 28 240 85.2
Grade IV 19 144 76.0 16 98 61.0 35 242 ' 69.0

. Grade V 38 295 77.6 33 273 at 7 71 468 80.0
Grade VI 29 233 SO. 3 32 347 77.1 61 480 78.7
Grade VII 11 81 74.0 16 122 76.0 27 203 75.0
Grade VIII 10 87 87.0 13 114 87.6 23 201 87.3

Total 152 1,230 809 162 1,272 78.5 314 2,502 70.1..=..=......
Snowden School:

Grade II' 26 230 89.0 29 229 92.0 55 RA 90.0
Grade III 19 177 93.0 19 182 96.0 88 359 94.4

33 305 94.0 204 94.5 54 509 94.0
Grade V 23 202 88.0 20 196 96.0 43 398 92.0
Grade VL 16 131 82.0 22 197 90.0 38 328 86.0
Grade VII 18 144 85.4 19 161 85.0 37 315 85.0
Grade VIII. 9 87 96.6 21 202 96.2 30 289' 96.3

Total 144 1,286 89.3 151 1, 371 90.8 295 2,657 90. 1
c ......-.....faa===. 1=2.1=====e - mtc--- ..-

St. Paul School:
Grad* II 21 133 63.3 30 273 91.0 51 406 70.6
Grade III 32 282 KO 22 188 82.0 54 470 .85.5
Grade IV 24 185 71.0 19 163 77.5 43 349 73.0
Grade V 28 194 88.0 15 115 76.6 43 309 71.8
Grade VI .. 18 127 70.5 30 230 76.6 48 357 74.3
Grade VII 14 111 79.2 21 176 83. 8 35 287 81. 5
Grade VIII 9 60 66.6 14 112 80.0 23 17'2 74.7

Total 146 1,093 74.8 151 1,257 83.2 297 2,350-- 79,1
1

Vocational High School: .

==.....

VIII..
Grade VII..... ......... 25 184 73.0 31 242 76. 0 I 56 426 75.0
Grade 279 44.0 56 421 73. 0 I 96 700 71.0

Taal 63 463 72.0 87 663 76.2 1521 1,126. 74. 1

Remits of spelling tests in colored schools.

Caldwell School: . .
.

Grade 11 19 172 90.0 14 135 960 31 307 93.0
Grade III 8 64 90.0 IS 135 90.0 21 189. 90.0
Grade IV 9 68 760 13 113 87.0 22 181 82.0
Grade V 5 48 97.0 17 161 96.0 . 23 209 96.0
Grade VI 6 56 93.0 6 60 100.0 12 116 07.0

Total 43 398 84.4 65 604 92.9 110 1, 002 91. 1

Carnes School:
Grade II 46 314 (3.9 43 378 '87.9 69 692 . 77.7
Grade III 28 243 Mk 7 45 407. 90.4 73 660 89.0
Grade IV 44 367 81.1 38 366 96.3 62 723 .88.1
Grade V 12 96 80.0 41 345 84.1 . 58 441 83.2
Grade VI 12 95 79.8 34 297 87.3' 46 392 85.2

Total 142 1,105 77.8 201 1,790 80.8 3113 2,898 84.4
11111.11.1=
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Results of spelling tests in colored schools--Continued.

Schools and grades. Boys Words
correct.

l'er
cent

correct.
Glrl Wcxdacorrect. Percent

correct.

Totalp,,,,n3-r
Total
words

correct
Percent

correct.

Charles Avenue School:
'18

--,--
Grade II .2 90.0 6 57 95.0 8 75 90.3

Grade MT 3 29 96.6 3 29 96.6 6 58 96.6
Grade IV 4 - 35 87.5 2 20 100.0 6 55 91.6
Grade V 6 40 80.0 6 SI 820 11 91 82.0
Grade VI 6 43 86.0 3 26 87.0 8 69 86.0

Total 19 165 86.8 20 183 91.5 39 348 89.2

. 7'' '.

G rant School:
Grade Il 26 222 85.3 35 319 91.1 61 541 88.7
Grade III 28 203 72.5 51 447 87.6 79 650 82.2

Grade LV 27 246 91.9 32 300 93.7 59 546 92.5
Grade V 18 60 33.3 29 180 66.2 47 240 51.0
G rade VI 5 36 52.0 13 84 64.0 18 110 61.0

Grade VII 14 102 72.8 42 814 74.7 56 416 74.3

Grade VW 7 40 59.1 31 136 76.1 38 276 72.6

Total 125 699 71.0 233 1.880 80. 6 358 2,779 77.6

Greenwood School:
Grade 114 33 289 88.0 29 256 88.0 62 54.5 88. 0

Grade Br 18 174 96.0 29 274 94.0 47 448 95.0
Grade IV 27 ' 231. 88.0 39 116 81.0 66 547 83.0
Grade V 27 306 76.0 23 182 79.0 50 388 78.0
Grade VI 8 58 73.0 18 133 ' 74.0 26 - '191 74.0
Grade VII 6 29 58.0 17 116 68.0 22 145 66.0

Total 1111 987 83.6 156 1,277 82.3 273 2,354 82.9

Klondike School:
.

Grade II 24 903 97.0 25 239 94.8 49 470 95.9

Grade III 11 91 82.7 20 172 86.0. 31 263 84.8
Grade IV 11 104. 94.5 18 165 91.7 29 269 92.7
Grade V 16 94 58.7 20 159 79.5 36 253 70.2
G rade VI 13 111 85.1 18 164 91.1 31 275 88.7

Total 75 ' 639 84.4 101 897 88.8 176 1, 530 86.9

Kortrecht Grammar School:
Grade II 48 355 73.9 51 386 75.6 99 741 74.8
Grade III. 22 208 94.5 45 405 90.0 67 613 91.4
Grade IV ..,; I9 108 56.8 47 322 68.5 66 430 66.1
Grade V 16 120 75.0 27 207 76.6 43 327 76.0
Grade VI 11 100 90.9 37 312 84.8 48 412 65.3
Grade VII 5 81 ao. a 6 50 83.3 11 81 73.0

Total 121 922 76.2 213 1.082 78.9 334 2, 604 77.9

Kortrecht High School:
Grade VII .

.
27 219 81.1 50 415 13.0 77 634 82.3

Grade VIII 30 272 90.6 60 575 95.3 90 847 94.1

Total 57 491 88.1 110 960 90.0 167 1,481 A& 6

La Rose School:
G rade II 46 351 itl. 3 71 586 82.5 117 937 80.0
Grade III 60 497 82.8 89 818 92.2 148 1,315 90.2
Grade IV 31 212 68.3 49 343 70.0 80 555 69.3
Grade V 36 256 71.1 46 338 73.0 82 592 72.1

Grade VI 21 142 67.6 41 219 53.4 62 361 58.2

Grade VII 9 62 70.0 22 163 76.0 31 225 74.0

Total 206 1, 520 74.8 317 2,485 77.8 520 3, 985 76.6

Porter School:. .1
Grade II , 32 266 83.0 56 471 84.0 88 737 83.3
Grade III 34 320 94.0 41 398 97.0 70 718 95.0
Grade IV 28 197 70.0 35 282 81.0 63 479 76.0

Grade V 11 67 60.9 18 108 80.0 29 173 00.3

Grade VI 8 67 83.7 18 163 90.8 26 230 88.4

()redo VII 6 39 65.0 18 137 76.1 24 176 73.3

Total 119 956 80.3 186 1,559 83.2 305 2,515 82.4

Virginia Avenue School:
Grade II 50 375 75.0 46 345 75.0 96 720 :5.0
Grade III 32 288 90.0

.

42 384 91.4 74 672 M.8
Grade IV 31 913 76.1 45 ,367 81.7 76 600 78.9

Grade V 24 147 61.2 42 269 64.1 66 416 63.0

Grade VI 17 119 70.0 87 279 75.4 64 898 73.7
Grade VII 4 23 57.5 9 82 91.1 IS 106 80.7

Total 158 1.185 75. 0 221 1, 726 78.1 I 379 2, 911 76.3
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPELLING TEST.

When the schools as wholes are considered, an examination of the
foregoing.tables. discloses the fact that all, including the colored
schools, passed the accepted standard of 73 per cent correct, except
the A. B. Hill and the Smith Schools, each of which received a grade
of 70 per cent. A number of the schools made an exceptionally fine
showing, notably the Bruce, Church Home, Cummings, Gordon,
Lauderdale, Maury. Merrill, and Snowden among the white schools,
and the Caldwell, Carnes, Charles Avenue, Greenwood, Klondike,
Kortrecht High, and Porter among the colored schools. These all
reached or exceeded a grade of 80 per cent correct, three of them,
the Church Home, the Snowden, and the Caldwell (colored), re-
ceiving the high grade of 90 per cent correct

As to the grades taken separately, but for each group of schools
(white and colored), it is seen that all passed the standard of 73
per cent correct except the fifth grade of the colored group, which
received a rank of 71 per cent.

In comparing the white and colored groups it is interesting to
note that, with the exception of the fifth grade and the seyenth
grade, the group of colored schools equaled or surpassed the record
made by the corresponding grades of the white group.

A comparison between the showing inaVe by the boys and that by
the girls of each group is interesting; 38,750 words were attempted
by the boys of .the white schools, with 29,904 spelled correctly; this
is a percentage right of 77.1; 41,760 words were attempted by the
girls of the white schools, with 33,637 .spelled correctly, 80.5 per
cent.

Similarly with the schools of the colored group the girls made
a better showing than did the boys, and it is to be noted that both.
the boys and girls of the colored group did better than those of
the white group; the boys getting a rating of '78.3 per cent correct
and thd girls 82.6 per cent correct.

The results obtained in the foregoing .test would seem to indi-
cate that more time and attention is being given to the study of
spelling thanis necessary, and that it would be the part of wisdom
to lessen cautiously the time devoted to this subject in order that
more time ban be. given to subjects' in which the showing made is
not so good. Fifteen minutes per day should be ample time in
which to master the relatively short list of words which investiga-i
tions have shown is sufficient for all practical purposes. But, of
course, this formal drill on spelling must be supplemented all along
the grade line by careful attention to all written work, for children
will grow careless if permitted.
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6. THE TEACHING OF OTHER SUBJECTS IN THE ELEMENTARY.
GRADES.

MUSIC.

It is difficult to see what place in the lives of children the music
in the Memphis schools fills. The quality of tone in the singing is
uniformly so strident and heavy that little of beauty is produced.
The rote songs sung in the lower grades are often poor in them-
selves, besides being sung poorly. On the side of expre,ssion one
is forced to recognize that Many priceless minutes that might be spent
in singing that would lift and cheer and unite the group are spent
in the-most joyless and unmusical. htudy of facts of musical nota-
tion. If these were facts about music that had lived gloriously in
the lives of the children as song they would tio.slive and inttyestin*
But they are made abstract, general; are applied to music that is not
born yet, but that in some vague, future day may be/discovered and
experienced, or to no music at allso great is the chasm betweeit
the musical theory taught and the music itself.

"Question and answer" forms of instruction arc found in the
music work as in other subjects. Often evidence abounded that the
effort in " music " had fallen to nothing but a barren memory exer-
cise, dealing with statements and definitions related at best to the
printed symbols of staff notation and often not understood by the
children even in this application. The examination questions in.
music, which fell under the observation of the survey members in
the elementary department, will bear. ample testimony to the ac-
curacy of this judgment.

A detailed discussion of the teaching of this important subject of
music will be found in Chapter. VIII of this report.

EIZMENTARY SCIENCE-NATURE STUDY. ,

Elementary science is practically a
phis schools. Physiology, taught in
est approach to the subject.' There
less under the head of nature study
but there is no well-defined course of s

Physiology in the fourth grade is
is not at all of the character of health
to be getting.

negative quantity in the Mem-
tie fourth grade, is the..near:
are occasional. topics more 6r
taught in the various grades,

ttidy.
purely a textbook matter and
instruction that children ought

The following examination, questions indicate ,tile nature of the
facts the child is expected to learn. An examination of the text
will reveal that, these questions were intended to call ,forth the
materislf the text regardless of its vain@ to the child:

1. What three things does physiology teach us?
2. (a) What is a muscle? (6). How, may your muscle be strengthened?
8. (a) Name Ave different kinds of foad and tell bne thing which is obtained

from each. (6) .Which is the most perfect food and why?
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4. Why is it harmful to eat too much or to eat between meals?
5. -(a) Why is ice water harmful? (0) What are the best drinks?
0. Give five rules for taking care of the teeth.
7. (a) Name the Juice in the stomach that aids digestion. (b) Name a,

Juice In the intestines.
8. Define tendons; narcotic; saliva; enamel; oesophagus.
9. Why do children's bones mend more easily than those of grown people?
10. Why is wine a dangerous drink?

1. Describe the heart.
2. How can you tell when an artery is 'ut?
3. How should we breathe and why?
4. What do the lungs do for the body? What is the effect of cigarette smoke

on the lungs?
5. Tell how the body gets rid of its poisons and waste.
6. Why should we have the windows open while we sleep?
7. (a) What is the nervous system? (b) Give the most important work

of each part of the nervous system.
8. Describe the eye and tell how It is protected.
9. Give reasons for bathing and keeping clean clothing next to the body. '
10. What causes teeth to decay? Hod may decay be prevented?

A large share of the above questions have no value or- interest
whatever. Why should a 10-year-old child know the names of the
juices of the intestines and stomach? What does he care about the
oesophagus? What can. he really understand about the nervous
system? Why should he be able to tell the uses of saliva? What
juice is mixed with the food ?" "Saliva." " How does it help us? "
"It changes starch into sugar." " What does the stomach do to the
food? " "It mixes.the food with gastric juices." " Where do we get
the bile? " " Where do we get the pancreatic juice?" Comment is
scarcely necessary.

We are suggesting that a course in elementary science and nature
study that will be very closely correlated with the other subjeCts of
instruction be organized for the lower intermediate grades. We
most earnestly recommend the introduction of such a coarse.

A detailed discussion Of the teaching of science will be found in
Chapter VIII of this report.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS.

Important as reading, writing, and arithmetic are, the vast ma-
jority of children will not spend their hours directly using them
after" they leave school,

It is impossible to have a well-balanced educational system with-
out introducing such phases of handwork as will enable the child to
express himself through doing and thus make definite what is often
vague and indefinite in his mind.

Industrial arts in the elementary school considers the problems
of selectiqn of materials and methods of construction more from the
standpoint of the user than the producer.

4
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The purpose of this course should be cultural, not utilitarian. It
should provide such information, develop Such habits and attitudes,
and cultivate. such appreciation as will make intelligent consumers
and citizens. .

,
,

The end sought is not skill alone, rather the development of the
child through the exercise of his natural and spontaneous self-
activity. The value of handwork, the industrial arts, in the grades,
lies in the realization of the following aims:

To supplement and make more accurate the other subjects of the
curriculum, through the construction of models to illustrate those
subjects: .

4 .
To bring school and home into closer harmony through the con-

struction of article's of real value in the home.
To arouse the child's interest in school work through problems,

enlisting both mind .and hands; concrete, and of value from the
child's point of view.

To bring the pupil into touch with the industries of the world,
through the study of °typical methods of manufacture and through
the actual transformation of rough materials into finished products.

To instill a taste and respect for manual labors and an apprecia-.

on of good workmanship and honest construction.
To- develop habits of accuracy, thoroughness, and skill.

ince this phase of school work is founded upon the development
of self-activity, the work should begin with those exercises that lire
most easy from the child's point of view and proceed to those more
difficult. During the first six grades the work may well be largely
the same for both boys and girls and without reference to future
vocations. The exercises should be grouped or graded according to
the age and ability of children to handle certain materials.

Every model constructed by the child should have a vital connee-
tion_with life. His home life, his school life or his life of sport.
Fe: example: Models useful to the child in his play. Suitable
problems may be selected for each grade from those fields of indus-
try which are of importance to all peoplee such as projects centering.
about food, shelter, clothing, utensils, fools, etc. Models can be made
for permanent school exhibits. Apparatus for simple ,experiments
in physics. Simple furniture'f7 the schoolroom, such as book-
stalls, for the teacher's desk, frames for pictures, pedestals for
plants, statuary, etc., hanging 9ffelves for books, magazine racks, etc.

The equipment for this wok in the first six grades need not be
elabori nor very expensive.

The co ! ,. ; feels that the Memphis school system should as
soon as III: r ble provide opportunities whereby hand or industrial
work of v iouit kinds, s trillful cooperation of brain and muscle
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every day may be possible for the children throughout the elemen-
tary grades.

To realize the great importance, th value, and we might safely
say the imperative need of the "Doing Side" in education, one
needs simply to pass from grade to grade throughout the elemen-
tary school and note the idle, uninterested children. This is due,
no doubt. to fatigue at the continual use of a pencil; the many over-
grown children; the physically defective and some foreign born
who are marking time largely 'waiting for "The Earliest Possible
Moment" when they may leave school and go to work.

The more numerous the avenues open to a human being to create,
to construct, to build, to make things, the greater the possibility of his
rendering efficient service in life, and the less likely is 'he to be "ca
square peg in a round hole." (See Ca,pter IX of this report for a
further discussion of this work.)

7. GENERAL ASPECTS OF INSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT.

THE. VISION OF THE TEACHING STAFF.

Memphis possesses a golden opportunity for the making of anj
ideal school system through the personnel of its teaching staff.
Courtesy, griciousifess, and refinement are in evidence on every
hand. One notes the wholesome and refining. influence as reflected
in the spirit and attitude of the pupils toward their school work.

An examination of the content of the work done and the methods '

of instruction pursued shows too frequently a lack of vision and
educational outlook. Most of the teaching, is done on the basis of
words, rather than on the basis of reality. The schools Move on
from day to day in a groove. We were impressed with the fact that
the teaching tends more tAlvard " memory storing" than toward
achieving power to act and react quickly in thought processes. The
textbook is the end and not the means to an end. Lessons are as-
signed from dayto day, as so many pages or thZ next chapter to be
studied, to the end that the children return the next day having
committed to memory the facts contained therein.

This type of school work indicates that the teacher has lost sight
of the fact that teaching is not mere learning and lesson hearing;
that knowledge as gained in memory training is not power; that-
teaching' is weak, if not pcAitively evil, which weakens the individual
power of children by the processes used in Communicating knowledge
to them.

Instruction in school cats best be judged by the activity of the
pupils; hence the observer °asks,. What. are these children doing?
Are'they setting up problems and projects of their own? Are they
pointed and forecful in their work? Are they selecting facts accord-
ing to values?* Do they exercise any initiative in their study etc.?

P e
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The answer to each of these questions is negative. It is memory
teaching only and often in the exact language of the text,, at least
the exception is so rare that it is almost a negligible quantity.

To instruct means to Throw the child into the adjustment of a
" problem situation," which is not the case in the following type of
work. For example, a portion of a lessOn assigned on the blackboard
was

Memphis is the trade center for western.Tennesseeand Kdntucky, Missis-
sippi, and-eastern Arkansas.

The farmers of these States send their cotton, frult,and vegetables to Mem-
phis to sell.

Memphis merchants sell to the farmers groceries, plows, wagons, furniture,
and clothing.

Memphis is a great market for cotton and lumber.
There many large lumber mills at Memphis, etc.

The recitation which followed the assignment was of the memory
1,3

Teacher. Memphis is a trade center for what section?
Child., Memphis is a trade center for western Tennessee and Kentucky, Mis-

sissippi, and eastern Arkansas.
Teacher. Where do the farmers send their cotton, fruit, and vegetables?
Child. The farmers send their cotton, fruit, and vegetables to Memphis to

sell.
'Teacher. For what is Memphis a great market?
Child. Memphis is a great brarket for cotton and lumber.

Each question asked by the teacher was responded to by the chil-
dren in " parrotlike fashion."

-These.important facts about Memphis should have been discovered
and could have easily been discovered by the children through their
own efforts. The teacher should have set. a problem for them ty
directing them to find out "W,hy. Memphis is a trade center and for
what area of country." Also to find Out "Whitt the important pro-,

ductions are and how they they are distributed." Problems set ,for
children utilize their instincts for investigating and collecting of
data and material. The te'acher's function is to aid the children in
sifting 'and ,4rganizing the data collected, whereby the'efacts gained
and knowledge required become vital and fixed. Children once sub-
jected tcr the problem type of work will no longer be satisfied with
having the teacher writt on the blackboard statements to be copied,
to be memorized athome and later recited verbatim.'

This type of teaching means constant study and investigation on
the part of the teacher; for, to be an efficient teachdr, one must be
a growing teacher. An element in the teaching staff, which is essen-
tial to an effective and efficient school system, is initiative and re-
sourcefulness. We recognize that it is impossible to preserve and
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cultivate the initiative of the teaching force, when teachers feel they
are to be measured by uniform tests and standards, the basis of which.
is shown in the child's ability to memorize and answer set questions -

in. order to pass uniform textbook examinations.
It was the exceptional classroom observed that showed any evi-

dence that the teacher alone, or the teacher 'and the children to-
gether, had made any effort to make the work concrete or relate it
to the children's own experiences in the home, school, and community.
As an illustration of this, in all the classes observed during centennial
week only one was making any use of the -centennial edition of the
local newspaperthe Commercial Appeal. This was a golden op-
portunity lost to enrich and vitalize the geography and history. The
edition of this paper might have been profitably used during the
reading period It was the situation which had created the infor-
mation cOntained in this piper. So instruction in every subject
should link up with life's situations in an interpretative way.

There seems to be little. or no incentive given to the children to'
investigate and question, in order that they may grasp things in
a meaningful and systematic way.

PREPARATION BY Tsacatas.

The tendency to neglect the preparation of topics that we have
taught many times in the past is universal. The tendency 'to neglect
preparation when there is textbook teaching is likewise very wide-
spread. .A course of study which is narrow and inflexibk tends
more than any other one cause to cutting down preparation Ar les-
sons which apparently are the same year after year.

Work in the elementary schools of Memphis is largely of the
straight textbook type. Outside work is very seldom brought in as
has been observed already in many places in the report. The teachers
take thl3 attitude that there; is no time for anything more than they
are nqw doing. Consequently there is very little incentive for care-

_ful preparation, preparation which goes beyond the text itself. It
should not be assumed that none of the teachers prepare carefully for
each day's work, seeking each day to add something to what has been
prepared for the same lesson in former years. It was our feelitig,
however, that in the intermediate and upper .grades, particularly,
the teachers of grammar, arithmetic, spelling, geography, and his-
,tory had made little or no preparation. for the day's work beyond
having well in mind the facts in the text. If there had been prepara-
tion, the facts discussed or recited in class ,did not indicate wide
divergence from the text itself.

Are the teachers so hindered by the course of 'study that the
motive for preparation is killed?
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TYPES OP QUESTIONS USED IN INSTRUCTION. .

In general, there are two broad types of questions, those which call
forth facts accumulated in memory, and 'those which 'call for the
exercise of thought in arriving at an answer. In school, questions are
asked, for the most part, because it is,supposed to be the thing to do.
In life outside the school questions are asked because some problem
needs answering. This latter situation should be the idetil sought for
in classroom procedure.

In Memphis during the month of observation we saw practically
nothing but a long list of questions being asked which were nothing
but memory questions. Thought was not in the least involved in .
getting the answer. Very frequently there was no connection be-
t ween the first question and the next. Memorized facts were desired
and frequently very unimportant facts. There is a definite place
for memory questions. There is also a place in school for thinking.
The chief reason for lack of interest in school wak is the failure by
t he teaeliers to introduce children to situations (questions) which
require thinking. It is our judgment that the teachers of Memphis
put an undue amount of emphasis upon memory rather than upon
thought work. .

.

The other side of the problem of questions is the response given
by the child. We direcf,the reader attention to the stenographic
lessons and point out the nature c,t the answers given by the children.

The answers nra brief, uninteresting, and inaccurate, frequently
only a " yes " or " no." Such answers tend to mental laziness and in-
exactitude. Why do children give such brief unsatisfactory replies!
First a great ninny of the questions are asked in such a way as to
permit of a " yes" or " no," or one word for an answer. l

Ii Is more closely associated with history, is that it?
We find anotheriange of mountains farther South, what.are. they?
Can you name a high peak there?
We haven't been so much concerned about Russia lately, have we?
We find It inclosing what little sea?
It is near what city?, .4.1

It was not so much the value of things themselves, was it?
It was the historical value, wasn't it?

Another reason that children give brief answers is that the fund
of information at the child's disposal is extremely meager.. Still
;mother reason is theichild's tendency to follow the line of least
resistance. The teacher-accepts \brief, incomplete answers, and the
child falls into the 'habit more or less consciously of offering just
enough to satisfy.: 1

A study of the Stenographic lessim will reveal a great many ques-
tions Whirl- are ,the answer desired put in question form, requiring

1!8667 ° -- 2O- -7

.
. ,

.
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nothing more, than a reforriiing of the sentence. The following.
examples will clarify this point. Such, questions are another cause
of brief and unthinking answers.

Name the largest prairie city that ships the most Meat and corn.
What would be especially inconvenient in building railroads?
What is it called where a river goes through?
I'sn't it warm or more like. our Southern States?
Most of these countries grow grain to live on, don't they?
But it does belong to England?

A great many'of the teachers' questions are very similar to Ian-
gauge-completion tests or puzzles where words have to be guessed
and filled into blanks. The following questions will indicate the
type. (Never use more than one word.) The words "where,"
"what," " who," "how " are blanks.

Finally goes out where?
Has the largest what?
They are between what?
For making what?
They have some peaks that are familiar ns what?
Most of the plains of Europe are where?
This point of land is what?

Repetition of answers by teachers is also a rather common fault of
the Memphis teachers. This is a waste of time,if nothing worse.

We wish to urge a very careful consideratifipon the part of teach-
ers of the whole matter of questions in the instruction. The ques-
tion, however, can not be separated from the more important ones
of course of study, organizations of lessons,' and training of children
to think and study.

HOME STUDY.

To watch the boys and girls pass out of a Memphis school at the
close of the day, each one carryinga book and usually an armful
of.books; including an arithmetic, a reader, speller, geography, his-
tory; pencil box, etc., one wonders why and mentally asks such
questions as these: 'illave these children failed in their day's work? "
"Have they no time for study in sehool? " "Are they expected to
work at books from early morning until evening? " " Have they no
time for play and home-work activities which will develop their
health, heads, hearts, and hands?"

Finally, one asks: "Have they home conditions suitable for quiet
study?" Upon investigation it is found-that very many, possibly
the majority cif the children, have not.

Then wh"t are the advantages or disadvantages ol'home study?
In those homes where the environment is conducive to quiet work and
where the parents have thirst and the interest in aid the children in
their work, one readily sees that an advantage would obtain in that
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it enables the parents to judge of the mental ability of their children,
also acquainting them with the development of the curriculum as
carried on in the school.

To the thoughtful observer the disadvantages seem numerous.

There is the temptation on 'the part of some to overitudy, there is
the temptation to get too much help, the temptation to cheat, the
formation of careless habits of study, the danger of memorizing .

merely words, the interference with outside cultural studies such
as music, and art, the lessening of the play tine and outdoor sports.

Last, but by no means least, the physical burden of carrying heavy
books to and from the home daily is a matter for parents to take
into serious consideration.
., The usual physical conditions under which a child studies at home,

at high tabitis and with poor artificial light, warps his body and
injures his eyesight. When the classroom work is propoly or-
ganized, grouping the children in classes according to their ability .
to progress, there should be ample time for the preparatiabn of the
next day's work in school, for while one group studies or prepares
an assigned task the other group recites. .

The amount of home work should be reduced to the minimum, and
should not be required at all before the fifth or sixth grade. It
should consist, mainly, in investigation in the field, at the library or
museum, of some project which is to be worked out in school the
next\day.

ECONOMY OP TIME.

There are two ways in which time may be saved in the schools:
To the teachers of Memphis we recommend a most serious considera-
tion on their part of this vital question. We heard on every hand,
" We haven't time to do that." Can it be really true that the ele-
mentary school course is overcrowded? The children receive no
instruction in nature study, no instruction in civics, no handwork
or drawing, of any considerable amount, and in some grades none
at all. Only a few schools have cooking and only a little time is
given to sewing, and there is no manual training. train-
ing receives only very slight attention. The subjects which are
taught are limited for the most part to the adopted texts.

Tliere ark many school systems which secure better resnits in the
subjects which are found in the Memphis schools, in addition to ,
having all the activities mentioned in the last paragraph. ,Can it
be possible then that the teachers in the oracles in Meniphis really
have not time to teach Other subjects or tcroffer richer content in the
subjects which are now in the course? ;

Our answer is that, if present methods of organization and selec-
tion of subject matter and present methOds of instruction are con-

,
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tinned, the teachers really will not have time for anymore than
they are doing.

in the first place, time can be saved by the elimination of all sub-
ject matter which has no value for the development of the child
and the furtherance of his needs, Many important topics are
crowded out because there " is no time" since much traditional mate-
rial is retained for no other reason than it was in the course of study
heretofore. Much of place geography, the third type of percentage
problems in many applications, difficult frill9tions, much of the.
denornint\te number work, a great deal of the problem material in
mensuration, a large part of the spelling lists, and formal grammar
could be dropped from the Memphis course with no loss 'to the
pupil and with a great gain in time. Many other items might be
mentioned.

A still greater loss of time is brought about by obsolete, ineffective,
wasteful teaching methods. If a teacher presents a topic to a class
ineffectively the entire time of the class is wasted regardless of how
hard the class and teacher may have worked. If children study a.
spelling lesson in the wrong way, time is lost. If short methods are
not employed in mathematics, time is lost. If interest and attention
are not secured by the methods employed, time is lost. We have
already pointed out, both in spelling and arithmetic, the enormous
waste of time in teaching methods.

Another cause for loss of time is a badly correlated course of
study. Unless one Subject supports and clarifies another; valuable
time and effort. go for naught. (We commend to the teachers of
Memphis Russell's Economy of Time in Education.) -

All of the above causes for waste of time are present in the Mem-
phis elementary schools to an alarming degree.

EXAMINAT10148. -

The examination system in Memphis is worthy of attention. Ex-
aminations in All major subjectsarithmetic, language and gram-
mar, history, physiology, and spellingare given each half year in
all grades, two to eight, inclusive. In the sewed and third grades
examinations are given, of course, for those subjects only which
occur in those grades. The reading examination is an oral one.
Composition is considered a minor and does not come during exam-
ination week. One week is given over to examinations each 'half
year. One examination is given dailyvarying in length, but in
the upper grades sometimes three,hours are allowed.

The month _preceding each examination week is devoted to a re-
view of the term's workliterally a cramming for the final week.
This review is in general of two'kinds: A review of the textbook
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material, or a review based upon examination questions of previous.

years. The teachers have sets of old examination questions, and
they give them out from day to day. The questions this year Were
made out by the superintendent, to whom the questions had been
recommended by a committee of.principals.

Every teacher says upon inquiry that there is no time for this or
time for that, because her children must be ready for examination.
The ability to master the text and the ability to ansher the exam-
ination questions seems to be the desired goal. The principals as a
whole believe in the examination system. " It gives the teacher a
definite aim to shoot at." " It keeps teachers from passing along
children who ought to be failed." "It nrialtts children study."
" Children will not work if they know. they have no final examina-
tions." These are some of the replies one gets from principals and
teachers when one inquires into the advantages of the examination

system.
It is our opinion that the examination system now in use in Mem-

phis is one of the great hindrances to really effective instruction.
Our objection is not to examinations as a general idea. Good ex-
aminations are of great value. Examinations which force children
to cram up on disconnected and unrelated facts, facts of little use
now or in the future, are a positive detrithent. During the last
month of school the surveyors in the elementary grades saw not
more than a dozen lessons in which new material, new facts, new
data were presented. We did. not hear 50 questions in the month's
time that called for real exercise of thought.

If there must 'be an examination, why. not have the review pre-'
ceding it based upon some organized plan? The review cited in
the stenographic lessons is typical of the major portion of the
month's work. To really review a subject, connections between re-
lated ideas ought to be stressed Do these lessons show any
coherence? Would a child organize his ideas on European geography
by such a review? If there must be an examination, why could, :t
not be prepared without the entire devotion of one month's time
to it? Could not new topics be used to review the important prin-
ciples or facts? After a careful study of these questions, what ones
could not have been answered just as well by a continuation of reg-
ular work as to stop all advance work and drill on such facts for
four weeks? k

We wish to ask these questions in conclusion: Is an examination
the best means for, getting children to work in $choOl I Does the
teacher really need examination to decide who shall be proMotedl
Do the present examinations keep 'the teacher from doing a More
interesting and vital type ot world 18, cramming really the beet
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metlipi) of preparing for an examination? In Chapter II of this
report a plan of promotion which eliminates the formai examination
is suggested and discussed.

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION.

There is no general supervision of instruction in the elementary
grad4s except that exercised by the superintendent.. The principals
of the schools supervise their teachers to a greater or less degree,
depending somewhat upon the amount of office work that the princi-

. pals have to attend to. Intensive supervision is received by very few
teachers. The great number of new teachers each year should dg
mand a large amount of time and thought upon the part of the
principal. .

We should like to make the following general suggestions regard-
ing the work of the principal as a supervisor, since practically every
principal asked that suggestions be offered as to how he could be
of greater help to his teachers.

It would be well for a principal, by the use of well-known edu-
cational tests, to determine as accurately as possible the exact status
of the results in his school with reference to the most important
Subjects. This should be done regularly at the first, the middle,
and the last of each year. Having done this, he should next, by
thorough visitation, determine the reasons for any unsatisfactory
results. Then, by consultations, teachers' meetings, and study, the
staff should determine means for correcting the deficiencies. It
would be well in some cases for the principal to take classes for the
teacher if it were necessary to mnake his meaning clear or to show
the teacher what in his judgment ought to be done. Teachers'
meetings which take up problems of instruction to determine the
best possible methods of teaching, with demonstration lessons as the
basis of discussion, are exceedingly inspiring to the teachers of a
school. It is also wise for a staff to call in outsiders of recog-
nized ability to work on special problems.

Supervision,,is not at all a one-sided affair. The teacher must
do her. share of the supervision by being open tp criticism, by pre-
paring her lessons every day with the idea of doing the work better
than ever before: The entire teaching staff ought to outline the
topics for the,year's work in advance, so as,to be able to modify
anal enrich the subject of each topic in the light of experience and
criticism. .

In addition to the supervision which the principals do or might
give, it is very necessary that there Asa general supervision of the
regular work for the elementary schooli to coordinate and direct
the work from the point ot view of the whole system. ,,The schools

: now dhow great 'need of this sort of 'supervision.4 It ought not to
necessary to give reasons here as to the value of good supervision.
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In addition to supervisors of the common subjects, there ought to
be supervisors of the special subjects which are so technical as to
demand a specialist. We are not referring to a supervisor whose
chief business is to rate teachers, but a supervisor who knows how to
teach, knows how to improve instruction, and who will initiate all
sorts of projects that will challenge the best the teachers have in
them. She should lead, not drive. This subject is discussed also
in Chapter II of this report.

THE TIME SCHEDULE.
.

-Waste in the proper utilization of a child's time in school is
inexcusable. No part of school work requires more careful plan-
ning than thd daily program. This-fact should be impressed upon
the teachers of all grades with great emphasis. It is an easy matter
to think of the program. as a mere mechanical contrivance, with no
thought back of it other than to get the subjects out of the way,
one after another, without reference to the ends to be gained. It
is important to impress upon the teachers of all grades that while
a program should be flexible, designed to suit the needs of growing
children and modified to suit those. needs, there must in the main
be a definite time schedule followed.

Every child should be actively occupied every moment of school-
time at something which -is interesting to him and which is truly
worth while. This is not true of the children in the Memphis

4hchobls at the present time, The sum total of time Wasted during
a school year would, we ttre confident, amount to hours during a
school yeardue to lack of proper .arrangement and balance of
studies, to 'mass teaching, lack of interest in work assigned, and to
the fact that many teachers check and mark papers during the time
allotted forrecitation.

The program of school exercises, the time schedule, should be
evaluated from several angles, considering first, the relative impor-
tance of the several, subjects therein to determine which are of the
greatest value in the life of the child. When this is done, spelling
and reading will not occupy_the same, period as they now do, with
the major amount of time being given to spelling. Second, the
amount of time per week and day which should be, given to each
subject according to its importance should be determined and, third,
the physical and mental conditiens under which the- child works
should be noted.

.

For an element school system which has practically no manual
activities, such Is rawing, 'Man* training, cooking, sewing, gar.
dening, and the r , the daily program is too long.. Nor Wit wise in
general to givb th 'same amount of time to every subject as is the

THE DAILY PROGRAM.'
.
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case in the upper grades. In some schools spelling receives as much
time per day as geography or history. The question of how much
time each subject ought to receive is one to which the administration
should give its immediate attention. (See section on time schedule.)

It should be the aim of those intrusted with the direct instruction
of the children to see and feel that every exercise of the school
should offer occasion for the child to put forth effort et that
will result in acquired knowledge and skill. Also that th is no
time for lawlessness and inattention. The program should be so
arranged as to afford variety for the children calling different ener-
gies into action at different periods. Drawing should not follow
writing; music and physical training should alternate with written
work; reading, arithmetic, geography, etc., with music and manual
work. A scientifically constructed program saves the time of the
teacher and that of the child through the effective work accom-
plished.

We offer the following schedule, now in force in Rochester, N. Y.,
as a suggestion for Memphis, to be modified, of course, to meet
different conditions.

Time schedule (Rochester, N. Y.).

Grades.

I 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII

19 O. It

.

4
...1

a 4 a
. Ji

b.

4
.IIa
a ca

At
a
a al

Al
8
a

4.1t as..5
°mime IXILICIIIZZI.
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2. Inspection

Club
needing
Language
Literature
Grammar
Arithmetic
Writing
8 g

811Y
History and civics
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Drawin

taininglIsnual

mi
Domestto artme

yslology and hygiene.
1J'hydas1 training.
Individual help
Nature study ,

Total
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1
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1
1
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1

1

4
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1

1
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.
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1
50

1

1
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I
1
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7
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,
.
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1
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1

,

....

....
o
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.ie
1
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75
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50
25
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...

75
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1

75
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75
75
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100
90

60

160
75

15

30
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50
15
15
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7

..,
...

7.

160
150

75

250
75
75

225
50
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25
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75
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15
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1

15
45
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...
...
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1

1
75
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75
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50
50
50
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15
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25

25
...
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150
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100
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75
75
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75

1
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50
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15
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.
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25
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.

...
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150
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e time schedule provides for half-day sessions In the Gist grade, &me groups in the morning and twogroups In the afternoon.
I Extra time is provided for student activities.
I Tits Reading fn Seventh and eighth grades is taught in connection with 'other subjects.

No time!' assigned 13 Nature Study 15 taught In connection with Language andOeography.

Morning. session 8.45-to11.45.
Afternoon session 1.15 M $.45.
The kindergarten and first grade will close work' in the morning at 11.80

ia,
.

the afteroonat LBO.

4.
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SPECIAL CLASSES.

Some of the schools in Memphis have special classes fot children
who are making up lost grades or who are trying to skip a grade,
or who are to do the work of a whole year in a half year. For
example, one teacher will have an eighth-grade special, in which.
some of the children are fliilures and.some are accelerates. They
arc taught together in the same clhsses/iii the, most of the subjects.
These classes are organized to take &are of indiVidual differences.
They are a step in the right difection, but they should be much
more numerous and better organized. The promotion system ought
to be so arranged that the able children could really take advantage
of and use their native ability. By means of intelligence tests and' '-
actual school results laggards also could be segregated or 'given
less work to do.

Except for slight administrative difficulties it might be well to
outline maximum and minimum courses for each grade and equalize
the differences in the class by giving each group,-selected on the
basis of ability, work corresponding t its power of accomplish-
ment. :The department of psychology bureau of educatiomil
Measurements which has been recommended ought to make a study
of this problem. , .

SCHOOL EXCURSIONS.

A drive over +Memphis boulevards and the famous Speedivay,
through the beautiful parks, including a visit to the zoo, impressed
us with the-Wonderful advantages for acquainting the children with
the kinds of trees, the variety of flora, and the songs of the 'dative
birds and their haunts through school-excursion work.

The zoo is a concrete gold mine of opportunities to acquaint the
children w.ith the animal life of foreign lands, and every geography
class in the city of Memphis should be given an opportunity for the"
study of its wonders. One' is -fairly faieinated with the curious Ide-
a animaN, birds, and reptiles as depicted there.

It a round of school visitations we came in touch with one class
that had visited the zoo the day before. While the faces brightened
when interest was shown because they had had this experience, it
was.evident that the real and educational value of a school excur-
sion had been lost somehow. ,In attempting to discuss the excursion,.

. with them they seemed to have gained little definite knowledge.
Here, as on many other occasions, when children were asked ques-
tions concernitig their work, they responded by asking, "What does
she want met say?" ro,When the ice was fairly broken, their delight
in having found an opportunity to just talk gave evidence that they
had much to 'tell. Had the work been-definitely planned-and ifr.;,
iinged for before going they iv (mid undoubtedly have had very
much more to. tell: .
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SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.

The man who is successful in business has a well-equipped office,
store, or factory. The thrifty and successful farmer has the neces-
sary tools and machinery to aid in the piroduction of g&d Crops and
their conservation. The well-ordered louse is supplied with those
essential materials necessary for human needs and comfort. Mem-
phis at every angle shows prosperity in its tt'ade and industry, due
to its having constantly sought for the Best equipment. The schools,
the workshops, filled with the choicest pi God's productsthe little
childrenire woefully barren of equipment. Those tools which are
essential to a full compre,hension end appreciation of the content of

. the subject matter As laid.down to be taught are lacking. Teachers
and children alike have a right to demand a certainequipment. The
schools are in need of maps,'globes, and supplementary textbooks.
both for the teacher's desk use'and for thp use of the children. Espe-
cially is this true in. geography and history. Every school should
have a good lantern with an Oundunce of well-chosen slides suited
to the work of different grades. Some one room in each building
should be supplied with dark curtsins, where there is no general as-

- sembly room, to be used on occasions by different classes. With a
small expenditure of money for mounting board cut to .a' uniform
size and a cabinet in which to file the pictures can be collected and
mounted for use in making all the school Subjects more concrete. The
tOtereoscope and stereograph are .also needful' ant helpful parts of
school equipment. .

Another important phase of equipment is a cork bulletin board in
every classroom, upon which can be displayed materials collected, so
that they may be observed, studied, and talked about by all the
children: Each school should be supplied with the various sets of
.weights and measures. For. example, the foot rule, yardstick, tape-
line, weights, liquid and dry measures, so that when these subjects
Are presented in the arithmetic period the children may hnve the ex- I

perience of actually 'measuring and thereb,N evolve' for themselves,
through doing, that "two pints equal one quart?" " eight quarts 'one
peck," and "four pecks one bushel." Every school should be pro-
vided with an aquarium for fish and a terrarium for animals and in-
sects, in order that nature specimens may be studied first hand. An ..

'equipment and environment conducive for .everytchild to give the
`fullest expression to his self-activity did created instincts is an abso-
lute'lute necessity. '

-. . -Many teachers in both:elementary and secondary schools complain
bitterly of the lack of supplenientur 'boas and illustrative material.
They have.nothing aside from the ooks and equipment prescribed-in
the course of study,: Thee is, h ever, a, wealth of material to be
had free of cost suchas will enrich the work in history, in geography; . t
in natural science, and the like. .;Itiis worth while to give an etample.,-
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The International Harvester Co., of Chicago, issues a neat booklet
entitled " The Story of Bread.s' The story is interesting and instruc-
tive, and will hold the attention of young and old, as the narrative
traces the history of the development of the breadstuffs industry.
The social and economic signifiCance of bread and the inventions'and

niachines that have made cereal raising the chief occupation are set
forth. The pen sketches are helpful. This suggests the possibilities
for teachers in other lines. Practically every transportation coninany
in the country-publishes maps of the United States or of local regions.
These.can be had free, as can the pamphlet above Mentioned. In
some instances a few. cents' postage is required: The foldea* and
special circulars issued by all railway and steamship co nies con-
tain excellent pictures of scenery. These picturekWhe cut out'and
pasted upon cheap manila cards, and classified, can be used in the
class to illustrate'all phases of geography' teaching.

Manufactu'rers,'tradesmen, publishers, development boards, and, in
one's own State payticularl the various boards of trade and cham-
bers of commerce issue pri ed matter, pictures, maps, etc. These

can be had, fOr the asking. Hardware, lumber, and paint concerns;
films dealing in decorative materials, fabrics and the like, frequently
have exhibits which trace the process of manufacture from the raw
Material through the various stages to the finished product. In this

ell'iridnstrial age suchrnaterial is of great vq.ue in the hands of a wise
leacher. A. tool catalogue with its many illustrations or a card hold-
ing the various hits of steel and sfiowing the pep. in the successive
processes of manufacturethese may open up a new world to the
boy or girl. The public is atways ready to cooperate with the school.

Members of the Memphis Rotary Club and of other local civic
bodies, representing various manuf uring interests; would, no
doubt, be glad of an opportunit cooperate with the teachers in
providing cabinets or cases, showing the process of manufacturing
which they represent. Every school should be on the mailing list for
Govdninent maps, charts, and bulletins of the agricultural and
geological survey departments.

DISCIPLINE.
6

. .

One of the most pleasing aspects of the school situation in 'Memphis.,
is the uniforMly 'splendid discipline throughout the school system.
The relationship of pupils and teachers is most 'cordial and Jays an
excellent foundation forgood work. All the members of .thep. Of \
noted the friendly interest manifested by the teachers in their'aill
dren and the, respectful reaction to this interest by the children.

Some of the schools 'still use corporal punishment rather freely.
but on the whole the practice is entirely out of fashion. The enly

...-
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feature of the discipline which seemed at all4ad was the rather too
frequent practice of sending children to the Principal for minor of-
tenses .or annoyances. Some other method ought to be devised for
handling this situation, since the present method only weakens the
teacher's control over the individuals concerned.

8. A SUMMARY' OF OBSERVATIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

1.. The co,rse of study does not meet the demands of modern educa-
tion in the best'sense of the word.

2. Slany important activities are omitted from the course, namely,
nature study, elemental), scierice, manual arts, including co3king,
sew;ng, drawing, manual training; the proper sort of physical train-
ing and school gardening. The child's environment as a basis'of a
chine cf study is totally ignored.

3. Many of the subjects now included in the curriculum are not
in touch with modern needs and -require reoranilation, eliminating
useless material and substituting that which is vital in the life of the
child.

4. The cour of study has no underlying principles or aims v. hich
control its pl .. It is now merely a mass of unrelated, traditional
pieces of kno edge' thrown together regardless of the controlling
ainfs of the eilu alive process. There is no distinction between essen-
tial and nonesse tial eleinekts in the course.

5. The method -of instruction are antiquated. The typical methods
are memorization and " questiok and answer " recitations.

6. The present ethods of instruction are wasteful of time and
energy to say noth'ng of the great distaste they arouse in the child's
mind for learning.

7. 'The arithmeti is poorly taught and poor results ar6btaitied.
8.- The music is devoted too much to study of musical notation

and not enough to g god singing.
9. The schools ar poorly equipped for good teaching, lacking

libraries, laboratorie , maps; charts, globes, manufacturers' exhiiits,
weights, measures, au torbutis, lantern slides, pictwes, and the like.

10. The schools sho need of helpful, constructive supervision.
11. The teachers n' d more academic and professional training

before appointment an' after appointment.
12. Many of the tea hers are. not qualified for the positions they

are now holding.
. 13. The . aid system is bad, hard alike on the teachers and aids.

14: Many -of the grin ipals are out of. touch with, modern elemdn-
hiry school practice. .

6.. The:principals in 11 cases are not go od school administrators.
it There are inadequ to facilities for play and recreation'
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17. No provision is made foi. first-hand knowledge such as would
be provided for by laboratories, gardens, excursions, etc.

The, teachers Are dissatisfied with salaries and with the gen-
eal policy of the school 'system.

19. Teachers waste time in school by making out reports.
20. There is too much home study.
21. Teachers do not always cooperate with their principals.
22. The geography instruction is lifeless on account of a poor

course of ssudy and lack of equipment.
23. The grammar phase of the English work is overemphasized

and is not approached inductively.
24. The reading is narrow in its scope and the children are back-

ward in comprehension of material read.
25. The spelling is good but at too great a cost of time and work.
26. The history is not closely enough tied up with present-day

problems.
27. The materialof the course of study should be based upon the

. _

social. intellectual, and physical environment.
28. The future course ought to include those activities that we hay

indicated as being omitted.
29. The course should be flexible enough to admit -new material,

as it proves its value for the child's growth.
30. Methods of instruction and courses of study should be so

modified as to permit the use of. projects and larger units of activity,
thus affording wider employment of the child's own interest and ac- I

tiities, placing thereby the e basis upon learning and growing
through doing rather than thr gh memorization.

. 31. Methods of teaching sh ild be founded upon the instincts and
nature of children.

32. All the teaching should &ploy the fundamental. principles of
self- activity of the children, concreteness, correlation, and appercep-
tion.

33. Teachers must learn teamwork.
34. Teachers should plan their work more carefully:
45. No teacher should have more than 35 children.
36. The principals should be trained for supervision and methods

of instruction in order that they may offer teachers real supervision,
by demonstration if nece.sary ; and also that each principal be re-
quired to teach a few hours regularly each week. .

37. Teachers should be encouraged to use their initiative and
creativeness.

38. Teachers' meetings should be held at regular intervals, with
definite program of work laid down for such meetings.
39. Excursions for instructional purposes ought. to.be organized

for evvy teacher three or four times yearly.
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40. The teacher's day peed not be longer than eight hours,, in-'
eluding preparation.

41, Children should be promoted according to their ability to pro-
gress.

42. A bureau of educational arch should be established to as-
sist in the supervision.a ing of instruction.

43. Kindergartens ought to be established.
44. The junior high schools ought to be established as soon as

pessible.
46. Physical training and health training ought to be thoroughly

reorganized. .
46. The manual arts, fine and industrial, ought to be developed to

a mush higher degree.
47. An elementary sciencedr, nature study course of study ought

to be organized for each of the eloknentary grades.
48. School museum's are a necessity.

*ft
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Cosntsrs.I. introduction Pupil groups that leave. school; failure and elimina-
tion. II. The high school curriculumsTheory of the curriculum ; new curriculums
recommended ; the Latin and modern,language sequence; the mathematics sequence;
the English sequence; the sequence of gavial studies; the natural science sequence; the
sequence of applied arts. III. High-0010el teachersDifficulty of measuring worth.
standard of 'qualifications; types of faulty technique. 1V.,Iligh-school adminifitra-
tionPrinciples of internal government ; organization of pupils; size of classes; organ-
ization of executive and teaching staffs; the library and librarian ; male teachers
needed; supervised study and the socialized recitation; student self-government; the
building and equipment. V. Summary of conclusions and recommendations.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The people 9f Memphis, through their board of education, maintain
and operate three high schools: The Central High School,, the Voca-
tional High School, and the Kortrecht High School for the colored
children. These schools through. their organized activities embody
what is being done, consciously or unconsciously, by the citizens of.
Memphis to accomplish two very definite civic and social purposes.

The first of these purpotil. s is to meet the needs, the legal require-
Tents.- and the educational policies of the State of Tennessee, so
far as these.apply to the city school districts, and to pupils who
have won promotion into the high schools from the elementary
grades. These legal requirements are expressed in theState statutes,
and are interpreted and administered for the most part through the
State department of public instruction, whose function it is to see
that t4. school laws are lived up to and the department's.adminiAtra-
tive policies carried out.

Every child in the State is a part of the State and ten actual or
potential citizen, and no matter- where he may dwell -within its
boundaries his proper maintenance, growth, and training are of direct
and deep concern tolthe safety, welfare, and prosperity of the State.

Hence the larger good of the State and the Nktien 'should have
an important place in the tho ht of the conamtunity concerning 66
education of its'children.

The second of the two ' pur ses aboie mentioned touches more
nearly the intimate coMrriunity life and growth of Memphis itself. .

This is to develop and train those childreil.who in a ver3v few years
are to becolne the leaders of Me ti his. The great bulk of fife' people
in every city who to-day are ma g it what it iswho are shaping'
its municipal policies, developing 4 connterce and its industries and

. diricting its team pint for social and ivic enterprises, such as public-
health protection, music; art, architecture.; city planning and beauti-
fication, parks, playgrounds, Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C.tk., churches, and,
charitable institutions are graduates or ea- students of its public
high schools. 4

a
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Hence a progressive school system, with good modern high schools,
based on thorough elementary schools, makes a progressive city.
This mist be true of Memphis ho less than of other cities. The
Pupils now in its highischools will determine its development 1Zi .and
20 years hence. If its high schools fulfill their complete measure of
responsibility, that development. will be marvelous. If either be-
cause of inadequate internal administration or because of improper
or incompetent or unwise external control they fail to function
effectively, Memphis will retrograde. This is a matter in which
every citizen of Memphis is Vitally concerned and should be deeply
and actively interested. .

'PUPIL GROUPS THAT LEAVE SCHOOL.

The high schools of the' city, in conjunction with the elementary
schools, constitute a selective agency which picks out from the chil:
dren between the ages of about 13 and 20 a limited body, small in
proportion to the whole number, and gives them courses in training.
of from a half year to four years' duration, accoKding to the length
of time they continue in attendance. Many of them drop out by
the way, and thereby cease their training so far as the high schools
are concerned in it. Any further training that these children may
possibly obtain is obtained in their employment or by other agencies,

, such as bUsiness colleges,,,Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A. classes, corm-
spOndence schools, or private reading and study. Undoubtedly a part
of those who drop gut do so because they are unable or unwilling to
profit 1, the kinds of training that the high schools are giving them.

Some of these must be lacking' in the capacity to profit by further
school training of any sort; but it may be that a' considerable num-
ber of them could profit by further training and can not now get in

- the high schools the particular kinds of training that they want and
could profit by., If the elementary schools and 'the high schools act-
ing in conjunction with ,them are functioning properly as selective
agencies, the former class should be disco'vered and eliminated after
completing the eighth or at niwt the ninth grride andithey should
not be turned out on the stretits, but should be trained for or directed
into the jobs where they can'dd the best for,tljemselves and the com-
munity. This class raises the question of vocational guidance, which
is discussed in detail in Chapter IX. On the other hand, if there are
many of the second elassthose wha could not profit by further train-
ing if among the courses provided thete were such as would meet
their needsthen the high who* are failing as selective' agencies
because they do not hOld these children, and are' failing as training

et encies because they do hot provide,the training that thiaclass of
Auth could, use., s

.This class raises the iiaestion of betteragurricolum organization,
which is discussed in this chapter. There is also a third .class of
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pupils who leave school, not because of either of the two conditions
just-mentioned, but because economic pressure compels them to go
to work to assist in the support of themselves and the family.- Un-
doubtedly many of these could profit by further training to the bene-
fit of both, themselves and the. community, and for such as these
especially many communities are providing night schools, part time
or cooperative vacational courses, and continuation schools.

CONNECTION BETWEEN FAILURE AND ELIMINATION.

There is a direct connection between failures and elimination.
Absences constitute the most potent'cause for failures, and failures
constitute the most .potent cause for leavisg schooL Again. both
absences and failures are largely caused by lack of interest-in the
work, In spite of sickness and other causes of necessary absence,
those who like the work and are successful with it when they-attend
manage for the most part to snake up the losses due to their absence
and meet. the requirements for promotion. Hence faihfres and elimi-
nationsccur most among those who are nof interested in their work
or who find it too hard. Tables showing the percentage failing in
the Central. High School are given in Chatter II.

A large percentage of failures in a given subject may mean one
or all of several thin&s:

1. The pupils are too immature or not Well prepared before enter-
ing class. , ,

2. The work does not.make vital appeal to them because they can
see no connection between it and. their aims and interests.

3. The teacher's requirements are foo. rigid and his marks are
too low.

The remedy for the first condition is more care in making pro-
motions to the high schools from the elementary grades. Not'many
pupils fire passed into the high sohool who are mentally too imrsa-
ture; but it is probable that many are . passed on from the eighth
grade who are not thoroughly pounded in the elementary work
and who have not learned how to study_there.

The only remedy for this 'condition consists in better teaching"
and more trttentioR to hoping every mil toa strict accountability'

for thorbugh studx.and tlie faithful performance of tasks in the
elementary. schools. If the elementary teachers are competent and'
not ovirburdened with too many pupils,if the classes are properly,
graded, if the supervisor is adequate, and if an efficient system of
testing the pupils is in use, there is no reason why every healthy
and mentally normal pupil should not be promoted to the high
school at the age of 14 or 15 years. If these 'normal pupils are
guided into the kinds of high-school work to which they ark adapted
by their interests and natusal aptitudes, very few of them should

14866 -20----43
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fail there. Pupils who are physically or mentally defyctive should
not en e high schools, but should be discovered earlier and set'
apart raining in special classes for the kinds of work they
can do:.

The remedy for the second cause of failures consists, first, in better
educational guidance for the pupils, in order that they may select
courses adapted to their interests, capacities, and needs, and, sec-
ondly, in better methods of choosing, organizing, and teaching the.
subject matter in the various high-schoOl studies.

The remedy for the third cause of failures is obvious. The teachers
who are too exacting 'should be made to use less seVerity, more in-
spiring methods, and better judgment.

Based upon studies made in the Central High School, the details
of which it is unnecessary to set forth, the following conclusions are
drawn:

1. A large proportion of the pupils are undecided as to their fu-
ture occupations. They have no present definite intentions as to
what sort of the world's work they are best fitted for arid really
want to do.

2. Therefore, the high schools can best serve these by giving, them
knowledge and experienee in rattler a 'wide range of the various
fields of thought and activity, allowing them to choose as their major
work such sequences of studies as lie nearest the interests that they
already have manifested.

3. The high schools should require of all the pupils certain studies
and activities such as history and civics, written and oral English
composition, English literature, experimental science, advanced
geography, and physical training, that are absolute essentials in the
training of intelligent citizens. These should appear as required
lines of work, up to certain minimum amounts in all high-school
curriculums, They are therefore termed aDints, because pupils
must pursue them. .

4. In order to prevent dissipation of effort and to hold 'each pupil
to continuous and persistent endeavor in some chosen lines of work,
there should be sequences of courses inka variety of different lines .
each involving three on four consecutive years of work. These are
therefore termed major sequences, or major groups.

5. In order at the same time to secure the principles set forth in
3 and 4 above as to constants and major sequences, and to afford
opportunities for groups of pupils haying different talents and ca-
pacities to get acquaintance with a wide enough variety of the va-
rious lines at training, each pupil should be required to pursue
major sequelies of three or four consecutive years of work in two
different lines, and minor sequences of two' consecutive years of
work in two other lines.
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These requirements insure both breadth and depth of training and
allow for some choice of elective studies in making up the number
of units required for graduation. In every case the constants will
be included within the major sequences, the minor sequences, or the
electives.

II. THE HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUMS.

-
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS.

Discussion of school studies involves the use of certain time-
saving- terms which, in order to insure clearness to the reader are
here defined. A course of study means an arrangement' of the facts,
laws and principles of a single subject placed for study and training
in the order and relations accorioling to which they are to be presented
to the group of pupils who are to learn them. The course bf study
may be arranged to be completed in a school year or half year with
required attendance in the class on five days per week, or fewer.,

A unit course of study, or more briefly, a unit is a course of study
in which the student attends five dais periods a week-, each of not

less than 40 minutes tkration (exclusive of time taken in going from
one class rhom to another), for one school year of not Iess than 36
weeks.. Defined in terms pf the time required in class attendance the
unit course of study consists in the pursuit of one subject for a total
net time., in the class room of 7,200 minutes, or 120 clock hours. For
work in shops and laboratories fore which no, time is required for
study outside the chissroiim a double laboratory or shop period is
counted as a sgle-class period. Graduation tredits or college
entrance credits of fractional arts of a,unit may be gain&i ih classes
running five days per week for a half year, or four or three or two
or one day per week for a whole year. Standard colleges do not give
credit in any subject of study for course of less than half a unit.

The program- of studies is a complete list of all the courses of
study offered in a school. These courses of4study may be grouped
into major or minor sequences.

A major sequence consists of drop or four consecutive unit courses
in a single subject or in closely related subjects.
.(A minor sequence consists of two consecutive units in a single
subject or in two closely related subjects. .

The constants consist of certain studies or sequences of studies
which are deemed necessary to the education of all pupils and
which therefore appear ih all curriculums as studies required for.
graduation. ,

A Curriculum is a ,systemithe arrangement of major end minor
sequences and single courses bf study, requiring three br usually
four years for its completion and fulfilling the requirements for the-
diploma or certificate 4 graduation from the school. In schools
organized on the 8-4 plan, as those of Memphiaare, the elementary
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curriculum is normally completed in eight years and each, of the
high-school curriculums in four years. In schools organized on the
6-34 or junior - senior high-school plan the elementary curriculum
normally required six years. the junior high-school curriculum three
years, and the senior high- school curriculums three years, respec-
tively, for their completion. Small Schools ordinarily can offer only
one or two curriculums, but large schools have, the great advantage
of being able to offer many, each of which is planned to meet the
needs of some important group of students.

The timetable of schedule of classes is a -chart which shows the
sections into which the classes of pupils are divided for recitations,
together with the times when they meet, the rooms where they meet,
and the teachers who instruct them.

THEORY OF THE CURRICULUM.

-According to the theory commonly held by educators and by
pepple generally until quite recently the curriculum coi4sted only
of subject matter to be learneciolargelS7 if not entirely from books.
Modern educrtiskal doctrine, howeer, has a much wider scope and
gives to the word curriculum a much More comprehensive meaning.

iEducation is now regarded as a process of conscious evolution in
which the human race takes itself in hand and raises its own level
of intelligence and welfare by passing on to the rising
the, essential and worthy achievements of the past and present.

The school program of studies, then, repreSents the selections from
the accumulated knowledge, skill, and achievements now possessed
by the race which its adult members intend to bequeatl their
children as ti social heritage, to be held and improved an passed
on in like manner to future generations.

Each study has its science and its art, its thedrip itepractice,
or its subject matter and its method. That fs, in each kind or
branch of knowledge or skill that is to be learned there are two
things. so to speak-, the materials and rules of the game and the
method of playing it successfully.' According to the modern view,
then, we must teach the method as well as the subject' matter
and teach 'them together; the pupils must learn not merely by
memorizing hilt by doing as well. He must learn the game by intel-
ligently self-directed practice under the guidance of- the. teacher,
Furthertnore, since children ,differ in their natural endAments,
inclinations, and aptitudes, they will not all do the game things
in life, so **the things in the program of studies will not be taught
to each. one. The pupils will fall naturally into certain groups,
and the aims of those in one group will differ considerably from
the aims of those in another group, while ,within each group the
aims of .its members will be somewhat alike. Hence. for each group
its Orsirable to select from the program of studies tillose studies
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whichagillmeet the needs of that group and form these studies into
a curriculum. There "will thus be several curriculums, one for
each important group of pupils, but each curriculum should contain
the studies and activities which it is important to-society that all
children should learn.

However, according to the modern view there are more things in
the curriculum than mere,knowledges and skills. There are certain
highly important habits of conduct that must be formed. There are
ideals and standards of thought and taste and of individual and civic
character which constitute the most cherished achievements' of the
ages, and these must be inculcated and become a part of each indi-
vidual's make-up, so far as this can be accomplished. So also the
world needs thinkers, and every individual needs to learn how to
think ; consequently every subject taught should give the pupil some
practice in thinking and some concepts as to the best methods of
thinking out problems and carrying out projects. Again, everyone
should learn about and enjoy some of the finer things of life, such
as literature, music, drawing, piolnting, sculpture, architecture, inte-
rior decoration landscape gardening, and the charm of the out of
doors. Some of these experiences he must have in order that he may
acquire tastes and appreciations for the things that refine and that
provide for recreation and the harmless enjoyment of leisure hours.
We Americans especially need to learn how to play -Out of doors.
We need to form habits of employing our leisure healthfully and
profitably. There wil4 be great social danger in the shortened hours
of labor that are surely coming unless we train our youth in beneficial
and refining habits of employing thelr leisure hours.

Finally we must have leadership, individual initiative, and devo-
tion to the ccamon goodthe will to serve. All these are part and
parcel of the curriculum in its mode fonception, and In every sub-
ject, that is tatighttlie tea* er s have- them in mind. The
following diagram shows h hese e ements 9f the modern curric-..oz
Uluni are related to one another, afid shows them in such form
that they may easily

the
kept in mind the studies and dispussions

of the curricula Of the Memphis high schools which follow.

'Information

THE CURRICULUM.
Useful Habits and Skills.
Practice in Thinking and

Concepts of Method.
Physical Training and

.Organized Play.:
Tastes and Appreciations.

Initiative.
Thle Will to Serve.

Ideals

_ _
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The above diagram shows that all these important elements of
the modern curriculum are related both to information and to ideals.
For example, the efficient formation of a fundamentally useful
habit, such as neatness and system in the. preparation of school
papers and notebooks must be based on information from the teacher
as to the right ways of arrangement and execution. Then, knowing
the tight way, the pupil fixes the habit by att,entive and purposeful
repetitions of the act. He must make the various moves in the right,
ways and in the approved order on every occasion that calls for the
act and must not permit any lapses until the act has become auto-
matic and requires no further thought or attention. Furthermore,
he will not do this unless he gets satisfaction out of the result. Hav-
ing fohned some habits of newness and system throligh the use of
the necessary information, and having gained further information
through experience and observation of the convenience and satin=
fIctory appearance of the product, the student gradually develops
appreciation, of neat and well-arranged papers and of efficient
methodetOreparing them. -With appreciation' of neat product and
efficient methods comes a taste for turning out that kind of product.
Also, under -skillful and earnest guidance and it 3piration from the
teacher, Who points out the beauties and advantages of neat and
orderly products in other fiids of work, an ideal of 'turning out neat
and tasteful products in all his other lines of -endeavor begins to take
hold of the student'and control his aims and efforts. Ideals con-
stitute the motive power that drives human beings toward accom-
plishment. Boys and girls, men and women, do in spite of obstacles
what they think and strongly feel is most worth while. They try

..to make conditions fit their ideals of what the conditions qught to
Furthermore, when they meet difficulties they have to think

their way out; and this requires both thinkingability Mid initiative.
So from this concrete example it becomes clear that habit formation
and the acquisition of skill Ire closely, related tli acquiring informs-
tion, developing tastes and appreciations, forming ideals, and think-
ing out problems.

,

In like manner every one of these elements .of the modern curricii-
bun is related by means of information and ideals to every other.
Therefore in teaching any subject or in guiding any of the pupils'
'activities, the teachers should recognize this relation and use such
methods of instruction as"will combine these elements within the ex-.
periences of the Pupils. Thxs, and thus only, shall' they gain both
the ability and .the will' to serve society, as well as to enjoy the
breadth and depth of rich individual life.

Is the principle of constants observed, so thateach pupil shall
secure the minimum training that is essential to all?
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Th receding chart Shows the curriculums of the Centrill High
School as they now stand. Reference to this and to the circular
of information that is placed in the. pupils' hands reveals the fact
that t ie constants are four units of English, one unit of American
histor and civics (in grade 12), where it should be, two units of
fpreign 'language, and two units of mathematics. The principle of
i!onstan is therefore observed, in theory; but in the opinion of the
surveyors the constants specified are not specified in the right
amounts. oo much English and too much mathematics are exacted
of some upils and not enough social studies; while foreign lan-
ffla certainly should not be forced upon all high-schoOl children.

According to e belief of many of the best authorities in educa -'
tic) two uni of nglish, two of social studies, and one each of
scien and athem les should be constants, required of all stu-
dents for graduation. One Of the units of social studies, assuredly
should be American hi-story and civics, and this should be taken in
the last year of the high school. The high-school students have
then reached the age whedthertake a strong and lively interest in
their personal relations- to citizenship and social cooperation for the
achievement of common purposes. Why one year.of scienceat the
very least should be insisted on will be explained in Chatter VII,
which deals especially with science instruction in the Memphis schools.

Is the principle of major and minor sequences observed, so that
persistence of effort and both depth and breadth of training are
secured for each pupil?

Again referring to the curricula, we see that the major ant minor
sequences are as follows:

Curriculums. Major sequences and numbers of units! Minor sequences and numbers of units,

Latin English, 4, Latin, 4; Mathematics, 3.. None.
History English, 4 Cory, 4; mathematics,3.. None.
t3clent ific English; 4 '0..nco, 4; mathematics, 4. None.

-Modern language. English, 4 modern language, 4; math.: None.

Commercial
malice, 3.

English, 3 Arithmetic and bootkeeping, 2; sten-
ography and typewriting, 2; modern
language, 2; social studies, 2.

Technical English, 4; drawing and shop,sk ;I Math-
ematics, 4.

Science, 2.

Rome economies English, 4; cooking, seeing, and mil- None,

Elective
linery, 4.

English, 4 None.

The Arabic numerals tell the number of years or units offered.
Machine shop. Schedule fertile fourth year cannot be given. There is no machine shop, which Ise pity.

From this comparative table it appears that four of the eight cu-
-riculums require three majors and ho minor; one requires-three
majors and one-minor; one requires one major and four minors; one
requires two majors and no minor, and one requires one major and,
no minor. a

Thus, as far aS the general sequirethents for graduation are con-
cerned, it is evident that the principle of requiring two major se:,
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quences and two minor sequences from every candidate for gradu-
ation is not uptIPM. The curriculum that most nearly approaches
the application of this principle is the "Technical," which requires
three major sequences and one minor sequence.

However, in each of the curricula it is possible for the student to
obtain from the elective studies certain rdiajor and minor sequence
so that this principle of depth and breadth of training might be en-

. foreed by a general gre:duatton requirement. The school is not now
making such a general requirement. In the Latin curriculum a

-,. student May ()feet a Major p iiinor sequence in either science or
-. history in the iii.gtRy-curriculu, a major or minor in Latin or in
' .11 modern language, or a minor in se ce. El the scientific curri-

culum' lie may elect a major oraa minor in history, in a modern
language or in I,eatin. In the technical curriculum minor electives
are offered ill. modem history and geography, in the home economics
curriculum a major or a minor in history or in a modern language
and ail minor iii art;. while in the commercial curriculum no addi-
tional major or minor sequences are obtainable, and in the elective
curriculum either majors or minors may be obtained in Latin, mod-
ern languages, mathematics, science' shop, home economics, com-
mercial work or art.

CURRICULUMS NOT WISELY PLANNED:

It is clear, therefore, that the program of studie§ is broad enough
and there are sufficient sequences of studies to make it "deep " enough,
so that any student may get two majors and two minors. Further-
more, according to the rules of choice announced by the school cir-
cular mentioned above, a major sequence in English and minors in
mathematics and in a foreign language, together with one 'year of
history and one-of science, must be included by every student among
the 32 half units to be completed for graduation. Yet even with
these specifications of Constants the curriculums in many details use
not wisely planned. In the first place, the requirement of constants
just stated can not be fully met by pupils in the commerciarcurricu-
lum without going outside this curriculum for the one ye constant
of science and without crowding the electives out of the ear.
In the second place, in many cases tle sequences of stud' e'not
well and consistently arranged and the constants are, not wisely
chosen. Thirdly, the curriculums and' the sequences of studies.settm
to be arranged with the idea most prominently in mina of giving the -

Nkpupil a very wide and free choice of studies that he may fancy to
pursue. or choose to avoid. These curriculums do not appear to be
planned with the ;az.. of nfen,;r1,. Ish.r ...s. 1,,,i. n ..si,,,, ,.., .. .........A:.4.....4..
N offering w v
and purposeful program of training for the kind of work th' at he or
she is naturally fitted' fol. and wants to do in the living working
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world. Nor do the schools have And carry out an efficient plan of
educational and vocational guida0e that would help the pupils to
discover their capacities and aptitudes and .give them the informa-
tion about The studies of the high-sOhool program that would enable
each to choose the curriculum that phould give him or her the best
training for present needs and futtOe career. Fourthly, and final;y,
in effect, the curricula practically (though not nominally) allow the
pupils almost unlimited liberty in chbosing studies.

This liberty of elections makes it weedingly difficult to construct
a time-table that will work, especially when there are many pupils
who fail and become " repeaters " in one or more subjects or turn to
some other subject that has gained an if easy" reputation.

Furthermore, large liberty of election is not .good,for pupils of
high - school age.. They do not know enough and can not know enough
to choose wisely among such an array Of studies. Neither are their
parents nor even Many of their teachdrs well enough versed in the
philosophy and science of education and the details of the variou:,
lines of training to guide them through 'such a labyrinth, of mysteries.
The free-election system is being abandoned in the colleges. As
suredly, then, it,has no place in the high schools.

NEW CURRICULUMS RECOMMENDED.

The members of, the survey commission therefore, have reached -the
conclusion that it would be advisable to s4gest for the CentriirlIigh
School a group of curriculums definitely planned to meet the needs;
of each of the several groups 'kV. which the pupils attending that
school would naturally fall when classified according to the data
which the commission has obtained concerning the needs and prob-
able aims of the children themselves and concerning the needs and
actiities of the community of Memphis and its tributary territory.

These classes into which the pupils seem naturally to fall [tit as
follows: <,

1. Those who intend to continue their general education in colleges
of arts. For these an "Arts preparatory eurrichlup " has been
planned which will fit them for any college of arts, philosophy, and
science; in other Words, any college of the usual sort.

2. Those who intend to. enter colleges of engineering, medieing,
agricultnre;br commerce and journalithn for specific higher training
in the professmni in which much knowledge of the sciences and of
mathematics is nece..ksary. For these the "Science Preparatory Cur
iiculu.m" is offered, which will fit them for such colleges and pro-.
lessiond schools. 4.

3. Those who on gt4iduation from the high school will go directly
into business and commercial lines. For these the "Commercial Cur-,
rieulum" has been planned. e This will give them both breadth and

e
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depth of education for citizenship as well us specific,preparation for
starting-a business career in a store or office or warehouse.

4. Those who will go directly ipto the industries or manufacturing
lines. where knowledge of shop work and science are essential to
success, and who expect, to wprk up through shop experience into
positions of responsibility in the manaOment of such businesses.
For these the " Industrial Curriculum " has been outlined.

5. Those girls who do not intend to go to college,nor into business,
but whose main infuests center in the home. For these, " Home
Ecomonics Curriculum" has been planned: This will afford a good

,cultural ,training for the woman citizen, as well asspecific training
in the science and art of home making.

6. Those whose main interest is in music. For these the "Music
Curriculum" offers a central core of musical studies witrithe&other
studies that are basic for both general culture and social and ciYicy _

activity, together with a line of elective studies to be ctioaen from
among those offered in other curriculums. 4

7. Those whose main interest is in art, For these the "Art Cur-
riculum" is offered, with a core of art studies and with other studies
essential to a'fine type of social and civic life. Here also ),he girl or
boy may choose one elective study in each of the first three years and
two in the fourth.

The arta preparatory eurrieutum.s

Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eletenth.
il.

V Tweldh.

Foreign language
English

Mathemallas

Natural science,

flocial studio%

Physical training

I l
I .;

I ..,

Civic blot
or i

\
Civics jo.

I

II
II

II

GeneralGeneral. grography
. or

Ancient and atedi-
eve history.

11 ,

III
Ili
or

III
or

Physlat

Modern hlpory

III

IV
IV

Chemisto.or math-
entatics or physics
III.

Ameriwn history
'and Civics.

IV

For stutents who Intend to enter colleges of arts!

Music or at or both kitty be elected for three periods per week.
This curriculum provides sequences of four years in Latin or a

modern foreign langual: (French or Spanish), four in English,
three in mathematics, f our in natural science and four in social
studios; but since there ar 20 units represente0 (five for each year)*
they can not all be tal4 y any one student.. Most schools require

.16 snits for graduation, the Memphis Central High School does,
and most of the colleges a uire 15 for full eentrance credit. Hence
there must be options alto ng the omission of four of the 20 units.
Thus in the first year there is indicated an option between civic bi-
ology and community civics and in the second year between genefal
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geography,-and ancient and medieval history. In the third year
any student may choose either third year English, third year mathe-
matics, or physics; and in the fourth year he may study chemistry,
or he may substitute for it either physics or third-year mathematics
if he has omitted either of. these in the third year and still wants
to get it, rather than chemistry. Since the maximum requirements
of practically all of the arts colleges for both men and women are
satisfied by four years of Latilt or a modern language, four of Eng-
lish, two or three of mathematics, two or three ofsocial studies and

'one of sciencewith a tete' of not fewer than 15 units, it is clear .

that by exercising the 'Proper options in this curriculurp of 10
units the student may prepare himself to ;fleet the requirements
of any arts in college in the country, provided that .the content of
the courses and the methods of teaching them are satisfactory.
Furthermore, this curriculum as well as each of the others presented
here, fulfills the requirements of the constants and major and minor
sequences, which we already have explained, and laid down as a
basic principle. ,

According .to the recommendation of the survey, the reasons for
which are fully discussed in Chapter X, on Health Work in the
Memphis Schools, this curriculum in common with the others re-
quires each stta to 'carry five periods per week, each year. in
physical training. This makes the daily program of the student

c,look like a heavy one; but it shoul be remembered that a certain
amount of physical exercise Eind pla is necessary for everyone in
order to maintain health and build a good body. Provision is also
made for crediting against this requirement exercise taken in other
ways, and outsidethe scheduled hours. It is claimed hy hygienic
authorities that, students do more and better work in their studies
with this regular physical exercise than they do without it; and
it, of course, requires no stucly or preparation outside the scheduled
period/.

In' addition to the regular four unit courses per year and the
physical training, it is provided that tee,student may take work in
music or art up to three periods per week. This work is to re-
quire n6 study outside the classroom.

The science preparatory euretetaten.

Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh.
-

Teaellth.

Fort*: li lantolier.
Mathematics

Whitt.M.1 lei

Naturalsoltaie.
Ilipileil tralolni

I
I
I

Civics
or

Mb Malley.. ' . '
I
a -4.

n
II
I/

Modern history.

General heannsplig.

tn
III

American history

PhysicsIII
-

IV

IV
Problems of It

mocmoy.
CbesnlstN.
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Music or art or mechanical drawing and shop work may be elected
Up to 3 additional periods per week.

This curriculum is less flexible than the preceding, having only one
optionthat between civic biology and community civics. It, how-
ever, meets the requirements of standard colleges of engineering,
technical- schools and premedical courses, and also gives a good all:
around training for boys who like science and mathematics.

The commercial curriculum.

I Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh. Twelfth.

Dressing and shop- I, 1.1, or III 11,111, or IV,, ark. or orMusic or art .. . . I II
' or orLanguage English compost-

too. spelling,
punctuation, lit-

English composi-
lion, rhetoric, ilt
erature 11.

Eoreigmlanguage I,
or English corn-
position and lit-

icrelimlanguageII,
or English com po-
aftiOn and Mere-erat u re 1. erature III,

OF
Lure IV,

orNatural science Civic biology
or

deneral geography. Physics Chemistry, agrieni-
Lure, or botany,
and forestry.Social studies ..... Civics Modern history._ American history. Problems of de-
mocracy.

Itiathematical stud-
bas.

Commercial aritlk
'meth, and book-
keeping.

Bookkeeping and
office practice.

Costs and contracts,
salesmanshipand
advertising

Auditing, banking,
and finance, in-
surance and In-
vestments.

Commercial studies Stenography ana Stenography and Office and fa Cory Elements of motto-typewriting. types riling. m enactment, per-
sonnet work. ale-

mics IV.
,

mentary business
law.

Physics! training.. I 11 III 1V

Music or art or mechanical drawing and shop wok may be elected
in the first and second years up to 3 periods per week; also in the
third and fourth years if full courses in either of these subjects are
not chosen as indicated above.

This curriculum makes P very strong course of preparation for
any boy or girl wishing to start in a store or office and work up into
a bite ness career. It requires the studies most essential for business
and citizenship; and it provides by options in the. third and fourth
year for either a good training in the sciences that underlie the
business activities of Memphis and its vicinity, or for two years of
additional study of English composition and literature, or two years
of foreign language or of shop work and drawing or of art or
music. Hence an abundance of both vocational and cultural train-
ing is provided by it. The students who choose this curriculum are
not hampEred by being compelled to take a foreign language or
college preparatozy algebra and geometry, but take instead studies
that are just as lood for intellectual development if well taught.
However, if they strongly wish to do so they may choose these
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studies instead of the scientific ones, and still have the essentials .

of a good commercial training.
Another strong point in the make-up of this curriculum consists

in theefact that.the first half of it affords for those who can stay
but two years in high school an excellent short business curriculum,
containing AB essentials for citizenship and for preparation for work
in an office or store: Therefore it would be advisable to grant a
certificate of proficiency to such pupils as shall have satisfactorily
completed these first twIlyears and must then leave school. In
every school there are many such, and their needs should be pro-
vided for by just such a short course of training.

Another great advantage of this curriculum is that many pupils
will be held in high school by it wig, would otherwise drop out: for
many will enter a two years' course who would not enter at all if
they must spend four years in getting what they want. A good
share of these also, having stayed two years and succeeded in the
'work because it was the kind of work they wanted to do, would by
that time appreciate the great value to them of further training;,
and these would remain and graduate in the four-year curriculum.
Thus they would train themselves for ultimately rising to mana-
gerial or secretarial positions instead of remaining as under clerks
or petty sales people.

The industrial curriculum.

Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh.
.....

Twelfth.

Drawing and art.

Language

Mathematics

Social studies

Natural schuss

Industrial practice

Physical training.

English compost-
tion, spelling,
punctuation, lit-
erature.

Algebra (5), or al-
gebra (2), geom.
etry (2), graphs,
and geometrical
construction.

Civics
OT

Civic biology

Mechanical draw-
and wood-

work.

.

I

English compost-
tion, rhetoric,
literature

Plane and solid
geometry (2), or
algebra (2),geom-
etry (2), graphs
and geometrical
constructions (1).

Modern history....

General geography.

Drawing and cabl-
netmaking, wood
turning and pat-
tern making
bench-metal work
or sheet-metal
work.

Freehand drawing,
color and design
I,

or \
Foreign language I,

or English corn-
position and lit-
erature III,

or
Advanced algebra,

trigonometry,and
elementary coor-
dinate geometry.

-
American history ..

Physics

Forge work form-
dry practice, or
drawing aad ma-
chine shop.

III

Freehand drawing,
color and design
II, or perspective
and projection 11,

or
Foreign language 11,

or English corn-
position and lit-
erature IV.

or

Problems of de-
mocrscy.

Chemistry.

Machine drawing
and machine shop.

IV.

Art or music may be taken each year as an additional part-unit
eleCtive up to three periods per week, excepting art in the third .or
fourth year, when full unit art courses are chosen as electives.

15 4
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This curriculum in its main feature's is similar to the commercial,
excepting that the course consists of drawing, shopwork, science, and
mathematics instead of commercial studies. It has the same ad-
vantages for the boys who are mechanically and scientifically in-
clined that the commercial has for those who are commercially in-
clined.

The home economies eqrrietaum.

(See also course outlined In Chapter IX.)

Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh. Twelfth.

Art Drawing ,color and Drawing color and Drawing,color, and Drawing, color, and
design I. Idesign I. cc.tume design interior decoration

English Composition, spel- Composition, rhet-

III,
CompTaition, lit-

IV,

Composition, Mere.
ling,puncettatIon,
literature I.

oric,litereture II. eralure, history
of literature III,

Or

tuns, history of
literature IV, or
economics IV.

Social studies Cbilcs
or

Modern history .... American history Problems of d @-
raccracy.

Natural science Civic biology General geography. Ilausehold physics
End cherstry,

Dietetics, care and
feeding of chill.
dren firstaid, and
nursing.

Home eoonomics... Foods and cooking Foods,cooking,and Dressmaking and Ilothehold manage.
(3a I, textiles and sewing (2), tex- millinery III. mant, housewifery
sewing (2). tiles and sewing

(3) II.
bvdgets and so!
counts, laundry
IV.

Physical training... I lif II III IV.

Music may be taken each year its an elective fractional unit up to
three periods per week. Two, three, or fpur units of Latin or a mod-
ern language, or one, two, three. or four full units of music, or one,
two, or three units of mathematics may be elected instead of art, if
with the formal approval of the principal.

This curriculum is intended for girls who can not go to college
or do not wish to go, but who want as good an education for all-
around development with special reference to social. civic, and home
activities, as they can get in high school. The home economics cur-
riculum, will give them this; and, at the same time, it frees them from
the incubus of foreign language and college preparatory mathe-
matics requirements. It also lets them out of two of the four units
of formal English that are usually required; and in place of thefour
years of foreign language, the two or three years of mathematics, and
two of the four years formal study of English it gives them science,
history, home economics, and art, with options in sociology and-
economics. All of these things are far more essential to the modern
woman than foreign languages and formal mathematics. These last,
however, or full units in music, may be elected instead of art by
those who have definite and valid reasons 'for preferring them, and
who secure the formal approvtil of the principal. This curriculum
seems to violate the principle of constants in that the constant of

.

to
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one unit of mathematics,does appear in it. However, there is in
it opportunity for equivalent mathematical practice, since arithmetic
is in constant.use in connection with the study of foods, of household
physics and chemistry, and of dietetics. Hence, the mathematical
side of mental development is not neglected. To some again it may
seem unwise to let girls off with only two years of formal English;
but if good English be required in all recitations, notes, and reports
in connection with the required subjects, and if it taste for good read-
ing has been formed by the end of the second year, as it should be,
there will be little real loss to her literary culture if the girl does
not elect the last two years of formal English. A more thorough
knowledge of art or music, or thorough courses in sociology and
economics, should add more to her thinking ability and culture than
two years practice in the vivisection of literary classics of a by-gone
time.

The music curriculum.

Grade. Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh. 1 Twelfth.

Music
,e, " I II 111 IV

English I H
Social studies Civics

or
Modern history .... American history.. Problems of de

mousey.
Naturalselonce... Civic biology 'General geography. Household physics

and chemistry,
or physics I II.4

Ch ,. f istry IV or
physics III.

,,
or

Electives French I ' F-ench 1 1 or I French!!!!!, or I. French 1V41, II,
or I.

Spanish I Spanish II or I SpanishIll, I I , orl. Spanish I'W1, 11,
or I.

home economics!. Homecconomicsil
or 1.

Home economics
III, II, or I.

HomeceonottlicsIV,
111, II, or I.

Mathematics! Mathematics III,
11, on I.

Mathematics III,
II, or I.

mathematics 111, 11,
or 1.

Shop work Shop work II or I.. Shop work 111, II,
or I.

Shop work IV, III,
II, or 1.

Art 1 Art 11 or I . Art III, II, or I Art IV,111,11, or I.
History of musiell. 111.stouoimusic11. History of music 11.

Sue lotOgy III Econornics1V.
Sociology III.

English III.. ... English III or IV.
0 unit.) (I unit.) (1 unit.) (2 units.)

Physical training... I 11 III IV

Choice of optional or -elective studies must provide for a major
sequence of three consecutive units in one other subject besides
music. A'.fractional unit of art may be elected in addition 'to the
itur full units of each year, excepting when a full unit of art work
is elected.

The music curriculum, like the home economics curriculum, does
not require the student to study any foreign language, any formal
or college preparatory mathematics or more than tWo years of
formal English; yet she may obtain by election a. major or a minor
sequence in any of these if she desires, for good reasons, to do so.
This curriculum is expected to appeal strongly to a considerable
body of girls; but it also provides' for boys whose principal gifts
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and interests incline therri toward a musical career. It allows. a
larger freedom of election than the preceding curriculums, but it
safeguards the fundamental principles of curriculum making that

t we have previously laid down, and to which we have frequentl
referred. This curriculum will fit the student to enter any standA
and conservatory of music provided 'the student chooses among the
optional studies and electives so as to meet the minimum entrance
requirements of the particular school which she (or he) desires to
enter. (For a further discussion of music in the high schools see
Chapter VIII.)

The art curvicultim, which follows, is similar in intent and pur-
pose, as well as in make-up and arrangement, to the music curricu-
lum. It provides for the interests and needs of both boys and girls
whose primary talents and capacities be within the field of art. It
provides by proper choice of optional and elective studies for en-
trance into standardAfkools of art. It also affords a well-balanced
high-school educator all- around womanhood or for young men
of special talent and limited means who wish' to take up directly
the work of a cartoonist, illustrator, advertising artist, engraver,
printer, etc., and learn it throug a process of apprenticeship. Many
such boys leave our high whoo . with a handicap because they are
obliged to spend their time in them taking subjects for which they
have little aptitude and less interest., while they miss much valua-
ble training at which they would work hard .and by which they
would profit greatly. This curriculum would be a boon to such
boys and should appeal strongly to them.

The' art c-uri(

..
tirade.

.

Ninth. Tenth. Eleventh. Twelfth.

Art
English
Social studies

Natural science.

Elective.

Thrace! training

I
I

Civics,

or
Civic biolop

-0'

French I

Spanish I

Home economics I

Shop work I

listhematterl

Must° I

(1 unit.)
I

Ii
II

Modern history ....

General geography

French II or I

Spanish II or I

Homeeconomiesil
or I.

Shop.work II or I

HathemailesllorI

Mode II Or I

History of art

_ft nnli.)
u

in
American hLstory..

If Oimehold physics
sod chemistry.

French III, II, or I.

Spanish III, II, or I.
.

HomeeconomicsIl
or I.

Shop work III, II,
or I.

English III
Mathematics III,

II or I.
Music III, II, or I

History ofart
Sociology III

(1 unit.)III .

IV

Problems o! de-
mocracy.

Principles of art re-
production -
graving, eto ,
photograph g
textiles, ate.

French IV, III, u,
or I.

Spanish IV, III, II,
or I. .

Home economies
IV, 111, II or I.

IShop work V, III,
II, or I.

English 111 or IV.

Music IV, III, II,
or I.

Economics IV.
Sociology III.

(9 units.)
IV

148557'-20-9
4
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Choice of optional or elective studies must provide for a major
sequence of three consecutive units in one other subject besides art.
A fractional unit of music may be elected in addition to the four
full units of. each year, excepting when a full unit of art work is
elected.

THE LATIN AND MODERN-LANGUAGE SEQUENCE.

The Latin and odern-language sequences areso firmly estab-
lished' and so sten dized by the well-known associations of col-
leges and secondaryvschools that they need little comment here. The
circulars and bulletins issued by these associations and by the various
colleges explain them in greater or less detail. The sequences all are
ordinarily of four units. There may be fourof Latin,- or of
French, or of Spanish, or of German; but many collegt,..s accept
minor or two-unit sequences of each of two lhnguages in place of a
major sequence of one. To many pupils this, alternative may be an
advantage; and the school should permit it -for such pupils who are
either not preparing for college entrance or are intending to enter
colleges which accept it.

Of late years there has been a pronounced tendency to make the
contents of these sequences more interesting and easier e mastery,
especially in the second year. In Latin it has been advilld that in-
stead of the usual reading of the first four books of .Caesar's Gallic
War entire, some of the more difficult parts of these hooks he omitted
or translated for the pupils with explanation by the teacher, and that
selection from Caesar's Civil War and the Lives of Nepos be substi-
tuted, that some omissions be made from the six orations of Cicero
usually required for the third year, and that his De Senectute and
some of his letteridr some selections from Sallust be sukstituted, and
that, instead of confining the pupils of the fourth year to the first six

'boks of Virgil's Aeneid, they read some selectionsfrom the last six
books of the Aeneid, the Budgies, or the Georgics, or some selections
from Ovid. This tendency 'to make the contents of the courses more
varied and interesting shows prominently in some of the more recent,
first-year books, in which there are interesting stories and pictures of
Roman' ife. The movement headed by Miss Sabine,.toward vitaliz-
ing Latin by emphasizing its many derivatives in English and, the
Romance languages, and the many uses of Latin words in everyday
life is doing muchaouse the interest of the pupils in studying it.
Charts and poste e those devised by Miss Sabine are quite ex-
tensively used in the Memphis'Central High School and are undoubt-
edly creating strong interest on the part of the pupils who are in-

-dined to take them.
..1 A similar tendency is observable in French, Spanish, and German,
and shows itself in the choice of easier reading and more of. it.
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AP Choice selections of short stories and other modern literature are
frequently substituted for the more 'difficult of the classics that were
formerly prescribed.

German has been dropped from many high schools because of the
recent revelations concerning the perfidy and insidiousness of the

Deutschtum propaganda. The Spanish language is perhaps of
more concern to us than German, since our relations with the Span-
ish-speaking peoples of Unba, the Philippines, and the Central and
South American States are like to be much closer in the immediate
future than our relations with the Germans. It may not be out of
place to say here that the importance of Latin and modern foreign
languages in general education has been much overemphasized,
and that the practice, so widely followed, of making all students
study one or more. of these has driven out of school many pupils
who should have continued there, and has taken from many others
much time that they might more successfully and profitably have
,pent on history. sociology, economics, geography. biological anti
physical science, home economics, commercial studies, or drawing
and shopwork.

These when properly taught are for the most part just as cul-
tural as foreign languages, and to the large majority of pupils are
much more useful. Most people who have been through high-school
and college courses in foreign languages do not either read or speak
them with practical or pleasurable facility and would have gained.
both a wider and,a more thorough acquaintance with the literatures
of these languages through, good English translations. There must,
of course, be classicists and modern-language experts among our
professional scholars, and these should start their linguistic studies
early. But do we need to make all or nearly all high-school and
college students take these languages in order to find and identify
th-e- few who have sufficient aptitude and interest in them to become
really proficient? National economy in education should provide

.Less wasteful means. We should train in these languages the few
*Ito may become producers of valuable literature and philological
studies cone hem, or who can become gifted translators and

their literatures, and we should let the other few who
can profitab y do so read these literatures in such translations. Thus
the overwhelming majority of high-school pupils who will never eare
for these things or work profitably with hem may be freed from
them and allowed to get from wider and more intensive reading and
study in English literature, artz history, and science those cultural
values that are so strongly claimed for foreign-language study
and for ti$0 most jrt so little realized: The study or foreign lan,
guages was no part:of the training of those who produced-the great
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masterpieces of Greek literature. The cultural studies of the Athe-
nian youth were their own national literature, music, gymnastics, art,
and choral dancing.

THE MATHEMATICS SEQUENCE.

The mathematics sequence also "hai$ been stan ardized through
college entrance requiriments and the influence Hof certain widely
Used series of textbooks. Algebra through radicals and including
the simplest methods of solving, quadratic equations (1 unit) is
ordinarily prescribed for the ninth grade, and plane geometry (1
unit) for the tenth grade. These two units are followed in the
.eleventh grade by solid geometry (i unit) and advanced algebra
(i unit), including simultaneous quadratics, progressions, binomial
theorem, and in some of tha3 requirements the simpler cases of per-
mutations and combinations, of determinants, and of solutions of
equations of higher degree. Many schools finish the unit and a
half of algebra before beginning geometry; but this is unwise, both
because the advanced algebra is abstract and difficult and so should
be left until the pupils are more mature, and because geometry is
(or may be made) more concrete and more closely connected with
daily life activities, and should therefore be begun early.' These.
same reasons make it desirable that the solid geometry should pre-
cede the higher algebrain the third year.

Recently the custom has been growing among the arts colleges
to let the entering students off with two units of mathematics. one
of algebra and one of plane geometry instead of demanding three.
This loosening up of the for per'rigidity is highly commendatory,
but unfortunately it is not aj ed in. the wisest possible way. Tho
pupils who take advantage of this libc:rality,sp'end too much time
on plane geometry and get no ticining at alu in solid geometry,
which is of. vastly greater practical value on account of its more
numerous applications. The student who learns no solid geometry
also misses much, because this is one of the very few school activ-
ities that train the students to think and imagine in three dimensions
o space." The other studies that do' this are mechanical drawing,
manual training, modeling, and free -hand drawing from model. The
pupils who get no training in these arts are only too likely to be the.
Same ones who omit solid geometry.

The obvious remedy for this one-sided requirement is to omit
from plane geometry a large portion of the abstract; uninteresting
and almost useless materials that have.been accumulating in the text-
booksduring the last 254eats, and to retain only the, most impor-
tant and most concrete propositions. 9y such wise elirninationa'and
elections the subject matter of geometry could be reduced in amount

16 What it was 80 or more years ago.

4
. a
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At the same time, the great improvements in methods of organi-
. zation and proof, and in metljods of teaching, including particularly

the emphasis on original proofs and practical problems to be solved
by the-pupils, should be retained and carried still further forward.

Thus both the college preparatory pupils and those not preparing
for college could get a good working.knowledge of both plane and
solid geometry in one year. That this can be done, the writer person -
:illy knows because it was done by the generation to which he
belongs; and his extensive observations Of high-school pupils has not
convinced him that the average . high-school pupil of to-day is
conspicuo,usly better able to handle the higher mathematics in
college with his three units of preparatory mathematics than were
we of their father's generation with our two units. Algehra, like
geometry, has been tremendously overloaded, and the books arc
clogged with much traditional material which is of no practical ase
whatever to most of those who study it. and is not at all necessary
even for the who are tireptiring for the study of the higher mathei
matics. If the content of the algebra courses were reduced by omit-
ting those topics and methods that are highly theoretical and of
interest only to mathematicians. or are little used in practical affairs,
or are too abstract and difficult for high-school pupils to master, and
are not at all essential in preparation for college mathematics, this
subject could easily be 'covered .satisfactorily in one year. The
essentials of plane trigonometry and the simplest elements of slur -.
veying together with some of the simplest facts and relations of co.
ordinate geometry could then be offered as a third elective unit,
which would he of great value to a considerable number of pupils.

Within the past 10 years experts in the pedagogy of mathetnatics
have been strenously advocating another reform. They make the
claim that arithmetic, algebra, geometry. and trigonometry have
been.parceled off as it were into water-tight compartments, and their
principles taught with too little relation to one another. They be-
lieve that all these are not separate subjects; but should be thought
of and taught as different phases of the one great subject, mathe-
matics. Hence tlri simplest fundameritals of ab,ebra should be
given, n the seventh and eighth grades as literal aritlficietic, and
taught as modes of generalizing the arithmetical proOas& and prob-
lems with .which the pupils have already become familiar. Very
simple algebraic equations can also be introduced ih order to show
how certain problems that are very abstract and elusive when the
attempt is made' to solve them by purely' arithmetical methods, .be-
come very .simple.and direct when negative numbers, literal nota;.
bong, and the algebraic equation are employed.

In the ninth grade the introduction of each ne.topie algebra
should be based 90. the pupils' knowledge of the corresponding

"'
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`arithmetical process; and it should begin inductively with a brief
review of this process. Simple, concrete problems of geometrical
construction of plotting on squared paper, of paper folding, and
other types.of inventional and, practical geometry should be given,

connection with arithmetic in the seventh and eighth grades.
In the ninth and ten* grades algebra and geometry can be curbed
on together, psing geometrical constructions to illustrate and classify
algebraic equations, and using ,algebraic methods in the solutiori of
geometrical problems. Such an introductory unit of combined
algebra and geometry should contain only the simpler and easier
problems and propositions of both these branches. The approach to
each new phase of the subjects should be inductive, starting with
many simple prdblents and relations that are particular cases of the
principle to be taught. The second unit should be a continuation in
like fashion of the iit.st, but should treat the more advanced 'phases
of bath subjects. The third Ling when offered shou$d combine in
the same way the simpler 'principles and practical applications of
trigonometry, surveying, and coordinate geometry, wish 'abundant
practice in the use of logarithms ilnd the slide rill'. In order to
distinguish them from the traditional " water-tight " units in the
more common use the three Units here des,ribed are called respee- .

tively first year mathematics, second year mathematics, and third ,

year mathematics. It would be better to change this, apd to think
of a five-year sequence including grades seven and eight. These
should be named seventh grade mathematics, eighth grade mathe-
matics, ninth grade mathematicsand so on.

Throughout these five years the graph should be freely used, and
practice should be given.on many slibrter and easier problems

instead of on relatively few long, complicated and difficult prob-
lems. This reform movement is new and strange to most school
systems and has rarely been given a sincere and competent trial;
but its feasibility has been abundantly demonstrated in a feW schools,
and it has been in successful operation for years in European schools.

It has been 'tried in some classes of ,the Memphis Central High
School but members of the survey conimissillit have been told that
itt abandonment is in contemplation liecause the teachers who at-.
tempted it, did not like the available textbooks, and claimed that
witft these they could not make the work successful. We do not
think this a valid excuse. High-school teachers shatild be competent
to atpt the materials of existing textbooks to their purposes, omit-
tingTere, and supplementing there, or they should even.be competent
to make their own textbooks if those available do hot approximate
Lo their ideas of what should be chosen for presentation and how it
should be presented.
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/ we recommend that this experiment be continfed: The objecting
teachers should be directed to give this matterr more sincere and
earnest study either by themselves or at the University of Chicago
or the University of Missouri, where leaders of this movement are
teaching, or else an er teacher, who has had the training and can
make it a success, s Id be employed and given charge of the classes
to which this type oleisequence is assigned.

THE ENGLISH SEQUENCE.k
The English sequence consists of three or four unit courses, ar-

ranged to suit the stage of maturity and gradually widening lad!
ests and capacities of the pupils and each consisting of three types
of work. These types or phases of English study are as follows:
(a) Theoretical or form study, including spelling, punctuation,
study of words, syntax, and the principles of versification. and the
simplest and most fundamental' princjples of rhetoric and literary
criticism. More briefly, these studies are included under the terms
Welling, punctuation, grammar, and ;rhetoric. .(b) Composition,
,written and oral. (c) The reading, and study of literature. These
three kinds of study should go on together,' because they represent
the three fundamental' human activities in connection with Ian-.
gunge and' literature namely, understanding, and ap-
preciation. These are inseparable in lifer so they should not be
sep rated in instruction. In the first year (ninth grade) the em-
,phas in form study is usually rightly placed on correct elementary
mecha s ip composition. The sensible aim is. to train the pupils
to write paragraphs cm .ntake short speeches (oral .Composi
about things or activities, or selections from literature in whi
they are most vitally interested, and' to produce these, in clear, c8n-
cis.e, grammatically .correct, and properly spelt, capitalized, and
plbctuated form when written, or in properly vocalized and Modu-
lated form, with correct bodily attitudes, when. delivered oralry..
This requires attentive study of the rules and principles of spelling,
capitalization, punctuation, and syntax, and of oral expressionk and
some study of- the meanin*, derivations, and Choice of words. All
these should be 'carried on. in close connection with the production'
of the paragraphs and their reduction by revision to correct forp.
Too muth care can not be taken by the teacher in insisting 4.t. the
pupilS correct all the errors-that they make and that they.gs.. able
to tell the reasons, for the corrections. Some teachers of English,
claim that you can ,not get young pupils to express themselves
freely and use imagination if you insist .that they correct their mis-
takes, but the writer takes. direct issue iiith this etaun as the meat.
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of an:extended experience in teaching 'and observing the ninth-
grade English classes. It all depends on the way the teacher does it.

The reading in the ninth grade consists usually of two or more
standard novels or stories by the-best modern writers, to be read
outside.of class hours and reported on, and certain selected poems,
dramas, short stories, essays, or orations to be read in the classroom,
in 'whole or in part, and discussed there. In preparation for this
work some definite outside study is.or should be reqiiihql: The kind
anCi amount of oral reading should be such that it will be both
profitable 'and pleasurable for those who listen, and the silent read-
ing at home and in the classroom should be snail that after it the
pupils can discuss informally among themselves the passages so
read with understandingl.and appreciation. Success in this again
will depend largely on the kind of questions or suggestions used by
the teacher in Simulating and guiding the discussion.

Not only should the teacher aim at underkanding and apprecia-
tion, but he should also present the meritorious features of the selea-
tiodin such a way that the pupil may find in it models that he can
understand and.imitate in his own writing. In this literature also
the pupils should find opportunities for the development of tastes
and appreciations, and the growth of those ideals that are so im-
portant in the building of character. The composition work should .
include business and social letters, aiiicles for the school paper, bits
of .description, narration, exposition, and argument, all of course
on familiar and concrete subjecq, and in the simple- lenguage of
youthful sincerity..

The second unit (tenth grade) continues that of the first, but sub-
stitutes.the study of rhetorical principles for the mechanics of Eng-
lish and places more emphasis on the study. of literature. It would
be better if in this year more of the. English teachers were to give
greater attention to pointing out the applications Of rhetorical prin-
ciples to the composition work that the pupils produce and t.) the
literature-selections that are studied. Greater economy oT teaming
and better results would Thus be obtained than most teachers. now
obtain. In most cases the rhetoric is studied as a formal book snb-
ject nearly or entirely divorced from the composition and literatb.e
study.

In the third and fourth units the literature selections are or
'should be of a type-appealing to a greater degree of maturity and
they should .be chosen with a view to using, them as. types to illus-
trate systematically the different forms of literature such as the
drama, the y, lyric poetry, epic poetry, the short=itory, the novel,
and so on, %ether with Blear and simple nformation as to what are,
trliSdistingeighing Characteristics of each Some systematic attention
shoal& also be giveri4o" the significant facts in the lives of the'-
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authors, and-the formative influences that contributed to their ideals
and their productiveness. So also there should be some conseculive,
and organized lessons on the most important periods of English and
American literature; but n formal textbook study of the history cf
literature with attempted memoriter recitations of what the, book
says about many authors should ,not be allowed to crowd out the
pupil's opportunities to become acquainted at first' hand with a choice
few of the best literary productions. In these last two years the
formal study of rhetoric should be discontinued, but in the composi-
tion work, which should' be growing more ambitious, good rhetoric
should 'be insisted on and a habit of careful revision and correction
of errors should be enforced. Oral expression in the form of
dramatics. debates, recitations, after-dinner speeches, and conversa-
tions " shouldforni a prominent part of the work of the eleventh and
twelfth grades and should be connected as chisely as practicable
with the literature that is being studied and the individual and group
activities of the pupils outside the classroom. ,Such a sequence cf
three or four years of-English studies should bring diligent and intel-
ligent pupils to the point where they can write or speak in clear and
correct English about the things in which they are interested, and
where theyhave acquired not only a taste for good reading tut also
the habit of using spare bits of time in reading books of real and
permanent worth.

. .It will be noted that in'several of the curriculums that we have
suggested for the Memphis Central High School, English does not
appear in the eleventh grade, and in others it is not found in either
the eleventh or twelfth grade. In others it is offered in these grades
as an elective. This is done on the assumption that in the cases
of pupils for whom these curriculums are prepared (1)'other things
are or may be more necessary and (2) that if the first two years'
work were tell done the pupils would by that time have learned .

to write fairly well and would have formed the reading' habit;
so they shOuhl be expetted, with properly organized school guidance,
to continue a course of reading for pleasure and profit dpring tlfnir
leisure moments, at week-ends, and during vacations. Finally (3)
it can ne. be 'stated too emphatically that good English should be
insisted' on from the pupil in all his oral recitation work, and in
rill reports on supplementary reading and other written work re-
quired in the course of daily instruction in every subject. Train-
ing itt the use of good English either oral or written is a Metter of
hubit formation rather then a ,matter of formal instructio in
grammar and rhetoric. To fix these habits of speech it is.necessary
to hate the pupil speak or write the right words in their correct
relations and-repeat them in these relations ,w,,ith Axed etteuticer'
on them and Without .permitiint any lapses into vrong.,araiyi until'
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the words come in their correct forms and orders automatically.
If you want a child to say " have gone" instead of " have went,"
you must stop him every time he says " have went " and make
him say " have gone." Then you must warn him and urge hini
to think about saying it the right way every time and not permit
himself any lapses. Every teacher owes it to his pupils to make
them correct their English whenever they make errors in speaking
or writing; and if public-school teachers in all grades did this as
well as the teachers in our best private schools invariably do, our
national speech in a very few years would no longer give us cause
for shame. Every teacher, whatever his subject, is a teacher of Eng-
lish either bad English or good English, according as he habitu-
ally uses good English himself and insists that his pupils use it,
or as he does the reverse. This is a responsibility that no teacher
can escape.

If all the teachers meet this responsibility as they should, two
years of formal English study in the high school, in addition to
eight years in the elementary schools, though not all that might be
'desired, would be sufficient; and if the teachers do not meet this
responsibility no amount of formal English study will make cor-
rect writers and speakers of the majority of the children.

THE SEQUENCE OF ROaAr STUDIES.

The sequence of social'studies includes community civics in the
ninth grade, ancient and medieval history in the tenth, modern his-
tory in th6 eleventh, and .American history and civics in the twelfth.
Elementary "sociology is also proposed as an elective in several of the
curriculums for the eleventh glade, and elementary economics for
the twelfth. As will seen fro. = discussion in Chapter VI, on
training in citizenshi , t .t. me of studies, with the exception of

"ancient and medieval istor is of fundamental importance. in the
education of every citizen o ur country, and especially in the
education of those who are to be' ders. Yet until recently history
and the other social udies were regarded as of minor importance
tied were either very.tierally neglected or usually were taught by
such dull and lifeless methods that they availed little as a force in
education. Now, since the disturbing revelations of the Great War,
we are wide-awake not only to the importance of the social studies,
but to their vital necessity in the program of socialization and Allier-
icanization that we know we must carry out if we are to save our
American democracy for the part it must take in the future of the
*odd.

'Community civics" is a new term in,eduaation, and perhaps
se de eiplanation. It is a study of community association and life,
especially of the localthe child's own communitybut not of this

.40
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exclusively. The child knows his local conimunity best, perhaps,
and can best be awakened-to his social and civic relations through
first-hand contact with its cooperative activities; but he is also a
member of the State and the National community which include the
local.

The aim of the study is, frankly, training for and in citizenship. It,
is designed to lead the pupil to realize the significance of the ele-
ments of community enterprise and welfare in their relations to him-
self as an individual and to the communities, local, State, and Na-
tional, of which he is a member or cooperating unit. It aims to in-
form 'him of the social agencies, governmental and voluntary, that
exist to obtain and secure these elements of welfare. Finally, it at-
tempts to make him ,recognize his own civic obligationswhat he
must do for the community in return for what the cominunity does
for himso that he will discharge these obligations'in an unselfish ,
and patriotic manner: It is thus seen that community civics is a
concrete study of the cooperative activities of the local community, the
State, and the Nation rather than an abstract study of the machinery
of government. The controlling idea is to have the students learn
cooperation for the common good by cooperating for the common
good, and actively participating in the community enterprises that
are going on around them.

The topics of study include individual, home, and community health
and sanitation; protection of life and property ; public recreation;
parks and playgrounds; public education; city and beautifi-
cation; wealth; communication; transportation ; tnigration and
emigration; charities and correction; and, finally, a.systematic study
of vocations. The method of approach is to set the pupils t.41) finding
information for themselves, with the help of teachers, parents,
friends, city officials, etc,estarting with things that obviously affect
them personally. For example, the topic of public health starts with
the pupil's own health and how public health means simply that every
individual bekept healthy and clean. His own obligation here be-
comes perfectly clear. He must keep himself, clean and in. perfect
physical condition for his own sake, but not less for the sake of all.
He must do all he can to induce others to do the same. Health laws
exist for the sole purpose of amomplishiiig just this; so he must obey
them and .work actively to help in their enforcement. So he works
personally not only to keep his.own body clean and healthy and his
own home and grounds safe and sanitary but helps actively in in-
ducing others to do the same.

He barns about putt water supply for the city, about ash and
garbage collection and disposal, about street cleaning, about vaccina-
tion and quarantines, about fighting the white plague and preventing
its spread, and about how the agencies for doing these thingsara

et
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organized and financed. Thin the method of community civics in-

cludes four phases, which, though perhaps more thoroughly realized

by those who are interested in promoting civic education than by

those who are teaching other subjects. are really essential to good
teaching in every subject, namely : (1) Personal and inductive ap-

proach to each new topic; (2 observation and collection of data and

information by the pupils themselves; (8) realization and secept-
ance'of personal responsibility as a result of the inferences and con-

clusions that follow inevitably from this intimate first-hand informa-

tion; (4) habituation in the discharge of civic obligations through

continued and systematic practice in recognizing duties and dis-

charging them, especially in cooperation with others, for the com-

mon good.
It will be noted that in every curriculum presented either com-

munity civics or civic biology is required in the ninth grade because

of the fundamental importance of this kind of civic training. Civic

biology teaches the same things in a similar way but with the scien-

tific principles more in view than the political and economic. Both

serve the same purpose in civic education and training, but the latter

appeals more strongly to.those who have priinounced scientific inter-

ests, while the former appeals more strongly to those whose interests

are most prominently social and political. Instead of offering one

or the other it might be better to run them parallelone three times

per week and the other two during the first semester, and the other

three times per week, and the one two during the second semester,
thus'malZing orte unit of the two subjects combined. Whether this

would be better can best be decided by trial and comparison. In any

case the teachers 04 the two subjects should confer often and cooper-

ate closely.
Ancient and medieval history, front the. standpoint of civic educa-

tion, is_of use chieflritv.throwing light on Modern history by show-

ing up the contributions of ancient peoples and their civilizations

to our modern social organization culture, and political life, and it

shiold be taught with this end prifininently in view. The rise of the

'races from primitive savage life through the nomadic and pastoral

F titges to the city state, withlts trades, industries, and commerce, its

centralized government, its architectural and engineering projects,

and its dependence on the surrounding agricultural districts, should-

be clearly brought out. A very brief treatment of the Egyptians,
Babylonians, Assyrians, and Phoenicians will suffice for this. Then

the special contributions of the Greeks, the Jews, the early Chris-

tians, and the Romans to our modern ideals and civilization. should

bo brought out in.studiei, of these ancient nations and of medieval

Europe.
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Until quite recently it has been customary among history special-
ists to advocate four units of history for the high school: (1) An-
cient history, (2) medieval history. (3) modern history (with
emphasis on English history), and (4) American history (sometimes,
but not too often, with civics). Previous to this period the units
were.general history. one year. and American history and civil gov-
ernment one year. Neither of these plans was satisfactory; for
history was studied for information as a record of past events or
for a fictitious " mental discipline" rather than as a means of under-
standing our present social organizations and movements.in the light
of those of the past that are related to them. .

The recent movement to make history a basis for intelligent inter-
pretation of the events, developments, and institutions of 64 nalions
of to-day rather than a record of past military and political events
has resulted in discarding much that the old textbooks contained and
introducing much fresh material of recent discovery about the
sttuales and the social, intellectual, scientific, industrial, and artistic
achievements of the world's peoples. Also less attention is given
to consecutive chronology., and more to telling continuous stories of
these elements of racial and national life as they are related to pres-
ent national conditions, achievements, and aspirations.

The divisiop..between ancient and modern history now tends to be
made at about 1700 A. D. rather than at the time of the Renaissance
and Reformation, as it often 'was formerly.

Examination of. the various curriculums that we have presented
will readily reveal that.to give all the training that is desirable in,
social studies is impracticable, because this would necessitate the
omission of other elements, some of which are too important to be
left out. Hence we have here indicated as a minimum or constant
two unitsi. e., modern history (eleventh grade) and American his-
tory and civics (twelfth grade). To this is added community civics
(ninth grade) unless civic biology is chosen instead. It is not so
necessary for every student to spend a year on ancient and medieval
hiStory as it is to spend that amount of time on modern history
so the former is made optional or elective while the latter is required.
for all students excepting in one curriculum.

The unit in modern history should be begun with a brief study,
of about four weeks' duration, of the most significant factors in
ancient and medieval history that have influenced modern history.
Only, a sketchy review, of the salient features of ancient. oriental, of
Semitic, of Greek, and of Roman progress, and their permanent
influences should be attempted; but clean-cut referenced should be
made to these influences in the later study at the points where their
effects are most fiasily'f(reeived.
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Certainly, after the revelations of the past four years, no one
will question the justification for requiring every student in high
school to spend at least a fourth of his time for one year on the his-
tory for the past two centuries of those world nations with whom
we have become so intimately involved. Neither is it believed that
any intelligent person would question the wisdom of requiring of
all pupils a unit of American history and civics in the.last school
year, as in fact is now done in the Memphis Cetitral High School.
The elective units of elementary sociology and elementary economics
in the eleventh and twelfth grades need no justification, as they have
established both .their feasibility and their worth in many good
schools. Surely no one will deny that it is better for the future lead-
ers of our communities, who may not go to college, to get their ideas
of sociology and economics from high-school books and teachers.
Better that they get them from this source than from the soap-box
orators on the street corners, or from the daily newspapers.

THE NATURAL-SCIENCE SEQUENCE.

The natural-science sequence, here recmmended, consists of civic
biology (ninth grade), general geography (tenth grade), physics
(eleventh grade), and chemistry (twelfth grade). This represents
a departure, but not a radical one, from the sequences that are most
common in the high schools of the country. Physics and chemistry
for the two upper grades are the courses given in nearly all of ou
high schools, including the Memphis Central High School, so
nothing need be said in justification of the position giien to these.
The sequence for the first two high-school years has varied widely
over the country during recent years and there is at present no
common agreement. For many year-§- until lately physical geog-
raphy, or " physiography," was taught almost universally in the
ninth or tenth grade, with the emphasis on the origin, life hist°. ry,

distribution of land forms. (plains, plateaus, mountains), on
physipiephic processes (elevation and subsidence of land areas,
volcanic, a erosion, etc.), and on the atmosphere and the oceans.
It did not give satisfactory results, and it has been gradually re-
placed by either "general science," as in the Memphis Central High
School, or by civic biology. We believe that "general science" be-
longs inthe seventh and eighth grades, and that it should be taught
by teachers who are properly trained and competent to handle it.
Civie biology is the science study most needed in the ninth grade,
and is admirably adapted to the interestsicapacities,. and needs of
pupils of that age. It also forms an admirable introduction to the
note diffieult and usually more highly organized science courses of
the: three upper years. 'More important' still, if well taught, it im
parts the information and arouses the interest that every good citi-
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zen should have concerning the vital biological probleins that daily
press on every community for solution, and if given in the 'first
year of the high schools, more of the pupils will come under its in-
fluence dian if given in any higher year.

Civic biplogy, like community civics, is a recent name in school
terminology. Its content is not yet standardized and probably never
will be; for this content is soniewhatedifferent in the city from what
it is in the country, and it also varies considerably according to
the kind of region in which the pupils live. It is somewhat different
in the Southern States from what it is in .the Northern; and is
still more different in Utah and Nevada from what it is in New
York City or in New England. It gives the kind of knowledge that
every citizen should have in order to understand his own body and
'guard it against injury and disease, and to keep mind and body
clean, wholesome, and efficient. It also gives the kind of knowledge
and training that makes one acquainted with the plant and animal
forms that are most necessary and useful to the people of the com-
munity, and-what must be done to conserve them, improve them, and
make the most economical use of them. But there are animal and
plant forms that are tremendously destructive to human life-and
health and that destroy each year untold millions of dollars worth
of food ,products and other vegetable and animal life. Ci-vic biology
gives knowledge of the life histories and habits of these destructive
plants and animals and of the methods of community cooperation
that must be adopted-to exterminate them.

Enough is already known to make living well-nigh 'ideal and the
world almost a paradise, if only enough people knew. In how many of our
civic units does every citizen know enough to conserve effectively the valuable
bird life, the trees, the soil, the water on his own premises, to.extermInate the
rats, and English sparrows, the riles, mosquitoes and San Jose scale, the
hookworms, dipflitheria and tuberculosis germs? If every individual knows
these things, in how many communities do all the people know enough to co-
operateto work tygether with efforts so turned and planned that the good
work of one, or of all but one shall not be rendered vain by the failure of
someone else to do his part? The measure of our present need is
seen in the wastage and loss that is streaming through our Ineffectual de-
fensesthat 500,1)00 valuable lives sacrificed annually to the currents of
preventable disease, along with the several billions of dollars worth of foods
and other property swept away by rats, insects, weeds, and fungi. How mach
higher must the cost of living soar before we begin to wake from the dream
that we are a scientific and efficient people? Cooperative good will.
is the essential idea In civic biology, as it is in the progress of dvtlization.
itself. This means that civic biology consists of all those problems whose
solution requires cooperative effort. In the' diture of the cape we can not
control many of the living forces of nature by any amount of uncoordinated
individual effort, any more than we can turn back the ocean tides by hap-
.hazard sweeping with brooms; The protein of- .civic biology; therefOra,
to make it possible for every one to know what these forces are, for good or.
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for 111, and to understand how to do his part for his own good and that of the
counnnnity. Cooperative building of the defenses offers our only hope of
success; and our eduedtion needs to be oo organized that every citizen shall
know enough fo stop a breach the instant heseei it. [From the preface to
Hodge and riawson's Civic Biology. The italics are ours.]

The above quotation makes the nature and tremendous importance .

of civic biology as clear as daylight and justifies the place we have
given it. Is there any question in the minds of those concerned
in the findings of this survey that this vital study should replace
the present relatively ineffective course in " general science," and
that every boy and girl who enters thelligh schools, white or colored,
shottid study either this or'cotriniunity civics?

For the second unit in the natural science sequence we have pro-
posed the adoption of general geography. This in the Central High
School would replace the present second year course in botany and
zoology which is not functioning effectively there.

Botany and zoology, or either of them alone, is found as a unit
course in this grade in many schools, and nothing is to be said against
such a course if effectively taught. However, if the course in civic
biology be adopted for the first year and taught by an expert, as we
recommend, the pupils will get from it it much more vital knowl-
edge of those portions of botany and zoology that are most necessary
and'useful to the cOninitinity, and will not be obliged to leave school
without that fund of practical geographical knowledge and train-
ing of which no intelligent citizen should be destitute. There can
scarcely be a doubt, especi in a great trade center, which Mem-
phis is destined to be, thW such' a course in politico-economic geog-
raphy, as is here recommended, should, be a part of the educational
equipment of every high school pupil. An understanding of such
geography, based on an intelligent comprehension of the elements
of physical geography, is necessary to a clear grasp of the move-
ments of history; and the history trachers should have and make
use of such knowledge in explaining these historical phenomena;
but such incidental knowledge of geography as may thus be gained
is not enough. For any thinking person who .leas tried to follow in
the newspapers and magazines the world important events of the
last four years, is it possible to doubt that the geographical knowl-
edge that we Americans...provide in our high" schools is woefully
inadequate? We, therefore, recommend that such a course in gen-
eral geography as is briefly described below be offered, in the. second
year of all curriculums, as indicated.

Such a course should start:with the physical geography of the
Memphis district. Problems of information for the pupils to work
out' should be set up by the teacher in connection with the city water
supply, drainage, sewage diaposal, roads, railroads and waterways;

L
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the rocks, soils, and economic products of the Memphis district; its
climatic conditions of temperature, prevailing winds and rainfall;
its farm, forest. and mineral products, and the means by which these
products are gathered, transported, and marketed. These problems
should lead up to the more general problems of physical geography,
such as the evolution of the more important types of plains, plateaus,
mountains, river basins, and shore lines through the operation of the
three great physiographic agencies, namely, elevation and depres-
sion of the earth's crust, volcanism, and the wearing down or build-
ing up of the surface because of weathering processes and the move-
ments of water and ice. t

A study of climatic conditions in the Mississippi Valley should
lead outward in like manner to a study of the prevailing winds and
distribution of temperature and moisture in the different:zones and in
the different physiographic provinces or regions of the world. Also
there should be a brief Study of the oceans and shore lined, especially
in their relations to cliMate, to food supplies, and to the occupations
of peoples and their tiade and political relations with one another.
Yuring all this work whenever a locality is sttidied as a physio-
graphic type. it shot d be located by the pupils on a wall map with
reference both to tl physiographir region or province and to the
political division in which it belongs. Throughout this study of
physical geography and the studies in commercial or politico-economic
geography.for which it is to lay the groundwork, locational geography
should be an. ever-present feature. The student should be drilled
with physical and political wall maps, blackboard outline maps, and
seat maps in locating cities, farm and forest .areas, rivers; harbors,
trade routes, typical physiographic features and significant physical
and political boundaries, until they know where the important and' .
significant features and places of the earth are and how to reach
them by passenger and freight routes. They should also be drilled.
on the comparative areas, populations, distances, and economic
vealth of the most important regions, countries, and cities, until they
really know something more about them than their mere names.

Following these studies of local, causal, and regional physical
gtography, and based upon the knowledge gained in them, there
should be a study of politico-economic geography. This should not-
be the dull and spiritless droning over bald facts and statistics
(most of the long out of date) that Is characteristic ill most of
the textbook courses in "commercial geography " that are given in
high Schools: It should start with the principal industrial products'
of Memphis and the Southern States, namely, Cotton, lumber, (*rut
ansil live stock, and should show where, how, and under what. condi.'
Lions they are produced, transported, bought, and sold. It should_.
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Show the value of these, both economic and social, and how they, re
transformed from raw materials .to finished products. It sho'ld
show what'are the by-products of-the manufactures of these raw ma-
terials, their relative values, and the methods by which they are
extracted, and to some extent the physics, chemistry, and mechanics
that underlie all these pr.cesses of manufacture and coivervation
of values.

Furthermore, having learned from the study of these home prod-
ucts the principles and methods of study that underlie economic
geography, the. pupils should be led to apply them to wheat, coal,
iron, building, stone. road materials, and the other great commodi-
ties produced, distributed, and consumed by the people of the United
States. .

Then there should follow a study, as extensive us the time pei-
inits, of the onomic geography that underlies our .manufactures
and fofeign tPide, including a study of the great world-trade routei
and the conditions that lead to international commerce and political.
relations.. As a final review, one of the best elementary textbooks
in political geography should be gone over rapidly with reference
to the political boundaries and 'the economic and commercial con-
ditions and interrelations in England and her dominions, Prima?,
Russia, Germany, the Balkan States, China, Japan, and the Central

American States. .

Throughout these studies of politico-economic giog-raphy constant,
reference should be made to such geographical sources as the United
States topographic maps and other publications of the Geologica
and Coast Surveys, the- census reports, consular reports, the State-s-
man's Yearbook, the World; Times, or Tribune Almanac, atlitS,
gazetteer, and the .publicity materials issued by railroad companies
and various chambers of commerce. This will insure that the in-
formation 'obtained is up to date, and it will al* train -the stu-
dents to get needed geographical information for themselves, Which
is far more important. -;

General geography, then, is not )erne geography,- or locational,
or physical, or causal; of regional,- orspolitical, or economic geog-
raphy; but it embraces the most essential and vital features of all
of these -- -hence the name. It grows very naturally out of either
community civics --svp.eivic biology, which 'we recommend should
precede it in the ninth grade. It prepares the way for an appre-
ciation of modern Eutdpean history and American history, which 4.

we recommend should follow it in the last two years. It also, pre-
pares the way for sociology and economics, propoied as electives in
'the last two years. It has been here classified Its a natural science;
but it is just as truly a social science.,
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In the home economics, music and art urriculums, household
physics and chemistry appears in the elev h grade science block.
This name is hardly appropriate to what i intended, but has been .

selectel as likely togive the uninitiated a better idea of .the 'nature
of the proposed course than' would "lessons in physical science,'
or " projects in physical science," which would be technically more
accurate. The intent is to present a selection from the facts, phe-
nomena,"and laws of both pilysics and chemistry that are most likely
to be appreciated and needed by the types of pupils who enroll in
these curriculuno. On the phAical side the pupils would. undertake
problems and projects involving the simplest and most elementary
mechanical principles and devices in common use or easily observ-
able, such as the following: The principles of center of gravity,
levers, composition and resolution of forces, sewing machines, clocjcs,"'
watches, pumps, and household' plumbing.

The course would include the physical principles underlying
household heating, cooking, ventilation, the electric light, bells and
annunciators, phonograph, telephone, telegraph, musical instru-
inents.-the physical basis of melody and harmony, eye glasses, opera
glasses, color phenomena, and slvadows. The chemical problems and
prOjects that would follow these or go along with them would in-

.
volve such topics as the following: The common metals, and their
oxidation, water and air, their composition and uses, flame and com-
bustion, economy and heat values of fuels, oxygen, hydrogen, salt,
chlorine, sulphur, bleaching and disinfecting agents, carbon, car-
bonic,acid and the carbonnates, nitrogen and phosphorus and their
relations to soils, and plants, matches,. the commonest acids and
bases and their pseperty of forming neutral salts, vhotogrephy, the
hydrocarbon series and their most common derivatives, starch,
sugar, fats and proteins, and their valve in foodstuffs, alcohoh vine-
gar, soaps and laundering, mortar and cement, inks, dyes, paints,
tanning, testing textiles, removing spots and stains, usefui and
harmful drugs. There would be no attempt to expound the ad-
vanced theories and physical .chemistry. A scheme of review and
orianization of principles should be. carried on throughout, and
especially at ihe end of the cosrses. By this means the large amount
of physical and chemical knowledge, obtained through the prob-
lems and projects and organized about these as centers, may be
reorganized far permanent retention and future use, according to
the customary classifications of physical andchemical treatises.

Such a course of projects should be planned primarily to meet the
inAgrests and needs of the pupils pursuing it, but should by no means
be allowed to degenerate into an aimless smattering of superficial
information. It should be taught by a teacher who is a trained
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physicist and chemist and who knows how to get good, sincere, stiff
work of the pupils and to _ground it on solid -physical and chemical
principles, inductively approached and thoroughly apprehended. It
should involve at least one double period or two single periods of
individual laboratory work per week.

This course should be of very great value to the pupils who choose
the curriculums in which it appears.

The fourth science unit in the art e.urriculum is 'largely self-
explanatory. It is intended to give the pupils some defixite informa-
tion and ex rimental experience w le' processes by means. of
which aft ets are reproduced. It would therefore treat of litho-
graphing and hand engraving, the tec of-printing, etching, pho-
tography; photoengraving, color photography, and fbe three-color
pa rinting process. Experiments illustrating the principles underly-
ing these processes would be made by the pupils, anti they would be
given practice in some of these forms of reproduction, not that they

t might become skilled workers in these arts, but that they might
understand and apprt?ciate them either from a cultural, or a pre-
'ocational standpoint.

Agriculture and botany and forestry are inserted in the twelfth
grade science block of the c(lmenal curriculum is alternatives to
chemisty'. The findings of the industrial investigator of this survey
show clearly that very large commercial interests in Memphis are dis-
tinctly concerned With industrie4hose development and expansion
are dependent on these sciences. and hence many of the youth who
are training themselves for a commercial career should be well
grounded in these sciences. It seems wise to allow a choice among
the three, so that special interests and ainiz; may be provided for.
For a by who expects to become a salesman of machinery,lutto'ino-
biles, tractors, or the like it would he vise to choose machine daw-
ing and machine-shop pract ice instead of the twelfth-grade unit of

rscience, providing he has taken extra part units in manual arts iu
sufficient amounts to prepare him for it.

The proposed sequences in commercial subjects, in manual a
and in home economics do not seem to require comment,casthes
are mostly such as are in successful operation in many of our bes
schools. .

The four-year major sequence in Music will be discussed in Chap-,

ter VIII.
The four-year major sequence in art should consist of free-hand

. drawing, with the pritniples of, form, proportion, and perspective.of
color and of. design.

There should be home opportunity during the first two years for
work in clay modeling, in order to bring out clearli.ihe.relation of
lightiknd shade to form.
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THE SEQUENCE OF APPLIED ARTS.

During the last two years many of the pupils will begin to tid
out their special'aptitudes and they, should- be given rein to work
alonanes i which their chief interests lie and in which they may
hope tw-prcduce work of ctimmercial value. So it would be entirely
within the proper scope of the high school to offer for dike who
want.them courses in pottery, art jewelry, wood carving, literior
decoration,rindow dressing, printing, or bookbinding on a thort
oughly practical or vooational basis.' Such 'courses in applied art
would enable pupils who. had'nade meritorious designs to' execute
them in the materials and forms for which they were conceived.

The first aim should be straightforward practice in drawing and
clear instruction in the iniiciples of ptrspective; and the pupils
should be kept at this with peatiil until they can turn off an ac-,
ceptable drawing of -such an objet as a chair or table in .any posi-
tion in 15 to 20 minutes' time. Much intensive practice should be
required not inJong- continued work on one piece or at large- scale,
but in making mane rapid sketches at small scale with a iihie limit
assigned. The pupils' interest here, and the teachers' also, should be
not in turning out a product for exhibition, but in acquiring ready
skill by practice. With the right kind of teaching and with drdi-
nary abilit,pand reasonable diligence any ninth-geade pupil should
reach the ability indicated by the end of the first semester with one
hour's practice per dair In order to stimulate interest and develop
initiative each pupil should be required to product at homeor if
in school, without help or suggestion from the teachera 20-Minute
sketch of spine subjeciltof his or her own choosing This kind of
ussignmfnt should 13C,inade as often as,twice or three times a week.
The first half year's work should close with lessons in the principles
of grouping objects.

In the-second half year practice should be given in drawing in
" values" with the brush. and the students should now begin work
in elenientary design. The drawing lesson should occupy about
three periods per week and the design lessons two periods per week.
In,every drawing problem from this time on throughout the se-
quence of courses emphasis should be placed on-composition, 1.cle-

.. pign the pupils should work with both. pencil and brush -until they
have a clear *mastery of the principles of repetition sequence, rythtn,
and.balance, both symthetrical .and unsymmetrical; and of. spat, line,
and area composition in limited areas and in field. KS in drawing,
there-should -be much practice; anctit should be guided by self -
criticism, by class criticism, and when this is not sufficient, by criti-

cism from tha.teacher.
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After a good idea of values has been gained, work with water
color should begin. The pupils should first practice making color
scales in hues, values, and intensities. In teaching the theory of
color, both the Newton color-disk mixtures and the pigment mixtures
should be clearly demonstrated and the differences in results ex-
plained. '

In the second year the free-hand drawing, color, and design work
should be continued with -progressively more difficult subjects and
less simpld motives. By this time, if not before, the pupils will begin
to show specialized interests and will desire to work on special
projects, either individual or cooperative. They should find the
motives for these mostly in the activities of the school. For the be-
ginner, at least, an attempt at design is futile unless it has a direct
and obvious use and is in harmonious relation with'the surroundings
in which it is to be used It should be a part of a-decorative scheme
in which the unity and harmony of the whole is preserved. A design
fiir a table cover, for example, must be adapted to the size, shape,
color, and tekture of the material on which it is to be executed and the
table cover must be suited to the size, shape, color, and general design
of the table on which it is to be placed. Both in turn must be in
harmony with the nature and purpose of the room and all its other
features and decorations. Since all these things require supervision
and expert criticism, it is least
until very good judgment has-been developedshall center in the
school and enter, as far as possible, into the cooperative life there.
So such things as folders, covers, notebooks, booklets, school eaten-
ders, posters, programs, invitations, announcements, the school maga-
zine, the fu ings of rest rooms, trophy room, committee moth,
domestic-scienWining room, auditorium stage, and so on may-fur-
nish motives in plenty for all sorts of designs, both individual

, projects and also cooperative projects, like the furnishing of a room,
in which each individual designs one article and the whole group
work together on the general motive and harmony of the scheme.

During the second half of the second year the pupils should begin
a series-of systematic lessons in mechanical perspective and simple
projection drawing, to be carried along with the free-hand drawing,
color, and design wlork.

Thus, pupils who have designed articles of furniture, for example,
may make perspective and working projection drawings for them, to
be executed either by themselves or by other pupils' in the school
cabinet. shop. For the last, two years the drawing, watet-color, and
aesign work will be continued, the projects becoming more indi-
viOualistie and varied and also more mature as the 'pupils develop.
The pupils will be encouraged to strive for the production of mate-,f.

0
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rial that will stand the test of professional criticism'or come up to
commercial standards of value. Costume design, of course, will
furnish motives pr the girls 'in the dressmaking and millinery
courses.

Besides the fall unit four-year sequence in art, the various curricu-
lums contemplate a four-year part-unit'sequenre of one, two, or three
lessons a week, which may be elected in addition to their regular four
units. Obviously, the progress of such pupils will be along similar
lines, but they will do less work. They should. be handled in sections
apart from those who major in art and allowed to progress as fast as
they profitably can.

In connection with these art-time offerings, there.should be a
, course in art appreciation, in which pictures and lantern slides are
generously used to illustrate the best types of artistic production, in-
cluding architecture, landscape gardening, and city planning and
bealitification. An inspiring outline of suggestions for such a course
is given in Bulletin No. 5, 1916, of the department of public in-
struction of the State of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio. Kelly and Mow 11's
Textbook of Design (Houghton Mifflin Co.) gives some excellent
suggestions in that field.
- An outline of the aims and methods of instruction, and of the

types of work done in the art 'department of the Central High School
was supplied by the teacher of art. The teacher was unavoidably
absent while the high school was being surveyed. The observer
visited the room, examined the work of the pupils, and talked
them at some length. In this manner, and by study of. ttie teacher's
outline, the conclusion was reached that the work is well planned,
alris similar in its general features with the sequence of courses
suggested above. The results of the pupils' work indicated very
competent and enterprising instruction; and the very evident interest
with which the pupils were attending to their work during the ab-
sence of the teacher indicated their appreciation of tha instruction
and ability to profit by the training that they had been receiving.

If one might venture n criticism on the teacher's outline it would
be that too many mediums are used in the early part Of the course,
and the types of subjects seem to he introduced in too great variety
near the beginning. All of it is good; but may not a tendency

'toward confusion and superficiality be thus brought aboutl
.The art department is evidently functioning so well in the case

of the relatively few pupils wlio are enrolled in it that it seems
unfortunate that it does not resell a larger number of pupils than it

. does. We believe that definite steps should belaken to give this
'splendid department more publicity in the school and to attract
more pupils into it. We believe, that the adoption of the proposed

4
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we can express the value of teachers' service. Our teachers; through

of teachers is one of very great difficulty. We can measure pota-
toes or cattle in terms of pounds weight. We may expres; their

such as proteins, fats, carbohydrates, mineral salts, and. water. We
may estimate in calories the amount of energy they will supply

food values in terms of percentages of essential food constituents,

when used as food in the human body, and we can estimate with

We have no such definite and universally recognized units in which

the influence of their characters and the results of their methods

accuracy their value in the market in terms of dollars and cents.

which form the habits and fix the ideals that control their conduct

rt curriculum would have a marked influence in- this direction.

are daily bringing about changes in the brain cells of our children

,f the room space and the equipment.

neces-
itate the employment of an additional teacher and an increase both
uch an expansion of this department as seems desirable would neces-

The task of justly and fairly evaluating the service and influence

THE DIFFICULTY OF MEASURING WORTH.

Ili. HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHERS.
A

now, and will determine their characters, their influence,tpAssil
and their success thro ghout their lives. Yet who can measure the
influence of a teacher? There are elements in the make-up of a

[teacher that elude analysis, and that so far as our present knowledge
goes can not be evaluated. Yet everybody knows that some teachers
are better than some others, and that most of them might be much
itnproved if the essential principles of efficient class management
and effective instruction were better understood by them, and were
applied with more careful thought.
. Numerous attempts therefore have been made to analyze the es-
sential qualities of merit in teachers in order that intelligent judg-
ment might be used in determining the questions relative to their
retention, promotions, and salaries; find one or another of these
analytical tables or score cards has been used by( various supervis-
ing officials in judging the status of members of their teaching
staffs.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL' SYSTEM 01r 'MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

v.

The oldest device is the teach6rs' certificate or license to teach.
This certifies that the holder is of good moral character, and states
the percentage marks obtained by him in written examinations set
by the board of school examiners, in various subjects, knowledge
of which is assumed to be essential. The average of these percent.
ages is assumed to be . a measure of hi scholarship. The State
sehool laws and the rules of the local board of school control specify
how and by whom examinations shall be conducted, and what
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shall be the subjects and the minimum standings. in them that shall
entitle applicants to certificates of various.grades. But scholarship
alone 'does not determine the difference between a good teaches: and
a poor teacher, although it is one of the most essential factors. Also
the fact is notorious that teachers' examinations do not result in
accurate measures of teachers' scholarship. In Most States the
teacher's license is about the last thiisg in which the superintendent
places confidence in estimating his or'her value to the service, although
in every State he must see that she has one before he can legally place
her on the pay roll.

A better measure of a teacher's scholarship. though by no means'
an infallible one, is a diploma and degree from astandard university,
college, or nornial school, which certifies to graduation from a four-
year course of training beyond graduation from a standard high
school, including special training in the subjects the candidate is to
tench, and a certain minimum amount cif training in the principles
and methods of teaching. Thus the North Central Association of Col-

, leges and Secondary Schools admits to its accredited list only such
secondary schools as require of all their teachers graduation from a
college equivalent in standing to those which are members of the
association, and including 11 semester hours of professional training
in /education, or the equivalent, as judged by its inspectors.. The
Southern Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools, at pres-
ent, seems to find it impracticable to enforce so high a standard as
this .within its territory, and admits to its accredited list schools
three-fourths of sZhose teachers are college graduates or the uiVa-
lent. In the State of California teachers are not employed i the

ugh schools.unless they hold a master's degree from a standard c l-
iege, representing five years of 'training beyond graduation from
approved high school. Such requirements, unless school authorities
tire able to evade them, make certain that high-school teachers shall
have had a certain minimum amount of training that is essential to
successful work; but training, though it usually implies scholarship,
does not always guarantee.it; and it does not guarantee that the
recipient has initiative, leadership, technical skill, and other quali-
ties of a successful teacher. %-

Accordingly, in addition to scrutinizing the evidences of their'
training, the problem of evaluating the work of the teaching staff
involves observing the teachers at their work and attempting tct com-
pare it with some standards that have been set up and for which
some authority or. validity can be claimed.

In attempting to do this those who have made this survey have
been subject to the same difficulties that embarrass all supervisors of
teachers owing to lack of recognized standards for measuring the
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work of high-school teachers. Vary few standardized tests have
been devised for high-school work; and the validity of those which
have been used is not by any means yet established. Furthermore;
the time at our disposal was too short to admit of the use of such
tests as have been tried elsewhere; AU we were still further embar-
rassed by the fact that before the observation of the high-school
work began the regular work had closed, and all or nearly all the
classes were engaged in reviewing for the final examinations. With-
in the limitations imposed by these conditions, then, only one way
seemed feasible for evaluating the work of the teaching staff. This
was to visit as many classes as possible to observe such teaching work
as was going on, to question both teachers and pupils as to the aims
sought and the methods in useJand then to point out both the fea-
tures that are worthy of commendation and the features that are
faulty, indicating such remedial measures as would seem likely to be
both feasible and effective. Quantitative evaluation of the teaching
work and comparison with that of other systems seemed to be out of
the question under the circumstances.

A STANDARD OF TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS.

It was necessary, therefore, to select some definite standards of
teachers' qualifications, and so define them that their meaning could
be fairly well understood and agreed on. With this done it would
then be possible for the observer to indicate the qualities in which
the teachers seem to excel, and those in which they seem to be de-
ficient.

The statement of standards that was chosen is one of a number
that have been somewhat widely published during the last few
years. Its history and the proposed method of its use are described
in School and Society (Vol. IX, June 21,1919, pp. 748-756). Accord-
ing to this _statement there are six major qualities of merit in ac-
cordance with which teachers and their 'work can be fairly and
conveniently judged. These are as follows: .(1) Personality; (2)
intellect and scholarship; (3) technique; (4) pupil responses;
(5) cooperation; and(8) room conditions. Each of these major quail?,
ties is analyzed intoirom three to six factors, the meanings of
which are carefully.defified. The ultimate intention is to express
the relative values of these factors of teacher merit in terms of num-
bers. and.to use the statement of standards as a score sheet by means
of which teachers may be scored and. ranked from highest to lowest
according to their value in the service; but the factors have not yet
been satisfactorily standardized and so these factors of merit will
here be used only as the basis for a qualitative estimate of the
teachers' work. The method adopted is to take the major qualities
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in turn, with its factors and their definitions, and to state, in the
case of each, how well the teachers observed appear to measure up
to it.

To what extent do the teachers measure up to these standards?

1. PERSONALITY.

1. A ppearance.Comeliness. cleanliness, neatness, tastefulness,
and appropriateness of attire.

". Voice.Efficiency and agreeableness as to rate and distinctness
of enunciation, and as to modulation (loudness, pitch, and tone
quality

3. Poise: Selicanzmand.Dignity and grace of posture and move
ment. self-contrpl, and confidence.

4. Vigor. h, buoyancy, enthusiasm, wholesomeness (phy-
sical, mental, and spiritual), initiative, and originality.

.1. Character Humanity.Openmindedness, tact, kindliness,
sympathy, cheerfulness, optimism, sense of humor, integrity, jus-
tice. loyalty, devotion, and morality.

6. Leculcrship.Resourcefulness, success in class organization and
management, success in securing loyalty and cooperation, success in

,developing self-direction and self-control, ability to arouse individ-
ual and group initiative and endeavor, command, and disciplinary
ability.

With regard to the first five factors of personality, the teachers
of Central High School average well. They compare more than
favorably with the teachers of other large high schools. A very
few might improve the quality and efficiency of their voices; but as
to this factor nearly all make themselves distinctly heard, and at

same time preserve a refined and agreeable tone quality.
All of them have poise, courtesy, and dignity of Mind and manner,

and many of them have distinctive charm. These qualities show
themselves .ii relations of t le teachers with the pupils, with
whom they are on 'the. best of terms, and whose respect and con-
fidence they seem without exception to have. Friendliness and
mutual courtesy between teachers and pupils was the rule, and no
exceptions wete at any time observed.

The sixth factor, leadership, includes qualities in which these
teachers do not make so good a showing.. They are undoubtedly,
successful in securing the loyalty of the pupils to the school; and
interest in the work is plainly evident; but in almost every class ob-
served there was more or less lack of efficient organization and class
management. The pupils as class groups do not carry. on the work.
of the .recitation in an orderly and effective way. ' They interrupt
one another; they interrupt the teachers, and many of the teachers
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too frequently interrupt the pupil who is reciting. In practically
every class, excepting those in which written compositions were
being read, oCtopical recitations or oral- compositions were being
delivered, these interruptions were the rule rather than the excep-
tion; and in the greater part of the recitations the pupils showed
,little or no self-restrait. Anyone who wished to say anything or
ask a question did so on the.impulse; so that all seemed to be talking
at one time. With this condition, clear thinking, and adequate ex-
position of the main points of the lesson in clear-cut, logical order
is practically impossible. There was abundant, evidence of indi-
vidual 'initiative, but it was not controlled and directed in such art
organized way that each individual had an opportunity to mate his
contribution or ask his question without interruption. Conse-
quently the contributions and questions by the pupils failed in most
cases to receive due consideration; and the main points of the lesson
were not' clearly brought out. The work was not so organized and
'conducted that the pupils could cooperate effectively as class groups.
Group initiative was not well developed.

These interruptions were not caused by any inherent lack of good
will or courteous intentions, but were evidently due merely to lack
of, that self-restraint which is habitually exercised hr persons who
are trained to. conduct. conferences in an efficient manner. If all
the teachers had the proper conception of what organized class
procedure should be all such confusion and talking at cross purposes
could easily be avoided. They simpI do not train the pupils in
carrying on all orderly dis:.ussion ; and they evidently do not realize
hoW important it is to do so.

This lack of skill on the part of the teachers in organization and
class management is a serious fault, and nearly all the teachers show
it in greater or less degree. The 'remedy must be found in more'?"
and better supervision of the teachers, and in careful 'study by them
of the principles of .class organization and management, with the
special aim o applying these principles in their class work. The
diScassion of ?hese. principles and their application should be made
the orderof the day for frequent teachers' meetings, until the man-
agement of the classes shall have. reached a more satisfactory status.
Skill in this factor of good teaching can be gained by attentive prac-
tice under close supervision.

11. INTELLECT-MICHOLARSHIP.

1. General.Breadth and accuracy of information; grasp of re-
lationships among facts; judgment of relative values; clear and
logical thinking; ease and rapidity of learning; ability to reach sound
conclusions and make prompt decisions.
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2. Special.Knowledge and skill in subjects taught.
3. Professional.Knowledge of current educational theories and

practices; application of psjihological and pedfq gical principles to
methods used. Experience ut ter effective supervise, n.

4. Command of Enalish.Clearness. accuracy and quency of dic-
tion; absence of grammatical errors and colloquialir us; unity in
grouping and subordination of ideas presented; vividness and force
in choice of words and constructions.

5. AScholorly idealx.Insistence on accuracy and thoroughness of
knowledge and perfection of skills, and on clean-cut, logical think:
ing; socialized conception of educational aims and values; intelli-
gent curriculum ;,pinking.

As to native intellectual endowments the teacherg of the Memphis
Central High School would seem to average as well as those of other
schools of its class, but as to general and special scholarship only
30 per cent were graduateS of colleges of standing, while 20 per cent
had had no college training whatever when elected to their positions.
(See Chapter II.) 'This places this high school far below the high
schools of most of the cities of-the size of. Memphis as to the aver-
age scholarship of its teaching staff; for in most of the large cities,
no teacher of an academic subject. can.obtain a position in the
high school unless he or she is a graduate of a reputable collegiate
institution.

The high-school teachers who are not college graduates should be
required to puesue summer courses in colleges or universities until
they have at least met the requirements for the bachelor's degree,
and no future applications for high-school positions should be con-
sidered unless the applicants are holders of degrees from colleges of
good standing. This is the least drastic policy that will result in
placing the Memphis high schools above reasonable criticism with
respect to the scholarship of their teachers; and its adoption is
recommended.

As to 'professional or pedagogical knowledge the average of the.
high-school teaching staff is distinctly low. This is indicated by
the prevailing-weaknesses in class nianageinent, and by the very
general hick of skill in the technic of instruction, which will be
discussed Inter. Both from testimony and .froni observation it is
evident that effective supervision of instruction and intelligent guid-
ance in the study of pedagogical problems have not been in opera-
tion in these high schools. Both 'of, these features of administration
are essential to the .production of good individual and team work
in teaching.

Concerning the fourth factor 'it was observed that all or nearly
all of the teachers use clear, and fairly. accurate English, free from
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grammatical errors; the cases were not wanting in which such col-
loquialisms as the use of like for as and different than for different
from were observed. Such errors, of course, should be avoided.
There is really no excuse for' using any, but the best of English in
the classroom, for teachers, above all persons, should set the example
for the children. Also as to unity in grouping and subordinating
ideas to the main thought, the presentation by many of the teachers
left much to be desired, and could have been greatly improved by
careful planning of the lessons before giving them.

As to the fifth factor, high-school teachers in general are far less
scrupulous and careful than they should be, and the Memphis higlio
school teachers appear to be below the average in this matter.
Pupils will prepare their work with thoroughness, will perfect their
knowledge, and will think methodically if the teachers iftyariably
accept" nothing less than this; but they will not do so unless the
teachers habitually insist on it. They will follow the line of least
resistance, and be content with careless and thoughtless work if
they are allowed to get by with it. On the other hand, cases were
noted here and there of teachers who were overzealous in the matter
of insistence on acc4acy. of detail, seven to the extent of nagging
the pupils. The wise way, of course, lies between these two extremes.
We do not mean to be understood that the teachers are generally
without high ideals of scholarly work: for practically all of them
showed in their replies to our questionnaire that they have them
in a marked degree. The trouble is that they do not insist as con-
stantly as they should that their pupils live up to these ideals. , It
is easy to do this kirldly and without nagging; and the pupils gen-.
erally like best and respect most those teachers who always hold
them up to the best that is in them.

uI. TECHNIC.

1. Selection and organization of subject matter.Definiteness of
aim; adaptation to pupils' interests, 'qeeds, and capacities; sequence;
correlation; selective emphasis; 'use of problematic situations.

2. Skill and ,judgment in questioning.Speed; consecutiveness;
conciseness; stimulating quality; clearness of distinction between

memory and drill stimuli and thought uli; treatment of an-
swers; avoidance of common faulty types o questioning.

8. Faoulty in expovition.Illustration by e niples and analogy;
inductive approach; use of visual aids; proporti f questioning to
telling; establishing connections with life situations; clearness of
deductions; judicial treatment txf evidence; definiteness and con=
elusiveness of lesson as a unit of instruction; balance and thorough-

. ness of development.
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4. MotivationUse of pupils' experience in inducing study,
thought, practice, controlling ideals in school life, and enthusiasm
for the work in hand.

5. Economy.Avoidance of waste in time and effort; exclusion
of irrelevant materials and processes; success in keeping all pupils
actively employed on the lesson throughout the period.

6. Asgignment.Setting up the main lesson problems; making
the significant stand out; indicating best methods of study; mak-
ing requirements definite and positive. .

A case of unusual merit in the first-named factor of the technic
of instruction was found in one of gie clit-ses in English. The
teacher had dictatefiTh the pupils an outline of the points of ex-
cellence in the short story. The pupils kept this in their note-
books for constant reference in connection with certain short stories
that had been selected for study. After reading each story as a
whole, the pupils were to analyze it with reference to these points of
excellence and prepare individual-reports in which they gave their
judgment as'to the degree and manner in which the story assigned
measured up to the standards set forth in the outline. It will be
seen that this device meets the requiremens of good technic in every
detail. A number of pupils who were questioned all testified that
this way of working interested them and that as a result of using
it they had become interested in reading good stories and had learned
how to judge and appreciate them. It was learned that the English
teachers had discussed this outline and method in their division
meetings and that several of them were using A.' It would have
keen just-as effective and far more economical of time and effort if
the outline instead of being dictated had been mimeographed or
printed and distributed to the pupils. (See factor 5.)

Other notable examples of good organization and definiteness of
aim (factor 1) resulting in strong motivation (factor 4) were ob-
served in tip classes in expression. In one of these a group of the
pupils wer :. engaged in rendering selections from a standard play,
each pupil taking a part. The reading of the parts by. the. pupils
Was done with remarkable feeling and spirit and with excellent vocal
interpretation. In stage parlance, they "got it across" to their class-
mates who constituted the audience, holding attention and interest
throughout. The teacher kept herself in the background, but di-
rected and controlled the work with consummate skill. There was a
definite aim-7the proper' interpretation of the play. The teacher
knew exactly what she wanted the-pupils to learn and do. Questions
and explanations were fitted to the purpose and circumstances.
Things went forward 'in orderly sequence and there was neither lack
of interest nor lots of time. The pupils showed training in orderly
methods of attack.
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The influence of the work in the expression classes extends through:
out the school. In the English classes,. for example, the observer
ftiiind it easy tOpick out pupils who had pursued the course in ex-
pression by The superior manner in which they delivered their reports
and oral compositions.

This was verified in.'s number of cases by interrogating the pupils.
Pupils who were questioned.invaritibly showed enthusiasm for the
work in expression and asserted that they worked hard at it. They
must have worked hard and attentively; -else they could not have
done so well.

This leads one directly to raise the, question as to why " expres-
sion" an " public speaking" should constitute distinct courses apart.
from the classes in English. -

Why should not expression and public speaking be prominent.
evet1 dominant, features of the work in every year of the study of
English compositiOn and English literature; and why should not
the instruction in this line be as efficient in every English class its it",.
the classes in expression and in public speaking? Plays of S ke-
spet0e were being read by parts in English classes. The Orr; ose
here should have been exactly the same as in theclasses in exp
sion and in public speaking. These are intelligent understan ing
and interpretation, the acquisition, of tastes -and appreciations for
the. masterpieces of literature through participation in their inter-
pretation, and the formation of lcabits of reading .the world's best
literary productions for the wisdom, the beauty. and the ideals that
they set forth. In these classes. however, the matter of interprets:
Lion received no attention. so far as the observer was able to notice.

rn a few of the English classes, as we have -noted, good types of
work were being done, the best of it consisting of topical recitations
and oral compositions; but in none of them had the instruction and
class management reached the efficiency and inspirational power that
was shown in the special classes in expression. This certainly ought
not to be so. The standards for interpretation of literature in the
literature classes should be as high as are those in the expression
classes, andthe teacher should be just .as competent to get results in
this line. If thereis any reason at all. for sepArate courses: in ex-.
pression, and Ohlic speaking, it should be to give the finishing
touches to pupils who wish to specializb in dramatics, pageants,
public speaking, debates, and parliamentary procedure; but all of
these things should find a prominent place in the English instruc,
tion and shoed be as efficiently taught to all pupils as to those of
the .special classes at least,up....to the point of discriminating and
critical appreciation of. good performance in theselinesriamkup to
the point .of intelligent personal enjoyment in ths,silent reading of



literary masterpieces. There would be much gain and very little
loss, if ally, were the vivisection of prescribed "English classics"
largely replaced by such work.

We are not saying these things lo magnify the merits of certain
teachers to the disparagement of others, for all are sincere and de-
voted to their work, but to make prominent a needed refUrni in the
school. When there is such a difference in the methods and results
of doing things that are or ought to be done for similar purposes,
this difference should be made the subject of study, and super-
visory machinery should be set in motion that will bringahout better
results. To this end the contrast his been set up, but it 'must not

inferred that the condition called in question is peculit4 to Mem-
phis:- It prevails to a lamentable extent in very many of our best
high schools, and when'the public once awakes to a sense of how
bad it is the public will rise up and do something. It would be much
better for the school people to improve the leaching through com-
petent departmental supervision before t his happens, for when the
public strikes it does not always strike with discrimination.

The evidences of a high degree of skill in the technic of instruc-
tion, such as we have just mentioned, are exceptional in the Memphis
high schools.

In more than four-fifths of the class work that was observed there
was little that measured up -adequately to the standard-enumerated
under the six factors of technical excellence outlined above. Spe-
cifically, there was much lacking as to definiteness of ,aiv logicnl
sequence. and the use of problematic situations in near% all the work
observed. 'There were many examples of . faulty quegtionindli and
very! few examples of- really skillful questioning. As to organiza-
tion, the prevailing type of procedure was to follow the textbook
topics seriatim, with little or no rearrangement or selectiye emphasis.
There was very little use of visual aids. Maps were very few and
very seldom used. Pictures appeared rarely, and lantern slides never
appeared, though inquiry developed that pictures are' occasionally
used by several teachers., There are five projection lanterns in the
Ctntral High School, but inquiries among teachers 'and pupils as to
their use indicated that they are infreqiiaitly or never employed in
most of the classes when they would be of very obvious utility. This
is in striking contrast with two of the high schools in another City,

,not rtuite so large as Memphis, where the obserVer saw lantern slides,
pictures, maps, and other visual demonstrations.and aids to instruc,,
tion in use in many of the classes during a*iwo days' visit, and where
a'high degree of technical skill was shown in the work of nearly all
the teachers,

143657°--20ff-744.
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EXCERPTS FROM FIELD NOTES.

In order that the reader may know on what kind of evidence the
observer has based his judgments, some excerpts are here given from
among a mass of field notes taken during his visits in the classrooms.
In the original notes the happenings were taken down just as they
clime. Here they have been separated under the headings good and
bad. Material that would identify individuals has been suppressed.
so far as this was practicable:

1. A mathematics class.Good: This teacher is l'orcerni, film Indite, 'and
careful. Pupils all good natured. Seem to enjoy the work, Ynd are remark.
ably well poised. Teacher speeds tip the pupils and holds attention. Bad:
Talks too much. Changes question% making several starts before getting the
question out In a form that is clear .and suits. Questions are a shower of
tvords, where few crisp words would be sufficient. Exactitude in answ ers
not invariablr 1.equired. Pupils not called upon to criticize fallIty answers.
Makes pupils do over again what they have already done correctly. Interrupts
and badgers them unnecessarily, but they accept it good naturedly and do not
lose their wits or tempers.

2. A foreign-language class.Good: Careful pronunciatioq.. Ready responses.
Excellent Interest and good will. Pupils evidently enjoy the recitation
work and seem to have made good preparation. Bad : Teacher corrects'
the pupils' mistakes in the blackboard work, instead of having them pointell out
by pupils and corrected by those who make them. Pupils respond in volleys
with various answers to thought questions, no single answer being distinguish-
able. Result : Much confusion and loss of time and
good recitation.

3. A social study.Good: General features of the recitation very goqd. De-
. velopment of topics by questions was clear and logical, though there was con-
siderable lack of smoothness and consecutiveness in the movement of the lesson.
Teacher asks many good thought queStions and pupils think well. They enjoy
thinking and there are many different points of view. This makestthe recitation
Ipteresting. Opposing opinions are well weighed and questions are clearly set-
tled as far as the pupils' knowledge admits. Teachers' explanations clear and
well Illustrated, especially by local and personal application that the pupils can
understand. Bad: Teacher not very fluent ; more embarrassed than pupils by
presence of visitor. Pupils acc4ipt the visit as an interesting incident. Teacher
perm:ts pupils to answer in volleys and to interrupt one another, but this is far
less frequent than in the classes of most of the other teachers. This is one of
the very best teachers In the corps.

4. An English class. --Good : Nothing good that was worthy of special note.
Bad: The pupils were given quotations from a standard drama.. No attempt
was made at interpreting these. No questions by teacher as to why they were
selected. No.questimis asked as to the numerous problems of the play ; hence no
thinking was manifest. No questions asked by pupils. Teacher asks only
questions such as, " Whq said this?" " This was said.by whom?" "When?"
etc. Pupils might have got something from reading the play. Probably did, for
they did not seem boitd, but they certainly were getting nothing from this
teacher at this time.

5. An English classeGood: This teacher's voice is pitched too high, but she
gets attention and Weeps order. The interest is good, Bad: But the teacher
dies most of the talking. Like many of the others, she does not think out her
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queetions before uttering thdm; so she repeats with tiresome verbiage, I. e.,
" What do you mean by swashbucklers?" " What do you mean by that sell-

.,
tence?"

ft. An English elass.Good: Excellent pictures from New York Times' Sun-
day supplement illustrating Shakespearlana, cut of and mounted On card-
board, were posted on wails with stickers (push pins are better). Pupils read-
ing a play by part. Attention and interest good. Bad: The reading by most of
the pupils was just fair. Sonic of it was very, very poor; but no questions
were asked by pupils or teacher, and no continents were made. Good reading
was passed without commendation and had reading without any attempt to'
make the pupils do better. Questions should have been asked and suggestions
made by pupils and teacher until the poor reader has,' caught bite interpretation
and spirit of the speech, and should then have been incited to try again and-
see if be could do better. This was done by the observer in one class, and the
Improvement in the pupil's second reading, after-he had caught the real,mean-
lug of the passage, was so marked Ks to provoVe enthusiasm on the part of the
remainder of the class.

A

7. In another class in Evlish, doing the same lesson under another teacher,
there occurred nothing but ties satee procedure, some good, put mostly bad or
indifferent reading, without comment, question or suggestion. This teacher has
the habit starting ft question three or four times before she gets it out in a
form that is satisfactory to her.

8. A supervised study period 4n mathrmatics.Good: Teacher's voice, pres-
ence, and manner pleasing. Speech efficient. Pupils ask questfens freely.
Their questions are direct and thoughtful. A list of problems was assigned

which the pupils were all working. Teacher cleared up difficulties .when
requ ed by the pupils. She Worked economically by requiring attention from
all n an explanation was asked by one which she thought all ought to
bet . Her explanations were clear, direct, and concise, She classifies cases
am directs Mott* to results obtained by similar methods In cases of the
sate lass. This is an Important factor of good method, especially in review
work, c as this was. This was an exnmple.of very,,good supervised study
'work. 1 :'However, she appeared to he helping the pupils too much. It
seemed t the observer that she might have got them to do more for themselves
by asking them questione that would snake them think their own way s'ceit of
their. difficulties. Good: Pupili who ,were questioned said the teacher ade
them work hard, but they liked the study. Their answers Co the obsery s
questions indicated that they had a ,very good knowledge in general of t
work.

9. A. laboratory class in elimistry.Good : A fair proportion of the pupils
Were experimenting with good interest, attention, and effigIency. Seine tended
to be idle and somewhat indifferent ; a few showed intense interest and very
thoreugh knowledge of the subject. They wanted to come back next year and
take a post-graduate advanced course. Bad: The class was too large for one
teacher to handle well witlynit an assistant. ,Itudent assistance 'has been .,
tried, but here as .elsewhere it is practically a failure. There was too much
talking, noise, and confusion.

10. A tenth-grade Latin class.A review of forms was going on. As a guide
to organization a printed tabulation of all the forms of the parts of speech
and.the principle rules of syntax was need. Pupils said this was Pbryhelpful
as a means of ready reference instead of a grammar book. "If-Should tie. By
questioning the mile the_observer learned that the inethoils of studying
ciesar in this%class were similar to those used In good schools elsewhere, but
there was apparefifly a dearth in this room of good illustrative materials, sum

.
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aC maps, charts, and ,pictures. The order was fair, but at times all talked at
oncethe most common fault In the school. This teacher was said to be one
of the best.

11. A alma in a social atudy.Nothing that merited approval was Observed
in this class. The teacher's manner was not engaging. She seemed to be
worried because the class was not getting over the ground faster and more
smoothly. There was no evidence In her teaching that she had an adequate
Idea of the significance of the subject in the education of a,cltizen.

Her questions in. thh main were not consecutive, and had little relation to r
one another. There was an outline on the board. but this was purely facti.MI
and was being followed in a desultory way.. The questions were all to elicit
facts, and there was no selective emphasis. No relations among facts or events
were sought out. The questions were very faulty. They were mostly long ques-
tions, ending with the word what. Pupils If at all bright could gather from the
question itself just what was wanted in ..-.aswer. The answers required were
mostly single words or short phrays. There was no opportunity for the pupils
to present evidence, draw inferences, or in fact do any thinking. They had to
give the answer the teacher watitet. to get.. In one case certain pupils wished to
argue as to some facts which they riought from the text were contrary to what
the teacher wanted them to say: bi t Instead of letting them find out the truth
through thinking and reference. sht promptly and effectually suppressed them.

'Tgood opportunity for training was thus thrown away. The teacher appeared
to think there were so many facts to review find so little time to do it In that
there was no'place for thinking.

This was typical of occurrences in many -other of the classrooms where. the
all-important idea was cramming up for the final examinations. Another type
of question used by this' teacher, and often observed in the case of others was
a long statement followed by " Is It not?" or "Did they not?" The pupils of
course were expected to look Intelligent and answer, " Yes. ma'am."

TYPE QUESTIONS AN.D ANSWERS.

Here are some of the questions verbatim :
Teacher. The chantillor of the E,xchequer was the same 'as what?
.4 pup I. The treasurer..
Teacher. And the treasurer does wha t?
Pupil. Takes care of the money.
Teacher. Yes; he takes care of the money; and these ministers made up what

body?
Pupil. -Curia Regis.
Teacher. Yes; Curia R:1717, and what was the Curls Regis?
Pupil. King's court. '
Teiteker.*Yes; it was a council of the king's court, and a king's court Aid

what?
Pupil. Tried cases.

Cases that concern whom?
Pupil. Kings.
Teacher. Yes; kings: Where did this Curia RegiS meet? Where did they

hold their meetings?

A class of eight or nine-year oldS.ought to make as good a, showing
with such methods and questioning with 20 minutes previous study
as this tenth. grade class did, and .they would probably learn as little.
No .col unent on such questiotting should be necessary were it not for
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the fact tharpetions who go tbrongh the motions of teaching in this
way pass for experts in so many of our schools of good repute. Most
teachers who have fallen into the habit of using such ineffective and
faulty types of questioning do not realize that their work is so bad;
and if confronted with stenographic reports of their recitation; would
scarcely believe that these reports were exact reproductions of what
happened in their own classes. More or less of this sort of teaching
is found in all cities, but in the Memphis High School it is much
more prevalent than in other large high schools known to the ob-

TYPES OF FAULTY. TECHNIQUE..

The following types of faulty technique -are very common in the
school and appear frequently in the obseNer's field notes. Not more
than two or three of the teachers are entirely free from them:

1. The inverted question eliding in what, where, whom, etc., 1, e., "That was
the beginning of what?" We have this condition where?"

2. The statement followed by "Isn't It?" " Didn't' lie?" " Wasn't that so?"
and the like. to which the pupils can only answer " Yes."

3. The question that can be answered by giving a name or other single word.
For example, Teacher: " Then we found the Persians moving, on to what next
line of defense?" A pupil: " The puss of Thermopylae. They tried to stop
them." "Teacher: " Who did?" Pupil: "The Spartans." Teacher: "Led
by whom?" A pupil: " Leonidas." Many questions of a somewhat similar
type can be answered with either "yes " or "no" and with nothing else. With
such questions It is evidently a mathematical certainty that 50 per cent of the

.pupils' answers will be correct though they may know nothing whatever about
the subject and answer only by guess.

4. The blank - tilling question. in which the teacher makes the entire state-
ment, excepting a word or two, such.as the name oc a person, place, or action,
for which she makes a pause at Ole proper place. All the pupils have to do
here Is to supply a missing word new and then. Very commonly the right word
Is not given by the pupils and the jeacher supplies It herself and then continues
in the same way.

8. The false start, in which the teacher changes the form of the question
either before or after she finishes it. In the case of one teacher (of English, by
the way), the observer noted that she started a question four times before she
got It out in the form In which she wanted it. This fault is very common in
the corps, but two false starts are more common than three;

O. Repeating answers after the pupils.This is supposed to be done In order
to make the answer emphatic so the pupils will all remember it. It does not
have this effect. Itrrelessakthe one reciting from the responsibility of making
the matter clear to his classmates and permits the class to lapse into reverie.
Answers are often reiiated by teachers because the pupils do not speak
loudly and distinctly enough to makt themselves heard. This is bad. It
causes the pupils to form wrong habits and it obviously cuts down the efficiency
of the recitation 50 ptr cent. Often the teacher says "yes" and thiiin gives
the answer correctly when the pupil has giv.en it wrong without calling atten-
tion to the essential difference. This causes the pupil to learn soon that he can
satisfy the 'teacher with any kind of answer so long as he uses look and tone.
of apparent interest and sincerity. Here is an example fro,ii the class a a
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teacher of public speaking, whose work and influence in many of its phases are
excellent. It was noted down as a cross-section of a 141nnute portion of a
lesson in which the teacher was doing practically all the work and the pupils
little or nothing: Teacher: " Pretty apt to be what?" A pupil: " Friction."
Teacher: " Pretty apt to be friction?'

7. The hesitation question or stateinen in which the teacher pauses at
short Intervals to, think up the next section f the sentence instead of having
it all thought out before beginning to utter it. The pauses are filled in by
" hh," "eh," or "er." For example (again from an English teacher), "He
speaks of--a-a-a-ahhe was fearful of disturbing his friend's equanimity."
This type of hesitating or drawling delivery is characteristic of some teachers,
and many who do not use it themselves permit it commonly in their pupils,
who easily fall into the habit unconsciously from imitation of some teacher.
Nearly all persons do it occasionally, but when it occurs frequently or habitu-
ally it becomes inexpressibly boresome.

8."Allowing several pupils to answer a thought question all at the same
time, instead of requirihg each to take his turn.These "volley answers" are
productive of nothing but waste and confusion. In answering memory ques-
tions, where there is only one good form of answer which should be fixed in
memory, the pupils should be trained to give the answers in concert and
keep exactly together. This gives every pupil a chance for attentive repetition,
which is the necessary condition for memorizing. If there are 20 pupils in
the class as In reciting a Latin paradigm, or a memory selection in English,
or a principle in science, or a rule in mathematics, 25 times as much can be
accomplished by this method as by having the pupils recite singly, and, there-
fore, if the teacher watches for the laggards and prevents them from shirking,
it is 25 times aft efficient for drill work. Teachers should carefully distinguish
in their lesson plans between memory and titbit work on the one hand,
which requires drill and repetition, and thought work on the other hand,
which requires a short time for reflection between the question and answer, 44

and they should conduct the work accordingly.
'9. Calling too frequently on a few willing and well-prepared pupils, and

ignoring a majority who are Ill prepared. This fault is very common and
confirms these pupils in habits of laziness and inattention.

10. Leaving doorg and windows open so as to admit disturbing noises from
the halls or outside the building. Much disturbance was noted from this cause.
Sonic of this could not have been avoided, but Much of it might have been;

11. Allowing half a class to be Idle while the other half is putting work on
the blackboard.

12. Devoting one's self to a single pupil who may he having a difficulty and
becoming temporarily unconscious of the existence of all the others, part of
whom immediately become idle and another part mischievous. This fault Is
most common hi mathematics and foreign-language classes when the greater
part of all the pupils are at the blackboard. When diffieult les are encountered
by one pupil Mitt are likely to be of interest to all, then the attention of all
should be directed to these while they are being explained. If the time is to
be devoted to supervised study all the pupils, or nearly all, should be working
at their seats.

FACILITY IN EXPOSITION.

The observed evidences of excellence in factor 3 of technic,
facility in exposition, were very rare in the recitation work wit-
nessed. The teachers in action do not seem to measure up well to
this standard. As a body, in the opinion of the observer, they would
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average distinctly below the high-school teachers of a dozen or more
large cities where the server has made careful observations. This
is true in cons' erable measure also of factor 5, economy. As to
factor 4, motivation, few special procedures or devices for this per-
pose were noted in class work; but many of the teachers in the
questionnaire mentioned above told of excellent devices which they
are accustomed to use and which would undoubtedly arouse strong
interest and call out initiative. It is a matter of regret that space
is not available in which to describe these. They make intensely
interesting reading and would constitute a useful part of the report.
We must be content, however, with saying that the behavior of the
pupils and their attitude toward the work in practically every
department of the school indicates that they are muClawinterested
in- their studies, are anxious to cOntribute ideas to the recitation
work, and show abundant evidences of individual initiative. They
welcome opportunities to think, though too many of the teachers
do not give them such opportunities as frequently as they should.

With regard to the interest and enthusiast the pupils show
for their studies, this school ranks among thairery best that the
observer has visited. Hence in spite of the lack which has been
noted of skill in the mechanics of class management and instruc-
tion, the teachers must be regarded as highly successful in arousing
and holdigg the interest. in their subjects and the enthusiasm for
work that a very large proportion of the pupils so evidently possess.
A great part of this must be due to the excellent spirit of genuine
friendliness and helpfulness that the teachers show intheir relations
with the pupils in'the classroom and outside the classroom. Noth-
ing finer than this relation exists anywhere, and it can not be too
highly commended. It must go far to make up for many of the
defects that have been noted.

As to item 6 of technic, the teachers make a rather poor showing,
but in this they are no worse than 90 per cent of teachers every-
where, if that softens the criticism any. The importance of a care-
ful and helpful assignment of the next lesson is very little recognized
among teachers generally, and it is very hard to make them realize
how important this feature is, or to pay proper attention to it.
Nothing but the most careful, patient, and insistent supervision will,
improve this factor of-the teacher's work. There is no question,
however, but that it should be improved.

IV. PUPIL RESPONSES.

1. Efficient functioning of habits and skill.Habitual promptness
and good form in all school work. Skill in,the arts taught by the
school, as reading, writing, drawing, calculation, manual arts, cook-
ing, sewing, etc.
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2.Command of subject matter.Ability to recall and use know!.
edge; good lesson preparation ; ability to interpret facts, phenomena,
literature.

8. Thinking ability.Recall of significant facts and ideas;- selec-
tion of those relevant to a conclusion; getting and testing hypotheses;
establishing conclusions, inductively and deductively; getting and
using concepts of methodical procedure in thought and action.

4. Expression.Clearness, grammatical correctness. precision and
conciseness in use of English; good vocalization and bodily attitudes.

5-. Tastes and appreciations. Intelligent enjoyment of literature,
art, and science as exemplified by choice productions.

6. Impelling ideals, initiative.Aidences in conduct of the func-
tioning of ideals of industry, thoroughness, integrity. fairness ; -spirit
of inquiry and endeavor; tendencies toward originality and self-
direction ; evidences of the will to serve.

-A considerable amount with reference to the quality of the teach-
ing may be inferred from the quality of the work done by the pupils
and the amount of training they show in their responses. Some ex-
perts iri education would make this the only criterion of excellence in
the teachers' work, ibnd would measure it not at all by obik drvation an
oPinion, but by means of objective and standardized tests in the school
subjects.

The idea is perfectly sound, but at present it fails practically at two
--important points. First, as to high-school work, the few tests that

havA been proposed areas yet. far from satisfactorA and it will be
some time }Afore thoroughly satisfactory objective tests have been
developed in any considerable portion of the high-school subjects.
Second, any method;wbatever of measuring the work of a teacher
by what his pupils do; whether the latter be measured by objective
tests or subjective estimates, assumes that what the pupils do is the
result of the teachers' work and that only. It ordinarily takes no

. account of the pupils' native ability, of their native and spontaneous
interest, of their previous training, and of the training they have
been getting during the same time under other teachers, or through
outside reading, or through contact with a stimulating home environ-.
meat. These other influences may be fully as effedive, either for
or against a good score for the pupils in any quality or with any
method of evaluation, as the instruction given them by tbeteacher
under consideration. Hence those who would dstoond only on " meas-
uring the teacher by the results of her work" are, seriously in error.

This fact, that the teacher in the classroom ig not wholly account-
able for all that the pupils do or do not do in the classroom must be

.borne in mind. while we are discussing thin factor in evaluating the
teacher's Work. Xevertheless, very Much of what the pupils dp and
how they behave in the classroom is the direct result of the methods
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of the particular teacher under whose control they are at the time
of observation; and considerable weight should be attached to their
behavior in the classroom as a measure of the quality 9f instruction.%

As to factors 1 and 4, under pupils responses, the pupils of the Mem-
phis Central High School do not, in the opinion of the observer, aver-
age conspicuously high; but they do rank much above the average of
the schools that fie has visited. A large proportion. though not by any
means all,are habitually prompt in the various acts required.; they
carry themselves well, maintain good if not. perfect bodily attitudes,
are generally courteous and respectful, and very generally make
themselves heard in recirations. Their answers to questions and
their topical recitations are made in better English than the average
of city high-school pupils, and very much better than the average
of rural high-school pupils. Yet in this there is vast room for im-
provement in the great majority of them, it was not noted that the
teachers. generally took notice of faulty posittns or faulty English
when used by the. pupils, and insisted on the correction of these
faults, as obviously they ought to do. A few of them did, but by
far the greater portion did not. As to the special skills taught by
the school the pupils made a good showing, and seemed to average
well up in comparison' with those of other schools known to the
observer. These pupils seemed to rank with the average or above
in command of subject matter, though here in many classes it was
difficult to guess how much they knew, because the methods of ques- .

fining by the teaches were so poor.
As to factor 3, thinking ability, excepting in the cases already

iioted, where the teachers' methods were unusually good or where ,

the method of topical recitations was employed (this method was
very well earied out wherever it was used), imust be said that the
pupils had very, very little opportunity to show what they could do
in the way of good thinking; so the observer had little chance to
make a general estimate. Hence, in order to find out, he was forced
to question the pupils himself in a number of classes in order to
get a random sampling of the product. Wherever this was dont the
responses of the pupils were remarkably good. They showed that
.they were eager to think and express their thoughts if only they were
given a chance, and they did think well and keenly.. The eagerness
with which they responded to questions and suggestions, intended.to
help them think their way through to a complete understanding of
the matter under discussioii, was most interesting. It suggests. that.
in the Central High School there are sources of thinking ability and
leadership for the solUtion of .the future problems of a "greater
Memphis", that are not beingtvped and developed, 'and it seems
nothing less than tragical. If thesvriter could get'across one and
only one message to the teaching stat of.this school it would 1)e,..
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"Give these splendid pupils more chances to think 'and do not bother
so much about making them memorize unrelated facts, and cram-
ming them for final examination."

The principal weakness in the teaching in this line lies in the
filet that the inductive approach is so little used in the teaching of
general principles. In almost every subject and in science especially
there is material for inductive reasoning, that is arriving at general
principles through the prior consideration of particular facts, events.
oricases. Every general principle should be approached in this way,
enough particular concrete cases being considered and, discussed so
that the pupils can infer and formulate the general principle fcr
themselves. Even mathematics, which is almost invariably taught
deductively, the abstract principle being memorized first, and par-
ticular solutions being developed by reasoning deductively from
them, is best taught inductively. Yet throughout the work in this,
in foreign languages, and even in science, memory work was the
rule and reasoning the extzeption, so far as was observed.

Concerning factor 5, tip opportunities for observation were too
ted to admit of very satisfactory judgments; but the impression
..gained that the pupils are getting many very excellent oppor-

tunities for the development of taste for literature in the English
department, but not as much as they should get because of the poor
work already mentioned in interpretation. In the expression classes
they are getting it in an ideal way. In the art classes, they are get- '
ting most excellent opportunities for the development of taste for
beauty of line, form, color, and composition; but this department,
through doing such excellent work is reaching far too few pupils.
1 a science seine tastes and appreciations are evident; but too few i
pupils are taking science work, and too few of these are being given/
opportunities of acquiring a taste for the best things in scientific
experiments and scientific literature.

As to factor 6, the development of ideals; the observer arrived at 4

the.conviction that the school is conspicuously successful. If there ,

is a body of high school pupils with a finer school spirit and finer
ideals than are evident in the Central High School of Memphis, he
has never seen it. That in so large a body of pupils a few may be
found, whose physical, intellectual, and moral ideals as expressed
in their conduct are not what they should be is very probable. Yet
such pupils, must be very few and have very little influence on the
whole body. (See also Chapter VI.)

V. COOPERATION.

I. With official superiors. Cordial gsponses, to directions; will-
ingness to accept criticism or suggestion and profit by it.

2. With colkagues.Working with colleagues for the common
ends; sustaining :cordial social relations with them.
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3. With community leaderi.Activity in community betterment;
participation in patriotic and charitable movements, church, clubs,

etc.
4. With pupils. Leadership and direction of approved student

activities.
5. With educational associations. Reading circle andother profes-

sional stedy; promoting and cooperating in teachers' improvement
organizations and movements; reading and supporting professional
periodicals.

The members of the survey commission have had occasions in
plenty to form a high opinion of the willingness and ability.of the
Memphis high-school teachers and principals to cooperate. They have
cooperated with us most cordially and delightfully in every possible

way; and have sincerely triedto help us,in making our work of value
to them and to the schools. We were obliged to put some burdens on
then, at the most trying time of the year; yet almost without excep-
tion they did all that we asked in a spirit of the utmost courtesy and
hospitality. The work of those who have to look for faulty as well
as for meritorious features is at intrinsically pleasant, no matter
how interesting it may be; but these teachers and their pupils made us
feel so welcome and so much at home with them that our field work
was:a delightful task. With such experiences in mind-it is impos-

us to make any other inference than that the 'spirit of co-
operation between the teachers and their superiors, and among the
teachers themselves, comes very near to being all that could be wished

for. There were observed seine points of.dctail where administra-
tive relations were not working out with perfect smoothness, but these
cases were gill capitble of satisfactory adjustment so far as we could
judge. We found most of the teachers not only willing; but anxious
to receive any criticisms or suggestions that might in any way help
them. to improve their work. This was true of the principals also.

Testimony of value as to cooperation was found in the teachers'
answers to our questionnaire. These told of numerous and varied
community activities in which they had cooperated and led their
points in cooperating.

As to factors 4 and 5 we have the impression that there is good co-
operation in what is being done; but that in.general both the student
ext racurricular activities and the teachers' professional activities are-

-not developed to the extent of maximum efficiency and advantage.
We believe that both these features of school work might be made
both more extensive and more intensive with general advantage to
the high schools; and we therefore recommend that both student or-
ganizations and teachers' professional organizations be given special
consideration and study With iefevence to possibilities of further de,
yvelopment and correlation with the purposes of the high schools.
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VI. ROOM CONDITIONS.

1. Attractiveness. Artistic displays of school work; making room
homelike; keeping things neatly arranged; use of pictures; plants,
window draperies, etc.

2. Order, adaptation.- '-Adaptation of furniture and visual aids to,
the school work; system.

3. Controllable hy,ienic features.Attention to heating, ventila-
tion, adjustment of window shades, cleanliness and hygiene of pu-
pils, habits, posture, etc.

With regard to attention to room conditions the teachers generally
are about as good as the average elsewhere; but the average teaches
gives too little attention to these matters. Teachers who do pay
careful attention to these details usually stand out as exceptionally
good teachers in other ways as well as in this one. In the Central
High School the teachers who do not have a so-called home room,
but have to hold their various recitations in different rooins', arc at
serious disadvantage with respect to factors 1 and 2. This is per-
fectly obvious and needs no further comment, exc pting that some-
thing might be done through cooperation of th se teachers and
pupils who use these. rooms.

As to factor 3, teachers generally are great sinners with regard to
neglecting the proper adjustment of window shades. So far as 90
per cent of all teachers are concerned there might as well be no such
things as a window shade, for they simply pay no attention what-
ever to these essential aids to school hygiene. The Memphis high-
school teachers are no better than others on this point; but they have
an excuse in that most of the shades are in such a dilapidated condi-
tion as to be absolutely useless.

It is recommended that the subject of better room conditions as
outlined above be given special systematic study and supervision
until marked and permanent improvement has been accomplished
in all those rooms where conditions are not conspiCuously good. The
silent and subconscious.education in taste and refinement results.that result
from 'homelike, orderly, and elegantly kept schoolrooms, artistically
arranged and decorated is not yet generally accorded the importance.
in school life that belongs to it. The art department, which is func-
tioning so well for the few lupils it is reaching, ought to be a domi-
nating.influence in the movement that we are urging.

THE TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRE. Ofr.

In-order to get from their own testimony some idea of the teachers'
conceptions of the educational values of their subjects, and in what
manner they attempt through their methods to realize these values,
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the follolng questionnaire was given out. It was answered by all
ut one or two of the teachers in the Central High School.

Subject taught

I. What are the larger alms thitt you have in view in teaching your subject
(or subjects)?

2. Iii your daily clad work what kinds of opportunities do you have 1a) for
\f.linsing your pupils to form desirable habits, or (b) to acquire valuable. Ideals,
or (r) tolleveloR tastes and atiprcOatirs, or Id) to learn howto think and
how to study independently?

3.. Just what do you do, If anything, to connect up your classroom ins:ruction
(a I with the specific interests of the children, or (b) with the nie(ir, activities,
enterprises, and welfare of Memphis?

The answers are very (14 and satisfactory and in most cases rely
commendably specific, sllowilig that nearly all the teachers have clear
conceptions of the importance of forming useful habits, inculcating
valuable ideals, developing tastes and.'appreciations, and stimulating
independent thought through the. media furnished by the various
school sobjeols. Most of them have very intelligent views of what
the larger aims should be in teaching their subjects. Their answers
show that. they are devoted to their pupils and their work' nd have
high and eXiicting- professional ideals. A large majority. of them
give direct testimony as to specific methods used; and the methods
mentioned are good. There is much satisfactory testimony in .re-
sponse to the third question. These answers from the teachers, com-
prising about one hundred and fifty..pagoattr;annscript would
.make an interesting booklet, worth careful rending by anyone who
teaches in high schools or who has children in high schools. If the
board of education should order them edited and pfinted for distri-
bution among teachers and parents, the booklet would be well worth
its cost. b .

One further comment on theie answers: They indicate that many
of the teachers do far more to develop thinking ability than the ob-
server was able to find evidence of.. Therg are two possible explana-
tions for this: First, the recitation work observed may not have
been a fair sample of the Yearly product. This is very probable
Ellyn the examinations .were so close at hand, and the teachers *ere
perhaps more worried about them than usual on account of the loss
of time due to influenza and other causes. This would have the effect
of intensifying a tendency already too great, to have .the pupili give
back memorized facts from the textbooks instead of placing them in
problematic situations and. inciting them-to think their'ivay out.'

Second, the actual practice of the teachers may not be so good as
their profewions of faith. This also is very probable, for it ista. corn
mon trait of all of us decent, humans to set up high ideals for our-

1
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selves and then to fall far below them in our performance. Yet we
are far better for adopting these ideals and thinking about them;
and. our practice improfes faster whrvve have set up standards of

perfection toward which we persist in sttiving.

IV. THE PROBLEM OF HIGH-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

THE PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL GOVERNMENT.

There are three phases of the internal government of the high
school for 'which the principal is responsibleorganization, direc-
tion, and supervision.

(1) He is responsible for making the program of studies and or-
ganizing these into curriculums, for organizing the pupils into classes
and sections, in which each group can get the kind and amount of
instruction that are suited to its needs, for, assisting the pupils in
working out and organizing clubs and teams for extra-curricula
activities that are of value in education and growth, for assigning
the teachers to departments according to their qualifications, ilssign,-
ing rooms and recitation sections to them, mild making the time
schedule and the administration rules which show what these assign-
ments are.

(2) All these organized activities requireto be carried on under
authority and direction; and in a large school, as in any huge busi-
ness organization, much of the direction-must be parceled out and
.distributed among various other persons to whom the requisite au-
thority must beiflelegated.. So the principal directs the school organ-
ization as a whole, and in its parts, either in person or through the
assistant principals, heads of departments, teachers; and officers of
student organizations.

(3) Assuming an organization perfected in its details, with an
executive and directive personnel in which; under the direction of
the general manager (in a school, the principal), each individual
subordinates, has been chosen with reference to pecidiar and expert
knowledge and skill in that portion of the directive and executive
work assigned to him or her, there yet remains an important func-
tion, too often badly neglected or at least very inadequately perfected
in many of our elementary schools, and still more imperfect in most
of our high schools. This is the third, or supervisory, function. The
teacher must supervise the pupils in their study and in theii social-
ized recitations. They must also assist the principal in the sdper-
vision as well as in the direction of the student organizations and
extra-curriCular enterprises. tie heads of departments must direct
the cooperative work and study of the teachers of their departments
in accordance with the general educational polieiw and plans of the
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principal as approved and sanctioned by the superintendent and the
board of education.

They should also assistthe principal in supervising the actual work
bf instruction within their c epartments ifi such manner and 'within
such limits as he may speci The assistant,principals should be
the right-hand man and wot f the principal in all his executive
work. They should handle all excepting the most intricate and diffi-
cult of the cases of discipline that inevitably come up for settlement
from teachers in a large schoolthe man cleating mostly with the
boys and the woman mostly with the girls.

They with the stenographic clerk should take the clerical work
entirely off the hands of the principal, performing it uncle': his di-
rection, thus leaving him free to work out the larger problems of
plans and policies, of dealing with parents, with the superintendent,
and the board, of directing the school government, and most impor-
tant of all, of selecting and recommending teachers and supervising
directly the-teaching in all departments. It is in this third factor,
supervision that most schools are weak ; and this weakness usually
results from three conditions: (1) The principal is not given a su -

ficient number of competent assistants. More is expected of him. ,
than is humanly possible for one man to accomplish effectively.

(2) The principal fails td perfect the organization by choosing
personnel distributing delegated responsibility and corre-

sponding authority in such efficient ways that he can reserve ample
time for supervision.

(3) Too often the principal of a large high school, either from
necessity or from taste and adaptability, gives too much attention to
executive and clerical duties and to disciplinary cases, and does not
adendittely perfect his knowledge and skill in the theory and prac-
tice of-classroom Management and instruction. Thus, he may fail
to give effective supervision because- the teacherS feel that. his sug-.
gestions'and criticisms lack that specific .analysis and definite con-
structiveness that is necessary to inspire confidence and to enlighten
them specifically as to wherein and how they may improve their
technic. .

.

ORGANIZATION AND DIRECTION IN THE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL.

In the second section of this chapter we have discussed specifically
the changes in curriculum,' content, and organization which, in
our judgment, should be made in the Central High School. Another
suggestion looking toward future development may be made ap-
propriately at this point. There seems to be a considerable number
of pupils who would desire to take in the high school more .ad-.
vanced courses in science,. mathematics, and economics than can
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be 'Offered under the 8-4 plan or the 6-8-3 plan, which have al-
ready been mentioned. For example, it is known that certain groups
of boys would like to take at home adianced courses in vocational
electrical wiring and construction, automobile work, industrial and
pharmaceutical chemistry, architecture, and surveying; and it would
be a great advantage to the city if such courses were offered as ad-
vanced electives for those who might avail themselves of them by
taking a, post-graduate year. Such courses as are known to be
wanted by a sufficient ,riumber of pupils to justify it economically
might be offered. provided the few necessary additions to the teach-
ing 'force and equipment -could be made. It is beliei'ed that this

. would soon demonstrate the desirability of adding two years of
graduate work of collegiate grade, thus providing for a municipal
junior college. It.would be quite easy to pass ultimately from the
8-4 plan of organization which is now in operation, or the 6-3-3
plan, which we now recommend, to the 01-4 plan, which would in-
clude six years of elementary work, four years high. sehool (grades
7 to 10) and four years junior college (grade II-42). and feeshinan
dud sophomore college. Sneh an organization N:ruld enirble many
pupils to complete the first two.years of collelze at home with greater..
economy than t.h'r could at di.4tant institutions. Also it would
enable many who otherwise could not afford to go away to college to
obtain two years of college work. These would enter t commer-
cial, industrial, and professional life, of comnpinitWwith two
more years of training than such persons are now getting, and this
would benefit the &immunity, because of the greater efficiency of
these young people dile to their better training. We believe that this
suggestion is well worth careful thought on the plirt of the com
triunity.

THE ORGANIZATION OF PUPILS.

Regarding t1W organization of the pupils, it seems desirable to
make -several c6jimients. .

The present method of organization in cla-ses and courses ap-
pears undesirably loose and indefinite on account of the fact that
pupils are .allowed so much freedom in choosing subjects and even
in choosing teachers. Pupils'ith widely different films, interests,

- and capacities are thus found in the, same recitatioi sections. This
condition would be largely corrected by the adopti n of the cur=

riculum organization that we have rectinmended, especially if 'each
'4'group of pupils pursuing a given curriculum here or anized sepa-

,

rately and the recitation' sections of -each curriculum ere assigned.
to' a corresponding definite group of teachers, Wtthl issarrange-
trient and with a'reductio?1 qi failures and 'repeaters that could, be
brought about b' better dirEtionsand supervision, th grade or
class grouach would represent something definite an coherent,
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and so also would the curriculum groups within the class, organiza-
tions. .Class organizations could then be used large and well
assorted. working units for cooperation in the larger community en-
terprises which the school from time to time takes on.

The extent to which the school has been organized to assist in
patriotic work and other enterprises of general community interest
is very creditable, and there can be no question that education in
civic cooperation of great value to the pupils as well as work of
value to the Nation and comnumity have resulted. It is believed
Una class organizations would make such community cooperation
even more effective.

As to supplementary and extra curricula students activities, the
school seemed to us to be somewhat undeorganized.* StudentActivi-
ties seem to many persons a mere nuisance, productive of nothing'
of value to the students, and only interfering with "the real work
of the school." This view is passin; and we are coining to realize
that these student fictivities, provided they are wisely chosen and
properly directed and supervised, afford harmless recreation and
servo to broaden the interests, sympathies, and intelligence of the
participants. Moreover, a fact still more important, they afford the
best and most natural means of practice for the pupils in coopera-
tion and team work for the accomplishment of worthy purposes.
Therefore they are of great value ns menus of civic training and
education. But they must he carefully selected; and they must be'
efficiently organized and officered, and carefully and wisely con-
trolled; directed, and supervised. The following are some of the
types of student organizations that are useful .for physical, intel-
lectual, and recreational development in a large high schdol if oper- 6
ated under carefully drawn rules which prevent any one student
from dissipating his or her energies by belonging to too many of
them: School and class athletic teams; school. chorus; school orches-
tra; boys', girls', and mixjd glee clubs and class quartets; boys'
and .girls' debating societies; dramatic club, art club, science club,
class literary, and musical societies;. add foreign-language" clubs.

THE. SIZE OF (LASSES. . .

With regard to th6 number of pupils in a recitation section, it,
is it generally accepted' principle that for the best work 'in the class-
room and for the most economical use of the tuition funds, classes.
should not be either very large or yell, small: In a subject with a
section of five pupils, taking' one-fifth of the time and. energy of a
$1,500 teacher, the tuition cost per. pupil' per year for that subjeCt..

'is VA, which is certainly extravagant, not, because the teacher is
.overpaid, but because is labor, fot which the community pays, is

°7
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unfairly apportioned among the students, some of them getting
more than their equitable share of it. If litany of these small classei

occur in a school; one of two consequences follows: Either more
teachers are employed than ought to be, or compensation is brought
about by making other classes too large. This is harmful in two

- ways:
First, instruction in oversized classes is necessarily .inefficient, for

either each pupil gets too,little individual attention or else the
teacher is overburdened, and as a consequence his preparation suffers
and he also becomes so wearied as to lose snap and efficiency.

Second, the distribution of the tuition fund is again unfair in
that each pupil in a large Blass gets less than his share of what the
tuition fund' is supposOd to buy. For example, in a class of 40
pupils occupying one-fifth of the time of a $1.500 teacher the tuition
cost per pupil per year is $7.50. Thus pupils in a section of five
receive from the people's tax money eight times as many dollars per
year in the form of tuition as pupils in a class of 40. Would an
-democratic community permit such unfairness if it knew abou ?

It is the business of a school survey to find out such things they
exist and let. the community know.

The number of pupils in recitation sections in the7ntral High
School, as reported by the teachers, is as follows:

of claw&
to 4 1

Number of pupils in the class: Numtxtr

5 to 9 8

10 to 14 25

15 to 19_,_ Y 32

20to24' 63
25 to 29 64
30 o 34 43

20
13

269

It will be seen f m this table that out of 269 sections 9 have fewer
than 10 pupils nd 25 others have fewer than 15 pupils. Thus 34
Out of 269 , or 12.6 per tent or about one-eighth of them, are
so small/A to be both unfair and extravagant; 127, or a few less
than h iif bf the classes enroll from 20 to 29 pupils, about the right
numbers, in general, or the/41*st economy and efficiency. Forty-
three classes are at the limit of size, according to the standards of
the North Central and Southern Association of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools, or a little over it, while 33 classes, again about one-
eighth of the whole number, enroll 40 or more pupils, and are at
the other extreme of unfairness. ,
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In the gymnasium, it might be argued, large classes can be
efficiently handled; and this is true, but the enrollments of the girls'
gymnasium classes range all the way from 20 to 103. Surely 20 is
too small a number for efficiency and economy excepting in a class
in corrective gymnastics where much individual attention is needed,
and surely excepting for exhibition rehearsals 103 is too large !for
training purposes. Many Of the large classes are in- subje,cts(re-
quiring much drill work in which large numbers are not so serious
as in subjects requiring much thought work; but although the range
is not so t the same sorts of extremes in numbers enrolled occur
in t classes also. For example: Expression, 18 to 118; algebra,
14 to 39; science, 9 to 42; French, 2, 5, 10 to 31, 34, 45; domestic
science, 6 to 27; domestio art, 7 to 24; English, 16 to 39; public speak-
ing, 3 classes, 8, 9, 16; history, 12 to 38.

Our attention has beeb drawn to the fact that these are total en-
rollment figures,'and that many of the pupils enrolled have dropped
out, so the large classes are now actually smaller; but this condition
which diminishes the evil at one end increases it at the other, for it
Also makes the small classes smaller.

These conditions are due largely to defects in organization, most
of which probably grow out of giving too much liberty in, electing
studies. There will always exist some of these inequalities that can
not well he avoided; but when one-fourth of all the sections are either
much larger or much smaller than they ought to be (accepted stand-
ard 25) this condition calls for earnest and careful study to the end
that the funds for the high school shall.be more wisely and fairly

'spent.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE AND TEACHING STAFFS.

The organization of the executive and teaching staff might be
much improved. Evidently the clerical work falls.short of what is
and should be desired. We do not regard it as our function to sit
in judgment on individuals; but to analyze conditions as a basis for
judgment by those who are responsible for conditions.. I the cleri-
cal work falls short of satisfactory efficiency this mearii either that
there is insufficient clerical force, or those who are doing it lack the
requisite efficiency.

There are employed in the school a secretary and a stenographer.
In most large schools one clerical,assistant who is a business-traitied,
secretary and also a stenographer and typist is employed, and is
able to do all the clerical work of the school that is not. assigned to
the assistant principals and principal's office. in our judgment,
much of the school's clerical work' should be done by pupils of the
business department under the direction of th4,secretary and the
commercial teacher. This would lighten the work of the secretary,

Oa
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and alio afford real 'practical training for pupils who thus assist.
The confidential clerical work should be done by the secretary. We
can not see why the secretary, if thoroughly trained and competent,
should not be able to do all the clerical and stenographic work, pro-
vided it is organized on the principles of modern business efficiency.

'We found an elaborate system of blanks for the purpose of collect-
ing and collating data. Most of these seemed good, but from our
necessarily hasty study of the recording system we think that the
blanks and the system might with careful study be so improved
as to cut out a large amount of unnecessary transcription of numeri-
cal data, with the re-tilt of saving work and increasing accuracy.
In securing clerical and stenographic service one good salary for
a business-trained official will secure better service than two poor
ones. It is poor economy to burden teachers (or assistant princi-
pals) with much clerical work. Presumably they are trained as
educlitors and not as clerks. These are widely different functions
and require ivy different .kinds of training.

In a school as large as the Central High School, there should be
not one assistant principal, but twoa man and a woman. These
should be persons of culture and a broad and sympathetic human
outlook, peculiarly adapted by temperament and sympathetic insight
to 'deal with boys and girls concerning their behavior and pur-
lioses. But further than this they should be trained above and be-
yond the other teachers in the theory and practice of secondary
education. They should be real vice principals, either of them capa-
ble of running the school in the absence of the principal, and capa-
ble of executing any details of his policies which he may from
time to time delegate to one or the other of them. Each of them
should teach from one to three sections, in order to keep in intimate
touch, through daily experiences, with the teachers' problems. They
should not be burdened with much clerical work, that with which
they are charged being of the administrative type such as can not
be intrusted to clerks or secretaries. Their chief function should
be the handling of thb individual disciPlinelchses of the boys and
girls, respectively; but they should also assist the principal in such
executive, directive, and supervisory work as he may delegate to
them. They ought especially to be able to carry out or direct edu-.
cational elltperinients in methods of instruction and class manage-
mentomd to use educational measurements in testing the results.
They should be the chief advisors of the principal framing his
educational policies and in perfecting the details of organization
in 'all departments. In choosing such officials great care should be
used to secure ,persons of training, sympathy, and tact; and the
apiaries paid them should be ample for securing service requiring
such high qualifications. a

c.
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We have already mentioned the advisability of securing persons
of more than usual qualifications for heads of the various depart-
ments of instruction. These positions should be filled by promotion
where persons of proved qualifications for them are found in the
school; but if within any department no teacher is found who does
not fully measure up to high standards of scholarship in his spe-
cialty combined with a high degree of initiative and leadership.
or if there is no one who can rapidly develop these qualities, there
should be no hesitation about bringing in persons from outside the
system to fill these positions. Heads of departments should be
thoroughly familiar with the latest and best special methods in
their subjects, should be capable of making, directing, or super-
vising educational experiments and measurements, and should be
capable of directing and assisting the teachers of their departments
in their round tables and special pedagogical studies. They shou)d
be especially alive to the needs of their departments with relation
to equipment; and the selection. ordering, and purchasing of equip-
ment should be one of their special types of duty. They should
also have a large voice in the selection of textbooks, and should
a-sist the principal or assistant principal in such work of .organizn-
tion, direction. or supervision, within their departments as may
from time to time be specially delegated to them.

TIIE LIBRARY AND THE LIBRARIAN.

The school library and librarian should be under the immediate
direction of the principal, and just as much responsible to him as any
teacher. She should be coequal with the teachers, and should co-
operate with all of them, but especially with the heads of depart-
ments. The librarian should be a sue( essful teacher who has had
thorough library training, and should be able either to give 'or to
supervise a series of lessons in the use of libraries and reference works
-which shobld be a feature of the English courses in each of the high-
School grades. The supervision and operation of the library should
belo entirely to her under the cooperative direction of the principal
and ilfie chief librarian of the city or school system.

There should be an abundance of good reference. and reading
books appropriate to the needs of pupils in each of the departments.
In most libraries the assortments of books on science, agricultilre,
geography and travel, civics, and vocations is altogether toomeager;
and reference work is too seldom assigned and followed. up in these
subject& The pupils should be trained to the reading .hahit in these
lines no less than in literature and history. 'There should be special
reading tables in the rooms of each department where books and
periodkals withdrawn from the library may be kept for ready study
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and reference during the special periods when they are needed.
Several copies of books most often used should be installed, so that
there may be at the same time a copy of each book that is much
needed in each of the several rooms assigned to a large department.
The departmental library plan should be developed in the Central
High School, as the library room is so small that all the library work
of so large .a school can not be efficiently carried on in it.

- THE JANITOR.

The janitor should be under the direction and control of the
superintendent of buildings; but the principal of the school should
have unquestioned directive and supervisory authority over him to
the extent of seeing that his work is always properly done, and
reporting him to his direct superior, or to higher authority if neces-
sary, in case he does not cooperate satisfactorily. (See also Chap-
ters II and III.)

AN ESTIMATE.

As compared with the complete type of organization that we have
outlined, the present organization of the Central High School has
not reached-the highest state of efficiency, though in general it should
not be regarded as inefficient. This has been the first year of the
administration of the present principal. He has been working indus-
triously on organization problems and has accomplished a commend-
able amount in the improvement of many important details pertain-
ing to the running of the school. He has a broad and intelligent
outlook on the modern problems of secondary education and is keep-
ing in touch with the best sources of information. concerning all .
these problems as related to the school. He appears to be most kind
and tactful in his dealings with the teachers, and they in tui'n, with-
out many exceptions, appear to be loyal to him. A general at-
mosphere of mutual confidence and respect that is fundamental to
harmonious relations was quite evident to the observers. This augurs
well for the future success of the work under the present administra-
tion.

We believe, and recommend, that the organization should be
shaped as rapidly as is feasible toward the complete type that we
hap outlined above. Complete and efficient organization is funda-
mental to the accomplishment of all the other improvements that
are needed.

. The principal's work in directing the various activities of the
school appears to be carried on about as efficiently as it can be with-
out such perfecting of the organization. .

Lack of intimate and efficient supervision, in our opinion, is
responsible for most of the weaknesses that we have pointed out.
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Better organization, involving more assistance by assistant princi-
pals, heads.of departments,and a secretary,'who are competent to
give the. kinds of high-grade assistance that are needed, will release
the principal from many details that now encroach on his time and.
energy. Freed from these tills important but entirely necessary mat-
ters, the head of the school will be able to give his entire attention
to working out administrative plans and eilucationta policies, to
directing the heads of the various administrative branches of the
organization, to maintaining the contacts of the school with parents
and community, and to personally supervising the work of the class-
rooms. -

Such personal supervision should result in knowledge as to just
where the wealc spots in the teaching exist, as to what their specific
causes are, and as to what changes in methods should be brought
about. The kinds of faults that are widely prevalent in the school
should be discussed in round tables with -all the teachers present,
and a clear consensus of opinion developed as to better- methods.
The kinds of faults that are peculiar to individual teachers should
be tactfully discussed privately with the individuals who have
them. In all cases. criticism should be constructive and tactful,
always showing' clearly 4he better way, and inciting the teacher to
try it of his or her own Nolitjon, giying it a fair and impartial test.
The supervisor's best and' most inspiring work consists in pointing
out the specially good or excellent things, some of which can be
found in the work of almost every teacher, and showing hoW the
adoption of similar methods for accomplishing similar results would
improve the general level of instruction and management. Nothing
inspires a corps of teachers more than feeling that if any one of
them is doing a- particularly good piece of work in any line, he or
she is going to receive just credit and approval for it, and that it
may be adopted freely and without jealousy by others to the end
that it may contribute more potently to the general excellence and
efficiency of the school. The supervisor who knows how discrim-
inatingly to appreciate good work and command it justly and em-
pbatically without suspicion of flattery or palaver is sure to have
the loyal and _devoted cooperation of those whom he supervises.

MORE MALE TEACHERS NEEDED.

One of the urgent problems of the adminiitration is to get into
the school as early as possible more representatives of the highest
type of manhood. Of the 53 teachers in this school only eight,
aside from the three military instructors and the principal, are
men. Counting these,.the ratio of men to women is only 12 to 46
in the entire corps, or approximately.one man for every four women.
The desirability of having in a high school teaching staff ei many
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men as women is so 'evident and so generally recognized among
students of education' that argument seems unnecessary. We rec-
ommend that when new teachers are to be appointed for the high
schools, an earnest search be made for men to fill the position, and
that this policy be continued until the ntimbers of men and of women
in the corps are approximately equal. Only men of the highest
qualifications shoulit be considered. It is harder to get such men
for the schools than it is to get equally able and well-traimd women,
because men of the right qualifications can command higher salaries
in other occupations than it is now common to pay them as teachers
in high schools. To secure men of the quality that is needed, higher
salaries than heretofore will undoubtedly have to be paid. (For a
suggested salary schedule, see Chapter II of this report.)

SUPERVISED'STUDY AND THE SOCIALIZER RECITATION.

The time schedule, as now organized, provides for five recitation
periods of one hour each, in order to allow for a certain amount of
supervised study. Tfie fact that there are so few periods in the
school day makes all phases of the problem of assignments of pupils
to recitation sections much more difficult. Undoubtedly this is one
cause of the bad inequalities in class enrollments, which we have
discussed above. It increases the number of conflicts in studies, thus
preventing many pupils from getting certain studies in the year for
which they are scheduled. We kelieve in " supervised study ".when
it is efficiently carried on according to definite and approved meth-
ods, but we believe that it is most necessary for the younger pupils.
The eleventh and twelfth grades should not nekd it. In our opinion it
would be better to organize the schedule on the basis of eight periods
daily of 45 minutes each, providing double periods for supervised
study for pupils below the eleventh grade only. This would also
allow double periods of an hour and a half each for laboratory and
shop Work, a provision which would improve the opportunities for
more intensive and economical work in the laboratory subjects.

Supervised study as now carried on in this school under the ma-
jority of the teachers is not a success, but it might and ought to be
successful with all if they all knew what it means and bow to carry
it on according to efficient methods. It means teaching the pupils how
to study, pointing out the best methods of attack. for Ike different
'factors of each lesson and .directing them in resolving tile difficul-
ties for themselves. It does not mean telling them exactly what .to
do at every step; nor does it mean merely sitting in the room
and suppressing overt acts 9f disorder. This new type, of, teaching
activity should be studied and discussed in the teachers' round table,
where methods, used and results obtained should be compared and
some definite standards of procedure setup for the .guidance of all
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One of the best of the newer school methods, which we fttrongly
recommend for frequent use in this school, is the socialized recita-
tion. In this type of class work the recitation section is organized
as a club, with chairman, secretary, and critic; and the pupilsvery
largely plan and carry out the recitation by themselves, the teacher
keeping in the background but directing. supervising, and assisting
whenever necessary to keep things "loving efficiently. The pupils
take turns asking and answering questions, and as-a body sustain
the chairman in maintaining orderly and efficient procedure. Such
recitations, when successfully carried on under the direction and
supervision of a resourceful teacher who has skill in doing it, pro-

-duce in the pupils a marvelous amount of poise, self-control, ini-
tiative, and interest. We recommend that this plan be tried out by
the teachers in all subjects to which it may advantageously be ap-
plied and that procedures and results be compared and discussed in
teachers' meetings for the purpose of perfecting it and extending its
use.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT.

Student participation in seSii-government is :mother important fea-
tura of the best modern high schools. This means not that the run-
ning of the school be turned over to the pupils, or that an elaborate
system of court machinery be developed to handle the discipline of
the school. It means that under the direction and control, of the
teaching staff the pupils be gradually. trained to take upon them-
selves snore and more of the responsibility for the order and suc-
cess of all the organized enterprises in which they are employed
during the school day. The socialized recitationis a fine example of
the right kind of participation In self-government. So are the clubs
and societies that' we have already discussed. Allowing the pupils
largely to manage the auditorium meetings is another. The prin-
ciple is not to gi'-e over control to the pupils, but to put on then
more and more responsibility for self-control and self-direction as
fast as they show themselveS to be sufficiently well trained to carry
it successfully. A school in which this 'policy is carried on usually
finds itself remarkably free from disciplinary cases, and this plan.
also atfords.the finest Of fields for the development of group initia-
tive and individual resourcefulness in the pupils. We recommend
that a policy of further extending the pupils' present opportunities

efor participation in self-government be judiciously tried out in
the school.

li

which every study, find every teacher should contribute some share.

care-
fully worked-out plan for educational and vocational, guidance, to

Another .great need in the, organization of the school is a care-

. .

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.
.

7
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The making and operation of the plan should be under the direc-
tion of a specialist in educational and vocational guidance who is
capable of organizing the teachers for the work and directing them
in it. Sinoe many volumes have been written, showing the immense
social and economic importance of this work and setting forth the
principles in accordance with which guidance plans should be made
and operated, it is unnecessary as well as impossible adequately to
discuss this feature here. " Vocational guidance " is taught as a
subject of study in the school, but evidently it is not functioning
here in any such way as the term itself implies, else more pupils
would be pursuing it than the few { who now are. Vocational
guidance is not a subject for pupils to study. It is an organized
function for a school faculq to carry on. We recommend that the
development of this function of educational and vocational guid-
ance 1;e given very serious consideration and that if feasible it be
undertaken under the direction of a specialist to 1;)( ato.ched to the
supervisory staff of the superintendent. It should begin not later
than the latter part of the sixth grade and be carried on through
the last years of the high schools. (See also Chapter IX.)

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT.

The Central High School building i; large and generally com-
modious and well built. It is well and correctly lighted and fairly
well kept. Its most serious fault is that most of the rooms are much
too large. On the other hand, some of them are too small for class-
room purposes though not for committee rooms, rest rooms, etc., for
which probably they were originally designed. There ought to be
one or twp.study rooms on each floor, larger than any of thq present
rooms. The gymnasium is too small for both boys and gitls in a
school of this size. The best designs provide for two adjacent rooms,
which may be ushd separately or thrown together by raising a roll-
ing partition. The shops are espicially commodious and well ap-
pointed, and are also Nell equipped; but there is no machine shop,
which prevents development'in a line of work that is rapidly grow-
ing in importance in Memphis. A well-equipped machine shop is
needed.

The auditorium of the school has 1,158 seats. As the entire enroll.
ment is 1,587 and the average daily attendance about 1,200, the audi-
tOrium will not seat all the pupils at any one time. Besides being,
somewhat too small for the number of pupils attending on occasions
when it is desirable to have the whole.school present, and perhaps
also friends of the school from outside, the auditorium has two seri.
ous defects. The first is that the school power plant, is situated im-
mediately under the stage, and that the noise and vibration of the
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engines must interfere se riously with the audibility of speakers'
voices. The second is that, as we are informed, the auditorium can
not be heated and lighted without running the whole power plant.
This fact, on account of the expense, greatly limits the number of
occasions on which the auditorium may be used for community cen-
ter gatherings. e

As a step toward the further development of the Central High
School building as a community center, it might be well to seriously
consider the erection of a separate but adjoining building to house
an auditorium and gymnasium, library, and the home economics
and art departments. the building to be so planned that only such
parts of it as are to be used in any evening gatherings need be lighted
and heated at the times when these are held. (See also Chap
III.) The work of administration would lib-Much simplad and
vast amount of wasted time would be saved by the installation of as
interroom telephone system, connecting each room with the prin-
cipal's office. This feature is now regarded as essential to a large
high school as is a program clock. The installing of such a system
might be done by the students of an advanced class in electric wiring
and construction, under the direction of its teacher. This would
constitute one of the 'best types of projects out of which such a class
could learn the principles of electric wiring by actual experience in
work of commercial value.

The equipment of the school indicates that the school board in
the past has intended to provide generously for this school, but
much that has been prmided has not received the intelligent care
that it should have received, and much that has been provided is
apparently not used. The school is not so well provided with maps
as it should be and those in stock are not so much or so well used
as they' ought to be. There should be an abundance of physical,
political, and economic wall maps and blackboard outline maps,
and also historical maps. These shoald be frequently used the
study of English literature, history, Latin, modern languages, Mid
geography. Cabinets should be provided for these, where they may.
be kept when not in'use.

The walls of the schoolrooms should be adorned with pictures
which are both artistic and instructive. The school bas, such pic-
tures, but there are not so many as there mighty well be. Attention
has already been called to the educative value,of artistic and tasteful
interior decorations for schodlrooMs. This is an enterprise, in which
the whole school, as well as the pupils who use certain, particular
room's, can be enlisted to advantage. 9raditatink classes and the
alumni association, if there is one, as there should be, can be inter-
ested in helping, so that every year some valuable permanent feature
of decoration may be added.
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In almost every department pictured and lantern slides are needed
for adequate illustration of the objects and scenes connoted with
the facts and events that are studied. This is particularly true of
geography, history, and scie»ce,7but scarcely less so of English liter-.
stare, foreign languages and literature, and civics. Even in eco-
nomics and mathematics lantern slides of,ctrves and graphs, illus-
trating the relations that exist between certain sets orfadts, are
very instructive. In this school some of these types of illustration
are used, but their use is far less general and frequent than it might
be to advantage. The school has a splendid moving-picture machine
and four lanterns, but on account of the scarcity of slides, or, pos-
sibly, lack of sufficient enterprise among teachers, the lanterns are
less' frequeptly in use than is desirable.

Another feature of illustrative enterprise that is prominent in
some schools but not so in Memphis is the museum feature. This
may be developed in the fields of art, archeology, history, and
science, and a gradually growing collection is always a source ,of
much interest and instruction to young people. Once started such
a ,museum growS rapidly by student's contributions and gifts by
friends outside the school.

V. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. The high schools of Memphis are attracting and holding for
continuous training a smaller proportion of the city's youth than
is desirable. (See also Chapter II.)

2. The high-school accommodations are insufficient to provide for
larger numbers than are now using them..

3. Among those who are attracted to the high schools there are
too ninny failares, and too many who drop out before completing
their curticulum. (See Chapter II.) .

4. The path along which the city must move in order to improve
this situation involves serious consideration of the following edu-,
eational policies:

(a) Revision of the elementary curriculum so as to make it
broader, more thorough, and more vital. The teaching should be
improved through more thorough supervision;

(b) More care, better testing, and better judgment should be
used in promoting pupils to the high vhools. Pupils unfitted for
high-school 'work should be discovered earlier and given work in
special courses of training for the kinds of skill that they can ac-
quire.' Thfy should not be allowedr to seater and clog the high
sChools..

(c) Steps should be taken to provide more and better high-school
accommodations, especially for the vocational high school and the
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colored high school. Probably the most immediately effective step
would be- the establishment' of two or more junior high schools,
including grades 7, 8. and 9, to he housed in adequate modern build-
ings designed for the purpose.

(d). The establishment in the seventh and eighth elementary
grades and in the high school of an efficient system of education
arid vocational guiilance, which shall enlighten the pupils concern-
ing the nature and purposes of the high-school studies and facili-
ties, and concerning the various industries and- occupationstheir
nature, the opportunities they afford,- and the kinds of ability and
training needed for success. The importance of thinking about the
question of their futtire careers and of trying to find out what their
capacities are should be impressed on the children beginning about
the age of 12 years. (See also Chapter IX.)

(e) The carrying=. out of certain reorganizations and improve-
ments in the curriculum4, teaching. and administration of the high
schools, discussed in is 'chapter and in the chapters on CiVic
Education eiInstruction.- (SK%i Chapters VI and VII.)

5.. The teachers in general rank high in personality and intel-
lect and in most of ,the desirable factors of leaderShip and coop-
erirtion; and nearly all of them have intelligent conceptions of
edUcatiopal values and of the larger aspects of socialized methods
-of teaching. n the other hand,- nearly all of them are unskillful
in most of the ordinary phases of class organization. management,
and instruction, and in the development of group initiative. There
is not so much nor so good teamwork among either teachers or
pupils as, with their other .excellent characteristics, it is evident
that there might be. The right disposition is there. but the me-
chanics of the class direction and control have not vet been well
worked out. (See also Chapter II.)

6. The: room conditions are not so well attended'to as they should
be. (See also Chapters II and III.)

7. As means fer improving these Conditions we recoinmend the
following:

(a) That effective provision be made for close and thoroughly
expert supervision of the classroom work in every department.
(See also Chapter II.)

.

(b) That departmental and .genial teachers' round -tables should
be -held at frequent intervals, a! which departmental and general
problems of teaching should 1e discussed by the teachers; by de-
partrAent heads, by the prinCipal, and occasionally by experts- and
special' called in from outside the schools.. .

(c) The eade oftlepatments only persons who have prayed
their ability to lead othersix departmental teamwork, and in the

a
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study and evaluation of methods of teaching shall receive permanept
. -

appointments.
(d) All teachers, but especially department heads, should be re-

quired to study systematically standard books and articles from
current educational and psychological journals on modern etitica-
tional problems, and especially on the principles and methods of
high school teaching:

(e) It would be wise for the school board to appropriate each
year a small amount with which to purchase for a teacher's alcove
in the high-school building. se feral copies each of such books as
McMurry's How to Study, Dewey's How We Think, Dewey's Democ.-
racy and education, Thorndike's Principles of _Teaching, Thorn-
dike's Brief Course in Educational Psychology, Hollister's I I ig,11
School and Class Management, John ton's Modern High School,
Monroe's Principles of Secondary Education, Inglis's Principles
of Secondary Education, Twiss's Principles of Science Teaching,

4 Judd's Psychology of the High. Schdol Subjects, Parker's Methods
of Teaching in High,SchoOls, Colyin's Introduction to High. School
Teaching, and Monroe's Educational Measurements, or Ruggs's Sta-
tistical Methods in Education. These, together with such teacher'
professional journals as the School ReView, the Educational Re-
view, School' Scietfcerand Mathematics, the English Journal, the
Classical Journtil, the Journal of Geography, the General Science
Quarterly, etc., should be made easily accessible to the high-school
teachers. These books and journals should be reviewed by commit-
tees, and reports on them and chapters or topiCs from them should
form subjects for discussion in the general .and departmental round
tables.

(f) Teachers should be encouraged, and in some cases required to
attend summer sessions at Mlleges for special courses in their sub-
jects or for special studies in methods. Reports on such work should
also form topics'for discussion In the 'round-table meetings.

(g) Teachers should be encouraged to make experiments in meth-
ods and use educational measurements for testing the results of
their work.

(A) The teachers shoild be given opportunity to visit one an-
.

other's classes and notes taken of the observations made during these
visits should qccasionally be made the subject of impersonal round- -
table discussions. These should emphasize the good points observed
rather than the faults.

.(i) 'The. teachers should be required to make written plans for their
lessons. A plan ,book espEcially suitable for high-school teachers
is published.by the Dobsontvans Co., Columbus, Ohio.

. -(j) There are -fi.ftiw cases in which the teachers are not well qual-.
ified to do the most progressive and effective work in the subjects.
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they are teaching. It would be wise in these cases to shift these
teachers to other assignments in which they possibly could do better
.work, and assign the former classes to teachers who are especially
trained and qualified for teaching them.

8. Important curriculum reorganizations are needed and should
be carried out.

9. The preseptcorganization of pesonnel is imperfect and should
be improved as \rapidly as possible.

10. The great outstanding need of the school is mo and better
supervision of instruction and class management., and more system-
atic study of the applied psychology of teaching by both teachers
and supervisors.

11. The numbers of men and women in the instruction staff should
lie eq vlized as rapidly as possible; but only men of the best quali-
fication, should be employed.

1') The supervised study feature should be continued, but should
be nia,de more efficient; and probably the time schedule should be re-
modeled.

13. .)ther modern features of administration known as the social-
ized recitation, and pupil participation in self-government, which
are in operation to a very limited extent, should be further developed,
expanded, and perfected.

1A. The school needs more equipment of various sorts; and bet-
ter and more frequent use-shopld be made of that which it already
posse.ssea.
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